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 This project examines how white women negotiated the mythic and gendered 

meanings of the American West between 1885 and 1935. Focusing on arguments made 

by women who were active in the public life of the Pacific Northwest and Rocky 

Mountain States, these analyses illustrate the ways the mythic West shaped the U.S. 

woman suffrage movement and how Western women simultaneously contributed to the 

meaning of the American West. Through four case studies, I examine the ways women 

drew on Western myths as they advocated for woman suffrage, participated in place-

making the West, and navigated the gender ideals of their time. 

 The first two case studies attend to the advocacy discourse of woman suffragists 

in the Pacific Northwest. Suffragist Abigail Scott Duniway of Oregon championed 

woman suffrage by appropriating the frontier myth to show that by surviving the mythic 

trek West, Western women had proven their status as frontier heroines and earned their 

right to vote. Mountaineer suffragists in Washington climbed Mount Rainier for woman 

suffrage in 1909. By taking a “Votes for Women” pennant to the mountain summit, they 

made a political pilgrimage that appropriated the frontier myth and the turn-of-the-

century meanings of mountain climbing and the wilderness for woman suffrage.  



 

 

 The last two case studies examine the place-making discourse of women who 

lived in Rocky Mountain states that had already adopted woman suffrage. Grace 

Raymond Hebard, a Wyoming historian and community leader, participated in the 

pioneer reminiscing practices of marking historic sites. Hebard’s commemorations drew 

on the agrarian myth and Wyoming woman suffrage to domesticate Wyoming’s “Wild 

West” image and place-make Wyoming as settled, civilized, and progressive. When 

Jeannette Rankin was elected as Montana’s U.S. Representative in 1916, she introduced 

herself to the nation by enacting her femininity, boosting Montana’s exceptionalism, and 

drawing on the frontier myth to explain Western woman suffrage. As I conclude with an 

analysis of Henry Mayer’s “Awakening” cartoon, I illustrate the ways place-based 

arguments for woman suffrage and the boosting of Western woman suffrage worked 

together to construct the meaning of the West as a place of gender equality in the early 

twentieth century. 
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Introduction 

 In 1914, Arizona citizens elected Frances Willard Munds to their state senate, 

making her their first female state officer.1 As one of only three women in the United 

States then “wearing the honor of election to a seat in the upper house of a state 

legislature,” she had succeeded in political office during a time when women in the 

Eastern states were not yet able to vote.2 This Western woman held special interest for 

Eastern audiences, for as The Day Book announced, “Arizona Woman Legislator is a 

Real Westerner; Not Afraid to Shoot.”3 The reporter commented on Munds’ feminine 

appearance, noting that she was “five feet tall” and wore “silk hosiery, buckled slippers 

and the most approved length in s[k]irts” even while she simultaneously kept “a revolver 

hanging in a belt on her bureau.” Senator Munds explained that the revolver was hers and 

assured the reporter, “and I know how to use it, too! I’m a real western woman.” 

Proclaiming her Western qualifications proudly, Munds navigated the divergent 

expectations of a white woman, a Westerner, and a politician.  

 At the time, Senator Munds was not new to political life. She had been active in 

the suffrage movement for seventeen years, served as chairwoman of Arizona’s Suffrage 

Central committee for seven years, and directed the campaign that won Arizona woman 

suffrage in 1912.4 Munds’ experience in the suffrage movement gave her the opportunity 

to campaign for political office. She successfully ran for Arizona State legislature the first 

year Arizona women could vote and led the entire democratic ticket as she defeated her 

republican opponent by over 600 votes. Once she was in political office, Munds earned 

the reputation of “the best housekeeper in Arizona.”5 Like many of the women involved 

in politics at this time, she was understood to be a “statehousekeeper” who was “cleaning 

house” in political office. As a “real western woman” who had succeeded in politics, she 
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traveled East to participate in national suffrage campaigns and while she was there, she 

touted the many assets of her Western life to her Eastern audiences.6 

 As Munds campaigned for suffrage and won political office, she used rhetorical 

strategies commonly used by other Western political women such as drawing on 

conceptions of Westernness and gender norms to construct herself as fit for political life. 

During the campaign they did “everything possible to cover the field in a general way” 

and “to reach every town in the State,” although it was “impossible.”7 Due to her success 

with suffrage, the National Council of Woman Voters appointed her as president of 

Arizona and the International Woman’s Suffrage Alliance appointed her as an official 

delegate.8 After the successful suffrage campaign, “speculation [was] rife regarding the 

part that Arizona women will play in the election next November, both as voters and 

candidates.”9 Once Arizona women won the ballot, Munds called on Western 

exceptionalism and state competition as she urged new women voters to “band 

yourselves together…so that our laws may be better, even than those of Colorado, what at 

present are the best in the world” [sic].10 Using language that was common in Western 

woman suffrage campaigns, she was also sure to publicly thank “the generous, 

progressive men of Arizona, who are the right sort of fathers, husbands, brothers, and 

sons.”11 Always elevating the merits of Western life, Munds successfully navigated 

Western politics in suffrage advocacy and in political office. 

 Munds was only one of the many Western women who experienced unprecedented 

political success in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Decades before the 

United States ratified the Nineteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution in 1920, 

women in Wyoming gained the right to vote in 1869. Utah women followed soon after in 
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1870, and Idaho and Colorado later enfranchised women in the 1890s.12 By 1914, the 

only states to attain woman suffrage were West of the Mississippi. Not only did Western 

states establish woman suffrage prior to Eastern states, they also elected women to 

political office first. After Jeannette Rankin’s successful election to the U.S. House of 

Representatives in 1916, Texas and Wyoming put into office the first female state 

governors in 1925, Seattle elected the first woman mayor of a sizeable American city in 

1926, and North Dakota made a woman the speaker of its state House of Representatives 

in 1933.13  

 As scholars have attempted to explain Western women’s early suffrage success, 

they have offered a number of explanations including men’s economic and political 

motives, boosterism, and gender roles. In contrast, many Western scholars have been 

persuaded, as I have been, by Rebecca Mead’s argument that three primary reasons 

explain woman’s suffrage success in the West: fluid regional politics, women’s 

innovative agitation tactics, and coalitions with the other political and labor reform 

movements.14 The first phase of women’s suffrage successes—Wyoming Territory in 

1869, Utah in 1870, and Washington Territory in 1883—are generally attributed to the 

fluidity of the “frontier’s” political environment, as well as to the influence of 

Mormonism. When Western territories became states, they had to reformulate their 

policies, define their citizenship, and make decisions about their constitutions and 

electorates.15 So Western suffragists took advantage of the West’s fluid political 

situation—marked by “small territorial legislatures, the statehood process, third-party 

challenges, and reform politics,” which made changing political traditions less 

complicated and woman suffrage more likely to pass.16 Utah citizens proposed woman 
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suffrage as a means for women to oppose polygamy, but Mormon elders knew otherwise 

and approved woman suffrage to help protect polygamous practices.17 The second and 

third phases of victories were produced more by woman suffragists’ creative advocacy 

and their alliances with farm and labor reformers. A number of suffrage leaders worked 

in the West by writing newspaper articles, publishing pamphlets, lecturing, and traveling 

through Western states advocating woman suffrage.18 The second phase of successes, 

Colorado in 1893 and Idaho in 1896, were especially related to the populist energy. The 

third phase of successes, a result of progressive momentum, included Washington (1910), 

California (1911), Arizona, Alaska, Oregon (1912), Montana and Nevada (1914).  

 Whether using the meanings of the West to justify woman suffrage, boasting of the 

West’s superior nature, or navigating the expectations of political leaders, women who 

were involved in Western public life negotiated the powerful myths of the West and the 

Western images of manhood and womanhood of their time. In the process, they 

participated in shaping the very meaning of the West as a place and American ideals of 

masculinity and femininity. By focusing on public arguments made by white women 

from the Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountain West, this study attempts to illuminate 

how women constructed and navigated meanings of the American West and gender at the 

turn of the twentieth century. This project attempts to answer two research questions. 

First, this study examines: How did the public arguments of select Western women 

negotiate the mythic meanings of the American West? As participants in the creation of 

the West, how did these women active in the West’s public life employ the rhetoric of 

place, specifically the rhetoric of the mythic West, in their political activity? Second, this 

project asks: How did women who were active in the West’s public life negotiate the 
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dominant gender ideals of their time? As they both challenged and worked in collusion 

with common gender ideologies, what possibilities for masculinity and femininity did 

they articulate? 

 To answer my research questions, I conduct four case studies of public speeches, 

publications, and protests of women who lived and worked in the Rocky Mountain and 

Pacific Northwest states. Examining the time period at the end of the nineteenth century 

and early twentieth century allows for an analysis of the arguments women made to 

advocate for woman suffrage, justify their presence in political office, and place-make the 

American West. Each case highlights how these particular women drew on the meanings 

of the American West for their persuasive purposes and participated in remaking the 

mythic meanings of their region and gender ideologies in the West. These analyses 

examine the historical context of these women’s political activity and the discourse they 

used to construct place and gender. First, this project understands these women’s public 

discourse as contributing to the construction of the American West as a place.  

Constructing the American West: 

The Place-Making Discourse of Myth, Politics, and History 

 In 1895, Woodrow Wilson declared, “The West has been the great word of our 

history. The Westerner has been the type and master of our American life.”19 Viewed as 

“representative of American character” and “part of [the American] psyche,” the 

American West has symbolized “unlimited opportunities, freedom, and a place of refuge 

from difficult economic or social conditions.”20 Indeed, the narrative of Western 

exploration and settlement has supplied abundant evidence of an argument for American 

exceptionalism.21 The Edenic vision of the West motivated westward migration and is 
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still “enshrined in the imaginations” of Americans in the twenty-first century.22 In this 

project, I define the American West as a rhetorically created place that cannot be 

separated from its geographical boundaries, material reality, and mythic meaning. I argue 

that the place-making discourse of politics, history, literature, and performance has 

created the mythic meaning of the West. Furthermore, political and historical rhetoric has 

drawn on the constructed meaning of the West for a variety of persuasive purposes, and 

in the process, it has continually re-shaped its meaning.  

Place-Making the American West 

 Places are particular geographic locations that are inseparable from both their 

material reality and symbolic meaning.23 The geographic location of a place is semi-

bounded because its boundaries are debated and changed.24 As an example, Tim 

Cresswell explains that a church is a place with physical building materials for walls and 

a roof, as well as a belief system that has meaning to its worshippers.25 Without both 

material and ideological elements, it is no longer a church building. Thus, place only 

exists when humans transform space into place by giving it meaning through discursive 

“place-making.”26 

 Place is rhetorical in at least three ways.27 First, people use discourse to construct 

meanings for places. Place-making discursively turns space into place by associating that 

particular location with symbolic meaning and memories. Keith Basso explains that the 

process of place-making, a “retrospective world-building,” involves recollection, 

remembrance, and historical imagination.28 Place-making discursively constructs history, 

even as it revises and invents it. As place-making constructs the past, it also shapes 

personal and group identities as it provides different ways of seeing and responding to the 
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world.29 For as the meaning of a place forms, the symbolic and ideological meaning of 

the place shapes the subject positions of those who interact in that place and promotes 

certain identities.30  

 Second, places are rhetorical in that they are called upon in discourse to support 

arguments. Danielle Endres and Samantha Senda-Cook call these “place-based 

arguments” and argue that social movements commonly use them as a rhetorical tactic by 

“discursively invok[ing] images or memories of a place to support an argument.” Using 

the symbolic meaning of a particular place as a warrant for their claim, place-based 

arguments evoke “non-physically present places…through language and argument.”31 

For example, as Endres and Senda-Cook point out, the Sierra Club calls on its members’ 

memories or experiences in national parks to motivate them to save those places. Thus, 

Sierra Club activists draw on the meaning of places that are not necessarily present to 

support their argument.  

 A third way places are rhetorical is that “places, imbued with meanings and 

consequences, are rhetorical performances.”32 Rather than viewing place as merely an 

external influence on discourse, a backdrop for rhetoric, the scene of Kenneth Burke’s 

pentad, or as part of the rhetorical situation, Endres and Senda-Cook argue that places act 

rhetorically and they call attention to the “power inherent in space.”33 Place is a rhetorical 

artifact that is material, temporary, and embodied. Even as the meanings of these artifacts 

are continually being shaped and reshaped through discourse, these meanings function as 

persuasive messages. Endres and Senda-Cook refer to this understanding of the rhetorical 

nature of place as “place-as-rhetoric.” They argue that social movements also use place-

as-rhetoric, through “bodies, signs, buildings, fences, [and] flags” to reconstruct the 
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meaning of a place of protest to challenge the status quo. Endres and Senda-Cook 

identify three different ways that places act rhetorically in social movements. Protesters 

can (1) draw on a “pre-existing meaning of a place,” (2) temporarily reconstruct the 

meaning of a place by challenging its dominant meaning, or (3) construct a new meaning 

of a place through repeated reconstructions over time.  

 Although Endres and Senda-Cook specifically articulate these ways that place is 

rhetorical in the context of social movements, places function rhetorically in other kinds 

of discourse as well.34 Endres and Senda-Cook call for more theorizing about the way 

social movements tactically deploy the rhetoric of place. As they explain, “social 

movements contest and remake places while the places themselves contest and remake 

social structures.” Offering place in protest as a heuristic for studying social movement 

rhetoric, they push scholars to attend to the particular places in which protest rhetoric is 

situated. As social movements rhetorically reconstruct a place to challenge its dominant 

meanings, place becomes “a performer along with activists in making and unmaking the 

possibilities of protest.” I examine the role of place in the U.S. woman suffrage 

movement, as well as in other instances of white Western women’s political discourse, 

such as their arguments on Western boosterism and political office. While cultural 

geographers, anthropologists, and urban sociologists formed the study of place, rhetoric 

scholars have been analyzing the discourse of places such as museums, memorials, coffee 

shops, shopping areas, and highways related to collective memory, consumerism, urban 

and suburban living, and identity.35 In this project I seek to contribute to our 

understanding of place by attending to the place-making of regions. Therefore, I take as a 

basic premise that as a material and symbolic place, the meaning of “the West” is under 
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constant negotiation. Greg Dickinson, Brian Ott, and Eric Aoki similarly argue that the 

American West is both a “material, geographic region and a textual construction—a set 

of memory images in the collective national imagination.”36 By studying the way women 

drew on the meaning of the West and simultaneously shaped the meaning of the West, I 

hope to shed light on the way discourse has given meaning to the West’s geographical 

and political space.  

 As a place, the geographical boundaries of the West are not naturally determined 

but are instead “semi-bounded” in that they have changed many times and are still a 

matter of dispute. The geographical boundaries for the West are largely products of 

America’s colonial history, since they were politically created through the United States’ 

purchase of Louisiana in 1803, the acquisition of the Texas and Oregon territories in 

1845 and 1846, the Mexican cession in the 1840s, and the Gadsden Purchase of 1854.37 

Indeed, the very term “West” presumes a European perspective of the North American 

continent,38 because for Europeans coming from the Atlantic Coast, “the frontier was the 

West.”39 The boundaries of the West are still being constructed in ongoing scholarly 

debate among Western scholars who contest the West’s geographical boundaries.40 

Basing the boundaries on meridians, rivers, state lines, climate, and land, scholars have 

argued for what areas they believe “are truly part of the West.”41 I generally define the 

West’s Eastern boundary, as many scholars do, as the 98th meridian because this 

meridian by and large marks the line between the arid plains to the West and the humid 

plains to the East.42  

 The imagined boundaries of the West, however, have changed across time. At one 

point, every part of the country was “the frontier.” The Far West was at one time the 
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Virginia Piedmont, and then the Kentucky-Tennessee region, before it reached the 

Mississippi River or Rocky Mountains.43 Although the borders of the West in the nation’s 

imagination moved across the continent, the popular trans-Mississippi definition of the 

West would not even include Daniel Boone’s Westward movement on the Kentucky 

frontier.44 By 1900, residents of the Far West and Rocky Mountain West had developed 

an “increasing sense of their own special regionalism” and, Robert G. Athearn argues, 

“would have been horrified at the prospect of falling into the same class as the 

Midwesterner, whom they looked down upon and denigrated at every opportunity.”45 

Thus, I examine the public discourse of four women who lived and worked in states that 

were considered “the West” by residents of the Far West and Rocky Mountain West in 

the early twentieth century: Oregon, Washington, Wyoming, and Montana. I do not, 

however, believe that their discourse was representative of all Western women’s 

discourse, nor do I attempt to make claims that apply to all of the rhetoric of “the West,” 

of “Western women,” or even of “women in the Far West and Rocky Mountain” states. 

Rather, these four women’s arguments are examples of how women drew on the meaning 

of the West in their advocacy and took part in constructing the meaning of “the West” in 

the national imaginary. 

The Mythic Meaning of the American West 

  The fact that the West as a term and region has varied across time periods and 

communities demonstrates that the constructed meaning of “the West” entails much more 

than its geographic boundaries; it is also based on the mythological meaning of the West 

in American culture.46 Although places are geographical locations, their material reality 

cannot be separated from their symbolic meaning. “The West” and “the frontier” are 
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imbued with the mythic meanings of continual conquest of land and people. As narratives 

of exceptional people doing exceptional things, myths serve as moral guides for action 

and carry social ideals.47 Myths tell stories of heroes who are typically stronger, smarter, 

and more spiritual than others. As mythic heroes prove themselves by passing through 

some kind of rite of passage, they earn the audience’s respect by acting exceptionally and 

giving their lives to something bigger than themselves.48 In the process, these mythic 

heroes become models for motivation and action. Through these myths, communities 

hand down their collective values from generation to generation to “make the world 

understandable, support the social order, and educate the society’s young.”49 As they 

articulate a community’s origin, development, fundamental beliefs, and sense of identity, 

myths offer explanatory power to account for problems as they arise and explain why we 

do what we do and why we should continue our current actions.50 Drawn from a society’s 

real and imagined history, myths do not only include what happened in the past, but also 

what was said to have happened in the past.51 Thus, while they are shaped by history, 

they simultaneously shape history.52 

 Symbolized by mythic explorers, pioneers, settlers, farmers, and cowboys, the 

meaning of the West as a place can only be understood by examining the myths of the 

American West, namely the frontier myth and the agrarian myth. The story of the frontier 

myth chronicles how individuals transformed into American heroes as they conquered the 

frontier. As the frontiersmen left the “civilized” east to explore the Western land, 

violently conquer American Indians, and survive the frontier, they proved their heroic 

nature.53 The mythic agrarian farmers moved West to own their own property, work the 

land, and set up independent and permanent lives. While the frontier heroes gained their 
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heroic status through their survival and violence towards American Indians, the mythic 

agrarian farmer’s heroism was also related to survival in the West, but agrarian heroes 

earned their heroic status by owning and working the land. The yeoman was 

mythologized for “his honest industry, his independence, his frank spirit of equality, his 

ability to produce and enjoy a simple abundance.”54 The myth was based on the idea that 

the yeoman hero was the “ideal man and the ideal citizen” and that rural life was 

inherently more virtuous and moral than urban life.55  

Discursively Creating the Mythic West 

 The mythic meanings of the West were created through discourse that circulated in 

and about the West. The meanings of the West were built through the rhetoric of Western 

boosters, historians, politicians, artists, writers, and performers. Westerners imagined the 

West into being by constructing and maintaining the idea of the mythic frontier West.56 

Drawing on myth as a “powerful rhetorical form,” Americans participated in turning the 

location of the Western territories and states into the mythic West.57 American politicians 

like Thomas Jefferson and Benjamin Franklin molded Western myths as the nation was 

forming and American presidents such as Theodore Roosevelt, John F. Kennedy, Ronald 

Reagan, and George Bush used and altered Western myths for their own rhetorical 

ends.58 Western businessmen, commercial clubs, chambers of commerce, and railroad 

advertisers boosted a mythic image of the West as the “Garden of the World” to draw 

more residents and build commerce.59  

 White Western women also took part in constructing the meaning of “the West” in 

the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries through their novels about Western life, 

private letters and diaries, promotional literature, captivity narratives, travel accounts, 
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political advocacy, and participation in public ceremonies.60 Annette Kolodny argues that 

in their private and public discourse, many white women depicted the West as a setting 

for a glorified domesticity and imagined the West as a wilderness to be transformed and 

domesticated. They described the West in terms of the agrarian myth and set themselves 

as the Eve in the “Garden of Eden.”61 Other scholars have noted that as white women 

wrote in and about the West, they drew on a rhetoric of Western expansion as they 

depicted the Western land as a place to be colonized, and discussed Western people of 

other races and classes as subjects to be dominated.62  

 Some women’s novels, however, rhetorically constructed new roles for white 

women in the West. Frances Fuller Victor’s The New Penelope, for example, portrayed 

pioneer women as more independent and having more agency than was expected of 

Eastern women at the time.63 Western women’s participation in Western public life also 

shaped ideas about women’s roles. Sara Hayden argues that Jeanette Rankin used 

feminine style as she advocated for woman suffrage to male audiences in Montana.64 

Likewise, when Eva Emery Dye and other women in the Pacific Northwest publicly 

participated in Portland’s Lewis and Clark Centennial Exposition in 1905, Cindy Koenig 

Richards argues that they proved their leadership ability as they honored American 

women’s history.65  

 Historians also altered the meaning of the West as they interpreted its role in 

American culture. Most famously, historian Frederick Jackson Turner presented his 

frontier thesis, “The Significance of the Frontier in American History,” at the World’s 

Columbian Exposition in 1893.66 Turner’s thesis declared that the frontier was officially 

“closed” and echoed the Census Bureau announcement of 1890, which considered 
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Western land “settled” once its population had at least two people for every square mile 

of the land.67 Turner’s thesis argued that the frontier had “explained America,”68 but that 

as the American frontier disappeared, the meaning of America would no longer stay the 

same. He contended that “the existence of an area of free land, its continuous recession, 

and the advance of American settlement westward, explain American development.”69 To 

Turner, it was the process of Western expansion that decreased America’s dependence on 

England, “furnish[ed] the forces dominating American character,” and promoted “the 

formation of a composite nationality for the American people.” Thus, according to 

Turner, “free land” and Westward expansion shaped American identity and produced its 

exceptional democracy.70 Central to the process of expanding westward was cultivating 

the “wilderness,” which included violently wresting the “free land” from Native 

Americans.71 Defining the frontier as the “meeting point between savagery and 

civilization,” Turner’s frontier was a process of conquering “savagery” with 

“civilization.”72 Turner’s thesis “achieved a rhetorical impact of mythic proportions upon 

our national psychology”73 and became a “model for emulation” as his readers applied 

frontier ideals to issues such as economics, politics, and World War I.74 Indeed, the 

impact of Turner’s thesis on the nation’s understanding of Western history “cannot be 

overestimated.”75  

 As the West “closed,” the meaning of the “Wild West” was perpetuated in the 

Western shows, novels, art, and politics. Once many believed that the “reality of the 

frontier” was over, they romanticized it and “safely placed [it] in the realm of 

nostalgia.”76 The mythic symbol of the cowboy was a “creation of the post-frontier mind” 

that represented the romance and adventure associated with the rugged frontier.77 
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Beginning in the early 1880s, “Wild” Bill Cody and Annie Oakley’s “Wild West” shows 

colorfully played up the passing and mythic West. Making numerous tours across the 

United States, Britain, and Europe, they peaked in popularity during the 1890s and 

continued performing until 1913. Dime novels also weaved popular stories about Western 

“desperadoes, savage Indians, prospectors, Indian scouts and calvarymen, marshals or 

‘regulators,’ saloonkeepers, dance-hall madames, cowpunchers, and a mob of 

townsfolk.”78 In 1902, Owen Wister wrote one of the most famous “cowboy novels,” The 

Virginian, which celebrated masculine freedom based on Western wildness and 

illustrated the importance of establishing social order in the West. Wister depicted the 

cowboy West as being made by individual men who always took care of themselves.79 

Wister contributed to making the Western one of the “most popular genre[s] of masculine 

adventure.”80 This discourse of the “Wild West” maintained the East’s perception of the 

West as a place to experience “freedom, escape from social restraint, and closeness to 

nature.”81 The “Wild West” discourse made the cowboy one of the most enduring images 

of the West and marked parts of the West as “Cow Country.”82  

Scholarly Constructions of the West 

 Since the progressive era, historians and Western scholars have actively sought to 

reshape the traditional and mythic understandings of the West.83 Through its 

representations of the West’s past, historical scholarship is a participant in the production 

of knowledge about the West in the present. By recollecting, remembering, and 

imagining the West’s past, it is also revised and invented.84 The traditional Western 

history founded on Turner’s frontier thesis, which has been termed “Old” Western 

history, was both informed by and informed the mythic West and American 
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exceptionalism. Historian Gerald Nash explains that traditional Western history was 

entwined with the mythology of the West because the generation of historians that wrote 

between 1890 and 1920 were “overcome with a profound sense of loss, a feeling of 

nostalgia for the disappearance of a world which they had cherished, a world which had 

been the very center of the American dream, of the national mythology which Americans 

used to explain themselves to each other and to the rest of the world.”85 In contrast, a 

“New” wave of revisionist Western history has attempted to shape the meaning of the 

West by challenging the accuracy, ideology, and ethnocentricity of Old Western history. 

While “Old” and “New” Western history are not completely contradictory, there have 

been times of “great animosity between the two.”86 Historian William Deverell remarked 

that the effort to separate Western history “from the jealous grasp of myth call[ed] for 

fighting words.”87  

 New Western history takes issue with Turner’s frontier thesis and other narratives 

of Old Western history on a number of counts. Addressing the accuracy of the traditional 

account, New Western histories debate whether the frontier ever actually “closed,” and if 

so, when, since there is little evidence that there was indeed a sharp break in Western 

American development. Instead, New Western historians argue that the West’s past 

should be viewed as an “‘unbroken,’ unheroic, and unbenign conquest of the region.”88 

Expressing “wariness and exasperation over supposedly Western distinctiveness and 

exceptionalism,”89 New Western historians note that a frontier experience was not unique 

to the United States. Pointing to similar frontiering processes in “Russian Siberia, the 

Australian Outback, the Amazonian uplands, and the South African veldt,”90 they 
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demonstrate that a frontier experience of conquest has shaped the national persona of 

other societies as well, so this process did not make the United States exceptional. 

 Highlighting the imperialist ideology of Old Western history, New Western 

histories sometimes refer to accounts like Turner’s as “triumphalist history” because they 

depict America as progressing in culture, politics, and character the farther it moved the 

frontier line westward. New Western historian Richard White distinguishes between Old 

and New Western History as comedy and tragedy. He argues that Old Western History 

reads like a comedy with a happy ending because it tells a story about “a single set of 

occupants,” the white pioneers, who complete their journey, overcome their challenge, 

transform their character, and live happily ever after. New Western histories, however, 

are more like tragedies about multiple groups of people in which, “Things don’t end 

well.”91    

 By defining the frontier as a process of conquering “savagery” with “civilization,” 

Old history presented imperialism uniformly as a “great achievement,” inherently 

progressive, and “something exceptional…that produced a unique American nation.”92 

Thus, much of the controversy between New Western History and Old Western History 

comes down to differing depictions of the West as either a process, a region, a product of 

conquest, or a meeting ground. Some argue that these views can still be compatible. 

Multiple Western scholars, including D.W. Meinig, Richard Etulain, and Hausladen have 

argued that the different approaches to studying the West as region and process are not 

dichotomous, but “complementary parts of the same whole.”93 Turner’s later work also 

made a similar argument. Although Turner’s frontier thesis depicted the frontier as a 

process, his subsequent work argued that in the twentieth century, the West should be 
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studied “as both place and process.”94 Most New Western historians agree that the West 

should not be thought of as a process, but instead as a geographical and political place 

produced by conquest.95 Patricia Limerick compares America’s legacy of conquest to its 

legacy of slavery. But she argues that while the subject of slavery permanently shaped the 

nation and became the domain of serious scholars and the occasion for sober national 

reflection, the subject of conquest has remained comfortably in the domain of mass 

entertainment and lighthearted national escapism.96  

 By critiquing the power dynamics and implications of histories influenced by 

colonialism, New Western histories seek to replace and complicate the traditional 

accounts of the conflict that continue to shape the West’s social structures and 

geographical spaces.97 New Western History tries to replace this single triumphalist view 

of the West with a “bundle of visions.”98 These new accounts seek to recover forgotten 

voices, stories, and standpoints of people who lived in the West who were not white and 

male, and to contest the prevalent belief that the Western land was vacant prior to their 

settlement.99 When Old Western history did include people who were American Indian, 

Hispanic, Asian, African-American, female, or children, it usually depicted them 

according to common stereotypes such as women as “passive gentle tamers” and 

American Indians as “spiritual,” “timeless,” and “representative of unchanging 

knowledge.”100 Refuting the triumphalist narrative, scholars now emphasize the 

importance of race, gender, and class.101  

 As New Western scholars have identified the way myths have shaped Western 

history, some have chosen to use a different vocabulary. Richard White’s book, for 

example, made such an attempt to break from Old Western History that he did not use the 
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term “frontier” or refer to Turner once in his book on the American West. Dan Moos 

argues, however, that attempts to “undo the mythic West through the conscious rejection 

of its terms…disregard the reality of the myth itself.”102 The work of overturning the 

triumphalist narrative has been invaluable, but the answer is not to ignore the powerful 

role myth played in the construction of the West. Moos’s research illustrates that the 

imperialist and racist mythologies of the West were also used by the very people they 

were meant to subjugate.103 Moos demonstrates that although African American and 

Native American men were by definition not frontiersmen, some commandeered the roles 

of pioneer, cowboy or noble savage to prove their connection to the West, and therefore, 

their belonging to the American nation. In similar ways, some women in the West also 

drew on the discourse of the mythic West as they participated in Western public life. 

Thus, this project rejects the ideology of the Old Western history while also taking the 

myths that informed it as powerful and worthy of study.  

Studying Western Women 

 Participating in the effort to recover lost voices in the West’s history, scholars have 

worked to recover and study the lives and words of women who lived in the West. As 

they added women to the accounts of Western history, they were more likely to embrace 

the terms like “frontier.” Much of the early scholarship on Western women was more 

likely to add women to the triumphalist Old Western History rather than portray Western 

history as a “tragedy.” Recent work has examined white women’s roles in the colonial 

process. Since 1980, when Joan M. Jensen and Darlis A. Miller called for scholarship that 

examined non-white women in the West and also attended to their race, ethnicity, and 

class, much scholarship on Western women has taken up their call and published 
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collections that detail the lives of Western women who were European, Native American, 

African American, Chicana, Chinese, and Japanese. More recent scholarship has also 

examined women in the West in the contexts of mining towns, fur trade societies, 

cowboy art, marriage, literature, child rearing, prostitution, immigration, waitresses, 

suffrage, the borderlands, Mormonism, the tourist industry, welfare work, and activism, 

among others.104 This work has redefined “frontiers as zones of cultural interaction,”105 

sought to study “women at cultural crossroads,”106 and attended to the intersections of 

race, class, and gender in the West.107 This scholarship has also been critiqued for its 

racist assumptions, multicultural agenda, and a discussion of non-white women only in 

relationship to white women.108  

 Limerick reminds us that women in history were more complicated than simply 

victims or civilizers.109 Most likely, they were both inspirational in their endurance in the 

West and loyalty to their families and communities, while also hating Indians and 

participating in colonial activity. Writing scholarship on Western history requires the 

ability to take into account various points of view. Even while making her case that 

Western history is the product of conquest, Limerick reminds her readers that, “The 

dominant motive for moving West was improvement and opportunity, not injury to 

others.”110 As white Americans trespassed into the West, they did not view themselves as 

“criminals; rather, they were pioneers. The ends abundantly justified the means; personal 

interest in the acquisition of property coincided with national interest in the acquisition of 

territory, and those interests overlapped in turn with the mission to extend the domain of 

Christian civilization.”111 There are almost always more than two sides of the story, and 

the sides cannot be divided simply into “good guys and bad guys” or “victims and 
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villains.”112 Most groups of “good guys” and “good women” dealt with their own 

divisions and differences among themselves as well. Limerick concludes that the only 

way to gain a fuller understanding of white Western women is to hold all of these 

perspectives in tension.113  

 These continuing conversations demonstrate that it is impossible to meaningfully 

discuss “Western women” as a collective group or to tell a “single linear story of the 

West [that] can hold all the voices of the West.114 This project does not attempt to 

“accurately” capture what life was “really” like for all women who lived in the West at 

the turn of the century or make claims about how “Western women” as a category 

participated in public life. Instead, as I attend to the discourse of a select number of 

women, I seek to understand how these women drew on Western discourse and 

arguments about the West to justify their public activity and the way these women’s 

participation in public life shaped the meaning of the West and negotiated the gender 

norms of their time.  

Historical and Rhetorical Constructions of Gender 

 In studying the way these women navigated and constructed gender ideals, this 

project rests on the idea that gender is a “historical, ideological process.”115 As a social 

construct, gender norms are created, upheld, and challenged through discourse.116 Joan 

W. Scott argues that the discourse of gender constructs unequal power relations 

according to perceived differences between the sexes and is performed so consistently 

that it is often mistaken as a natural, coherent binary.117 As American discourse has 

constructed and shaped gender meanings, prevalent gender ideals have varied across 

American history and region.  
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Gender as Socially Constructed through Rhetoric 

 Understanding gender has often entailed distinguishing it from biological sex. 

Whereas sex refers to the anatomical differences between males and females, and gender 

refers to the knowledge about the meanings of bodily differences, they are both 

constructed through discourse.118 Distinguishing between sex and gender has offered 

feminist scholars a tool for opposing the belief that for women, the biological rhythm of 

childbirth and nurturance determines their unequal social power, status, and destiny.119 

Yet the effort to distinguish between sex and gender can lead to false dichotomies and 

confine feminist analysis.120 Rosi Braidotti argues that “sexual difference is irreducible to 

biology and irreducible to culture or to social construction.”121 Judith Butler also notes 

that “sexual difference is neither fully given nor fully constructed, but partially both.”122 

These and other feminist scholars have rejected a clear gender/sex binary because 

biological sex differences are more complicated than a simple male/female binary.123 The 

idea that there is a two-sex, male/female binary is itself constructed by discourses that 

help us view bodies as “naturally” male or female.124  

 Gender is a culturally constructed set of relations that includes the “behaviors that 

code one as male or female” and the ideals and cultural prescriptions connected to those 

categories.125 Anthony Rotundo, a historian of masculinity, argues that gender is a 

“human invention” that each culture constructs about what it means to be a man or a 

woman.126 As cultural variables, gender ideals vary across culture, time, and space.127 For 

example, in the mid-nineteenth-century United States, the ideal masculine body was lean 

and wiry. By the turn of the century, however, Americans came to view men who were 

much larger and muscular as more masculine.128 Similarly, ideals of femininity also differ 
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according to context. Ellen Ross’s analysis of motherhood, for example, has shown that 

even mothers who lived in the same country at the same time and were of the same race, 

still had different ideals of motherhood depending on their class.129 Thus, masculinity and 

femininity are “never settled once and for all” but instead are continually being remade 

through rhetorical practice.130  

 The discourse of gender attaches to the positions of men and women “social 

meanings, expectations, and identities.”131 Scott maintains that the process of the gender 

system allows anatomy to stand for power and authority and gives social meaning to 

perceived physical differences between the sexes.132 The social meaning that gender 

gives to physical differences “render[s] two biological classes into two social classes.”133 

Gail Bederman explains that gender discourse links genital anatomy to identity and 

specific positions of power and authority.134 The discourse of gender has allowed men to 

“claim certain kinds of authority, based upon their particular type of bodies,” so that men 

and women are positioned differently in the gender system that signifies power.135  

 Although it is constructed and dynamic, gender usually appears natural and 

permanent because it is performed so consistently. The dominant ideas of gender often 

appear to have a “timeless permanence”136 and are referred to as hegemonic because 

these constructions of masculinity and femininity often come to be seen as “natural,” 

“normal,” “how women are,” or how “real men should be.”137 These ideals are given 

prominence, are associated with power and authority, and are held up as a model for all to 

measure themselves against.138 Even when individuals are unaware that they are doing it, 

they are often performing and reiterating gender norms.139 Gender norms have been so 

naturalized that men’s masculinity and women’s femininity appear as originals that 
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others copy and mimic.140 Thus, the performative nature of gender is noticed more 

frequently in masculine women and feminine men. Men’s masculinity and women’s 

femininity, however, are just as constructed and performed as female masculinity or male 

femininity. Gender scholar Judith Halberstam explains that the difference is that men’s 

masculinity and women’s femininity have been socially sanctioned and “claimed the 

place of nature.”141 

  Because performing gender is inherently a rhetorical act, it is through discourse 

that individuals and societies take part in both constructing and challenging gender 

norms. Rhetorical critics are interested in rhetoric’s potential for negotiating and 

transforming gender ideologies. Gender critics are especially interested in the discourse 

that constructs gender’s appearance as natural on both the cultural and individual level. 

Social critique of gender norms provides individuals with the potential resources for 

transforming gender performances and making social change possible.142 Because gender 

is a continual and dynamic process, gender norms are continually changing. The labels of 

“masculine” and feminine” are “notoriously changeable,” so we can trace the history of 

the meanings of both terms.143  

 Public discourse plays a powerful role in shaping gender norms. Gender scholars 

such as Bonnie J. Dow and Brenda Cooper argue that discourse can function subversively 

to offer new articulations of femininity and masculinity and negotiate and transform 

gender ideologies and binaries.144 Discourse can also, however, limit subversive gender 

performances and maintain traditional gender norms.145 Even in cases of “gender 

trouble,” when individuals subvert bi-gender normativity or confuse gender categories, 

public representations of gender trouble regularly maintain the masculine/feminine binary 
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in public discourse.146 Discourse and performances that have the potential to trouble 

traditional gender norms can also be returned to a two-sex/gender schema for the purpose 

of “making sense” of gender troubling performances and disciplining gendered bodies.147 

This discourse often reconstructs gender as natural by re-articulating the seemingly 

biological distinctions between men and women’s bodies. Gender scholars such as John 

Sloop demonstrate that public argument often frames instances of gender trouble as 

aberrations in nature’s plan and therefore affirm traditional assumptions about gender. 

While cases of gender-norm transgression receive public attention, the way public 

discourse depicts them can reinforce normative gender beliefs.148  

 Although gender ideology is constraining, it is not “totalizing” and does not 

preclude individuals’ agency.149 Butler defines agency as the ‘‘capacity, invariably 

collective, to articulate an alternative, minority version of sustaining norms or ideals that 

enable [one] to act.’’150 Scott and Bederman both posit that within gender processes and 

societal structures, there is still room for agency as individuals construct their lives and 

relationships—within certain limits.151 Actors are always constrained, even as they have a 

continual possibility of redefining and transforming gender.152 As they perform gender 

within existing structures, they can also work to alter, redefine, and negotiate existing 

gender structures. Individuals position themselves as men or as women by enacting 

masculinity or femininity in their everyday lives.153 Discursively constructed identities 

can change because subjects possess critical capacities to refuse, reinterpret or partially 

accept dominant cultural gender norms.154   

 Because men and women can shape gender norms, we can study the way 

individuals have been agents of change in history. Bederman provides the example of 
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Jack Johnson, an African-American prizefighter at the turn of the century, who laid claim 

to certain kinds of power through displays of masculinity.155 Bederman illustrates the 

way that as a black man, brought up in poverty, and the son of a freed slave, Johnson was 

positioned by societal constructs of race, class, and gender. At the time, black men were 

not considered “real men,” as any white heavyweight champion would have been 

regarded. Johnson, however, positioned himself as an agent of change and an exemplary 

man by drawing upon symbols of masculinity such as the male body, male identity, and 

male power to lay claim to powerful manhood.  

 Women have also demonstrated their agency as they have played a part in the 

construction of gender. For example, Eleanor Roosevelt’s performance of the feminine 

ideal as first lady expanded norms of American femininity. Diane Blair argues that 

although Roosevelt reiterated and affirmed traditional gender norms of femininity, she 

also used the material circumstances of her time to expand the traditional ideals of 

femininity to include political participation and agency.156 Though research often focuses 

on women’s roles in shaping ideas of femininity, women have also played a significant 

role in articulating ideals of masculinity.157 Bederman’s examination of manliness at the 

turn of the century demonstrates the ways that both men and women have contributed to 

the constructions of modern masculinity. 

Studying the Discourses of Gender 

 Understanding how gender ideals are transformed involves tracing the way the 

discourses of masculinity and femininity have been constructed over time.”158 We can 

shed light on the ‘‘doing’’ and ‘‘undoing’’ of gender norms by studying the different 

ways rhetoric constitutes gender and questioning the symbols that explicitly or implicitly 
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invoke gender.159 Rhetorical criticism allows us to “engage our thinking about the 

political implications of discursive practice” and “give presence to such possibilities, to 

articulate them in a way that can provide some insight into the world in which we all live 

and which shapes us in myriad ways.”160 Dow defines gender criticism as examining how 

texts both construct and challenge dominant gender norms and expectations in the pursuit 

of gender justice. This research asks, “How does gender ideology function in this 

discourse and whose interests does it serve?”161  

 Examining discourses about gender requires continuing the important and 

incomplete work of recovering rhetoric by completing archival research, authenticating 

texts, and making them accessible to others.162 For example, in Zaeske’s examination of 

American women’s anti-slavery petitions and the Congressional debates that the petitions 

spurred, she argues that not only did the members of Congress from the North and South 

have differing views on the issue of slavery, they also had differing beliefs about what it 

meant to be a man or a woman. Zaeske analyzes the competing constructions of manhood 

and womanhood in the congressional debate surrounding anti-slavery petitions. She 

argues that the discourse of the women’s anti-slavery petitions and the speeches of 

Northern congressional leaders insulted the manhood and womanhood of Southerners. As 

the Southern members of Congress responded to the offense, they articulated a violent 

rhetoric that matched the code of honor expected of Southern manhood. Zaeske’s 

analysis of these differing constructions of manhood and womanhood in the public 

discourse surrounding the anti-slavery petitions sheds light on the South’s fierce response 

to the petitions. It also illustrates the centrality of gender norms to political rights of the 

day.163  
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Gender as a Historical Category 

 By studying histories of gender, we can understand how the gender process works 

to naturalize one form of gender over another, and how these ideals of gender grow and 

transform.164 Investigating the changing ideals of femininity and masculinity also sheds 

new light on American history.165 For example, Michael Kimmel argues that American 

history, its wars, work, leadership, and growth, have been shaped by the efforts to prove 

masculinity. Similarly, in Dorsey’s examination of antebellum reformers, he argues that 

we can only fully understand the lives and work of Americans who lived before the Civil 

War by examining gender as a whole and the ideas of manhood and womanhood of the 

time.166 Historicizing gender involves unearthing the variable and contradictory meanings 

of femininity and masculinity in the past and demonstrating how these meanings have 

been developed, contested, and altered.167 Because gender is a historical process, what it 

means to be a man or a woman has a history. Scholarship that analyzes these historical 

constructions of manhood and womanhood attests to the changeable nature of gender, 

and chips away at the idea that male dominance and women’s subordination are 

natural.168  

 As we expose and analyze the rival images of manhood and womanhood, we can 

see the intersectionality of gender as masculinity and femininity were enacted differently 

according to race, class, ethnicity, culture and region.169 In different historical contexts, 

men and women have proved their masculinity and femininity by showing how they were 

not, for example, black, Irish, slaves, savages, American Indian, Mexican, or Chinese.170 

While a number of studies have examined Northern middle-class gender ideals, others 

have begun examining gender in other regions such as the Mid-Atlantic and the South.171 
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To date, however, the majority of literature on gender ideals in American history 

primarily focuses on the discourse of white, Northern, middle-class masculinity and 

femininity.172 As efforts have made to describe varying ideals of masculinity and 

femininity across time, labels have been applied that may make them sound more distinct 

than they actually were. These descriptions seek to understand how gender ideals have 

changed and “allow dissonance within grand narratives” without trying “to fit gender 

back into established chronologies and categories.”173 In general, this project is 

concerned with the gender ideals enacted and espoused in public discourse rather than 

how (in)accurately the ideals described every day lives of most Western citizens.174 As 

Bruce Dorsey argues, we must “not only investigate the experiences of both men and 

women reformers, but also to interrogate the ideological processes by which reformers 

invoked concepts and symbols of the masculine and the feminine to fashion an advance 

their reform agendas.”175 Thus, the gender ideals I discuss in this project rarely reflected 

the “real” lives of most men and women, but they were well publicized in the public 

discourse of the time and spurred men and women into seeking to conform to them.176  

 Early Americans’ gender ideals were shaped by British gender norms and the 

uniqueness of colonial life. Communal usefulness was the founding ideal of masculinity 

during the colonial era.177 Manhood at the time was either based on owning land or 

having an independent craft such as artisanship, farming, or shopkeeping. Upper-class 

white colonial women were encouraged, according to upper-class British norms, to fulfill 

the “ornamental ideal” of femininity that involved being private, domestic, beautiful, 

stylish, well-mannered, and delicate, but they were believed to be less intelligent than 

men and more emotional.178 Many colonial women’s lives, however, differed from these 
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ideals according to the demands of their new life as settlers in North America.179 While 

colonial women may have idealized the qualities of the ornamental ideal, they were not 

always possible to practice and had to be loosened in the context of colonial life. As men 

and women depended on each other as partners earning income and performing trades 

together in the New World, the ideal of the woman help meet who was frugal and 

hardworking was also highly valued. Some of these women had a greater amount of 

freedom and principles of egalitarianism were more common. By sharing in their 

husbands’ hardships as they sought to survive, women also had some voice in decision-

making and public affairs.180 During the Revolutionary War, women took on roles to 

support the war effort that had traditionally been understood as masculine.181 With more 

men in combat, women also gained more responsibility for business and homes. 

Therefore, the war conditions also contributed to a blurring of gender norms, and in the 

process, the work women did in support of the war effort became more valued in 

American culture.182  

 After the Revolutionary War, ideals of femininity were largely influenced by the 

ideology of “republican womanhood.”183 This ideology valued women’s role in the 

nation as wives and mothers while also keeping them in the domestic realm.184 Thus, 

many of the traditional ideals of femininity remained the same (delicate, pure, loving, 

virtuous), but these same attributes were seen as their patriotic duty that contributed to 

the virtues of the new nation and the republic’s citizens.185 Republican womanhood 

encouraged women to use their virtuous character to influence their husbands, sons, and 

brothers to be good citizens. While women’s roles were still idealized as remaining in the 

home, their role was valued and seen as instrumental in the larger community. Again, 
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there was a large “gap” between the “real experience of women” and the ideal of 

republican womanhood, but the construct of the republican woman circulated throughout 

the discourse of the time period.186 By the early nineteenth century, republican 

womanhood ideology evolved into republican motherhood, which especially valued 

women as mothers. Republican mothers contributed to the nation and positively 

influenced society by dutifully raising patriotic citizens and morally influencing their 

husbands, even if they were not directly represented in political practices such as 

voting.187  

 In the nineteenth century, however, the industrial revolution altered both the 

marketplace and Eastern gender ideals. As American men in the East faced more risk and 

potential reward in the new economy, they linked their definitions of themselves as men 

to their economic success in the volatile marketplace. A new ideal of Eastern masculinity 

emerged: the self-made man. This “self-made” manhood was attained through success in 

politics and business.188 Since many white men were able to “earn comfortable livings as 

entrepreneurs, professionals, and managers” in this economic climate, they began to 

differentiate themselves as middle class by stressing gentility, restraint, self-mastery and 

respectability. They taught their sons to “build a strong, manly ‘character’ as they would 

build a muscle, through repetitive exercises of control over impulse.”189 Self-mastery and 

strong character was “a source of men’s strength and authority over women and the lower 

classes.”190 Amy Greenberg labels this nineteenth-century ideal of masculinity in the East 

as “restrained manhood” which was likely to support temperance, Christianity, and the 

ideal of women embodying true womanhood and functioning as moral centers of the 

home.191 Greenberg argues that in contrast to this restrained ideal of manhood, there was 
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an alternative, competing ideal of manhood during the mid-nineteenth century: martial 

manhood.192 Rather than valuing restraint and expertise, martial men were more likely to 

proudly drink in excess and to celebrate their physical strength, aggression, and violence 

as their means of dominating others. They were less likely than “restrained” men to attest 

to beliefs about women’s moral superiority and domesticity, but were more likely to 

embrace expansionist discourse and celebrate adventure, strength, and bravery.193  

 Industrialization and urbanization also brought more restricted gender ideals. As 

industries separated some kinds of work from the home, domestic discourse envisioned 

women as pious nurturers who were devoted to keeping the home a safe refuge from the 

stresses and immorality outside of the home.194 This ideology contributed to the discourse 

that made distinctions between the public sphere of commerce and politics, reserved for 

men, and private sphere of home and family reserved for women. Although the line 

between public and private was more a social ideal than a description of reality for most 

families of the time, the metaphor of the spheres is an interpretive tool for helping us 

closely read and understand the public texts of women’s speaking and writing.195 Ideas of 

the nineteenth-century “true woman,” which valued “piety, purity, submissiveness and 

domesticity,” grew popular in the East through magazines and novels for women, and are 

now commonly called “the cult of true womanhood.”196 In these texts, women repeatedly 

blamed their femininity for their inferior abilities.197 These cultural ideals of true 

womanhood allowed women’s participation in benevolent organizations that focused on 

attending to women and children, and at times, were used as a rationale for female 

activism.198  
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 At the turn of the twentieth century, the power and authority of middle-class men 

was being challenged as a rising number of women, immigrants, and working-class men 

began participating in politics.199 The ideology of the “new woman” swayed gender 

ideals to allow for women’s increased participation in public affairs. The “new woman” 

ideology, often embodied by suffragists and career women, valued women who were 

independent, opinionated, and had progressive views on significant social issues.200 

Furthermore, industrialization, the closing of the frontier, and the introduction of women 

and immigrants into the work force all challenged the traditional ideal of the “self made 

man.”201 As the frontier came to an end, many assumed that an era of American manhood 

had also vanished.202 Additionally, as multiple economic depressions led to bankruptcies, 

self-employment and independent entrepreneurship became less achievable and low-level 

clerical jobs began to increase. Performing manly self-denial no longer led to economic 

success and was therefore less sought after.203  

 All of these changes drove middle-class white men to become “unusually 

obsessed” with proving their manhood through other means.204 In response to the 

challenge of their authority from the laboring class and women between 1880 and 1910, 

men actively engaged in remaking manhood so that in addition to economic 

independence, it was also founded on virility, strenuous exercise, team sports, and 

muscular male bodies. As these men became reconciled to lowered career expectations, 

they sought their manly identity through leisure activities rather than economic 

independence and self-restraint. The ideals of primitive manhood, sometimes called 

“passionate manhood,” which emerged in the late nineteenth century, similarly valued 

many of the ideals of martial manhood.205 While aggression had previously been 
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understood as a necessary evil, it was now promoted as “macho” and indicative of 

“animal instincts.” Softness and tenderness became suspicious and manhood was defined 

in opposition to “womanishness.”206 Whereas the “perfect gentleman” would have been 

idealized in the mid-nineteenth century, “manly passion” was preferred at the turn of the 

century.207 Men began to celebrate all things male, opposed excessive femininity, and 

began appropriating working-class activities. Magician Harry Houdini and muscle man 

Eugen Sandow soared in popularity as they offered visions of male heroism, strength, and 

freedom.208 Manly ideals of the progressive era were especially based in whiteness, so 

many men drew on ideas of male authority and whiteness to explain why they should 

hold greater social power.209  

 Theodore Roosevelt also produced a “prescriptive ideal” for American men of the 

reform era.210 Considered essential to America’s nationhood, this model of manhood that 

he presented in Winning the West defined violence, athletics, and political activity as 

central to masculinity at the time. According to Roosevelt’s Winning the West, America’s 

manhood required “primal fighting virtues.”211 Since most saw sports, bodily strength, 

and athletic games as crucial to manhood, Roosevelt advocated fostering manhood “by 

vigorous, manly out-of-door sports, such as mountaineering, big-game hunting, riding, 

shooting, rowing, football and kindred games.”212 For Roosevelt and many other men, 

“the tonic of ranch life in the West was the great restorative.”213 Roosevelt also valued 

political participation. He argued that the quality of one’s manhood, along with their 

physical, moral, and mental strength, all depended on their participation in electoral 

politics. After asserting his own political power on the basis of his Western manhood, 
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Roosevelt’s 1884 essay on “The Manly Virtues and Practical Politics” ushered in the 

belief that the new politician possessed masculine and “virile fighting qualities.”214  

Gender as a Regional Category 

 Nineteenth-century gender ideals were also redefined through sectional conflict 

and Western expansion.215 The civil war impacted men and women in the South 

differently than men and women in the Northern states. Scholars have suggested that the 

Confederate defeat following emancipation led to a “gender crisis” in the South as 

Southerners sought to attain or restore their status. Scholars of gender in the South have 

worked to understand how our insights into gender history can illuminate our traditional 

understanding of military service, victory, and the civil war narrative.216 Even in the 

North, white and black abolitionists had differing ideas of manhood. black male 

abolitionists in New England upheld their manhood within the framework of 

“respectability” while white male abolitionists were more likely to depict themselves as 

“insurrectionaries” who worked secretly to prevent fugitive slaves from capture. These 

distinct viewpoints affected the way both black and white men entered military service.217 

 Gender ideals also diverged between the industrialized cities of the East and the 

frontier conditions in the West.218 Greenberg argues that territorial expansion was 

especially appealing to “martial men” because the frontier was not domesticated but 

offered opportunities for heroism and individualism. The performance of urban manhood 

became increasingly “more subject to rationalization, [as] violence and license, were, 

symbolically and to some extent actually pushed out” to the frontier.219 Gender dynamics 

further drove westward movement as white Americans frequently feminized Native 

Americans to legitimate their control of American land.220 As in the colonial East, many 
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traditional gender relations were interrupted in the West by unequal sex ratios. Ironically, 

the cultural idea of the American West as a “preserve for white masculinity” grew even 

as the population of the West ceased to be disproportionally male.221 The construction of 

the West as masculine was part of the larger late-nineteenth-century “crisis of manliness” 

in the United States in “which older definitions of white, middle-class manhood that 

emphasiz[ed] restraint and respectability gave way to newer meanings that focus[ed] on 

vigor and raw virility.”222 Many Americans understood the very activity of westward 

expansion as a male activity, and exploiting the American West as “a proving ground for 

the definition of American manhood.”223 Some historians considered the masculinity of 

the frontier “as obvious as the sun in the daytime” and Susan Armitage calls the region of 

the American West “Hisland.”224 The symbol of the frontiersman persists as a 

distinguishing feature of hegemonic masculinity, and Susan Faludi maintains that a 

frontier to be claimed remains one of the “time tested tenets of…the national male 

paradigm.”225  

 The traditional Western myths also denied women participatory, heroic roles, and 

instead positioned them in opposition to the values of the frontier—“adventure, 

independence, and freedom.”226 Western literature, however, provided a number of 

images of Western women.227 Dime store novels about the “Wild West” portrayed 

Western women as strong and dynamic.228 In these novels, Western women appeared as 

the “woman with the whip” or “she males,” who were defined as the “Western gal who 

acted the man’s part but is all the more alluring for it.”229 For example, Edward L. 

Wheeler created the character Calamity Jane, based on the life of Martha Jane Canary, 

and Frederick Whitaker’s novels repeatedly included a cross-dressing heroine who was 
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“a marvelous mixture of feminine gentleness and masculine firmness.”230 Alternatively, 

the image of the sun-bonneted “pioneer” woman as helpmate for the Western man, as 

Beverly Stoeltje argues, was described in Western literature as key to men’s success in 

the West.231 The ideal female helpmate in the West was physically and emotionally 

strong, brave, enduring, nonsexual, took initiative and could handle the challenges of the 

frontier. The image of the Western woman helpmate has roots, Stoeltje argues, in the 

image of the “backwoods belle,” who frequently appeared in Davy Crockett almanacs 

and other Western texts as the Western man’s nonsexual comrade who provided for 

others, expected nothing for herself, and disdained Eastern ideals of femininity.  

 The image of the lauded Western helpmate was set in contrast to the image of the 

“refined lady” who fit the ideals of femininity in the East. The “refined lady” image 

symbolized women who failed to adapt to life in the West, were too sensitive and 

emotional to survive on the frontier, and were hindrances to Western men. Images of 

“bad” women in Western literature usually included depictions of women who were 

sexual, were associated with “rowdy living,” dance halls, alcohol, and gambling, or were 

simply not white.232 The stereotypically “good” Native American woman followed the 

example of Pocahontas and assisted white men in conquering Native Americans. The 

varying images of Western women have, as Elizabeth Jameson argues, traditionally 

divided women into “good women” and “bad women.”233 The “bad women” of the West 

were usually the women who acted like “good men”: “sexual, competent, self-reliant, 

active, and adventurous.”234 Meanwhile, the “good” white women were stereotyped as 

either “oppressed drudges” or “suffocating civilizers.”235 Jameson argues that these 

stereotypes provided no way for women to succeed in the West, for to be a “good” 
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woman meant that one was not “man enough for the West” and remained in domestic 

roles.236  

 Scholars have repeatedly discussed whether life on the frontier liberated women 

from traditional gender roles. Female emigrants were required to complete work that did 

not fit traditional gender norms and they did not have access to the same religious and 

domestic spheres that Eastern women were expected to inhabit. Pioneer women’s hard 

work challenged the belief that women were weak and delicate, and literature often 

depicted Western women as having “influence and power,” being “spirited and resolute,” 

and bravely enduring the “danger, privations, and trails” of Western life.237 Guidebooks 

on the Overland Trail indicated that, in the West, women “needed male qualities—

strength, resilience, and resourcefulness—to survive the trip and female qualities to sooth 

and socialize men and to ensure social stability on the way west.”238 Women pioneers 

often had to perform “men’s work” or men’s roles if their husbands died or became sick. 

It appeared that life on the “frontier, which for most women began as soon as they left 

home and friends,” had the potential to “blur distinctions” and undermine the cult of 

domesticity. 

  In separate analyses of emigrants’ diaries on the Overland Trail to California and 

Oregon, John Mack Faragher and Julie Jeffrey came to similar conclusions that although 

emigrant women’s work challenged gender norms, these women sought to recreate the 

domestic life and ideals of femininity they had known in the East.239 Women’s diary 

entries indicate that they still “hoped to resist the disintegrating forces of frontier life” 

and “shape the frontier into” the domestic world they knew and preferred. Jeffrey argues 

that women who moved West even seemed to strengthen in their commitment to 
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domestic ideals. Even though their “actual conduct” did not fit within the domestic realm, 

they held up domestic norms and ideals as goals to reach as markers of “respectability 

and middle class status.” Although their pioneer experience “defied a number of 

nineteenth-century stereotypes,” they did not “abandon the larger conception of women’s 

nature.”240 Rather, they sought to “replicate” the ideals of Eastern femininity in the West. 

At first it was impossible for pioneer women to perform the same ideals of womanhood 

they had learned in the East, but the longer they lived in the West, the more their 

performances of femininity started to “resemble those of relatives and friends in the 

East.” Furthermore, Jeffrey’s study challenges the perception that agrarian households’ 

gender norms were blurred as men and women “worked together” for she found that even 

on family farms, men were often still responsible for outdoor labor while women tended 

to the home, children, and garden.241 

The West’s Conquest, Settlement, and Reform Politics 

 To understand how women in Western public life navigated the mythic meanings 

of the West and contemporary gender ideals, it is important to trace the historical and 

political context in which these women were active. As I have just traced the historical 

constructions of the mythic American West and ideals of American masculinity and 

femininity, here I locate these women’s political advocacy in the context of the West’s 

conquest, settlement, and political reform movements. I begin by narrating the United 

States’ capture of the Western land, subjugation of American Indians, technological 

developments, and congressional action that all encouraged westward migration. After I 

detail the populations who moved West, I describe a number of challenges that emigrants 

faced and the ways they collectively resisted the corporate and political power that 
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dominated Western life. The droughts and economic depression of the 1880s and 1890s 

slowed Western settlement, but the turn of the century brought with it the West’s biggest 

homesteading boom and a wave of progressive reformers. 

Western Expansion 

 The federal government promoted Western expansion by commissioning agents to 

explore the Western land, developing natural resources, encouraging Western 

homesteading, using its armies to conquer the region, and “opening up” territory by 

seizing Western land, and pushing out other nations to make room for its own citizens. 

Between 1846 and 1848, the U.S. went to war with Mexico to acquire the territory that 

now includes the Southwestern states.242 In 1830, Congress passed the Indian Removal 

Act and forced American Indians to emigrate “west of the river Mississippi.”243 President 

Andrew Jackson justified the act as a “benevolent policy of the Government” because it 

allowed the Indians to “pursue happiness in their own way and under their own rude 

institutions.”244 The Indian Removal Act established an Indian Territory in the Southwest 

and forced American Indians to abandon their social order and economy. The policy 

positioned American Indians as legally inferior to European Americans as it declared 

American Indians “both inside and outside the American polity: subject to its jurisdiction, 

but without rights of citizenship.”245 From then on, the military worked at keeping 

American Indians within the boundaries of the newly created territories under the guise 

of protecting American Indians from assaults by U.S. citizens.246 

 Removing American Indians was motivated in part by the United States’ desire for 

Western settlement and an expanded national economy. Once American Indians were 

relocated to reservations, there was more land available for settlers to occupy. Congress 
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passed the Homestead Act of 1862 to encourage settlement and “to secure homesteads to 

actual settlers on the public domain,” rather than American Indians.247 The Homestead 

Act defined settlers as “citizens of the United States, or who shall have filed his 

declaration of intention to become such, as required by the naturalization laws of the 

United States.” The Homestead Act in 1862 granted “settlers” up to 160 acres of land for 

“one dollar and twenty five cents per acre” and then granted the settlers full title to the 

land if they farmed it for five continuous years.248 The Homestead Act also, for the first 

time, allowed single women over the age of 21 to claim land independently. The act was 

supported for two primary purposes: to open up land for white homesteaders and to 

“rapidly break up tribal organizations and Indian communities.”249  

 The years following the Civil War saw intensified fighting between American 

Indians and European Americans.250 Relocating American Indians made them more 

dependent on bison for food, so as the bison population was wiped out, it further forced 

American Indians to settle on reservations and accept food rations from the American 

government.251 Between 1865 and 1889, the newly built railroads reduced reservations 

even further in size. In 1868, an “Indian Peace Commission” was sent to induce 

American Indians to abandon their lifestyles in exchange for a “protected” existence on 

reservations. The commission affirmed that if “the white and the Indian must mingle 

together…we will declare authority” and remove them “to a southern district.”252 

Although the official policy of the U.S. “stopped short of extermination; it settled for 

abolishing native ways of life,” forced American Indians onto reservations, and 

“proposed membership in American society in exchange for a repudiation of Indian 

ways.”253  
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 As more and more settlers arrived in the West, the U.S. government made room for 

them by taking land away from reservations that had previously been designated for 

American Indian nations. In 1887, Congress passed the General Allotment Act (also 

known as the Dawes Severalty Act), which reduced the size of reservations and sought to 

make Indians into Americans through education and landownership.254 In exchange for 

“voluntarily” giving up nomadic hunting and adopting the sedentary “habits of civilized 

life,” the act gave male American Indians up to eighty acres of agricultural land, which 

was often too arid to farm, or up to one hundred and sixty acres of grazing land.255 The 

government articulated this policy in paternalistic terms, explaining that allotment was 

for the “best interests” of American Indians.256 The effort to force American Indians into 

a “civilized” lifestyle of living with their individual nuclear families on private family 

farms shaped the United States’ Indian policy until 1934.257 When Turner presented his 

frontier thesis in 1893, he spoke of American Indians as “savages” that represented the 

opposite of “civilized society.”258 

 Removing and Americanizing Indians also contributed to the nation’s economic 

development as more Western homesteaders would increase agricultural production, 

create a larger “domestic market for manufactured goods,” and create an “agricultural 

‘safety valve’ for surplus or discontented urban workers.” Thus, the U.S. government also 

promoted settlement through large-scale efforts to transform the arid Western land into 

farmable land and develop transcontinental transportation.259 The Timber Culture Act of 

1873 granted 160 acres to settlers who used a quarter of their land to plant trees within 

ten years.260 The Desert Land Act of 1877 granted cheap land to settlers who worked to 

irrigate the land within three years.261 Congress also established the Department of 
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Agriculture and passed acts to encourage agricultural development, such as the Morrill 

Acts of 1862 and 1890, which gave land to states and the Hatch Act of 1887, which 

funded agricultural research.262 The transcontinental railroads, which were aided by 

federal funding and the Pacific Railroad Acts (1862-1866) promoted settlement 

everywhere it went.263 As railroad companies competed with each other for customers, 

they advertised the West and drew numerous more settlers.264 

 Between the 1840s and the 1870s, anywhere from a quarter to half a million 

individuals emigrated to the West on the Overland Trail. Many of these pioneers 

emigrated as a means for “economic improvement” as Oregon and California had cheap 

land and reportedly abundant lands for farming.265 In addition to a chance for economic 

mobility, settlers also moved west to join family members or to live in a climate they 

hoped would improve their health with milder winters and an evasion of malarial chills 

and fever. During the fur trade, emigrants on the Overland Trail were primarily male, but 

in the 1840s, families joined, and by the early 1850s, the trail was made up of single male 

miners and farming families.266 Usually leaving from the Missouri River, families began 

their trek in the spring and traveled up to eight months to cover the 2,000 miles to Oregon 

and California.  

 The nineteenth-century American West was primarily settled by miners, ranchers, 

and farmers.267 Miners first established the West’s mountain towns as most farmers 

passed over mountainous terrain in favor of better land. From the 1840s through the 

1870s, the discovery of gold, silver, copper, and lead drew prospectors to California, 

Colorado, Nevada, Montana, Idaho, South Dakota, and Arizona. Congress encouraged 

the mining efforts with the Mining Law of of 1866 (amended in 1870 and 1872), which 
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granted miners property rights for $5 an acre along mineral deposits.268 Most prospectors 

were men who moved to the mountains from the Pacific Coast, so the “the mining 

frontier moved from west to east.”269 Ranchers and cowboys also began migrating to the 

West in the late 1860s as Texas had cheap grazing land and ideal weather for raising 

cattle. In the 1870s, ranchers began driving cattle north for better grass to feed on, and by 

the 1870s, ranchers chose to let cattle wander freely on the open range rather than taking 

them on the long drive north.  

 Once mountain regions developed a population of speculators, prospectors, and 

miners, farmers moved to the area to feed and service mining towns. Farmers faced many 

challenges, but still remained the most permanent of the Western pioneers. In the last 30 

years of the nineteenth century, “Americans opened more family farmland…than in all 

the nation’s previous history.”270 When settlers first arrived in the West, they often built 

their first homes by digging out a hole in the side of a hill and adding a wall made of turf 

and sod. Their second homes were usually a sod house built with turf and wood.271 To 

settle and farm the arid Western land required adaptations in farming methods as well as 

attitude. The idea of the “great American desert” had to be replaced by “the myth of the 

garden.”272 Scientific discoveries and new inventions, such as dry farming and the twine 

binder allowed farmers to produce wheat and grain on land that would not have been 

farmable previously, and the production of wheat increased drastically in the last decades 

of the nineteenth century. 

Challenges of Life in the West 

 As Westerners set up lives in the West, one of their many struggles was their 

relationship to the East and the federal government. Although Western life was often 
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perceived as independent and self-reliant, in reality, it begrudgingly relied on the federal 

government, Eastern banks, and Eastern corporations.273 As Richard White argues, 

Westerners in the nineteenth century “usually regarded the federal government much as 

they would regard a particularly scratchy wool shirt in winter. It was all that was keeping 

them warm, but it still irritated them.”274 The West had little political power to resist the 

East due to its weak political parties, the large federally owned land within the Western 

region, and the West’s economic dependence on the East. Prior to statehood, the federal 

government “controlled the government of the territories and withheld from their citizens 

rights and privileges held by American citizens elsewhere.”275 Western territories could 

not pass their own laws or elect their highest officials without federal approval. Many 

citizens of the Western territories remembered what it was like to be a citizen in an 

established state, and resented the loss of their rights to self-government that most white 

males enjoyed while living in those states.276 It was common for Westerners to compare 

their condition to the thirteen colonies prior to independence. Yet Westerners still 

expected the government to take action to find a solution to economic and social 

problems, and they also needed the federally funded railroads and irrigation systems. 

Furthermore, Western political representatives struggled to be taken seriously in the East 

when the West was primarily depicted as a place of adventure and romance.277  

 Although the American frontier was not officially declared “closed” until the 1890 

census, as early as the 1870s Americans were voicing concerns that much of the Western 

land had been settled or bought. The perception that the frontier was closing aroused 

“frontier anxiety” because the presence of the frontier had for so long been “regarded as a 

crucial component of the American way of life” and now it seemed that a major era in 
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American life was passing.278 Since its formation, American identity had rested on the 

ideal of an American agrarian paradise, or “Garden of Eden,” and that ideal no longer 

seemed sustainable. In 1890, the census explained that the frontier was closed because 

there were at least two non-Indian people per square mile in the West and there was no 

longer a clear line that marked the difference between the frontier and settlement.279 The 

announcement declared:  

 Up to and including 1880 the country had a frontier of settlement, but at present 

 the unsettled area has been so broken into by isolated bodies of settlement that 

 there can hardly be said to be a frontier line. In the discussion of its extent, its 

 westward movement etc., it can not, therefore, any longer have a place in the 

 census reports.280  

The assertion that there was no more open land, western expansion had been finished, 

and Manifest Destiny had been realized had a “considerable psychological effect” on 

U.S. citizens, but it crystallized an anxiety that Americans had been concerned about for 

over a decade.281 The depression of the 1890s further undermined the characterization of 

the United States as an agrarian civilization made up of steady yeomen-farmers.  

 Nineteenth-century homesteaders dealt with the many challenges of farming in the 

West. Farming is always a “risky, uncertain, and sometimes heartbreaking business,” and 

it was especially true in the West as farmers faced substantial expenses, the pressure to 

plant a first crop quickly, natural disasters, delays before the first crop, and the 

inequitable treatment by banks and railroads.282 Banks also discriminated against Western 

farmers who borrowed money to plant their crops, and railroads demanded such unfair 

prices that they ended up taking much of Western farmers’ income.283 The Homestead 
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Act promised cheap land, but all land was not equal and the land guaranteed by the 

Homestead Act was not always suited for farming. Furthermore, 160 acres may have 

been enough land to sustain a family in the East, but it was not always enough to support 

farming families in the trans-Mississippi West.284 Even if farmers attained good land, 

they also needed nearly $1,000 to front the “cost of a house, draft animals, wagon, plow, 

well, fencing, and seed grain.”285 Many farmers mortgaged their homesteads to buy farm 

machinery and survive until their first harvest. Unfortunately, it often lead to a cycle of 

debt as “Newcomers to the West mortgaged their homesteads to buy farm machinery, 

mortgaged the farm machinery to provide money until the first crop was harvested, [and] 

mortgaged the first crop to carry the family through the winter.”286 If farmers faced any 

delays or natural disasters waiting for their first crop, they would go bankrupt.  

 Western farmers in the 1880s and 1890s faced an extended agricultural depression, 

and it seemed to Westerners that the federal government was to blame. The West’s 

economy was further destabilized when the government retired “greenbacks” for legal 

tender.287 To reduce the inflation caused by the “greenbacks”—green paper notes used 

for legal tender during the civil war which could not be redeemed by the U.S. Treasury 

for silver or gold—banks retired the greenbacks, which made farmers, and anyone in 

debt, make less money on their products and required them to repay loans with dollars 

that were worth more than the dollars they had originally borrowed. Furthermore, the 

federal government granted the best Western land to railroad companies and states, and 

the Homestead Act “permitted land grabbing by speculative companies and the eventual 

concentration of large tracts in private hands.”288 So instead of creating a region of 

yeoman farmers, the Homestead Act encouraged the privatization of Western land as 
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Congress gave millions of acres to railroad companies, mining and timber interests, and 

private companies that extracted natural gas, oil, coal, iron, and other miners. Most 

farmers bought quality land directly from land or railroad companies or gave up on 

becoming independent farmers and became day laborers for Eastern-owned companies. 

Rather than encouraging individual business owners, the federal government encouraged 

the growth of large companies. In the end, “perhaps only a tenth of the new farms settled 

between 1860 and 1900 were acquired under the Homestead Act.”289 

Agrarian Revolt 

 As Western farmers’ actual experiences did not match the agrarian myth or the 

promises of Western boosters, their disillusionment led to the farmer revolts and agrarian 

social movements of the 1880s and 1890s.290 Western farmers developed a “powerful 

collective consciousness” as they organized as Grangers, the Farmer’s Alliance, and 

Populists, and sought help from the government to support them amidst the natural 

disasters and market fluctuation.291 The Grange organized “non-political” picnics for 

farmers and their families to gather and motivated Midwestern farmers with the rhetoric 

of class, the agrarian myth, and the inheritance of the American Revolution.292 The 

Grange’s advocacy eventually led to the Interstate Commerce Act of 1887, which was the 

first railroad regulation implemented by the federal government.293 The Farmers Alliance 

also organized picnics, camp meetings, and educational efforts to support farm families, 

but they focused more on politics and helped form the People’s Party, known as the 

Populists, which joined other labor movements including “silver rights,” Greenbackers, 

and the Knights of Labor. Westerners were more likely to join the Populist movement if 

they faced economic difficulties, geographical isolation, and alienation from other 
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political organizations. The Populist Party was a significant regional movement that 

called attention to the economic subordination of the West to the Northeast’s organized 

capital and demanded the federal government intervene and regulate the exploitation by 

the railroads, extractive corporations, and banks.294 Populists also called for democratic 

reforms that became associated with the larger progressive movement like the initiative, 

the referendum, and popular election of political representatives. They advocated for an 

eight-hour working day, immigration restriction, and a graduated income tax in efforts to 

attract Easterners to their party. Populist advocates, according to Thomas Burkholder, 

drew on the agrarian myth to justify their importance for American society and support 

from the government.295  

 Women also took an active role in the agrarian protests by writing, speaking, and 

organizing for the Grange and the Farmers’ Alliance.296 Mary Elizabeth Lease was 

especially well known for her speeches on agrarian reform. As she traveled around the 

country advocating for reform, she grounded her arguments in the agrarian myth to assert 

the importance of the yeoman farmers to the nation.297 Some historians have noted how 

women’s involvement in these farm groups facilitated women’s political progress as it 

allowed them to participate in politics and gain support for woman suffrage.298 But many 

also note that women’s involvement was subordinate to men’s and did not “challenge the 

basic position of women in the agrarian ideal” or the “political dictum that placed ‘the 

man’ at the center of injustices toward farmers.”299 

 A number of Western scholars, including Turner and John D. Hick, argued that the 

agrarian depression began because the frontier “closed” and there was no longer any 

“free” land for new settlers.300 Turner explained, “The frontier opportunities are gone. 
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Discontent is demanding an extension of governmental activity in its behalf.” In his 

history of The Populist Revolt, John D. Hick argued that the agrarian revolt was created 

when “the frontier was gone [and] this safety valve was closed….It was only as the West 

wore out and cheap lands were no longer abundant that well-developed agrarian 

movements began to appear.”301 But the Granger movements of the 1870s began decades 

before the frontier “closed” in 1890. Hofstadter explains that Western populism grew 

after the land boom of the 1870s collapsed in the mid-eighties. Part of the land boom was 

based on the high prices of farm produce prior to the massive agricultural growth in the 

West, but by 1885 those prices were artificially inflated.302 In response to the late 

nineteenth-century depression, many Western farmers moved eastward or to the cities. 

Early Twentieth-Century Land Boom 

 The twentieth century, however, brought an even larger land rush as more lands 

were settled under the Homestead Act in the first two decades than during the entire 

nineteenth century. Hundreds of thousands of settlers were drawn to the trans-Mississippi 

West by cheap land, encouragement from the federal government, and good weather. 

Congress continued to coax settlers to the West by working to transform the arid land to 

support farming and modifying the Homestead Act for the post-1900 land boom through 

the Enlarged Homestead Act of 1909, the Three Year Homestead Act of 1912, and the 

Stock-Raising Homestead Act of 1916.303 Furthermore, the development of “scientific” 

farming technology, such as irrigation and dry-land farming, made more land available 

for farming. From 1900 to 1910, land sold quickly, and the value of farmland increased 

by 100 percent. There were still financial and farming hardships with the Panic of 1907 

and a drought, which led some to leave, but the many homesteaders who stayed were 
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fairly prosperous in the second decade of the twentieth century, especially due to good 

weather and growing wartime prices for food.304  

 Cowboys resisted the West’s turn-of-the-century transition from “Cow Country” to 

land of homesteaders. During the days of the cattle drives and open range, “cowboys 

were kings of the road.”305 And these men did not welcome the arrival of homesteaders. 

Cowboys dismissed “sodbusters” as “lesser beings” and “invading, unwelcome clods” 

that threatened the open range.306 The overstocking of the open ranges, in addition to 

droughts, led to the thinning of the available pastures for grazing. As cowboys drove 

cows north in search of better grazing, there was an “out migration of both cows and 

cowboys.” Especially as more and more homesteaders hoped to use the Western land 

more intensively, cowboys were no longer able to compete. The turn of the century 

brought with it murmurings about the passing of the open range, “an end to the famed 

outfits,” and by 1910, it was said that the cowboy had all but disappeared. Soon the 

countryside was filled with people who were more interested in plowing the land. 

Although cowboys and many Easterners romanticized the “Old West’” and bemoaned the 

coming “plow chasers,” homesteading farmers contested that characterization of the West 

and presented themselves as establishers of civilization and modernity who rescued the 

West from its more primitive frontier days. In Colorado, one “small-town newspaper 

suggested doing away with the word ranch on the ground that the term had done more to 

‘repel the home-loving farming people of the East and to deter them from settling among 

us, than any other thing.’”307  

 The change of population transformed the culture of the trans-Mississippi West as 

well. As new residents settled permanent homesteads, they brought with them a sense of 
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community and “civilization.” As these new communities stabilized economically and 

the residents became more settled, new residents to the West referred to the 1890s as the 

West’s “adolescent period” and viewed the first two centuries of the twentieth century as 

a time of “growing up.”308 Western homesteaders depicted themselves as the “tamers” of 

the West as they were more “morally clean, progressive, and civic-minded” than any 

previous Western residents. Settlers may have perceived that the agrarian West was more 

“mature” because it was more similar to the life they had known in the East. Furthermore, 

many of the Westerners who arrived in the 1900s were professionals who had moved 

from Eastern cities rather than farms, and set up in towns that worked to support the 

farms surrounding them. Urban residents were drawn to the West as the Western farm 

life no longer appeared as dangerous, lonely, or difficult, and new technology had 

improved the ease and comfort of life in the West. In these decades Americans became 

increasingly interested in rurality and country life. Rural America was perceived as more 

moral, in contrast to dirty and corrupt cities. President Roosevelt chartered the country 

life movement in 1908, the Boy Scouts were founded in 1910, and numerous outdoor 

clubs began to help nature enthusiasts experience nature through gardening, hiking, and 

bird watching, and exploring the wilderness.309  

Early Twentieth-Century Progressive Politics 

 During the first two decades of the twentieth century, Westerners enthusiastically 

supported progressivism and progressive reform.310 Early-twentieth century 

progressivism was a national movement that worked on local, state, and federal levels of 

government to respond to corruption in politics, regulate corporate interests, and support 

a host of issues including labor rights, prohibition, woman suffrage, and social welfare 
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agencies.311 Progressives sought to keep politics and business free from corruption and 

sustain the public good.312 Although some progressive leaders started out in the populist 

movement, especially in the West and South, many others were completely disconnected 

from populism and some even opposed it. Progressivism and populism shared some of 

the same aims, but progressivism was less radical in its responses to capital and corporate 

power and usually “surfaced initially in urban politics” while populism did not gain as 

much traction in urban areas.313 

 Of the many issues progressives addressed, direct legislation was one of the most 

popular tools Western progressives advocated to increase popular control of the 

government. Western progressives argued that direct legislation was the best means of 

limiting corporate power, resisting monopolies, and decreasing government corruption.314 

The leaders of the direct democracy movement of the early twentieth century focused on 

reforms such as the initiative, the referendum, and the recall, to increase the power of 

“the people” and the state, and thereby limit the power of monopolies and corporate 

influence on governmental and political leaders. The initiative enabled voters to pass 

laws directly by ballot, the referendum allowed voters to directly repeal laws by ballot, 

and the recall allowed voters to directly remove public officials through the ballot. These 

progressive reforms assumed that if ordinary American citizens had more input and more 

access to political participation, the government would have to respond to popular will, 

and democracy would cure governmental corruption and corporate power.315 

 Although reformers across the country publicized and advocated direct legislation, 

direct democracy reforms were most successful in the American West as the Western 

states were the first to enact them and very few of Eastern and Southern states were able 
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to implement them. Although not every Western state enacted all of these reforms, they 

were most common in the West. All states West of the Mississippi, except for Texas, 

Kansas, Minnesota, Iowa, and Wisconsin have either the initiative or referendum. Much 

like the woman suffrage movement, the national leaders of the direct democracy 

movement lived in the Northeast and they based the national organizations for direct 

legislature in the Northeast. Due to “the dominant role of the Northeast in American 

publishing and politics,” the national leaders effectively promoted and won support for 

the initiative and referendum in the East and across the country, but direct democracy 

was more successfully implemented in the Western states.316 Once Oregon adopted the 

initiative and referendum in 1902, the reforms “swept the West” in the first decade of the 

twentieth century. Arizona, California, Colorado, Idaho, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, 

Nevada, and Washington initiated direct democracy reforms by 1912, and North Dakota 

enacted them in 1914. By 1912, direct legislation had become such a fixture in Western 

politics that it served as “a litmus test of Progressive political sentiments”317 and both 

Theodore Roosevelt and Woodrow Wilson supported it in their presidential campaigns.   

 Perhaps direct democracy flourished better in the West because, as Goebel argues, 

the Western states had “weaker political parties,” a “stronger anti-party spirit, and more 

effective nonpartisan reform movements” than the Eastern states.318 Furthermore, the 

antimonopoly sentiment of the 1890s West “carried over into western Progressivism,” 

fueled the direct democracy movement in the West, and encouraged “a much greater 

hostility to corporations and trusts” than in the East.319 After the depression of the 1890s, 

Westerners were more aware of the control Eastern corporations, monopolies, utility 

companies, and the railroads had over their economy.320 Between 1898 and 1904, 235 
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trusts formed with a capitalization of over six billion dollars. As progressives saw the 

trusts’ influence over state governments, they worked to limit their influence in state 

legislatures. In California, progressives campaigned to “Kick the Southern Pacific out of 

politics.” In Colorado, the progressives focused more on the utility companies’ power in 

the state legislature. As with woman suffrage, the Western states’ success with direct 

democracy may also have been due to the timing of their admission to the Union.321 The 

states that developed around the turn of the century had “malleable political cultures” and 

“new ways of legislating [that] were codified in state constitutions emerging from 

political flux.”322 While states in the Northeast and South had “entrenched constitutional 

traditions” by the 1890s, citizen in the West were creating new states and constitutions, 

which made it easier to enact new legislation.323 Progressivism’s direct democracy 

movement served as the backdrop, if not a key agent, for many Western women’s public 

advocacy of woman suffrage, prohibition, and political reform. 

Project Details 

 Scholarship on the discursive creation of the American West has often examined 

the discourse of well-known figures in Western history such as Frederick Jackson Turner, 

Teddy Roosevelt, Buffalo Bill, Owen Wister, and Frederic Remington.324 This project’s 

examination of select women’s discourse in the West challenges this dominant and often 

Eastern-based narrative, illustrates other ways Westerners shaped the meaning of the 

West for themselves, and highlights the roles women played in constructing the image of 

the West. These case studies also help complicate the meaning of the West by examining 

the unique character Western states crafted as they competed to demonstrate their 

distinctness from and superiority over other Western states. Furthermore, this project 
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seeks to add to the ongoing scholarship on the rhetoric of the woman suffrage movement. 

Contributing to the recovery project in women’s rhetoric and public address, this project 

follows in the tradition of Campbell’s landmark recovery of nineteenth-century women’s 

rights rhetoric.325 Since the body of scholarship on nationally known suffragists has 

grown, scholars like Cindy Koenig Richards, Sara Hayden, Randall Lake, Casey Kelly, 

Carmen Heider, and Susan Zaeske have begun examining women’s regional advocacy 

discourse.326 This project aims to add to this effort.  

 I attempt to shed new light on the arguments white women used as they advocated 

for woman suffrage and shaped the meaning of the West. Rather than trying to uncover 

and explicate Western women’s “authentic” lives, I am instead interested in their public 

discourse—specifically their arguments about the American West. As I analyze the texts, 

I attend to the ways the texts interacted with the historical context and negotiated the 

mythic meanings of the West and contemporary gender norms. Before analyzing the 

texts, I first recovered, selected, and authenticated texts of Western political women by 

consulting primary sources and archives. Focusing on public speeches, essays, and 

protests, I located these texts in newspapers, personal papers, and archives located at the 

Library of Congress, the University of Washington’s Special Collections, the Montana 

Historical Society, University of Wyoming’s American Heritage Center, and the New 

York Public Library.  

 In selecting rhetorical artifacts to analyze, there were numerous texts, events, 

political careers, campaigns, publications, and images from which to choose. As each 

state had its own suffrage campaigns, collectively they had multiple generations of 

suffrage and political leaders. After recovering a number of texts, I selected case studies 
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according to my research questions. Therefore, I have chosen texts that exemplify the 

concepts of gender, Western myth, and place. Hal Fulmer and Carl Kell argue that studies 

of regional rhetoric should start with “an inductive examinations of texts” rather than 

limiting studies to “static geographic lines, obvious regional rhetors, and deductively-

concluded regional topics.”327 Thus, I began this project by first locating the texts of 

women who lived and worked in Western American public life. Many of these texts made 

repeated appeals to the meanings of the West and appropriated Western discourse. Thus, I 

have organized these case studies around various Western myths and Western discourses 

that Western women appropriated. I have also purposely chosen not to examine 

arguments that did not directly attend to Western myths and regional gender ideals. This 

project analyzes four cases of public arguments, made by women who lived in the Pacific 

Northwest or Rocky Mountain states, which drew on the meaning of the West for their 

political purposes or contributed to the construction of the meaning of the West. 

 I have also limited my case studies according to time period, location, genre, and 

availability. Chronologically, the texts I have chosen fall between 1889 and 1933. This 

time period does not include many of the first generation of Western woman suffrage 

leaders who laid important groundwork for the Western woman suffrage movement. Nor 

does this time period allow for a careful examination of the earliest Western woman 

suffrage victories that took place without extended political campaigns. This time period 

does, however, allow for an analysis of arguments women made to gain woman suffrage, 

to shape the memory of the West, to boost the West to the East, and to justify their 

presence in political office. Geographically, I look at the discourse of women who lived 

and worked in the states and territories of the Rocky Mountains and Pacific Northwest. 
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By the turn of the century, people in the Far West and Rocky Mountain West considered 

themselves Westerners and saw themselves as distinct from Midwesterners.328 

Generically, I am primarily examining public discourse rather than diaries or personal 

letters, although diaries and personal letters inform my understanding of the texts and 

context. The availability of texts also played a role in my text selection. Between the 

politics of the archive and the prevalence of stump speeches given without notes, many 

texts of female activists and politicians of this time were not saved.329 While much of 

their discourse cannot be recovered, authenticated, and studied, the case studies chosen 

here have a large enough body of resources and texts to allow for an in-depth 

investigation.  

Text Authentication 

 Prior to analyzing these texts, I worked to authenticate the texts and establish their 

reliability. Following Robert N. Gaines’s method of text authentication, I went through 

the steps of authentication that were possible for each case study: (1) collection of texts, 

(2) analysis of texts, (3) selection of a composition-text, (4) refinement of the 

composition-text, and (5) explanation of the refined text.330 For the case studies on 

Abigail Scott Duniway and Grace Raymond Hebard, I collated as many representations 

of their speeches as possible, and then chose to analyze the representations that were 

published in newspapers. Of the texts I analyze in this project, all of Duniway’s speeches 

and most of Hebard’s speeches were published in newspapers, but I also analyze some of 

Hebard’s un-authenticated texts that appear to be pre-delivery speech notes located in her 

personal papers. For the case study on The Mountaineers’ summit of Mount Rainier, I did 

not choose a composition text, as the text is a performance, but I collated and analyzed as 
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many representations of the performance as possible, including photographs, trip reports, 

and newspaper articles.  

 Because Jeannette Rankin’s 1917 Carnegie Hall address on “Democracy and 

Government” received national attention, there were numerous representations of her 

speech that allowed me to document all of the authentication steps and construct a critical 

edition of the speech.331 I began authenticating Rankin’s speech by collecting any 

materials that referenced Rankin’s speech performance. In total, I collated nine 

representations of Rankin’s “Democracy and Government” speech: one pre-delivery draft 

and eight newspaper accounts of the speech.332 Second, I analyzed each text instance to 

determine their similarities. Third, I chose the pre-delivery draft of the speech as the 

“composition-text,” which Gaines defines as the “concrete exemplar of the text that may 

serve as the basis for a refined text,” because the pre-delivery draft is the only extant text 

of the speech.333 The pre-delivery draft was located in the papers of Jeannette Rankin’s 

brother, Wellington Rankin, at the Montana Historical Society because following the 

Carnegie Hall address, Wellington mailed the pre-delivery draft to Jeannette and 

suggested that she use it for her upcoming address at the national meeting of the 

Nonpartisan League.334 Fourth, to confirm that the pre-delivery draft was the speech text 

that Rankin delivered that night in Carnegie Hall, I completed the fourth step and 

compared the pre-delivery draft to the eight newspaper accounts of Rankin’s speech.335 

Although the quotes, summaries, and descriptions of Rankin’s speech in newspaper 

articles do not match the composition draft verbatim, they corroborated the ideas, 

arguments, and themes in the composition text of the speech. The close parallels between 

the newspaper reports and the composition text confirmed that the pre-delivery draft 
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provided a reliable representation of the speech Rankin delivered. Fifth, I explained this 

authentication process and documented the reliability of the text in a critical edition of the 

speech, included in the Appendix.336  

Outline of Chapters 

 In the first case study, I examine Abigail Scott Duniway’s use of the frontier myth 

in her suffrage advocacy. Duniway (1834-1915) lived in Oregon and Idaho and became 

known as the “representative” of all Western suffragists after publishing a suffrage 

newspaper, advocating for woman suffrage across the West, and speaking at national 

suffrage conventions. I argue that as Duniway appropriated the frontier myth for woman 

suffrage, she resisted the concept of the male frontier hero as she included Western 

women as frontier heroines who earned their right to vote by surviving on the frontier. 

Duniway celebrated Western women’s heroic accomplishments on the frontier, enacted 

the epitome of the ideal frontier heroine, and depicted the West as a place of inherent 

freedom. Duniway’s advocacy did not include American Indian women or Eastern 

women in her frontier myth, which maintained ideals of white citizenship and contributed 

to her turbulent relationship with Eastern suffragists. Even as Duniway included white 

Western women in the frontier myth, she featured masculinity as essential to political 

participation and the frontier hero, and dismissed the traditional, Eastern ideals of true 

womanhood.  

 In the second case study, I examine The Mountaineer suffragists’ ascent of Mount 

Rainier in 1909. As the suffragists joined the Seattle Mountaineers club to summit Mount 

Rainier for the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, the suffragists appropriated the summit 

for woman suffrage. I examine their climb as a political pilgrimage that placed their 
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appeal for voting rights before the Pacific Northwest and signaled that these women had 

earned their suffrage rights by reaching the mountain summit. The mountain climb 

appropriated the various meanings of mountaineering and the wilderness at the turn of the 

century: the imperial symbolism of mountain summiting declared that the women 

mountaineers were independent and free, the belief that the wilderness functioned as the 

last frontier suggested that the climbers had conquered the mythic frontier, and 

mountaineering as a sport demonstrated women’s equality to men as athletes. These 

masculine discourses of imperialism, the frontier myth, and sport were flexible enough 

for the suffragists’ use because in the early twentieth century, the wilderness also 

symbolized ideals of purity and piety, which fit traditional ideals of femininity. 

Furthermore, the women Mountaineers enacted the “New Woman” ideal of femininity 

and they climbed with men, which allowed them to enact a freedom from some gender 

norms and suggest that Western men willingly supported woman suffrage. The 

mountaineering women marked the summit of Mount Rainier as a place for woman 

suffrage and drew on its meaning for women’s rights. 

  In the third case study, I examine Grace Raymond Hebard’s (1861-1936) 

commemorative markings of Wyoming’s historic sites. Joining the pioneer reminiscers 

who collectively reflected on their westward migrations by marking the trails they took to 

the West, Hebard placed markers and held public ceremonies to commemorate events 

from Wyoming’s past. I argue that Hebard’s commemorative discourse resisted the 

governing perception of Wyoming as the “Wild West” and domesticated Wyoming’s 

image by drawing on the agrarian myth, celebrating Wyoming’s male homesteaders as 

heroes, and constructing Wyoming as “civilized.” Hebard tamed Wyoming’s history of 
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racial conquest by making it appear natural and celebrated signs that Wyoming was 

settled. Hebard also drew on Wyoming’s status as the first woman suffrage state and its 

association with Sacagawea to shape the meaning of Wyoming as a leader of progress. 

Even as Hebard celebrated Wyoming’s suffragists, she de-politicized them and depicted 

them according to ideals of true womanhood. In contrast, Hebard’s commemorations of 

Sacagawea celebrated the American Indian woman according to the ideals of the 

traditionally masculine Western hero. 

 In the last case study, I examine the rhetoric Jeannette Rankin (1880-1973) used to 

introduce herself to the nation after she was successfully elected as one of Montana’s 

U.S. Representatives. To explain her monumental achievement as America’s first female 

member of Congress to a national audience in 1917, she began writing articles in national 

newspapers and beginning in New York, she went on a twenty-city lecture tour 

throughout the Northeast that featured Montana as the promised land for agricultural, 

economic, and democratic success. Rankin adopted the rhetoric of Western boosterism 

and accounted for her political success and Montana woman suffrage according to 

Montana’s numerous natural and political advantages. I argue that Rankin minimized the 

nation’s anxiety about having a female member of Congress by enacting traditional 

femininity. At the same time, Rankin’s boosting of Montana’s resources, direct 

democracy, and woman suffrage shaped the meaning of Montana and demonstrated her 

political competence. Rankin enacted her preparedness for political office by describing 

her own political experience, displaying her breadth of knowledge on direct legislation 

and political reform, and exploiting the familiar discourse of Western boosterism. Finally, 

as Rankin explained Western woman suffrage according to the traditional frontier myth 
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and natural rights, she also assured her audience that Eastern woman suffrage was surely 

close at hand.  

 In the conclusion, I compare and contrast the differing ways the discourse studied 

in these four case studies drew on the mythic discourses of the West, participated in 

place-making the meaning of the West, and articulated possibilities for femininity and 

masculinity in the West. I also identify arguments and themes that appear across these 

four cases. As these Western women promoted woman suffrage and contributed to the 

meaning of the West, they made similar arguments. Across the different case studies, we 

see “earned rights” arguments for woman suffrage, an emphasis on the Western land that 

depicted events in the West as natural, arguments made through enactment, and 

representations of American Indians and Eastern suffragists. Finally, I examine Henry 

Mayer’s 1915 political cartoon, “The Awakening” to illustrate how these Western 

women’s arguments also contributed to national discourses of Western woman suffrage. 

Mayer’s cartoon, which was published in New York City, depicted woman suffrage and 

the American West in ways that were similar to the women’s discourse studied in this 

project and suggests how widespread these depictions of Western woman suffrage were 

in the early twentieth century. 

 When considered together, these cases illuminate the various ways that white 

women negotiated ideas of gender and the West as they ascended to political and civic 

leadership at the turn of twentieth century. The first two case studies attend to the way 

Western women’s discourse drew on the meanings of the West to advocate for woman 

suffrage. The last two case studies examine how Western women drew on Western 

women’s rights to shape the meaning of their Western states. In each case, however, we 
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see that the public discourses of Duniway, The Mountaineers, Hebard, and Rankin drew 

on the myths and discourses of the West, including the frontier myth, the agrarian myth, 

Western boosterism, discourses of the wilderness and mountaineering, pioneer 

reminiscences, and direct democracy. In the process, these women participated in place-

making the American West: Duniway and The Mountaineers depicted the West as a space 

for women’s freedom and liberty and Hebard and Rankin portrayed the West as a place of 

settled, progressive, and “civilized” communities that had led the nation in woman 

suffrage reform. As they navigated the gender ideals of the West, Duniway celebrated 

Western women who enacted masculine norms of violence and conquest and The 

Mountaineers balanced their masculine discourses of imperialism and the frontier myth 

with the “New Woman” ideal of the early twentieth century. In contrast, Hebard 

feminized white Western suffragists as domestic “true women” and Rankin celebrated the 

Western ideal of the female helpmate even while Rankin herself enacted the “refined 

lady” ideal of the East. Duniway, The Mountaineers, and Rankin depicted Western men 

as happy supporters of Western women’s rights and liberties. These analyses of turn-of-

the-century Western women’s discourses illustrate how the myths of the West shaped the 

woman suffrage movement and how Western women simultaneously contributed to the 

meanings of the West. 
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Chapter 1: Abigail Scott Duniway’s Masculine Frontier Myth for Woman Suffrage 

 In 1871, Susan B. Anthony accompanied Abigail Scott Duniway (1834-1915) on 

a woman’s suffrage lecture tour that covered two-thousand miles of the “most rugged of 

frontier territory.”1 They took wagons, canoes, steamers, and stagecoaches through the 

Pacific Northwest’s mud and rain to stay in primitive tents and frontier hotels. Even 

Anthony, who was accustomed to travelling frequently by train and stagecoach to lecture 

every day, described parts of the ten-week trip as “mortal agony.”2 Duniway expressed 

her pride to have given Anthony “a taste of pioneering under difficulties that remained 

with her as a memory to her dying day.”3 When the trip concluded, Anthony had not 

raised the money she intended and wrote home that she was “tired, tired,” but her Pacific 

Northwest tour and her mentoring relationship with Duniway jumpstarted Duniway’s 

career as the Western voice of woman suffrage.4  

 Abigail Scott Duniway was a writer, editor, clubwoman, lecturer, and the 

“hardiest and most tireless suffrage worker the Western states produced.”5 Originally 

from a farming community in Groveland, Illinois, Duniway and her family joined the 

Oregon Trail migration of 1852, and eventually settled in Portland where she assumed the 

position of breadwinner for her six children and injured husband, Ben Duniway.6 After 

reading Elizabeth Cady Stanton and Susan B. Anthony’s suffrage publication, the 

Revolution, and watching Wyoming and Utah women gain the right to vote, Duniway and 

two close friends founded the first suffrage organization in 1870, which became the 

Oregon Equal Suffrage Association in 1873.7 In 1871, Duniway traveled to a woman 

suffrage convention in San Francisco, where she met California suffrage leaders Laura 

DeForce Gordon and Emily Pitts Stevens and was inspired to buy a printing press and 

start her own woman suffrage newspaper, the New Northwest.8 Duniway addressed the 
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New Northwest to a female audience and discussed woman suffrage and economic and 

social injustices, including the discrimination of women, American Indians, and Chinese 

residents of the West.9 By paying her children to help her publish the New Northwest, 

Duniway grew her paper and publishing company into her family’s main financial 

support.10 Duniway began to travel around the country to speak on women’s rights and 

sell subscriptions to her paper.  

 After speaking at the conventions of the National Woman Suffrage Association 

(NWSA) and the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA), Duniway 

earned a national reputation so great that Eastern suffragists sponsored an East Coast 

lecture tour for her and elected her as one of five NWSA vice-presidents at large.11 Many 

Eastern suffragists viewed Duniway as “the representative of all Western women”12 and 

Lucy Stone, a leader of the AWSA, considered her “the pioneer woman suffragist of the 

great Northwest.”13 Duniway’s relationship with Eastern suffragists was strained, 

however, by her reluctance to support the temperance movement. Although the two 

movements worked in tandem for many years, Duniway argued that this relationship 

weakened the suffrage movement by arousing the opposition of the liquor interests. 

Duniway’s vocal resistance to the suffrage movement’s connections to the temperance 

movement caused discord with Eastern suffragists, but they enjoyed hearing Duniway’s 

colorful depictions of the American West.  

 In this chapter, I claim that Duniway navigated the mythic and masculine 

meanings of the American West in her suffrage advocacy by appropriating the American 

frontier myth for woman suffrage. Fundamental to American identity, and even more so 

to the pioneers who had left their homes and families for life in the West, the frontier 
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myth shaped the actions and beliefs of the nation-state and permeated America’s 

identity.14 Duniway drew on the symbolism of the mythic Western heroes as she 

advocated for her cause, and, in the process, she successfully led the Western woman 

suffrage movement and participated in the rhetorical creation of the American West. 

Duniway’s speeches illustrate how the frontier myth shaped the U.S. suffrage movement. 

 I argue that as Duniway set the frontier myth to work for Western woman 

suffrage, she challenged the maleness of the myth by expanding the frontier hero concept 

to include women, while also reinforcing the masculine and white notions of the frontier 

myth and U.S. citizenship. According to Duniway’s frontier myth, white women, like 

white men, who had travelled West had earned their citizenship through their struggles on 

the frontier. Following a brief overview of the frontier myth and woman suffrage 

advocacy in American history, I discuss how Duniway employed three major strategies: 

she depicted Western women as frontier heroines deserving of suffrage; she embodied the 

ultimate Western woman; and she characterized Western land as a naturally free space. In 

the end, I demonstrate how Duniway’s frontier myth failed to include non-white women 

in the West and all women in the East. I conclude by discussing the implications of 

Duniway’s “earned rights” argument for suffrage scholarship, how it buttressed her 

conflict with Eastern suffrage leaders, and how it affirmed the masculine assumptions of 

U.S. citizenship.  

This analysis examines five speeches that exemplify Duniway’s frontier myth in a 

variety of venues: two speeches given in the Pacific Northwest and three speeches 

delivered at national suffrage conventions. Local newspapers printed the texts of her 

speeches and Duniway also included these five speeches in her autobiography, Path 
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Breaking.15 She gave “Equal Rights for All” at the Idaho Constitutional Convention in 

1889, “Woman in Oregon History” at the celebration of Oregon’s fortieth year of 

Statehood in 1899, and “Ballots or Bullets” at the 1889 NWSA convention.16 She also 

gave two of these speeches at different NAWSA conventions: “How to Win the Ballot” 

in 1899 and “Success in Sight” in 1900.17 

The Masculine Myth of the West  

 Of all of our myths, the frontier myth remains among the oldest and most 

characteristically American.18 Considered the “the quintessential American plot,”19 the 

Western frontier myth significantly influenced the creation of American character, 

consciousness, and spirit.20 The frontier myth explains how the challenge of facing and 

conquering the frontier, a place perceived as mysterious and endless, “turns some 

individuals into martial heroes who, because of their epic struggles, come to symbolize 

American values such as progress and prosperity.”21 Americans have celebrated the 

pioneer spirit of discovery and exploration in the “promised land, the New World, [and] 

the untamed frontier.”22 Just as European settlers transformed into “compleat 

Americans”23 who were “rugged, upright, progressive, and democratic,”24 and pioneers 

evolved into superhuman heroes on the frontier, the myth depicts the path to becoming an 

American through exploring new territory and enduring hardship.  

 Although the frontier myth can be traced throughout American history at least as 

early as the European colonizers, Frederick Jackson Turner’s frontier thesis famously 

articulated the traditional frontier myth soon after the 1890 census announced that the 

frontier had closed. In his lecture at the World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893 and in his 

book published in 1920, The Frontier In American History,25 Turner argued the 
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“existence of an area of free land…and the advance of American settlement westward, 

explain[ed] American development.”26 Turner’s rationale drew on the traditional frontier 

myth as he explained that the frontier was the “most rapid and effective Americanization” 

because it was the frontier that “furnish[ed] the forces dominating American character.” 

Turner’s frontier thesis told of how the European colonist arrived in the wilderness as “a 

European in dress, industries, tools, modes of travel, and thought...and the 

frontier…environment [wa]s at first too strong for the man.” Turner narrated how the 

newly arrived European realized that he “must accept the conditions which it furnishes, 

or perish, and so he fits himself into the Indian clearings and follows the Indian trails.”  

 Turner’s account of the frontiersman’s transformation follows the plot of the 

frontier myth: 

 [The frontier] takes [the European] from the railroad car and puts him in the birch 

 canoe. It strips off the garments of civilization and arrays him in the hunting shirt 

 and the moccasin. It puts him in the log cabin of the Cherokee and Iroquois 

 and…Before long…he shouts the war cry and takes the scalp in orthodox Indian 

 fashion.27  

According to Turner, it was the process of struggling with the wilderness, facing the 

challenges of the frontier, and violently killing American Indians that evolved the 

European into a “complete American.”28 Turner proclaimed that as the European 

frontiersman “transforms the wilderness,…the outcome is not the old Europe…Here is a 

new product that is American.” The new American exemplified the qualities of the 

masculine frontier hero, which Turner described as “coarseness and strength combined 

with acuteness and inquisitiveness; that practical, inventive turn of mind, quick to find 
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expedients; that masterful grasp of material things,…that dominant individualism, 

working for good and for evil, and withal that buoyancy and exuberance which comes 

with freedom.” Thus, for Turner, the end product of the frontier struggle was the heroic, 

masculine, and exceptional American man. 

Since Turner delivered his frontier thesis, political leaders have also used and 

altered the frontier myth for their own rhetorical ends. Theodore Roosevelt’s use of the 

frontier myth, for example, prevails as one of the most famous. According to Leroy G. 

Dorsey, Roosevelt used the frontier myth to persuade the American people to accept his 

political agenda. Specifically, he employed the frontier myth to improve the status of 

immigrants in American culture and link progress to conservation of the environment.29 

Furthermore, Roosevelt went so far as to perform the role of cowboy, further legitimizing 

his arguments about the frontier.30 In his essay on “The Manly Virtues and Practical 

Politics,” Roosevelt explicitly instructed voters that Americans needed physical and 

moral strength, as well as willingness to sacrifice for the American good.31 The American 

public widely accepted his explicitly masculine politics, and feminist scholars have 

argued that his emphasis on “manly virtues” created an obstacle for the public’s 

acceptance of women in political roles.32 Not only did he establish these “manly virtues” 

as the essential qualities for American citizens, but as he demonstrated in his best-selling 

book, The Winning of the West, men could best gain these virtues on the American 

frontier.33 Thus, he likely further contributed to the already established masculine notions 

of the frontier hero, just as he did to politics. Following in Roosevelt’s tradition, John F. 

Kennedy also drew upon the myth’s power to justify the goal of landing a man on the 
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moon.34 According to John W. Jordan, Kennedy characterized space as the next frontier 

to be approached with the innate “pioneering spirit of American adventurism.”35  

Historians have considered the masculinity of the frontier “as obvious as the sun 

in the daytime.”36 The symbol of the frontiersman persists as a distinguishing feature of 

hegemonic masculinity, and Susan Faludi maintains that a frontier to be claimed remains 

one of the “time tested tenets of…the national male paradigm.”37 Americans have 

understood the very activity of Westward expansion as a male activity, and exploiting the 

American West as “a proving ground for the definition of American manhood.”38 Told 

from the male point of view, the frontier myth persists as a “basically patriarchal story.”39 

It features the narrative of a blameless male who escapes Eastern civilization to “become 

a man” in the “Wild West.”40 If Western expansion is a solely male adventure, denying 

women participatory, heroic roles, the frontier myth has instead positioned them as 

“scenery rather than actors”41 and as oppositional to the values of the frontier—

”adventure, independence, and freedom.”42 The frontier myth also consigns women the 

role of the “hero’s other,” who symbolically thwarts the freedom of the male hero.43 In 

addition, Annette Kolodny has illustrated how American land—this “virgin land”—

meant for men to forge, conquer, and own, has often been depicted as metaphorically 

feminine.44 The masculine notions of the frontier made Western women’s success with 

woman suffrage paradoxical. Yet Duniway reconciled the traditionally masculine myth 

with women’s status in the West by appropriating the masculine frontier myth for woman 

suffrage and expanding the mythos of the frontier hero to include women. 
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Discourse of the U.S. Woman Suffrage Movement 

 The national woman suffrage movement in the U.S. largely grew out of women’s 

participation in other reform movements. As women sought to involve themselves in 

movements for abolition and temperance, they found that they were denied participation 

from male organizations and realized that they needed their own rights before they could 

be heard on other reform issues. According to suffrage leaders Elizabeth Cady Stanton 

and Lucretia Coffin Mott, the U.S. woman’s rights movement began when they and three 

other women were denied seats at the 1840 World Anti-Slavery Convention in London. 

Their experience in London inspired them to organize the first American woman’s rights 

convention in Seneca Falls, New York in 1848. After the 1848 convention, they 

continued to hold women’s rights conventions nearly every year, apart from the Civil 

War years, which allowed them to build a solid base of supporters, solidify commitment 

to their cause, and encourage the movement’s advocates.45 Conventions also enabled 

suffragists to collectively construct their movement’s key tenets, share new justifications 

for the cause, and draw public attention. To share these arguments and ideas with women 

who could not attend the conventions, suffragists also began writing and publishing 

woman suffrage periodicals, which were especially helpful for women who were isolated 

or in more rural areas.46    

 Since the nineteenth amendment to the U.S. Constitution guaranteeing women the 

right to vote was not adopted until 1920, suffrage advocates developed suffrage 

arguments for 72 years. Women’s rights activists responded to theological, biological, 

and sociological rationales for refusing women the right to vote, and overcame cultural 

barriers to women’s speaking in public, legal barriers to women’s political activity, and 
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gender ideals of women as domestic and submissive.47 While documenting and analyzing 

the history and discourse of these activists, scholars have commonly identified 

justifications for woman suffrage as either arguments from “expediency” or “natural 

rights.” Aileen S. Kraditor explains that natural rights arguments emphasized the 

similarities between men and women and claimed that because men and women equally 

bore the responsibilities of life, they equally deserved their own rights as well.48 In 

contrast, expediency arguments focused on the differences between men and women and 

rested on claims that women’s votes would improve society.49 Natural rights arguments 

were the most popular at the beginning of the suffrage movement and the expediency 

arguments were used most in the 1870s and at the height of the temperance movement, 

but many suffrage advocates throughout the movement drew on both natural rights and 

expediency arguments in their discourse.50 

 Natural rights arguments were grounded on the premise that women were first and 

foremost people, and therefore, their personhood guaranteed them all the political rights 

of a citizen. The concept of natural rights was articulated by eighteenth-century 

philosophers like Thomas Hobbes and John Locke as the self-evident and inalienable 

rights that all humans are guaranteed in nature.51 The Declaration of Independence drew 

on these “Laws of Nature” as justification that all men are “endowed by their Creator 

with certain inalienable Rights” such as “life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.” 

Suffragists drew on natural rights philosophy to reason that men and women were equal 

in the state of nature, and, therefore, deserved to have equal rights in the eyes of the law. 

Suffragists’ natural rights arguments insisted on their personhood, claimed their 

government’s protection of their inalienable rights, and declared that there were no 
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differences between the sexes in law or politics.52 The natural rights argument for woman 

suffrage was articulated clearly in the movement’s “manifesto,” the Declaration of 

Sentiments, which they ratified at the 1848 Seneca Falls convention. The Declaration of 

Sentiments followed in the footsteps of the American Anti-Slavery Society to appropriate 

the Declaration of Independence’s language, structure, and logic of natural rights. As the 

suffragists replaced the British King in the Declaration of Independence with “man,” the 

Declaration of Sentiments detailed the rights women had been denied and the 

discrimination they had experienced. The Declaration of Sentiments also called on the 

“the laws of nature” to argue that women too were “endowed by their Creator with 

certain inalienable rights,” and they added to this list of natural rights the “inalienable 

right to the elective franchise.” Asserting that men and women should be treated the same 

in the eyes of the law, the Declaration of Sentiments declared, “We hold these truths to be 

self-evident: that all men and women are created equal.”    

 Although the suffrage resolution passed by a slim majority at Seneca Falls, 

delegates at the first convention were still split on the issue of woman suffrage in 1848. 

Women’s voting rights became a key issue after the civil war and natural rights 

arguments were a main staple in their suffrage advocacy discourse. In 1872, Susan B. 

Anthony illegally registered and voted in the federal election. When she was arrested, she 

pled guilty, and then publicly defended her illegal vote in her speech “Is it a Crime for a 

U.S. Citizen to Vote?” In this speech, Anthony used natural rights argument by 

reminding her audience of the natural rights that were the foundation of the American 

government.  She argued, “Our democratic-republican government is based on the idea of 

the natural right of every individual member thereof to a voice and a vote in making and 
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executing the laws.”53 Likewise, in Elizabeth Cady Stanton’s 1892 farewell address to 

NAWSA, she delivered “The Solitude of Self,” which is considered Stanton’s “rhetorical 

masterpiece.”54 Stanton’s speech argued that the most important reason for a woman’s 

autonomy and self-governance was the solitude and personal responsibility of her own 

individual life, what Stanton called “the individuality of each human soul.”  When 

proving women’s natural rights, she argued that outside of society or government, “in a 

world of her own,” a woman has a natural right to “use all her faculties for her own safety 

and happiness.” And even though America’s founding documents claimed a belief in 

natural rights, the U.S. government “robbed [woman] of her natural rights” so that 

women were “handicapped by law and custom at every turn.” 

 In contrast, expediency arguments for woman suffrage were based on the premise 

that men and women are fundamentally different. Rather than founding arguments for 

woman suffrage on women’s personhood, they emphasized women’s womanhood. 

Expediency arguments drew on cultural beliefs that women were more moral, pure, 

domestic and altruistic than men and claimed that women’s participation in political life 

would benefit society, purify politics, and better serve the home.55 Thus, these arguments 

often justified women’s political activity as a “means to an end” for reform efforts to 

abolish slavery, to prohibit the manufacturing and selling of alcohol, and to address 

political corruption.56 Frances Willard, who helped found and eventually served as 

president of the Women’s Christian Temperance Union, the largest women’s 

organization in the United States at the end of the nineteenth century,57 advocated for 

woman suffrage according to women’s difference. Willard justified woman suffrage as a 

means for “home protection” because it would allow women influence over the laws, 
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such as loose liquor regulations, that threatened the sanctity of the home. Willard 

asserted, “through equal suffrage women will help to protect both the external and the 

internal interests of the home.”58 By having the vote, she reasoned, women can “directly 

influence” the laws and politicians “by [their] instincts of self-protection and home 

protection.”59   

 Bonnie Dow argues that as Willard fit woman suffrage with the domestic ideals of 

true womanhood, Willard made woman suffrage more palatable to her audiences that 

disagreed with men and women’s equality, but believed in women’s superior morality 

and expertise on domestic matters.60 In contrast to Dow and Campbell’s depictions of 

Willard’s discourse, Slagell argues that domestic appeals do not insure an argument’s 

conservativeness, and at times have been used to achieve radical reform. Slagell 

demonstrates that Willard’s rhetorical appeals worked effectively because she “couch[ed] 

her ideas in ‘acceptable forms’ in order to adapt her appeals” to her audience.61 Willard, 

for example, drew on the home to justify women’s involvement in civic affairs, advocate 

for political and educational reform, and challenge the doctrine of spheres for men and 

women.   

 Ever since Kraditor first articulated the framework of natural rights and 

expediency arguments, it has dominated the study of women’s rights ideology and 

arguments. Campbell claimed that the tension between arguments of personhood and 

womanhood defined American feminism since its advent.62 Jamieson also built on this 

dichotomy in her work on women in leadership, referring to them as arguments based on 

women’s difference and sameness in relation to men.63 Following these studies, the 

majority of literature on women’s rights rhetoric has referred back to this same binary.64 
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Much of this scholarship on suffrage discourse, however, attended to Eastern suffragists 

as the national women’s rights leaders typically lived in the East, founded the movement 

in the East, and had better funded organizations in the East. Yet studying the activism of 

Western suffragists complicates this history of suffrage advocacy as Duniway’s 

arguments do not easily fit the natural rights and expediency framework. Duniway 

deviated from these strands of suffrage arguments as she employed the logic of “earned 

rights.” Thus, study of Duniway’s discourse presents important insight into the diversity 

of suffrage arguments as she confronted the masculinity of the West and navigated the 

pervasive frontier myth.  

Abigail Scott Duniway’s Frontier Myth for Woman Suffrage 

As rhetors before and after her used the frontier myth for their own causes, 

Duniway exploited the traditional frontier myth to shape Americans’ beliefs about 

woman suffrage. Duniway’s retelling of the frontier myth, however, challenged its 

traditional maleness to set the power of the myth to work to enfranchise women. 

Expanding the conventional frontier hero to include women also, Duniway urged her 

listeners to view white women as engaged in the frontier pilgrimage, thereby recognizing 

that women, like men, had earned their citizenship and become “compleat Americans.” 

As the traditional frontier myth expressed the belief that freedom resided in the Western 

land, Duniway’s altered myth specified that women’s liberty also inhabited the frontier 

terrain. Thus, Duniway’s rendering of the frontier myth both justified women’s rights 

according to the frontier myth while maintaining the masculine premises of U.S. 

citizenship.  
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Western Heroines and Heroes 

Typically stronger, smarter, and more spiritual than others, mythic heroes earn the 

audience’s awe and respect by acting exceptionally and giving their lives to something 

bigger than themselves.65 Dorsey characterized the traditional frontier heroes as the 

“trappers, farmers, Indianhunters, and others who left civilization to establish 

communities in a barbaric wilderness.”66 Their ability to survive the uncharted wilderness 

alone and to transform it through their efforts into an outpost of civilization made the 

frontier heroes so exceptional. Mythic heroes proved themselves by passing successfully 

through a rite of passage.67 Rushing explains, “a hero is not of truly mythic proportions 

unless his struggle is difficult and his success is wrought from sacrifice.”68 The narrative 

of the frontier myth demonstrated how the frontier tested the hero who triumphed by 

“illustrat[ing] the principles that the culture should follow.”69  

In Duniway’s West, men did not struggle alone on the frontier; women too had 

become true Americans through the struggle and sacrifice of their pilgrimage. In her 

Oregon address she established a comparison: 

The women of Oregon…have they not nobly and bravely borne their part as did 

the men?...It is now my grateful privilege to recognize woman’s part, often more 

difficult and dangerous, because accompanied by the added terrors of maternity, 

and always as important as man’s in building up a state from its crude beginnings 

into such fruition as we now behold.70 

Every step of the way, women bravely trekked across the West with men. But a 

dimension of even greater sacrifice and difficulty existed for women. Only women bore 
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the “terrors of maternity” that were an essential step to civilization on the difficult 

frontier, thus making their risks even more dangerous.  

Beyond the dangers of maternity, however, Duniway illustrated the struggles 

Western women experienced while taming the wilderness. Just as trappers and hunters 

had led the mythic way into the wilderness, the women of the frontier also fought back 

the darkness as lonely individuals. She recalled such a hero to her Oregon audience: 

We cannot forget the faithful bravery of the lone woman in her rough log cabin in 

the beautiful hills of Southern Oregon, who, when her husband lay dead at her 

feet, from the treacherous aim of a cruel savage, kept the howling despoilers of 

her home at bay with her trusty rifle  until daylight came, and brought her succor 

from the neighboring hills.71 

Here Duniway presented a woman every bit as equipped as any male frontier hero. Gun 

in hand she defended civilization against the savage. And from her personal trial, she 

triumphed over the land.  

This woman’s brave and violent stand against the despoilment of her home and 

family proved her heroism. Slotkin explains that the frontier myth hinges on violence.72 

The myth “relates the achievement of ‘progress’ to a particular form or scenario of 

violent action.”73 According to Slotkin, the “mythic significance we have assigned” to 

violence has characterized it as “distinctively ‘American.’”74 Using the frontier episode 

most indelibly written on the collective memory of the Northwest, Duniway reminded her 

audience in Oregon, “We cannot forget the heroism of the women of the Whitman party, 

who were both victims and survivors of that horrible and historic massacre.”75 But once 

again, Duniway alluded to a special violence, central to civilization, unique to 
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womankind. In her speech on “How to Win the Ballot,” she reminded the NAWSA 

convention that women fought by “giving existence to the soldiers, and suffer[ing] their 

full share of the penalties and perils of existence, equaling all the horrors of war.”76 She 

quoted the Oregon poet, Joaquin Miller, to support her claim to Oregonians that “The 

bravest battles that ever are fought…twas fought by the mothers of men.”77 Duniway 

waved the bloody shirt as effectively as any politician of her day in declaring at NAWSA 

that “These women…have royally earned their liberties by toiling to feed and comfort the 

soldiers” to whom women had given life, exhibiting such largeness of liberty and such 

statesmanship in administration of the army affairs.78 

Beyond favorably comparing the women of the West with the mythic frontier 

male, Duniway transformed the frontier myth into a narrative about a West made by men 

and women working together in mutual appreciation of each other’s contributions to the 

civilizing of the wilderness. In her “Worth of Civilized Woman” NAWSA address, she 

emphasized that the Western man recognized the oneness of husband and wife in this 

story: 

Men have had opportunities, in our remote countries, to see the worth of the 

civilized woman, who came with them, or among them, to new settlements…And 

they have seen her, not as the parasitic woman who inherits wealth, or the equally 

selfish woman who lies in idleness upon her husband’s toil, but as their 

helpmates, companions, counselors and fellow-homemakers, rejoicing with them 

in the homes they have earned together.79 

Rhetorically, she elevated the Western man as “a noble lot of freemen,” the political force 

to which Duniway needed to appeal to achieve her rhetorical goal.80 These men saw not 
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the woman projected by the opponents of suffrage, a dependent creature, weak of body 

and character, leaning on the stronger sex for economic and social position. Rather, they 

recognized the contrasting memory of the women who with them transformed the 

wilderness into civilization. They recognized the Western women “proving themselves as 

strong in endurance and as intrepid in danger as their fathers, husbands and sons.”81 

Duniway connected the heroic status of Western men to their willingness to grant 

women suffrage. She stated in her Idaho address, “the freedom-loving spirit of our 

Western men is our proudest boast.”82 She reported to her Eastern audience at NAWSA, 

“In our Pacific Northwest, the majority of the voters stand ready to grant us the ballot 

whenever we demand it on the broad basis of individual and collective liberty for 

ourselves.”83 Duniway depicted these male heroes as weary of sexual inequality and 

appreciative of women’s presence in the West. In her “Worth of Civilized Woman” 

NAWSA address, Western men had grown “tired of seeing their wives and daughters 

rated in the political category of idiots, insane persons, criminals and Chinamen.”84 The 

male heroes of Duniway’s frontier myth acknowledged women’s work and role in the 

Northwest and believed that the women should have freedom, suffrage, and land. 

Duniway boasted to NAWSA women in Michigan of Pacific Northwestern men who 

noticed and appreciated women’s presence in the West so much that they:  

wonder how they had endured the old conditions, before the women joined them. 

Now, quite naturally, they are learning to apply this rule to politics; and so our 

men of the Pacific Coast are not alarmed, as many men are in other states.85 

Not only did drawing on Western men’s heroic status add legitimacy to Duniway’s 

argument for woman suffrage, her argument also established that men of the Pacific 
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Northwest deserved their heroic status for how they treated women. Thus, the logic of the 

myth now motivated the recognition of women as full citizens of the civilization created 

through the struggle of the frontier.  

 Men and women alike had earned their status as citizens through their triumph in 

the right of passage that brought them West to found a new civilization. With women 

now a part of the performance of the myth, the denial of their access to complete 

citizenship desecrated the promise of the myth. Duniway reminded her Oregon audience, 

“Those mothers in Oregon, whose patient endurance of poverty, hardship and toil brought 

them naught of public and little of private recompense.”86 She posed the full quandary to 

the men in her audience in Idaho, “Shall we, the women of this border land, who have 

shared alike your trials and your triumphs—shall we not be permitted to go up to the 

national capital bearing aloft the banner of our freedom?”87 To now turn their back on 

their partners in the making of the West would deny the just completion of the triumph. 

Thus, Duniway’s discourse featured a Western woman whose place in the reality 

of the settling of the West was permanently inscribed on the Western consciousness. 

After surviving the trials and tests of the pilgrimage West and the violent defense of the 

land against its despoilers, the Western women had proved their true American identity. 

To deny them suffrage not only deprived them of their rights guaranteed by the 

Declaration of Independence; to refuse these women citizenship violated the sacred 

promise of the frontier myth. 

Duniway’s Embodiment of the Frontier Heroine 

In addition to depicting all white women who survived the mythic quest West as 

heroines deserving of the ballot, Duniway also personified herself the ultimate Western 
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heroine of the frontier myth. According to her retelling of the frontier myth, she 

epitomized the ideal frontier heroine and earned her citizenship through her own mythic 

trek West, her extensive work on the frontier, and her return to the East. Moreover, by 

exemplifying the frontier heroine and “incarnating” her argument, she attested to the 

veracity of her myth.88 Duniway’s enactment of the frontier heroine functioned as proof 

that women could indeed attain elevated status.89 

As her experience in the West became her authority, Duniway drew on her ethos 

as the frontier heroine to persuade her audience. In her 1889 address at the NWSA 

convention she stated,  

It is a matter of history that for fifteen years…your humble speaker had traveled 

alone, over Oregon, Washington and Idaho, enduring toil, hardship, privation, 

ridicule, sneers and vituperation, and steadily overcoming all sorts of obstacles.90  

Like the frontier hero, she told her story of her lone accomplishment and frontier testing. 

Employing what Campbell has termed “explicit enactment,” Duniway “point[ed] out to 

auditors that she is an exemplar of the argument she is making” to enhance her message’s 

urgency to her audience.91 To a convention accustomed to honoring those who fought for 

suffrage, she established her credentials reflected in the frontier myth by travelling 

“alone” as the frontier hero does, enduring “toil, hardship, privation” as those who made 

the West did, and overcoming the “obstacles” she had faced as a suffragist to demonstrate 

the mettle that earns suffrage. Duniway’s confrontation with the earthly wilderness, as 

well as with the “ridicule, sneers and vituperation,” marked her accomplishment of the 

frontier hero. And, to make certain her audience did not miss the point, she marked the 
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states of the Northwest as her track. By personifying the true rugged hero, she built her 

ethos on the model of frontier triumph.  

Duniway also used “implicit enactment” by embodying her argument for the 

heroic status of the frontier through her actions and practices.92 By migrating West as one 

of the early Oregon settlers and surviving the trials of life on the frontier, Duniway 

embodied her “publicly expressed arguments by the way that [s]he lived.”93 For 16 years, 

Duniway spent more than half of every year traveling around the Pacific Northwest 

giving speeches. She lectured three to five evenings a week and led women’s clubs, all 

while publishing, editing, and writing articles for her newspaper, the New Northwest.94 

The years of work and sacrifice Duniway invested in the West qualified her as the 

ultimate Western woman. 

She also implicitly enacted the Western heroine by completing the “cosmogonic 

cycle” of the frontier hero. The frontier myth required that after they experienced their 

adventure in the new world, the protagonists returned home and passed on their new 

knowledge to those they left behind. The “cosmogonic cycle” has endured as a central 

feature of the American frontier myth and it consistently appears in many of the world’s 

mythic traditions and sacred writings across continents and cultures.95 Duniway 

completed this cosmogonic cycle in several ways. For example, during her mythic trek 

West, she kept the daily journal of the trip to send back as a guide for future travelers.96 

She also completed this cycle by returning to the East and sharing with Eastern suffrage 

conventions the lessons she learned on the frontier. She reminded her NAWSA audience 

of “the Paradise of the Pacific Northwest, from whose summer lands and sun-down seas I 

have traveled four thousand miles to greet this brilliant gathering.”97 She noted that 
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NAWSA asked her to speak to the audience about “the progress made during the century 

by the mothers of the race, in the far-off corner of our continent from which I come.”98 

By returning to the East, and speaking to the national suffrage associations, she shared 

with them the lessons she learned by working for suffrage in the West, and therefore 

completed the cosmogonic cycle of the American frontier myth. By personifying the 

ultimate heroine of the West, the frontier myth authenticated Duniway’s authority, 

elevated the credibility of her suffrage arguments, and served as evidence that women 

could undeniably fill the role of frontier heroine.  

Beyond embodying her arguments through her actions, Duniway also employed 

implicit enactment through her rhetorical form and style.99 A reporter for the Oregonian 

described Duniway’s performance at a NWSA convention in Washington, D.C.:  

There had immediately preceded her a Boston lady, a speaker whose words were 

 carefully chosen, her modulation smoother, her a’s and ew’s given a scientifically 

 correct sound, her gesticulations measured, her poise studied. Mrs. Duniway, 

 being the next  speaker,…began her address in an off-hand manner that at once 

 delighted her audience. Here was somebody novel to them. Force was substituted 

 for excessive polish. As she proceeded, speaking in an unaffected, incisive, 

 earnest, at times humorous manner, the audience cheered lustily. They were 

 especially struck with her unique comparisons, the incidents of Western life that 

 she related.100  

The reporter’s account conveyed the rough and tumble rawness of Duniway’s Western 

narratives, the distinctive nature of Duniway’s regionalist themes and style, and the 

appreciation of her audience for her uniqueness. Thus, Duniway’s style, manner, and 
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content all indicated that she was distinct from the Eastern women. Through her form and 

style, she implicitly enacted her Western independence, her difference from Eastern 

women, and her heroic nature as frontier heroine.  

Naturalization of Women’s Liberty in the West 

Beyond embodying the frontier woman, the logic of Duniway’s myth also implied 

that women’s liberty existed naturally in the West. The frontier myth rests on the premise 

that freedom abides in the land. Duniway’s myth specifically depicted the frontier as a 

naturalizing force for women’s citizenship by portraying women’s freedom as derived 

from the frontier. She naturalized women’s liberty in the West by arguing that women’s 

presence in the frontier transformed them into women deserving of citizenship. Thus, 

through her emphasis on scene, Duniway absolved herself and other frontier women from 

their transgressive entrance into political participation.  

Duniway added to the popular booster rhetoric that Western promoters used to 

draw populations to Western states and territories. She often spoke of “land fever” when 

she travelled and proclaimed the room available in Oregon for thousands of farmers.101 

She once printed a two-page, eight-column description of the “scenery, soil, climate, 

productions, prospects and possibilities” of the Pacific Northwest, encouraging potential 

immigrants to invest in the Northwest.102 But Duniway’s boosterism was not limited 

merely to the agricultural and economic opportunities in the Northwest.  

When speaking to Eastern NAWSA audiences, Duniway consistently portrayed 

the Pacific Northwest as a naturally equal and free space for women. She stated 

confidently that “nowhere else, upon this planet, are the inalienable rights of women as 

much appreciated as on the newly settled borders of these United States.”103 She referred 
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to the Northwest as “the free, young, elastic West” and the “great galaxy of new and 

vigorous young states…which need claim no higher distinction than to be forever known 

as the original land of the Free and the Home of the Brave.”104 Duniway drew on Western 

women’s proximity to attaining suffrage by reminding her 1899 NAWSA audience that 

of all the states represented, hers prevailed as the only one with an Equal Suffrage 

Amendment pending. Duniway accounted for her claim by explaining that the lessons of 

equality reside in the West. She stated: 

There are lessons of liberty in the rock-ribbed mountains…There are lessons of 

freedom in our broad prairies...There are lessons of equality in the gigantic, 

evenly-crested forest trees…There are lessons of truth and justice in the very air 

we breathe, and lessons of irresistible progress in the mighty waters.105  

Duniway’s description of the West implied that the motivation for equality of the sexes 

materially existed in the land of the West. Significantly, Duniway’s depiction contrasted 

starkly with the traditional understanding of Western land as metaphorically feminine and 

as a place for men to conquer.106  

 Thus, although Duniway portrayed Western women as earning their equality in 

their mythic journey West, her emphasis on scene suggested that the naturalizing space of 

the West transformed women from pampered and weak women into strong and 

“awakened” women who deserved citizenship. This description undercut the agency of 

the Western heroines and naturalized it in the physical location instead. Janice Hocker 

Rushing explains that the traditional frontier myth focused on the scene to the extent that 

that the frontier functioned as a main controlling factor to the hero’s actions.107 

Furthermore, Dorsey observes that “when rhetors focused on the mythic frontier as a 
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principle motivating force for human behavior, heroes were essentially absolved of any 

wrongdoing; their interaction with the frontier was being determined for them by the 

scene itself.”108 Likewise, in Duniway’s myth, her focus on scene seemed to exonerate 

the women and men of the Pacific Northwest from instigating sexual equality and placed 

the responsibility for equality on the Western land. Thus, Duniway’s naturalization of 

women’s liberty on the frontier helped deflect criticism for women’s political 

involvement in the West.  

Defining Western Heroines Through Boundaries  

Further drawing on the power of the frontier myth, Duniway characterized 

Western women according to the boundaries that defined the mythic hero of the West: 

conflict with American Indians and conflict with “civilization.” As Duniway relied on 

these premises of the frontier myth, these distinctions strengthened her mythic argument 

that Western women did indeed fit the criteria for full citizenship. However, these 

premises also perpetuated negative beliefs about American Indians and generated conflict 

with the “civilized” suffragists in the East.  

Duniway drew on the frontier myth as she constructed Western heroines as 

distinct from both American Indians and Eastern civilization. Slotkin explains that 

Americans defined American Indians as one boundary of American identity by 

delineating that “‘though we were a people of ‘the wilderness,’ we were not savages.”109 

Furthermore, heroes of mythical quests had to “know Indians,” meaning that heroes’ 

“experiences, sympathies, and even allegiances fall on both sides of the frontier.”110 

Heroes also had to feature their dissimilarity to their civilized counterparts. Originally, 

conflict with “civilization” existed between the American colonies and Britain. For the 
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American West, this conflict pitted “regional concerns of the ‘borderers’” with “those of 

American metropolitan regimes.”111 Therefore, the frontier myth freed the true Western 

hero from both the “savages” of the West and the “authoritarian politics and class 

privilege” of the civilization in the East.112 

Like the traditional frontier myth, Duniway also configured Western women as 

complete Americans through these distinctions. First, Duniway’s frontier myth contrasted 

her heroic frontier women with American Indians. While boasting about Western women 

at NAWSA, Duniway claimed: 

The dusky wife of the aboriginal man [would not] be tempted to populate the new 

world with half-caste children, to become the Ishmaelites of new generations, like 

the son of one Argonaut I have in mind, who, when asked, after being convicted 

of murder, to state sentence of death should not be pronounced upon him, turned 

savagely upon his pious father and cursed him roundly for having married an 

Indian woman.113  

Here Duniway illustrated that women in the West did indeed know American Indians so 

well that they could live life side by side with them. However, Duniway’s heroines 

decided against being so “disturbed.” Instead, Duniway refuted the idea that Western 

white women had sunk to the level of “savages,” illustrating that Western white women 

would not even consider American Indians as potential partners in the Western life. In the 

process, she diminished Indian women as inferior and their children as unwanted. She 

went so far as to blame such interracial marriage as the cause of some forms of corruption 

in the West.  
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 In addition to characterizing Western women as separate from American Indians, 

Duniway also set Western women apart through conflict with Eastern civilization. 

Duniway contrasted herself and Western suffragists with the national suffrage 

associations based in the East. For example, she stated at NAWSA that the people in 

Oregon “do not like professional agitators, but they love liberty.”114 To Duniway, 

professional agitators and well-funded suffragists from the East had no place in the 

frontier myth, yet they insisted on interfering with her suffrage tactics in the West. For 

example, in her 1889 NWSA address, she singled out and blamed the failure of a 

Washington Territory campaign on “the untimely invasion of Mrs. Clara B. Colby and 

other self-imported Eastern Suffragists.”115 According to Duniway’s frontier myth, 

women earned their liberty through the struggle in the frontier, depicting Eastern 

suffragists’ equality as un-earned and irrelevant to the freedom of Western women. She 

also clearly delineated the differences between Western and Eastern women in her 1899 

NAWSA address when she said: 

Women under normal conditions, are evolutionists, and not revolutionists, as is 

shown by their conduct, as voters, in Wyoming, Colorado, Utah and Idaho. Your 

ideal, hysterical reformer, whose aim in life is to put men in leading strings, like 

little children, doesn’t hail from any state where women vote.116  

Duniway portrayed the Western women who had suffrage as “normal,” while she drew 

on the gendered stereotype of women to portray Eastern women as emotional and 

irrational. Not only had Duniway’s Eastern suffragists not yet “earned” their vote, they 

had also attempted to limit the freedom of men rather than expand liberty, contradicting 

the values of the frontier. By grounding her suffrage arguments in the frontier myth, 
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Duniway successfully portrayed Western white women as heroines, deserving of 

suffrage, but in the process, she also depicted them as superior to American Indians and 

instigated conflict with Eastern suffragists.  

Conclusions and Implications 

Duniway drew on the power of the frontier myth to work for woman suffrage, 

characterizing white Western women as frontier heroines who had earned their 

citizenship out West. Along with elevating women on the frontier, the myth also 

influenced woman suffrage by imagining white women’s racial superiority and setting 

Western and Eastern suffragists in opposition. Duniway’s speeches challenged the 

maleness of the traditional frontier myth by expanding the definition of the frontier hero 

to include heroines and naturalized women’s rights in the Western land, thus, reconciling 

the masculine myth of the West with woman suffrage. Therefore, Duniway’s myth of the 

West provides another competing explanation for the early success of woman suffrage on 

the masculine frontier.    

When they finally achieved suffrage in 1912, Oregonians honored Duniway by 

allowing her to be the first woman to register to vote in Oregon.117 Duniway’s legacy 

reveals that although Westerners remember her fondly, she experienced much conflict 

with national suffrage leaders (other than Anthony) and remained a controversial figure 

in the suffrage movement. Duniway consistently viewed Eastern suffragists as “invaders” 

in the West. She wrote in her autobiography about being “side-tracked…by Eastern 

invaders [with] ways that are dark and tricks that are vain.”118 Duniway believed that 

Western women may have won woman suffrage sooner “if left to themselves” rather than 

being “dominated” by the Easterners who took much of the money they raised.119 She 
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reported to her son, Clyde, that she gave the Easterners “a plain but courteous talk about 

combing the West of its cash in its hours of trial. I think they won’t invade my bailiwick 

any more except by invitation.”120 Duniway had faith that, “The fatal mistake of the 

leaders in Oregon was that they imported the Eastern speakers, who took charge of the 

campaign.”121  

 Much of the conflict between Duniway and Eastern suffragists, however, 

concerned agitation tactics. In addition to resisting the connection between suffrage and 

temperance, Duniway advocated the “still hunt” method of interpersonal political 

maneuvering and one-on-one persuasion rather than the “hurrah” campaign of parades 

and events that she worried would stir up opposition.122 Eastern temperance women 

accused Duniway of selling out to liquor, censured her for bringing “disgrace on the 

woman suffrage cause” and undermined Duniway’s “still hunt” method by hiring 

prohibitionists to campaign for suffrage in the Northwest without Duniway’s 

knowledge.123 After Duniway’s protest of prohibition in her 1889 NWSA convention 

speech, there was an “intrigue” of women against her at following conventions and the 

national leaders treated her as though she was unwanted and unnecessary.124 Clara Colby 

sought to remove Duniway from her leadership position by organizing a “secret 

conclave” and Duniway exchanged negative words with multiple Eastern suffrage 

leaders.125 In a letter to Anna Howard Shaw, Duniway called Colby a “fool” and an “old 

tramp,” and accused Shaw, “You and your ex-officers and agents are evidently working 

for organization, glory and salary. I am working for success.”126 Duniway went so far as 

to threaten that if Shaw “again set foot in Oregon,” Duniway would make her “face the 

legal consequences” for her lies about Duniway and her confiscation of suffrage 
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campaign funds.127 Thus, some histories of the suffrage movement cast Duniway in a 

negative light and blame her for the numerous suffrage defeats in the Pacific 

Northwest.128 Although Duniway had no use for the sentimentality of “eastern poetesses” 

who knew nothing about of the “Women of the Border,” she hoped that someday history 

would appreciate the “unknown heroines” of the West.129  

Thus, much of Duniway’s conflict with Eastern suffragists revolved around 

clashing methods of agitation, but her use of the frontier myth also contributed to the 

tension between Eastern and Western suffragists. Duniway’s depiction of liberty residing 

in the West promoted regionalized suffrage, enfranchising only a portion of the nation’s 

women according to location, and rendered Eastern suffragists practically helpless to 

work for their rights. Although the women who went West emerged as heroines, the 

majority who stayed in the East had no opportunity for this liberty due to their failure to 

conquer the frontier.  

 Therefore, Duniway’s frontier myth implied that women’s rights were not natural 

rights, but that women’s rights must be earned. Not only do “earned rights” arguments 

have dangerous implications, they should also interest scholars of suffrage rhetoric 

because they do not fit neatly into either of the two recognized categories of suffrage 

arguments—expediency and natural rights. While Duniway rejected the logic of 

expediency arguments, she shared the assumption of “sameness” basic to natural rights 

arguments, often pointing out how men and women had endured the same trials and 

triumph, participated in the same violence, and bore the same responsibilities. 

Nevertheless, Duniway’s frontier myth promoted earned rights rather than natural rights. 

Instead of founding her arguments on men and women’s common humanity, she built her 
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arguments on merit. Although Duniway mentioned the inalienable rights of women and 

referred to the logic of the Declaration of Independence, both central premises of the 

natural rights ideology, her arguments implied a test for women to pass for citizenship: 

the “rite of passage” through the frontier. Duniway still appealed to a sense of justice, but 

she depicted women’s lack of rights in terms of the injustice of work unrewarded rather 

than universal rights denied. Thus, Duniway’s frontier myth offered an altered natural 

rights argument, revealing that in the West, suffragists like Duniway employed different 

types of arguments. Her myth demonstrates the tendency of the long-standing dichotomy 

of suffrage arguments to obscure and ignore alternative suffrage arguments.  

The logic of Duniway’s earned rights argument and her negative attitudes towards 

Eastern suffragists may have had a lasting impact on the movement years later. In 1914, 

the Congressional Union for Woman Suffrage (CUWS) sent organizers to the nine 

woman suffrage states in the West to campaign against the Democratic presidential 

candidates as punishment for not enfranchising women. However, Western voters 

protested “outside interference” from Easterners.130 Ultimately, the re-election of 

President Wilson, a Democrat and the only candidate who did not publicly endorse 

woman suffrage, symbolized a large failure for the CUWS’s strategy in the West.131 The 

Easterners’ inability to marshal Western women’s support for this campaign may have 

had roots in Duniway’s region-based suffrage arguments.  

Furthermore, Duniway’s speeches championed masculinity and degraded 

traditional feminine characteristics in her assertion of women’s citizenship. When 

celebrating Western women as deserving of suffrage, she described them according to 

their masculine characteristics related to violence and conquering the frontier. In contrast, 
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she depicted Eastern women who performanced traditionally feminine roles in 

particularly negative terms by refering to them as “hysterical reformers” and suggesting 

that they were “parasitic,” “selfish,” and “idle” as they relied on their husbands’ work, 

rather than earning their homes together with their husbands.132 Duniway’s positive 

depictions of masculine Western women challenged the “cult of true womanhood” by 

demonstrating women’s capability of participating in the rituals of manhood and making 

space for American women to live outside the restrictions of “true womanhood.” 

However, her demeaning caricatures of Eastern femininity disparaged “true women” as 

being unfit for political participation. By characterizing politically equal women as 

masculine and denouncing the femininity of women with fewer rights, she reinforced the 

culturally constructed relationship between politics and masculinity, in addition to 

elevating traditionally masculine characteristics in general.  

As Duniway implied that only the women who could “prove their manhood” had 

the right to political equality, she encouraged women desiring suffrage to become more 

like men and less like traditionally weak women. Her myth suggested that the American 

frontier helped masculinize Western women in order to prepare them for citizenship, 

reifying the masculine assumptions of U.S. citizenship. Consequently, she did not work 

to destabilize the bedrock of U.S. nationalism—masculine ideals of citizenship; instead, 

she condemned traditional notions of true womanhood. 
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Chapter 2: Washington Woman Suffragists’ Appropriation of Mountaineering and 
the Wilderness for Woman Suffrage 

 On August 3, 1909, the Seattle Post-Intelligencer headline announced, “Suffrage 

Pennant on a Snowy Peak: ‘Votes for Women’ Banner is Taken Up Rainier Side to 

Summit.”1 At an elevation of 14,526 feet, Dr. Cora Smith Eaton and other suffragists 

placed “the pennant of the suffrage movement…at the uttermost peak of Mount 

Rainier…while climbing with the Mountaineers,”2 a Seattle-based outdoors club. These 

suffragists were proud to “know that no political or equality plea was ever carried to 

greater heights on the American continent.”3 By reaching “the highest peak” of Mount 

Rainier, which they believed was the tallest mountain in the lower forty-eight states, the 

climbers made history as “the Largest Party Ever” to “successfully ascend the towering 

peak” through an “entirely new route to the summit” up the south side of the mountain.4 

With “a party of seventy-nine Mountaineers,” the majority of whom were women, “sixty-

two…successfully ascended the towering peak” and all of the women climbers 

summited.5 The Seattle Post-Intelligencer reported that because of the suffragists’ feat, 

“the green pennant of the suffrage movement…is now wafting its message in the eternal 

silences and purpling shadows that wrap the peaks about.”6 

 These suffragists completed this venture by joining The Mountaineers’ climb that 

was commissioned by the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (AYPE), the world’s fair that 

was held in Seattle in 1909. The exposition organizers charged The Mountaineers to plant 

the exposition’s banner at the “loftiest point” of the mountain.7 This mountain ascent was 

one of the many AYPE events suffragists appropriated to advocate for woman suffrage. 

The AYPE ran for 138 days during the summer of 1909 and drew close to four million 

visitors.8 The exposition planners envisioned the AYPE as “Seattle’s coming-out party 
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that would advertise the city’s social, economic, and cultural assets to potential settlers 

and investors.”9 Highlighting the Pacific Northwest as an ideal location for facilitating 

trade with Alaska and other Pacific Rim countries, they promoted their region as “a 

gateway to the Orient and economic prosperity, a land of freedom, and a place of 

magnificent natural wonders.”10 To depict Seattle as “the jewel of the Pacific Northwest,” 

they transformed two hundred and fifty-five acres of the University of Washington 

campus into a miniature representation of the world.11 Washington citizens used the 

AYPE to put Seattle on the national map and gain worldwide attention. Likewise, 

Washington suffragists used the AYPE and the Mount Rainier climb to draw large-scale 

attention to the Washington suffrage campaign. 

 Although the AYPE took place during “the doldrums” of the American woman 

suffrage movement—a period of fourteen years when no states passed woman suffrage—

Washington State approved woman suffrage the year after Washington women’s 

advocacy at the AYPE.12 The suffrage work at the AYPE “paved the way” for a 

successful Washington campaign that enfranchised tens of thousands of Washington 

women and “galvanized suffrage workers across the country.”13 The Washington win 

“launched a tidal wave of similar victories in other western states”14 as they were soon 

followed by “victories in California in 1911, Oregon in 1912, and most of the Western 

states by the end of 1914.”15 When explaining how Washington women won the vote, 

Eaton recalled, Washington suffragists “used the great Alaska Yukon exposition as a 

medium of publicity, maintaining a permanent exhibit, holding open air meetings and 

gaining friends from the vast multitudes which thronged to this great enterprise of the 
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Northwest.”16 The exposition offered a prominent platform for the suffragists to garner 

public attention.17  

 After reviewing Washington woman suffragists’ use of the AYPE for their 

suffrage advocacy, this essay specifically analyzes suffragists’ involvement in the Mount 

Rainier ascent that took the AYPE flag to the summit of the mountain. By joining the 

Mountaineers’ trip and taking the “Votes for Women” pennant to the summit of Mount 

Rainier, the Washington suffragists navigated Western myths by appropriating the 

meanings of the wilderness and mountaineering for woman suffrage. In light of Rebecca 

Solnit’s argument that “mountaineering is exertion with only symbolic results, but the 

nature of that symbolism dictates everything,”18 this essay examines the symbolism, 

meanings, and persuasive messages of the Washington suffragists’ Mount Rainier 

summit for woman suffrage. To understand how the mountain summit functioned 

rhetorically, this essay analyzes reports and photographs of the Mount Rainier climb 

found in Washington newspapers, suffragists’ archival records, The Mountaineers’ trip 

report, mountaineering publications from the time period, and the AYPE records.  

 The Mountaineer suffragists’ ascent of Mount Rainier was a political pilgrimage. 

Rebecca Solnit argues that mountaineering is almost always accompanied by the idea of 

pilgrimage:  

 There is a symbiosis between journey and arrival in Christian pilgrimage, as there 

 is in mountaineering. To travel without arriving would be as incomplete as to 

 arrive without having traveled. To walk there is to earn it, through laboriousness 

 and through the transformation that comes during a journey. Pilgrimages make it 
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 possible to move physically, through the exertions of one’s body, step by step, 

 toward those intangible spiritual goals that are otherwise so hard to grasp.19  

Traditionally, a pilgrimage was a spiritual trip in the name of “disease and healing of self 

or loved ones,” but rather than “appealing for divine intervention or holy miracle,” 

political pilgrimages demand “political change, making the audience no longer God or 

the gods, but the public.”20 The collective walk makes “an appeal to temporal rather than 

spiritual powers” as it “adapt[s] a religious form, the pilgrimage, to carry political 

content.”21 Collectively walking for a political cause, as the Washington Mountaineers 

did for woman suffrage, displays strength and conviction and places an appeal or demand 

before the public.  

 Activists have made pilgrimages for a variety of political purposes. In 1930, 

Gandhi led Indian citizens to walk a 200-mile Salt March to the sea to make their own 

salt as an act of independence from British law and taxes.22 In 1953, Mildred Lisette 

Norman adopted the name of “Peace Pilgrim” and walked across the United States for 

peace.23 In 1965, Martin Luther King, Jr., led civil rights marchers from Selma to 

Montgomery for voting rights. And in 1966, Cesar Chavez led striking migrant workers 

on a 250-mile pilgrimage from Delano to Sacramento to for Farm Workers’ rights.24 The 

suffragists who climbed Mount Rainier for woman suffrage also enacted a pilgrimage of 

political purposes. Climbing Mount Rainier together enacted their fortitude and 

determination as they brought their demand for woman suffrage before the Pacific 

Northwest. A key ingredient of the pilgrimage is “the earning through suffering or at 

least exertion.”25 Like Duniway’s arguments for woman suffrage, the Mountaineer 

suffragists’ ascent functioned as an “earned rights” argument for woman suffrage. 
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Ascending Mount Rainier and taking the suffrage flag to the peak implied that they 

earned their right to vote through their labor and suffering.  

 I argue that as Washington suffragists joined The Mountaineers to summit Mount 

Rainier, they appropriated numerous turn-of-the-century meanings of mountaineering and 

the wilderness: mountaineering as an imperial conquest, the wilderness as the mythic and 

masculine frontier, mountaineering as a sport, the wilderness as a pure and moral place, 

and walking in the wilderness as an act of freedom. Claiming the summit of Mount 

Rainier for woman suffrage symbolized women’s autonomy and political power, enacted 

the masculine virtues of the frontier hero, and inserted women into Western recreation as 

men’s athletic peers and valued equals in the sport. Although mountaineering and the 

wilderness were associated with masculinity, they were flexible discourses for women’s 

appropriation for three reasons: First, the meaning of the wilderness at the turn of the 

century also symbolized morality and purity, which were traditional ideals of 

womanhood. Second, mountaineering clubs commonly included men and women as 

members. Third, walking in the wilderness enacted the freedom associated with walking, 

the wilderness, and the “New Woman” ideal of their time. By climbing Mount Rainier 

with men, their climb depicted Western men as happy supporters of women’s right to 

vote and participate in the wilderness. I begin by overviewing the history of the AYPE 

and the Washington woman suffrage movement.  

Boosting Seattle at the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition 

 Seattle’s AYPE was one of the United States’ many World’s Fairs. In the forty 

years between 1867 and 1916, about one hundred million people attended these 

expositions across the country.26 World expositions and multi-day civic celebrations were 
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popular tools for American cities to boost their economies and stimulate local 

improvements.27 These fairs, such as Philadelphia’s 1876 Centennial Exposition, the 

Chicago World’s Columbian Exposition in 1893, the Buffalo’ Pan-American Exposition 

in 1901, St. Louis’s Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904, and Portland’s Lewis and 

Clark Centennial Exposition in 1905, celebrated historical anniversaries of (white) 

humankind’s progress.28 Although other fairs commemorated events in history, the 

AYPE asserted that it was unique because it was a celebration of the future.29 Rather than 

be “commemorative” or have “historical significance” or commemorate “great names and 

deeds,” the AYPE was supposed to be “prophetic” and “anticipative.”30 Furthermore, 

some of these other fairs, such as the Philadelphia and Chicago expositions, originated in 

Congress and Congress sponsored them by appropriating money and appointing 

exposition commissions. In contrast, local boosters and city leaders initiated and 

organized the fairs in Seattle and Portland with much less national support, making their 

success especially impressive.  

 While the AYPE became “a great international commercial exposition” to celebrate 

Seattle’s financial possibilities as a trade center.31 The exposition planners sought to 

“announc[e] Seattle to the world” and gain national attention for the city’s beauty, natural 

resources, industries, and culture.32 Henry Alberts McLean, president of the Washington 

State Commission for the Exposition, hoped that the AYPE would give Washington its 

“proper place among the great states of the republic” and give Washington worldwide 

recognition.33 They were especially pleased that the AYPE could help them “gain 

recognition for [Washington] state by members of Congress” and bring “scores of 

prominent visitors to the fair who never understood the size and possibilities of this city 
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and the surrounding territories.”34  

 The idea for the AYPE began as the idea of an Alaskan trade exposition in Seattle 

that would promote Alaskan products and Seattle commerce.35 As the leaders of the 

exposition realized the commercial opportunities of the exposition, they proposed, “Why 

not make it a fair for the advertisement of the vast and multifold resources of the great 

West and Northwest as well as the North?”36 So the regional Alaskan exposition grew to 

be a World’s Fair titled the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. They added the Pacific 

Rim countries and islands because they were another ideal trade market for Seattle. 

Although the fair was initiated to advertise Alaska’s trade resources, the exposition 

“evolved into a vehicle for the development of Seattle” and the local boosters sought “to 

help position Seattle as the center of a large new market for trade expansion.”37 Visitors 

to the fair also noticed that “the primary purpose of the fair was to teach Americans about 

the Pacific Coast, and only secondarily to teach them a little of Alaska, a little of Japan, 

and a little of the Philippines.”38  

 Thus, the AYPE was “a booster campaign from beginning to end.”39 The Seattle 

Times headline read: “Exposition is Best Advertiser: Seattle’s Biggest Advertising 

Project” and the article described the AYPE as “the biggest advertisement Seattle has 

ever carried out.”40 The AYPE sought to increase trade, bring more industries and 

investors to the region, change the image of Seattle, and to compete with other West 

Coast cities.41 Jane Northam and Jack Berryman argue that “from its inception, the 

Seattle fair was essentially a business proposition.”42 The AYPE organizers hoped the 

fair would launch commercial and industrial growth that would make Seattle the leading 

trade center of the Pacific Rim and make “the Pacific…be to the commerce of the world 
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what the Atlantic is and has been.”43 Washington’s Senator, Samuel H. Ples, explained 

that the purpose of the exposition was “to stimulate our commerce in the Pacific Ocean 

countries, and to make known the wonderful resources of Alaska and our island 

possessions and the probabilities of that Great Western country.”44 Even President Taft 

commented in his congratulatory telegram to the exposition on opening day that the 

exposition was “designed…to exploit the natural resources and marvelous wealth of 

Alaska and the development of trade and commerce on the Pacific slope.”45  

 Seattle specifically sought to change the nation’s image of Seattle to “demonstrate 

that Seattle had grown up and was not an unrefined western backwater [sic].”46 Like 

other Western cities in the early twentieth century, Seattle “struggled to cast off its 

frontier image and gain commercial dominance and urban distinction against other West 

Coast ports.”47 Reverend Stephen Penrose, President of Whitman College in Washington, 

predicted that the exposition would prove that Seattle was no longer a frontier town and 

would change Easterners’ misconception that the typical Westerner “is a flamboyant 

individual, loud in his self-assertion, arrogant, and grasping…careless of art as of 

law…in fine, a crude, good-souled, but noisy giant, with an ineffable local conceit and no 

sense of proportion.”48 Henry Alberts McLean, president of the Washington State 

Commission for the exposition, proclaimed: “The pioneer days, the days of adventure, 

the days of uncertainty, the days during which we have been practically unknown to the 

great body of the people of the nation, will, when the exposition is over, be ended 

forever.”49 The exposition was meant to depict Seattle as mature and cultured, and 

encourage the East to appreciate the West.50 Seattle city leaders did not want any social 
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problems, such as prostitution, to “confirm eastern perceptions of the wild and untamed 

West.”51 

 Seattle, just like most Western cities in the nineteenth century, was used to 

promoting itself and competing with other Western cities for capital, new residents, and 

visitors.52 Seattle had long competed with Tacoma for trade, but once the railroad came 

through Seattle and Seattle gained the lead in Puget Sound trade, Portland grew to be its 

key competitor for foreign commerce in the Pacific Northwest.53 The AYPE “grew out of 

[this] new rivalry with Portland” when “in 1905, Portland hosted the Lewis and Clark 

Exposition, the first of its kind West of the Rockies.”54 Thus, the AYPE was fueled “by a 

spirit of urban competitiveness” to “shift attention from Portland…and hoped the fair’s 

success would help Seattle edge out San Francisco in foreign commerce.”55 The AYPE 

promoted the West Coast as the most important region for the nation’s future because of 

its access to trading in the Pacific Rim, and promoted Seattle as the most important city 

on the Pacific Coast.56 With the nation’s attention on the AYPE, Washington woman 

suffragists took advantage of the event to advocate for their cause.  

Washington Woman Suffrage Advocacy 

 By the time Seattle hosted the AYPE in 1909, Washington women already had a 

storied history of woman suffrage rights. Following in the footsteps of Wyoming and 

Utah, Washington was the third territory to pass woman suffrage. In November 1883, 

Washington women gained suffrage when the Washington territorial legislature passed a 

bill enfranchising them and Governor William Newell signed it into law.57 Just four years 

later in 1887, however, the Washington territorial Supreme Court nullified the 1883 equal 

suffrage act by declaring it unconstitutional.58 In 1889, Washington voters reaffirmed that 
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decision as they approved their new state constitution and refused equal suffrage for 

women.59 As Washington women sought to reinstate woman suffrage through the 1898 

referendum, they worked with the Washington Women’s Christian Temperance Union 

(WCTU), who advocated woman suffrage as a tool for prohibition, but by “tying 

prohibition directly to woman suffrage, the WCTU jeopardized the referendum’s 

chances.”60 After a second defeated campaign in 1898, woman suffrage got little attention 

in Washington State until Emma Smith DeVoe and May Arkwright Hutton reanimated 

the movement in 1906 and played key roles in the Washington suffrage movement until 

woman suffrage was passed in 1910.61 These two leaders disagreed about the best 

advocacy tactics, however, and they had such intense conflict with each other that the 

Seattle Times referred to the feud between Hutton and DeVoe as “the most bitter internal 

fight that has yet to feature the cause of equal suffrage in this county.” The NAWSA 

leadership eventually became involved and “were livid when called upon to referee the 

internal conflict.”62  

 In 1910, the Washington woman suffrage campaign succeeded and made 

Washington the fifth woman suffrage state. The key contributing factors to the success of 

the Washington suffrage campaign were “the innovative tactics developed by a new 

generation of suffragists.”63 Like many of their counterparts around the country, “the 

women of Washington adopted modern methods of advertising and realized that publicity 

was their main staff.”64 Indeed, Eaton claimed, “scientific advertising placed the fifth star 

upon the woman’s suffrage flag and gave citizenship to 175,000 women.”65 When 

describing their effective uses of publicity, Eaton specifically referenced the suffragists’ 

advocacy at the AYPE.66 Suffragists took advantage of the national limelight the AYPE 
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provided to champion their cause by holding suffrage events on the exposition grounds 

and displaying suffrage promotions all around the AYPE.  

 Since the National American Woman Suffrage Association (NAWSA) regularly 

held their national conventions at the World’s Fairs, the Washington Equal Suffrage 

Association hosted NAWSA’s national convention on the AYPE fair grounds. Seattle 

was also a strategic choice for their convention because the year of the AYPE, a woman 

suffrage amendment was pending in the state legislature.67 The National American 

Woman Suffrage Association’s forty-first conference, “which lasted eight days, brought 

to the city 600 delegates, including a ‘who’s who’ of American feminists.”68 To transport 

the national suffrage leaders to the AYPE for the NAWSA convention, and make the 

most of the AYPE’s publicity, Washington suffragists created a “Suffrage Special” train 

and took the suffrage leaders on a whistle-stop campaign across Washington State.69 The 

Suffrage Special began in Spokane, Washington, where DeVoe met the NAWSA officers 

and delegates to swim, take auto rides, and enjoy a banquet before they boarded the 

“Suffrage Special.”70 The suffragists decorated “the seven coaches of the suffragist 

special…with long streamers of yellow, the association colors,” and the rear platform 

with “flags and yellow banners calling for “Votes for Women.”71  

 Washington suffragists also hosted “Woman Suffrage Day” at the AYPE on July 

7th, the closing day and “culminating feature” of the NAWSA convention. To celebrate 

Woman Suffrage Day, they held a large well-advertised meeting on the fair grounds. The 

Seattle Daily Times announced that “more than 600 of the visiting suffragists” attended 

the exposition for Woman’s Day and the Seattle Star reported that the “Woman Suffrage 

Day at the exposition drew hundreds of women to the fair grounds.”72 On the morning of 
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Woman Suffrage Day, the suffragists held a meeting in the “well filled” auditorium that 

sat 2,500 people to hear greetings and speeches from John E. Chilberg, the President of 

the AYPE, Reverend Anna Shaw, Alice Stone Blackwell, Florence Kelley, Harriet Taylor 

Upton, Laura Clay, and Charlotte Perkins Gilman.73 In Progress, the official organ of 

NAWSA, Upton described the festive atmosphere of the exposition and declared it “a 

great success.”74  

 The suffragists transformed the appearance of the fairgrounds to mark it as a place 

in support of woman suffrage.75 Journalists commonly noted how suffragists physically 

marked every facet of the fair for woman suffrage with green “Votes for Women” 

banners, badges, balloons, and pennants.76 The Seattle Times observed that the suffragists 

“succeeded in pinning the green emblem of the association [a green suffrage badge] upon 

the person of about everybody within the gates. Even the exposition guards were thus 

decorated.”77 Although yellow was the American suffragists’ “official color,” the 

suffrage badges at the AYPE Woman Suffrage Day were bright green “in honor of our 

Evergreen State.”78 When Louis W. Buckley, the Assistant Director of Exploitation, 

spoke in their morning meeting that day “on Militant Publicity,” he commented on “the 

badges, the kites, streamers and…balloons” at Woman Suffrage Day and stated that 

Seattle women “had done the best advertising that had been done by any Association.” 

The Washington suffragists’ advertising included two large “Votes for Women” banners 

that decorated the entrance gates of the exposition and “loftily soared…2,000 feet above 

the fair grounds” between two kites.79 “A novel feature of the decorations” included 

green, yellow, red, and white “tiny balloons” that bore the “Votes for Women” emblem.80 

The Washington Post reported that “every toy balloon sold on the grounds yesterday bore 
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the familiar ‘Votes for Women.’”81 They also flew a “dirigible balloon, a feature of the 

exposition, [that] carried a large silken banner inscribed Votes for Women.”82 Thus, the 

suffragists used balloons, signs, badges, and ribbons, to mark the fairgrounds as a place 

for woman suffrage.  

 In addition to marking the fairgrounds as a pro-suffrage space, the Washington 

suffragists sought to take their woman suffrage emblem to Mount Rainier and mark the 

summit with their “Votes for Women” pennant. As the Washington suffragists publicly 

climbed and summited Mount Rainier, they participated in the turn of the century 

“wilderness cult.” Americans’ fascination with and devotion to the wilderness was at an 

all-time high, and mountains were the first areas that the “United States initially and 

officially established as wildernesses.”83 Thus, the Mountaineer suffragists’ ascent of 

Mount Rainier appropriated the meaning of the wilderness for woman suffrage. As they 

joined The Mountaineers, they employed the meanings of mountains, the wilderness, and 

the act of mountain climbing for woman suffrage.  

Suffragists Participated in the Wilderness Cult 

 Although people often think of the wilderness as a natural place, free of human 

impact, the “wilderness” is a political creation.84 While mountains are geographical 

places, humans have socially constructed the concept of the wilderness.85 Interest in the 

outdoors—which people also consider natural—is a cultural taste dependent on historical 

context.86 For most of human history, the concept of the “wilderness” did not exist 

because people who lived nomadic lives of hunting and gathering were consistently in 

such an environment. Only when people began owning and settling land did they begin 

drawing distinctions between the “wilderness” and controlled space, such as farms, 
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towns, and private property.87 In North America, political legislation further constructed 

the wilderness by removing native people from places and designating them for 

recreation, “scientific study, [or] aesthetic inspiration.”88  

 Today, people still perceive the wilderness as any place that is “barely imprinted 

by human beings,” but the various meanings and values associated with the wilderness 

have changed over time.89 Most people living on the frontier in the eighteenth and early 

nineteenth centuries viewed the wilderness as a place to fear, conquer, and eradicate.90 

While Europeans and city residents considered the wilderness a novelty, frontierspeople 

in North America lived so closely to the wilderness that they viewed it as a threat to their 

safety, food, and shelter. In addition to endangering their physical survival, the 

wilderness often symbolized the immoral. Frontiersmen saw the wilderness as a villain to 

fight and subdue, and took the heroic role of conquering the wilderness to bring 

“progress.”91 Frontiersmen primarily investigated mountains only as a means for fighting 

an enemy.92 Thus, Americans’ “appreciation of wilderness began in the cities” and grew 

as their cities expanded. City dwellers experienced the wilderness as a relief from 

civilization, and therefore took much more interest in outdoor pursuits than those who 

interacted with the wilderness on a daily basis for survival.93 Once the wilderness was no 

longer a reality that most Americans dealt with regularly, many began appreciating nature 

as an ideal and developed a “taste for ruins, mountains, torrents, for situations provoking 

fear and melancholy, and for artwork about all these things.”94  

 A number of factors contributed to Americans’ increasing interest in the 

wilderness in the nineteenth century, including romanticism, primitivism, sublimity, and 

Americans’ desire for uniqueness and distinction. The Romantic tastes that idealized 
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natural landscapes, wild places, and solitary walks in remote places, in addition to 

primitivism, the belief that people’s happiness and health decreased the more time they 

spent in civilization, both contributed to the idea that people benefited from retreats to the 

wilderness and made the wilderness more appealing.95 The concept of sublimity also 

encouraged the association of wild nature and beauty with God as the Creator of the 

universe.96 At the same time that industries grew and cities began to be viewed as 

immoral, the desire for nature’s “purity” and the wilderness’s “morality” drew city 

residents to the mountains for vacation.97 Furthermore, Americans especially sought to 

capitalize on the wildness of the New World as “an American asset” that made them 

distinctively and uniquely “American.”98  

 By the turn of the century, the enthusiasm for the wilderness was so strong in the 

United States that Nash referred to it as a “national cult.”99 As Americans grew to 

appreciate the wilderness, they formed numerous organizations for enjoying the outdoors 

together. Theodore Roosevelt organized the Boone and Crockett Clubs in 1888 as an 

“opportunity for modern Americans to experience wilderness.”100 The Boy Scouts 

organization, following its predecessors such as The Sons of Daniel Boone and the Boy 

Pioneers, was founded in 1907 to encourage boys to spend time outdoors.101 Much of the 

outdoor movement centered around mountain climbing and wilderness camping.102 In the 

tradition of the British Alpine Club, Americans formed numerous mountaineering clubs, 

including the Appalachian Mountain Club in 1876, California’s Sierra Club in 1892, 

Portland’s (OR) Mazamas in 1894, and Seattle’s Mountaineers in 1906.103 Clubs formed 

as a means of enjoying mountaineering for both social and explorative purposes, and 

some of the clubs also functioned as preservation societies. The Sierra Club’s founders, 
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including John Muir, “believed that those who spent time in the mountains would come 

to love them, and that that love would be an active love, a love willing to go into political 

battle to save them.”104 The Sierra Club’s leaders wanted to use their hiking club as a 

means for change.  

 Inspired by John Muir’s Sierra Club and founded as an auxiliary to Portland’s 

Mazamas, The Mountaineers club formed in 1906 as a Seattle-based outdoor club for 

exploring the wilderness.105 Its founding members included Asahel Curtis, an 

accomplished photographer in the Pacific Northwest, Eaton, a “well-known physician,” 

and Dr. Henry Landes, a geology professor at the University of Washington.106 Within 

one year of their founding, they had 192 members made up of teachers, librarians, 

businessmen, college professors, physicians, surgeons, attorneys, photographers, and 

bankers. The Mountaineers’ stated object was: “to explore the mountains, forests and 

water-courses of the Pacific Northwest, and to gather into permanent form the history and 

traditions of this region; to preserve, by protective legislation or otherwise, the natural 

beauty of the Northwest Coast of America; to make frequent or periodical expeditions 

into these regions in fulfillment of the above purposes. Finally, and above all, to 

encourage and promote the spirit of good fellowship and comradry [sic] among the lovers 

of outdoor life in the West.”107 In addition to organizing local walks every two weeks 

during the winter, they had an annual outing every summer that involved a longer trip 

that lasted several weeks. In 1909, the year of the AYPE, they made their annual outing 

an ascent of Mount Rainier.  

 Washington suffragists decided to participate in the Mountaineers’ ascent of 

Rainier. Eaton, a founding member of the Mountaineers, was also treasurer of the 
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Washington Equal Suffrage Association (WESA).108 Eaton graduated from medical 

school in Boston, and practiced medicine as the first female doctor in North Dakota, but 

after attending Portland’s 1905 woman suffrage convention and climbing Mount Hood, 

she moved her medical practice to Seattle and began climbing Washington’s major 

mountain peaks.109 Eaton invited suffragists across the country to join the Mount Rainier 

trip by posting an announcement in Progress, the NAWSA publication: “Among the 

many attractive side trips which may be taken [at the NAWSA convention at the AYPE], 

one of the most alluring is the ascent of Mount Rainier. The Mountaineers’ Club will take 

its annual outing on this peak, July 17 to August 7. The dunnage will go by a pack train 

of horses, the Mountaineers on foot, through the flowery meadows and in and out of the 

rugged canyons, the trip reaching its climax in an ascent to the summit by the way of the 

White Glacier.”110 With forty dollars and an application to Asahel Curtis, suffragists from 

around the country could enlist in The Mountaineers’ Rainier ascent. Many Washington 

women and some suffragists from other states in the West and the East took part in the 

trip. As these suffragists joined the Mount Rainier trip and participated in the wilderness 

cult, multiple meanings of the wilderness and mountaineering shaped the message of 

their suffrage advocacy, including the meaning of mountaineering as imperial conquest.  

Mountaineering as Imperial Conquest 

  In the early twentieth century, mountains symbolized empire and Europeans and 

Americans climbed mountains as an expression of “expansionism in the modern 

period.”111 Imperial conquest often motivated alpine exploration.112 Imperialism refers to 

“the extension of sovereignty or control, whether direct or indirect, political or economic, 

by one government, nation or society over another together with the ideas justifying or 
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opposing this process.”113 The meaning of the term imperialism at the turn of the century, 

however, was “more neutral” than it is today—sometimes imperialism was read as evil, 

or an act done for financial gain, but other times it was believed to be motivated by 

benevolence, such as the effort to bring freedom to other nations, or it was “motivated by 

symbolic political and national abstraction.”114 Mountaineering was “seen as a pure form 

of the imperial mission” because it involved the skills, abilities, and heroic beliefs 

surrounding imperialism without any of the related “material gains or oppositional 

violence.”115  

 At the turn of the century, as the United States, Britain, and France “gradually 

shifted from acquiring new territories to consolidating control of the overseas conquests 

that they had already made,” there was “a renewed sense of rivalry between imperial 

powers and an increasingly abstract political symbolism, often expressed in terms of and 

embodying attitudes about geography.”116 As the only remaining “blank spaces on the 

map,” adventurers and explorers turned to the mountains as a place to prove their 

sovereignty.117 Mountain peaks functioned as powerful emblems of national and imperial 

identity.118 Mountains such as Everest and Denali were “national icons” that nations 

competed to summit before other nations and claim for their own. In addition to being 

motivated by imperial conquest, modern-era mountaineering served as an outlet for 

“fulfilling the imperial desires.”119 In the nineteenth century, mountaineering was 

considered a “leisure pastime of English gentlemen.” It was a sport that, for upper class 

males, was believed to produce and display “imperial masculinity.”120 George Mallory, a 

famous British mountaineer, articulated this motivation when he was asked why he 

wanted to climb Mount Everest and he answered, “We hope to show that the spirit that 
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built the British Empire is not yet dead.”121 This motivation continued into the 1930s, 

when German mountain climbers worked to place Nazi flags on the summits of 

mountains that had not yet been climbed.122 Americans and Europeans viewed mountain 

climbing as a modern-era “intellectual conquest” that was only “characteristic of civilized 

nations.”123 By climbing mountains internationally, these countries could affirm the 

health and strength of their nations.  

 Just as citizens summited mountains to claim them symbolically for their nations, 

the AYPE commissioned Seattle’s Mountaineers to climb Mount Rainier to claim it for 

Seattle and the AYPE. Given the popular interest in the wilderness at the time, the 

exposition worked to show off the proximity of Seattle to the wilderness and emphasize 

the natural beauty of the Pacific Northwest. The AYPE planners sought to capitalize on 

Mount Rainier’s size and beauty by asserting Seattle’s ownership of the mountain.124 

Seattle featured the exposition’s location surroundings as an “unmarred nature—the 

virgin forests, the snow-capped peaks, and the natural watercourses.”125 Exposition 

advertisements touted that from the fairgrounds “the Cascade Mountains are frequently 

seen, [and] the beautiful Mt. Rainier less frequently, but a clear view of its snowy cap 

well repays eager watchfulness.”126 To give prominence to Seattle’s natural beauty, and 

Mount Rainier specifically, the exposition’s landscape architects made Mount Rainier 

“the centerpiece of the fair grounds.”127 It was common, according to the Beaux Arts 

style used at other expositions like Chicago’s 1893 World’s Fair, to make the focal point 

of the grounds a building or monument, but these designers instead manipulated the 

exposition plan “to focus its major axis and vista on the looming southerly prominence of 

Mount Rainier.”128 The Olmsted brothers, instead, made Mount Rainier “the primary 
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design control to which the rest of the plan was subservient.”129 At the center of the fair 

grounds was Rainier Vista, “a broad axis that went through the grounds” and led toward 

Mount Rainier.130 Even “the landscape gardening…supplement[ed] the magnificent 

mountain.”131 Highlighting Rainier at the AYPE was one of the many ways the 

exposition and Seattle citizens relied on the meaning and beauty of its location to boost 

their city’s beauty and recreation opportunities. 

 
Figure 2.1. The Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. Photograph by Frank Nowell.  
  

 Another way the AYPE featured the Northwest’s beauty and claimed Mount 

Rainier as Seattle’s was to commission the Mountaineers to ascend Mount Rainier and 

place an AYPE flag at the summit. The AYPE leaders had a yellow silk flag with the 

exposition’s emblem “made especially for [the] purpose” of marking the summit of 

Rainier as the AYPE’s.132 The Seattle Post-Intelligencer referred to the flag as the 

“Banner of Seattle’s Pride.”133 The sheer size of the eight-foot by twelve-foot flag, with 

its thirty-foot flagstaff that had to be carried in three sections, testified to the exceptional 
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feat. Before departing for the trip, the flag “was presented to the exposition officials…for 

their signatures.”134 The exposition officials met in President Chilberg’s office for “the 

matter of signing the big yellow banner.” The flag that was taken up Rainier bore in 

“indelible ink” the autographs of the AYPE’s leaders.135 The Director of Exploitation, 

James A. Wood, also sent a message with the flag to be read at the summit as a “form of 

a greeting to any who may hereafter reach the same height, and contains some 

complimentary remarks about the exposition.”136 The leader of the Mountaineers, Asahel 

Curtis, “promised the exposition officials to see that [the flag] is planted at the very 

highest point that can be reached.”137 Once the climbers reached the summit, the 

exposition “flagstaff was planted firmly in the perpetual snows” of Columbia Crest, the 

highest peak of the mountain.138 The Seattle Times reported that “mid the cheers of the 

party Asahel Curtis, the leader of the Mountaineers, unfurled the A.-Y.-P. E flag on a 

silken banner” while “F. Ormond Morrill, the bugler, sounded the notes of victory.”139 

And with this act, the Seattle Mountaineers symbolically claimed Rainier for the AYPE, 

proved Seattle’s sovereignty over the Pacific Northwest’s mountains and wilderness, and 

demonstrated itself as an independent and self-governing civilization.  
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Figure 2.2. Mountaineers with the AYPE flag near the summit of Mount Rainier. 
Photograph by Asahel Curtis.  
 
  Just as the AYPE laid claim to Mount Rainier by planting their flag at the 

summit, the suffragists claimed Mount Rainier for woman suffrage. Once the AYPE flag 

was planted, suffragist Eaton then “tied the green pennant of the suffrage movement…to 

the flag staff bearing the words, ‘Votes for Women.’”140 By placing their “Votes for 

Women” pennant on the summit of Mount Rainier, the suffragists appropriated the 

imperial meaning of mountain summiting. Their mountain summit functioned as a 

symbol of their “sovereignty or control,” indicating that those who had reached the peak 

and had possession of it were autonomous, free from external control, and self-governing. 

By taking part in an act that symbolized liberty, power over a body politic, and 

controlling influence, the suffragists’ appropriation of the act signified their self-

determination, freedom, independence, and political power. Furthermore, they claimed 

the Rainier summit as a symbol of women’s autonomy and temporarily designated the 

mountaintop as a place for women’s rights and the territory of woman suffrage. The 
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suffragists’ summit drew meaning from the act of summiting, the meaning of the 

mountaintop, and the height of the mountain.  

 The height of a mountain also added symbolic significance to the AYPE and 

suffragists’ imperial triumph for being at the “top” of the world. As a “metaphorical and 

symbolic space,” Solnit argues “there is no more clear geographical equivalent to the idea 

of arrival and triumph than the topmost peak beyond which there is no farther to go.”141 

For when you are on the top of a mountain, as Edward Whymper said when he summited 

the Matterhorn, “There is nothing to look up to; all is below…The man who is there is 

somewhat in the position of one who has attained all that he desires—he has nothing to 

aspire to.”142 As a symbol of imperial power, taller mountains were more desirable for 

proving power, masculinity, and domination of the natural environment.143 For the 

Mountaineers, reaching the top of Rainier proved their triumph and success partly 

because for many years, Northwest Alpinists believed that the summit of Mount Rainier 

was the “highest point in the United States south of Alaska.”144 The reports of the 

Mountaineer’s ascent emphasized the importance of the flag being placed “at the top” of 

Mount Rainier, the “pinnacle of the highest peak in the United States proper.145 The 

“lofty summit of the Mount Rainier” was referred to as the flag’s “proud position.”146 

The Seattle Times explained that “leav[ing] the silken emblem” at the summit would 

“mark the fact that the Seattle organization has ascended the peak.”147 Wood, the Director 

of Exploitation, remarked on “how fitting it is that the exposition which, in its beauty, has 

reached the highest point among the expositions of the country, should have its flag 

floated higher probably than any flag has ever floated in the United States.”148 Wood 

“reinforced the peak’s import” and the height of the flag as signifying the exceptional 
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nature of the AYPE and its climbers. Similarly, having the green “Votes for Women” flag 

placed at the top of the mountain articulated the idea that there was nowhere further for 

the woman suffragists to aspire to, they had reached “the top,” and their triumph 

indicated that they had achieved all that could be desired. 

 
Figure 2.3. Mountaineers at the Summit of Mount Rainier. Photograph by Asahel Curtis. 
 
 
 The Mountaineers and suffragists also appropriated the imperial meaning of 

mountain summiting by enacting the role of the military soldier participating in an 

imperial mission.149 Multiple accounts of the trip explained that the Mountaineers’ 

difficult ascent was only possible with “military discipline.” Describing the 

Mountaineers’ difficult route up Rainier that had never before been taken, the Seattle 

Post-Intelligencer contended that “walls of rock and ice forbade any save daring 

climbers, under military discipline, to make the ascent.”150 Likewise, Curtis, the trip 

leader, “attribute[d] the party’s immunity to the strict military discipline that prevailed 

throughout the journey.”151 Multiple photographs of the trip show the climbers hiking in 

long, single-file lines, divided “into companies,” a military unit, and in military style had 

“an experienced alpinist at the head of each.” The women Mountaineers were similarly 

depicted militantly. A picture of the female climbers on the trip showed them lined up in 
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a row like soldiers standing at attention, their hiking staffs in place of weapons.152 Thus, 

the Mountaineer suffragists enacted the military role of soldiers as they participated in the 

imperial act of the mountain summit. As they summited Mount Rainier, reached the “top” 

of the United States, and enacted their militancy, they declared their sovereignty, 

triumph, and power.  

 
Figure 2.4. Mountaineers hiking in companies. Photograph by Asahel Curtis. 
 
 

 
Figure 2.5. Women Mountaineers standing at attention. Photograph by Asahel Curtis. 
 
Mountaineers as the Mythic Frontier Myth  

 Enacting the imperial motivation for mountaineering, United States citizens 

focused on climbing mountains to conquer America’s “last frontier.”153 As the 1890 
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census and Frederick Jackson Turner declared the American frontier “closed,” Americans 

deemed their mountains the new frontier and the American wilderness “came to embody 

the national frontier myth.”154 Since most of the “lower 48” had been explored and 

mapped by white Americans, mountains were some of the last places left for white 

Westerners to explore. Mountains were seen as “an important extension of the frontier, 

for they offered an imaginative proving ground to relieve…anxieties concerning the 

closing of the frontier.”155 Many Americans believed that as the frontier closed, they were 

losing their national character and they needed a frontier to “regenerate the national 

vitality.”156 Americans began to “associate wilderness with America’s frontier past” and 

believed that the wilderness was responsible for America’s “unique and desirable 

national characteristics.”157 They thought that the “wilderness was essential to 

pioneering” because it produced the “admirable qualities that contact with wilderness 

were thought to have produced.”158  

 When Frederick Jackson Turner insisted on the importance of the frontier for 

America’s national character, he explained that the frontier is “determined by the 

reactions between wilderness and the edge of expanding settlement.”159 In 1896, Turner 

claimed that it was Americans’ “wilderness experience” that made them superior to 

Europeans.160 He advocated that Americans had created their democracy by living in the 

wilderness, “return[ing] to primitive conditions,” and “foster[ing] individualism, 

independence, and confidence in the common man that encouraged self-government.”161 

Turner taught that “the very fact of the wilderness appealed to men as a fair, blank page 

on which to write a new chapter in the story of man’s struggle for a higher type of 
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society.”162 Therefore, he associated “wild country” like mountains with democracy and 

“sacred American virtues.”163 

 Constructed as a frontier wilderness, mountains were associated with the mythic 

and masculine meaning of frontier ideals and a place where men could “resurrect the 

manly virtues of the frontier hero.”164 Just as the frontier was believed to have been a 

place for proving one’s masculinity, the mountain wilderness was now perceived to be a 

source of virility and toughness. Progressive-era Americans considered the wilderness to 

be a source of masculine virtues embodied by the virile frontiersmen. Without a frontier 

to conquer, Roosevelt worried that American men were getting “overcivilized,” “flabby,” 

and had lost “the great fighting, masterful virtues.”165 Theodore Roosevelt argued that for 

the sake of the nation, men needed to enact the frontier hero in the wilderness. Roosevelt 

taught that American men must live a “life of strenuous endeavor” by “keeping in contact 

with the wilderness” and re-enacting the frontier experience through activities like 

mountaineering and the Boy Scouts.166 In 1889, Roosevelt wrote in The Winning of the 

West that it was “under the hard conditions of life in the wilderness” that immigrants to 

the New World “lost all remembrance of Europe” and became new men “in dress, in 

customs, and in mode of life.”167 Roosevelt instructed that living in the wilderness 

promoted “that vigorous manliness for the lack of which in a nation, as in an individual, 

the possession of no other qualities can possibly atone.”168 He urged American men to 

develop the “fundamental frontier virtues” through hunting and camping trips in the wild 

country, and following his example of living the frontiersman’s life.169 This philosophy 

led to Roosevelt’s work establishing wilderness preserves as he believed that America 

needed the wilderness as “remnants of the pioneer environment” and as a “perpetual 
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frontier” so they could continue to “develop hardihood, resolution, and the scorn of 

discomfort and danger.”170  

 Turner and Roosevelt were not the only advocates of teaching manliness in the 

wilderness. Stewart Edward White, an early twentieth-century author, declared in 1903, 

“the man in the woods” braved the wilderness as “a test, a measuring of strength, a 

proving of his essential pluck and resourcefulness and manhood, and assurance of man’s 

highest potency, the ability to endure and to take care of himself.”171 Similarly, American 

author Washington Irving wrote that “nothing could be more beneficial to young men 

than the ‘wild wood life…of a magnificent wilderness.’” Irving contrasted the practice of 

sending “youth abroad to grow luxurious and effeminate in Europe” to the “manliness, 

simplicity, and self-dependence” that boys could learn in the American West.172 The 

1910 Boy Scouts Handbook explained that the loss of the frontier and the growth of 

industries and cities had caused the “degeneracy” of Americans that must be cured by 

retaining the influence of the wilderness by immersing American boys in “Outdoor Life.” 

As the Handbook sold “an alleged seven million copies in the United States,” the Boy 

Scout movement offered an answer for the loss of America’s “frontier roots,” which were 

believed to be the source of their exceptional character.173 These authors and texts posited 

that by temporarily immersing oneself in “the ruggedness of the mountains,” one could 

turn “from a weakling into a man.”174 

 Not only did authors, politicians, and organizations advise young men to spend 

time in the wilderness, narratives of heroic men exploring mountains became popular in 

American magazines, novels, and journals. Magazines such as Scribner’s, Harpers, and 

the Saturday Review featured heroic stories of mountaineers and outdoor explorers, what 
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Peter Brooks referred to as “male plots of ambition.”175 Romanticized heroes such as 

Daniel Boone, Kit Carson, Zebulon Pike, and Natty Bumppo served as “manly 

exemplars” that defined what the American man should emulate. American narratives of 

mountain ascents in the early twentieth century “helped to create these heroic masculine 

figures” through “romantic portrayals of heroic masculinity” as they “creat[ed] and 

valoriz[ed] the white male imperial adventure hero.”176 These adventurous 

mountaineering narratives of “heroic frontier tales reminded Anglo-Saxon males of the 

supposed natural masculine virtues they had to mirror if U.S. masculinity were to remain 

healthy.” Promoting the mountaineering frontier heroes as “rugged, resourceful, 

masculine individualis[ts]” responded to the fears of “overcivilization,” neurasthenia, and 

the fear that white American males were being feminized.177 Heroic accounts of major 

summits almost always emphasized “bodily suffering, survival through sheer will, and 

the grisly details of frostbite, hypothermia, high-altitude dementia, and fatal falls.”178 

Nash notes that wilderness trips were often valued for their masochism because they 

allowed mountaineers to “accept punishment, struggle, and hopefully, triumph over the 

forces of raw nature.”179  

 By appropriating the Mount Rainier ascent for woman suffrage, these Washington 

suffragists drew on the Western ideals of the frontier myth and enacted the role of the 

masculine frontier hero. Since mountaineering and summiting were symbols of frontier 

ideology, the Mount Rainier ascent proved that Western women also deserved heroic 

status in the West for their physical endurance and bravery. Although the frontier was 

“closed,” the suffragists could prove their heroic nature and Western suitability in the 

mountains. By participating in the adventures of mountaineering, Washington suffragists 
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displayed the independence, strength, and bravery that were associated with the hero of 

frontier mythology.180 The Washington suffragists that climbed Mount Rainier 

symbolically embodied the traditional “mountain man” frontier hero who fulfilled his 

heroic role by surviving in an uncharted wilderness, exploring new territory, conquering 

land, and manifesting a pioneer spirit of discovery and exploration.181 As they climbed 

Mount Rainier, they enacted “the manly virtues of the frontier hero.”182  

 The women’s participation in this trip depicted woman suffragists as strong and 

admirable. Not only was Mount Rainier and its summit held in high esteem, those who 

were able to ascend it were admired for being strong and courageous.183 In the letter sent 

by the AYPE’s Director of Exploitation to be read by the Mountaineers on Rainier’s 

summit, Wood asked that the letter be left with the flag on the summit “where those who 

are brave and persevering may read it.”184 Although the Mountaineers’ route had 

previously “been avoided by climbers and tourists because of its mystery, precipitous 

slopes and difficult passages,” the Mountaineers succeeded in reaching the summit.185 

The papers reported their “scrambling, exhausting effort” and their “feats of daring and 

endurance.”186 The climb was so difficult that “snow was rubbed on two or three young 

men who gave out.”187 In the trip leader’s report of the climb, Curtis recalled “the 

discomforts of the long marches,” “days when, storm bound, [they] lay inactive,” and 

“the fierce wind that swept down into our faces.”188 To illustrate how few “could have 

endured the strain of breaking steps in the hard snow,” and how dangerous the trip was, 

he recounted how “at 12,500 feet, Dr. Van Horn at the head of Company D…recognized 

me and he said: “Curtis, this is no place for the father of eight children.’”189 Similarly, 

Williams stated that in order to ascend Rainier, one must have “good muscles and 
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wind,…a competent guide and grit.” According to Williams, only one who “can stand the 

punishment of a long, steady, up-hill pull, over the ice and loose rocks…may safely join a 

party for the summit.”190 

 By participating in the Rainier trip, woman suffragists challenged the common 

belief that women were physically frail. While describing the challenge of the trip, The 

Seattle Times reported “several young men of the party giving out before they reached the 

summit and had to be revived with snow before continuing the climb.” They commented, 

however, that “none of the women who were in the majority, gave out till after the start 

was made back to the temporary camp.”191 Similarly, a report in the Post Intelligencer 

included the report of “Mr. Hurd, who was one of the party of five who returned 

yesterday, [who] said that the women seemed to stand the high altitudes better than the 

men.”192 Thus, not only did women mountaineers survive the arduous climb, they 

appeared to hold up better than the male participants. Photographs of the trip both include 

images of the women mountaineers on precipitous slopes and perilous positions, 

scrambling on rocks, hiking steep terrain, walking in a large snow cave, and relishing 

views from towering cliffs. The women mountaineers are shown adeptly accomplishing 

the dangerous climb alongside the men. Thus, because mountains embodied the frontier 

myth, as the suffragist Mountaineers climbed Mount Rainier, they demonstrated their 

physical endurance and frontier virtues, and proved their heroic nature, as they enacted 

the masculine, strong, and brave frontier hero. Enacting their frontier heroism was further 

proof that they had earned their right to vote and that Western women deserved woman 

suffrage. Their physical endurance on the climb also inserted the woman suffragists into 

the sport of mountaineering.  
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Figure 2.6. Mountaineers on Rainier. Photograph by Asahel Curtis. 
 
Mountaineering as a Sport 

 Just as mountaineering derived its meaning from imperial conquest and the 

American frontier myth, mountaineering also had meaning as a sport. As the mountaineer 

suffragists participated in the climb they enacted their equality as peers in multiple 

aspects of mountaineering: as capable athletes and as valued comrades. Athletes are 

known for making records and mountaineers are known for being the first to summit a 

mountain or climb a route.193 Mountaineering trips are recorded according to “firsts, 

fastests, and mosts.”194 Solnit notes that “the highest peaks and worst disasters are the 

best known aspects of mountaineering, along with all the records—first ascent, first 

ascent by the north face, first American, first Japanese, first woman, [and] fastest.”195 The 

1909 Mountaineers ascent was no different. The Mountaineers laid claim to their 

triumphs and their firsts: they climbed the tallest mountain in the lower forty-eight, they 
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climbed the “highest peak” of Mount Rainier, they made history as “the Largest Party 

Ever” to “successfully ascend the towering peak,” and they were the first to take an 

“entirely new route to the summit” up the south side of the mountain.196 The AYPE’s 

Director of Exploitation, James Wood, congratulated The Mountaineers for taking the 

AYPE flag to the “highest point among the Expositions of the country” and floating it 

“higher probably than any flag has ever floated in these United States.”197 

 Therefore, the woman suffragists who joined the Rainier climb not only 

appropriated the meanings of the mountain ascent as a demonstration of triumph, power, 

and heroicism, they also participated in Western sports as fellow athletes and inserted 

women into Western recreation as equals. The numerous pictures of the women 

participating in the climb that were included in newspapers, trip reports, and books on 

Mount Rainier depicted women mountaineers as natural and equal partners in the 

outdoors.198 The photos showed women climbing, summiting, enjoying the views, 

scrambling over the rocks, studying the plant life, lunching on the snow, picnicking at 

base camp, wearing regular mountain gear, and performing feats of difficulty right 

alongside men. Furthermore, the pictures of the women mountaineers depicted them as 

adept climbers and an integrated part of the mountaineers. These key representations of 

Western recreation on Mount Rainier glorify the mountain, its climbers, and along with 

it, these Western women. Thus, these suffragists incorporated women’s athletic capability 

and strength into the meaning of the West.  

 The Mountaineer suffragists also enacted their roles as peer athletes in the 

mountains, not only by proving their strength, but also by enjoying the fun and 

camaraderie of the trip. Solnit notes that most mountain climbing narratives detail 
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cheerful memories and vivid stories of “minor and major excursions, from friendships, 

freedoms, love of mountains, refinement of skill, low ambition, and high spirits.”199 

Descriptions of the Rainier ascent depicted the Mountaineers’ trip as enjoyable and 

amiable. For the Mountaineers, even “the discomforts of wet garments” did not prevent 

their “happy party” from “gathering around the first campfire.”200 Trip reports included 

descriptions of “nightly camp fires and jollity,” “happy days spent in the flower-strewn 

parks or on the higher ice-clas slopes,” “happy nights around the great campfires,” “the 

well-earned, well-enjoyed rest, and of the life-long friendships that here found birth.”201 

The Post-Intelligencer announced that “story telling, songs, recitations, burlesque prize 

fights with pillows for boxing gloves, a reproduction of the Pay Streak and other 

elements of fun brightened the evenings about the campfire.”202 Katherine Reed’s 

account of the trip in The Mountaineer referenced their “happy camp” and asserted, “each 

day was…delightful to experience and recall.”203  

 The pictures also show the female Mountaineers participating in the fun of camp 

life. The Mountain that Was God has photographs of women playing games like tug-of-

war and a photo of men and women standing in a circle playing games.204 Many photos 

show men and women having a picnic meal, smiling, and relaxing together. The Rainier 

trip that these women participated in embodied the founding object of the Mountaineers 

“to encourage and promote the spirit of good fellowship and comradry [sic] among the 

lovers of outdoor life in the West.”205 Thus, by fully participating in all aspects of the 

mountaineering sport, including the social aspect, they enacted the role of peer 

mountaineers who were accepted, valued, and enjoyed by male mountaineers as equals. 
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This performance of equality in the mountains inserted women into Western recreation 

and shaped the meaning of the West and Western gender norms. 

 
Figure 2.7. Women Mountaineers playing tug of war in camp. Photograph by Asahel 
Curtis. 
 

Negotiating the Masculine Discourses of Mountaineering 

 As discussed earlier, many Americans viewed these Western discourses of 

mountaineering, the wilderness, the frontier myth, and sport as masculine discourses. 

Mountaineering and the wilderness were consistently used as places to display 

masculinity and mountaineering was generally a male sport. Although it was not unheard 

of for women to participate in mountaineering, “with few exceptions mountaineering was 

a male enterprise.”206 I argue, however, that the discourse of mountaineering and 

wilderness were flexible enough for women’s participation as the meaning of wilderness 

also symbolized morality and purity, which were traditional ideals of womanhood. The 

mountaineering suffragists also negotiated the barriers for women’s participation by 

completing the mountain ascent with male mountaineers, and enacting the freedom 

associated with walking, the wilderness, and the “New Woman” ideal of their time.  
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Wilderness as a Place of Morality 

 Although the women Mountaineers’ Rainier ascent enacted the masculine frontier 

hero, it also involved spending time in the wilderness that was also associated with 

feminine ideals of purity, faith, and morality. Reflecting the Romantic beliefs from earlier 

centuries, many believed that the wilderness was marked by “innocence, purity, 

cleanliness, and morality.”207 Since many Americans at the turn of the century began 

believing that cities were corrupt, dirty, and artificial, they welcomed “the idea of 

wilderness as something pure, beautiful, and delicate.”208 Walking in nature, or in rural 

areas, has long been believed to be “virtuous,” and many people have walked “to portray 

themselves as wholesome, natural, a brother to all man and nature.”209 Numerous 

American authors discussed spending time in nature in terms of morality and spirituality. 

James Fenimore Cooper, famous American author of the Leather Stocking stories and 

other novels about the American frontier, featured the wilderness as “a moral influence” 

and “a source of beauty.”210 Joe Knowles articulated an idea that became very popular: 

“My God is in the wilderness, the great open book of nature is my religion. My church is 

the church of the forest.”211 And John Muir taught that wild nature was full of “divine 

beauty,” “harmony,” and “spiritual power,” and encouraged Americans to view objects in 

nature as “the terrestrial manifestations of God.”212  

 The discourse of the wilderness may have been ideal for women suffragists to 

appropriate because many Americans associated the wilderness and nature “as a source of 

beauty and spiritual truth,” a place of values, a place “for contemplation and worship,” 

and a “resuscitator of the faith.”213 Given the traditional expectations of women as pious 

and pure, the idea of the wilderness as a virtuous place for worshipping God fit well 
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within ideas of traditional femininity. Thus, spending time in the wilderness also allowed 

mountaineering women to perform purity, morality, and religiosity that Americans 

expected of traditional womanhood. Some mountaineers emphasized these aspects of the 

wilderness as they wrote articles on the flora for The Mountaineer and posed for pictures 

near pretty flowers. Winona Bailey wrote a eight page article in for the trip report on the 

“Flowers of the Mountain” in which she detailed “all the flower friends [they] had made” 

on the trip.214 Thus, the variety of meanings associated with mountaineering, from 

imperial conquest to purity and morality, made the discourse of the wilderness readily 

adaptable for woman suffragists.  

 
Figure 2.8. A female Mountaineer kneeling near the flora at the timberline. Photograph 
by Asahel Curtis. 
 
Mountaineering with Men 

 The Washington suffragists also negotiated gender ideals by performing the 

mountain ascent with the Mountaineers, a group of men and women, rather than on their 
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own as group made up of only woman suffragists. Many of these mountaineering clubs 

included women as members. From the time the Appalachian Mountain Club formed in 

1876 for Bostonians, it aimed for “the training of both men and women to climb and to 

walk easily distances of a considerable number of miles at a stretch—an accomplishment 

that the Americans, especially American women, rarely possess.”215 Only ten percent of 

the AMC’s founding members were women, but 30 to 40 percent of their new members 

for the next 30 years were women. Following in their footsteps, the Sierra Club, the 

Mazamas, the Mountaineers, and the Colorado Mountain Club welcomed women 

mountaineers and included them in their trips. Robertson argues that as these 

organizations welcomed women’s participation, they influenced Americans’ attitudes 

towards women in the outdoors.216 Like other mountaineering clubs, close to half of the 

members of The Mountaineers were women and “from the beginning, women helped 

determine club policies, arranged trips and programs, kept records, and edited 

publications.”217 Although the men of the group generally held the leadership positions 

and made the important decisions and women were often given “subordinate positions,” 

many women in the Mountaineers were able to participate in first ascents of the 

mountains of the Pacific Northwest.  

 Climbing with the Mountaineers club also shaped the meaning of the summit. 

Other woman suffragists, namely the Kangley sisters—Helen, Gertrude, Louise, and 

Lucy—had attempted to climb Mount Rainier for woman suffrage in 1908, but the 

Kangley sisters attempted the climb on their own and made the primary focus of the trip 

on their achievement for woman suffrage. In contrast, the Washington suffragists who 

joined the Mountaineers made a different argument about the meaning of Western 
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woman suffrage and Western gender relations. The Mountaineer suffragists participated 

in The Mountaineers club and the AYPE, which were both focused on enjoying and 

promoting the West’s resources and natural beauty. By participating in these groups, 

causes, and events, the suffragists demonstrated their involvement in the community and 

Western public life and displayed their effort to help those organizations succeed. 

Furthermore, by climbing Rainier for woman suffrage with men, they affirmed the idea 

that in the West, the men were different. This Rainier ascent for suffrage rearticulated the 

argument that Duniway and other Western suffragists made that Western men also 

wanted woman suffrage and that Western men were a part of the solution, rather than a 

force to be resisted. The Mountaineers’ climb, therefore, depicted Western women 

working with the Western men, not against them.  

Walking in the Western Wilderness as Freedom 

 As they negotiated the gendered meanings associated with climbing, the female 

mountaineers also articulated a freedom from the restrictions of gender roles. By 

climbing Mount Rainier, and walking in its “natural wilderness,” the suffragists enacted a 

symbol of freedom. For the most part, mountaineering is the act of walking.218 And since 

antiquity, walking has been related to freedom, independence, and thought. In Solnit’s 

history of walking, which she claims is also “a history of freedom,” Solnit argues that 

“walking is related to both thinking and freedom,” for learning to walk has freed humans 

“to travel to new places, to take up new practices, [and] to think.”219 Solnit argues that 

walking held symbolic power in literature as solitary walks expressed “the independence 

that literally takes the heroine out of the social sphere of the houses and their inhabitants, 

into a larger, lonelier world where she is free to think.”220 As an “expressive medium,” 
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walking allows one “to exert body and imagination”221 and “articulate both physical and 

mental freedom.”222  

 Not only has walking been a symbol of freedom, but for the wilderness cult, 

walking in the wilderness was especially associated with freedom. John Muir told readers 

to go to the mountains for they will “save you from deadly apathy, set you free, and call 

forth every faculty into vigorous, enthusiastic action.”223 Henry David Thoreau’s essay 

on “Walking,” a “manifesto for wilderness” that became well known at the turn of the 

century, “was officially a celebration of bodily and mental freedom.”224 Thoreau referred 

to “nature” as “absolute freedom and wildness” and “instructed [his readers] on how to be 

free.”225 Wilderness at the turn of the century stood “for the wild freedom of America’s 

past.”226 And for Thoreau, the walking that always led to freedom and wilderness was 

walking toward the West. In his “Walking” essay, he says that he always chooses to walk 

to the West, for “the future lies that way to me…Eastward I go only by force; but 

westward I go free.”227 The Washington suffragists, as they walked in the wilderness up 

Mount Rainier, performed their freedom through their independent physical freedom and 

their enjoyment of the Western wilderness.  

 Their participation in the trip also enacted a freedom from social restrictions and 

hierarchies. That these mountaineering women took the liberty “to have gone wherever 

they liked, with whomever they liked, in the mountains…at a time when a woman could 

hardly go unchaperoned around London,” Solnit commented, “says something for the 

freedom of the West Coast or the club.”228 Reed, a female mountaineer on the trip, 

claimed that “Almost every kind of vocation was represented among us; ‘doctor, lawyer, 

merchant, chief;’ mothers and fathers, bachelors unabashed, single ladies quite content, a 
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merry widow, a lover or two, and a bonnie lass and laddie to complete our family 

circle.”229 Reed explained this freedom from social norms according to the “spirit of the 

people” and to the spirit of the West. She mused: 

 I suppose that only in the West would a person start off up a mountain with 

 seventy-two people, half a dozen of whom only she had been hastily introduced 

 to; the other sixty-six  she was to become acquainted with, without even knowing 

 their names, for several days or a week. Not the least interesting of train 

 impressions was the friendliness at once evident…The ride to Fairfax was full of 

 this delightful freedom.230 

Reed depicted the Western wilderness as place free of the social norms that would keep 

women from enjoying the wilderness with men or prevent strangers from being of 

friends, regardless of vocation or sex. She also indicated that spending time in the 

wilderness allowed them to be free. Perhaps it was the nature of pilgrimage that allowed 

them this freedom, as Solnit argues that on pilgrimages, walkers “left behind the 

complications of one’s place in the world—family, attachment, rank, duties—and 

become a walker among walkers, for there is no aristocracy among pilgrims save that of 

achievement and dedication.”231 

 The Mountaineer women also demonstrated their freedom from gender norms 

through their dress. One barrier for women to participate in mountaineering was that 

traditional women’s clothing interfered with the movements and skills necessary for 

mountain climbing. Long skirts and corsets made it more difficult to participate in active 

sports, as it often required “shallow breaths, short steps, [and] precarious balance.”232 

Skirts with wool bloomers underneath could “weigh up to 15 pounds dry, let alone 
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wet.”233 The women mountaineers often dealt with the expectations for women’s dress by 

wearing skirts over their bloomers at lower altitudes, and then slipping the skirts off once 

they reached higher elevations. The Washington suffragists provided “costume and outfit 

suggestions” for women mountaineers in the Washington Women’s Cook Book (which 

also promoted woman suffrage) that they had published.234 Eaton recommended that 

women mountaineers wear skirts in camp, but exchange the skirts for bloomers when 

climbing.235 Pictures of the Mountaineers on Mount Rainier show women mountaineers 

wearing bloomers when they hiked in higher altitudes, but wearing skirts and hats when 

they relaxed in camp and during some parts of the hiking. Thus, the women mountaineers 

negotiated the clothing expectations by wearing bloomers when “necessary” for 

climbing, but balanced this masculine performance by wearing traditional women’s 

clothes at other times.  

 Enacting this freedom from gender roles also enacted the New Woman ideology 

at the turn of the century. The New Woman was often understood to be more sexually 

and socially liberated and to be more cynical about traditional women’s roles than 

women from previous generations. Robert E. Reigel defined the New Woman as a 

“woman who was better educated and trained than the women of the past; willing and 

able to earn her living frequently in a job formerly monopolized by men and hence under 

less pressure to marry; holding independent views on all sorts of subjects, including 

national and international affairs; and who, above all, was less dependent upon men, both 

economically and intellectually.”236 The image of the New Woman redefined the ideal 

woman to allow for women’s increased participation in public affairs. The independent 

attitudes of the New Woman were often symbolized through popular sports of the day 
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like swimming and bicycling, but Schrepfer argues that mountaineering represented the 

New Woman even more clearly because mountain sports “courted danger in powerful 

and remote places,” making women who “shinnied up rocks and slipped down 

slopes…rebels.”237 Thus, as Washington women mountaineers walked in the wilderness, 

they performed the ideals of New Womanhood and enacted a freedom from restricting 

gender roles. 

Conclusion 

 In this chapter I argue that Washington suffragists appropriated the Mountaineers’ 

summit of Mount Rainier for woman suffrage. Their climb functioned as a political 

pilgrimage that laid their petition for woman suffrage before the public and implied that 

the mountaineering suffragists had symbolically earned their right to vote by reaching the 

summit of Mount Rainier. Their summit functioned persuasively as it appropriated 

multiple meanings of mountaineering and the wilderness in the early twentieth century 

for woman suffrage: the imperialist meaning of mountaineering made their trip a symbol 

of women’s independence and freedom, the frontier meanings of the wilderness made 

their summit an enactment of the frontier myth, and the athletic meanings of 

mountaineering made their performance an athletic feat that proved their capabilities as 

athletes and men’s equals. Although these discourses of mountaineering, imperialism, 

wilderness, and sport were primarily associated with masculinity, they also worked well 

for women’s appropriation because the wilderness was also associated with purity and 

piety—which were aspects of traditional femininity, mountaineering clubs often included 

women members, and walking in the wilderness symbolized freedom, which allowed 

Western woman suffragists to enact a freedom from some gender norms. Overall, the 
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climb for woman suffrage laid claim to the summit of Mount Rainier for woman suffrage, 

depicted Western women as strong, brave partners, and portrayed Western men as happy 

supporters of woman suffrage. It also marked mountaineering as a place for women’s 

rights. 

 As woman suffragists made numerous arguments for their cause, the form the 

Mountaineers’ argument took was mountain climbing. Solnit explains that the meaning of 

mountaineering is informed by the idea of pilgrimage because for both mountaineering 

and pilgrimage, the process of traveling is just as important as arriving at the destination. 

Through the traditional spiritual pilgrimage, the believer could take physical step after 

physical step to reach the “intangible spiritual goals that are otherwise so hard to grasp.” 

The suffragist mountaineers did not make their pilgrimage for divine action, but to 

publicly appeal to the male citizens of the Pacific Northwest for political change. As this 

political goal was “so hard to grasp,” their collective, political pilgrimage used their 

bodies to physically enact their strength and conviction and demand political action. 

Their pilgrimage embodied their fortitude and determination to attain woman suffrage in 

the Pacific Northwest. 

 The Mountaineer suffragists’ summit implied that by successfully reaching the 

mountain peak, the women had “earned” the right to vote through their labor and their 

suffering. The key feature of the pilgrimage is “the earning through suffering or at least 

exertion.”238 In both pilgrimages and mountaineering, Solnit argues, “To walk there is to 

earn it, through laboriousness and through the transformation that comes during a 

journey.”239 The Mountaineer suffragists’ ascent therefore functioned as an “earned 

rights” argument for woman suffrage, much like Duniway’s. Duniway’s frontier myth 
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had asserted that Duniway and other Western women had earned woman suffrage by 

enduring the pilgrimage through the American frontier. According to Duniway, Western 

women who completed their rites of passage, by enacting the violence of the frontier and 

surviving in the wilderness, were transformed into frontier heroines who deserved their 

citizenship rights in exchange. Thus, the logic of Duniway and the Mountaineer’s 

arguments both asserted that the women had earned their suffrage rights by physically 

surviving on the frontier. But the Mountaineer suffragists earned their rights on a 

symbolic frontier. Rather than migrating across the continent and surviving on the 

American frontier, The Mountaineers demonstrated their physical stamina in the 

twentieth century’s symbolic frontier: the mountain wilderness.  Rather than enacting the 

violence and racial conquest of the nineteenth-century frontiering process, the 

Mountaineers symbolically claimed their conquest and sovereignty by summiting the 

mountain.  

 This climb for woman suffrage also implied that women were “fit” for citizenship 

according to their physical ability. Their mountain ascent was a testament to women’s 

strength and implied that because women’s bodily fortitude and endurance were equal to 

men’s, then their legal rights should also be the same. This ability-based argument 

implied that physical strength was a requirement of U.S. citizenship. Therefore, climbing 

Mount Rainier helped women prove their autonomy and independence and resist the idea 

that women were dependent on men, and in the process, it suggested that suffrage was a 

right of those who were physically able, rather than as a natural right for all.240 

 When the Mountaineers returned to Seattle, still “dressed in their climbing 

costumes and carrying heavy marching knapsacks…they denied that they were fatigued 
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and all were elated at the achievement of the trip of exploration.”241 Pacific 

Northwesterners also agreed that the Mountaineers had achieved a special feat, for when 

the Mountaineers returned to Seattle by “special train,” their “friends met the men and 

women climbers at the train, and they were warmly greeted by more than 500 people.”242 

After the Mountaineers’ summit of Rainier, Eaton and other suffragists continued to 

participate in the Mountaineers. In 1910, they climbed Glacier Peak in the Cascade 

Mountain Range and in the record box at the summit of Glacier Peak, an elevation of 

10,436 feet, Eaton wrote “Votes for Women” after her name, making a statement for 

woman suffrage at the same time she succeeded as the first “White woman to summit 

Glacier Peak.”243 

 Five months after they turned from Rainier, the suffragists were still proud of 

their accomplishment as Eaton hosted, “a Mountaineers campfire for the benefit of the 

woman suffrage amendment campaign fund.”244 The newspaper reported that “about fifty 

Mountaineers attended” the social, including Asahel Curtis, the leader of the Rainier 

ascent. At the campfire fundraiser, they held a “blindfold contest” that required “putting 

the flag on the summit of a big wall sketch of Mount Rainier,” and “ Miss C. E. Hartman 

was winner over the most expert mountain climbers.” They also held a “mock election” 

on the woman suffrage amendment in “which men and women voted on equal terms 

[and] woman’s suffrage was carried almost unanimously.”245 

 A handful of suffragists followed in the footsteps of the suffragist Mountaineers. 

Later in the summer of 1909, the Kangley sisters tried to repeat the Rainier summit for 

suffrage, but a blizzard kept them from doing so. In fall 1909, Mrs. La Reine Helen 

Baker, a suffragist of Spokane Washington, repeated their feat by climbing and planting a 
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“Votes for Women” flag on the summit of Mount Rainier and on the summit of Pikes 

Peak, a mountain in Colorado. When asked why she “underwent such a task, one which 

many brave men would shrink from, Mrs. Baker said briefly that it was due not only to 

her great interest in the suffrage movement, but to be sure that a woman planted those 

flags, and that it was her ambition to plant the flag on the highest peaks all over the 

world, not only in America, but abroad.”246 She said the accomplishment was 

“dangerous, yes, but think of the joy of the achievement.” In 1912, Fanny Bullock 

Workman climbed the 21,000-foot Siachen glacier in the Himalayas and has a photo of 

her at the summit reading a newspaper with a headline that reads “VOTES FOR 

WOMEN.”247 In 1912, Annie E. Peck planted a suffrage flag on Coropuna Peak at 21,000 

feet above sea level in the Andes Mountains of Peru. She also explained she had chosen 

Coropuna Peak because “she had been told that it was higher than any other mountain in 

South America.”248 Enough women combined suffrage activism and mountaineering that 

in 1918, when Anne Martin ran for U.S. Senate, the New York Tribune claimed that 

Martin “upset illusions because she doesn’t fit the common idea of a mountain climbing, 

militant suffragist.”249 Thus, as the Washington suffragists climbed Mount Rainier for 

woman suffrage, they marked the sport of mountaineering as a place for women’s rights 

for years to come. 
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Chapter 3: Grace Raymond Hebard’s Domestication of Wyoming through Trail 
Marking and the Agrarian Myth 

On July 1, 1911, near Laramie, Wyoming, “perhaps fifty” Wyoming citizens 

congregated to “remember and honor…those first pioneers who marked the broad but 

now almost obliterated [Overland Trail] across a mighty continent.”1 Gathered to unveil a 

monument “placed in the center of the old and still dimly discernible trail,” men, women, 

“modern automobiles, [and] a few carriages and horses” formed a semi-circle around “a 

solid block of grey granite.”2 For the unveiling of this marker, Wyoming citizens met 

there for a dedication service that “consisted of religious, patriotic, and historical 

exercises, prayer, national songs,” and “the excellent historical address given by Dr. 

Grace Raymond Hebard.”3 This commemorative event was one of many unveiling 

ceremonies led by Grace Raymond Hebard (1861-1936), a Western historian, booster, 

and suffragist. Between 1913 and 1920, Hebard traveled over 800 miles to mark and 

commemorate the route of the Oregon Trail through the state of Wyoming. Collaborating 

with the local chapter of the Daughters of the American Revolution (D.A.R.) and the 

Wyoming Oregon Trail Commission (W.O.T.C.), she placed a variety of polished granite 

monuments, engraved slate slabs, and “natural rocks,” as she held ceremonies to mark 

trails, forts, battle sites, pioneer graves, and locations of women’s political participation 

in Wyoming.4 Hebard’s dedication ceremonies were community events for Wyoming 

locals to celebrate Wyoming’s past and then enjoy a luncheon, picnic, or reception.  

Hebard’s efforts to mark America’s westward trails were part of the larger 

discursive effort to place-make the American West. One of the many ways settlers 

transformed the space west of the Mississippi into the mythic American West was 

through their “retrospective world-building”—they selected aspects of their history to 
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remember and associate with particular locations.5 To seize and inhabit the land in the 

West, European Americans required a “usable past” that justified their presence and 

provided a sense of memory, significance, and national orientation.6 As David M. Wrobel 

demonstrates in his study of pioneer reminiscences, the settlers of the American West 

who reminisced about the frontier were key to constructing the West.7 Hebard and other 

trail markers constructed the meaning of Wyoming by selecting people and events from 

the past to commemorate and shape Wyoming’s image.  Constructing a vision of the 

West sharply at odds with the more famous images popularized by Owen Wister, 

Frederic Remington, William “Buffalo Bill” Cody, and Theodore Roosevelt, these 

Westerners tended to imagine themselves not as cowboys, but as homebuilders and 

farmers who settled the land, raised families, and brought civilization to the West. 

Although Wyoming citizens eventually embraced the “Cowboy State” identity, Hebard 

provides an important example of how they resisted it discursively in the early twentieth 

century.8  

Easterners played a significant role in constructing Wyoming’s cowboy image. 

Through their writing and art, Western novelist Owen Wister and Western artist Frederic 

Remington depicted Wyoming as the symbol of America’s “Wild West”—a “wide-open” 

and unsettled land of rugged, individualist cowboys.9 As “the prototype of the modern 

Western,”10 Wister’s novel, The Virginian, described the adventurous life of a Wyoming 

cowboy who lived on a cattle ranch, fought in gun battles, enforced frontier justice, and 

romanced the new schoolteacher. Similarly, Remington’s art featured naturalistic images 

and sculptures of mythical cowboys riding horses and fighting American Indians. Eastern 

elites like Wister and Remington disparaged the idea of a West that had been settled and 
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farmed.11 For Wister, the settlers bringing civilization to Wyoming with their wagons and 

families were “a miserable population” and he made them “the villains in his narrative of 

the West.”12 Liza Nicholas argues that Wister and Remington’s idealized vision of the 

West was “Turnerianism interrupted, a West in which Frederick Jackson Turner’s 

famous, and inevitable, march of civilization, settlement, and progress proceeded only so 

far.”13 While Wister and Remington valued white civilization, their “ideal Wyoming 

conveniently paused right after the Indians had been subdued and before the settlers and 

their civilizing agenda invaded their pure and sanctified space.”14  

These Easterners resisted the settling of the West for multiple reasons. First, as 

out-of-state cattle barons who were drawn to Wyoming during the cattle boom of the 

1880s, Remington, Wister, and other wealthy Easterners profited from Wyoming land 

that remained unsettled, public ranges for their cattle.15 Second, Wister, Remington, and 

many other Americans discussed America and its cities as endangered by increasing 

immigration and the growing labor movement. They viewed the “untouched” and 

“uncorrupted” space of Wyoming as a solution to the problems in the “over civilized,” 

“cultivated, crowded, and corrupt” East.16 Third, the unsettled West held cultural appeal 

for Easterners because, as the “antithesis” of the East, it provided a place that men could 

visit to prove their masculinity. Doctors often prescribed the “West Cure” to “citified” 

men in the East, like Wister, who suffered from the effects of too much time in 

civilization. Over civilized Eastern men went to Wyoming to regain their masculinity and 

virility in the “wild,” “natural,” and “uncivilized” West.17 Fourth, Remington and 

Wister’s reverence for the cowboy and frontiersman relied on the conception of the West 

articulated by Turner’s frontier thesis and popularized by Roosevelt: the “free land” in 
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the West was the “true America,” and the process of leaving “civilization” and surviving 

in the West “furnish[ed] the forces dominating American character.”18 Remington 

explained that if pioneers settled Wyoming, Americans would no longer have the 

“elemental conditions of the frontier” that “would restore the Anglo-Saxon martial 

spirit.”19 Easterners like Wister and Remington advocated for the West to remain a 

“wilderness” so that it could continue to produce “true Americans.”  

Wister and Remington’s image of Wyoming, however, conflicted with the work 

of Wyoming citizens to settle the land and build permanent lives in their new state. Most 

settlers who migrated to the West to set up homes defined progress as “democracy, free 

land, more opportunity for the masses, and settlement.”20 Rather than depicting Wyoming 

as the “Wild West,” they imagined Wyoming as a progressive place to build a home, 

settle down, and start a farm. White Wyoming residents were more likely to survive and 

prosper if the land was settled, so Wyoming citizens viewed cowboys as “a phase of the 

West’s childhood that they were all too anxious to outgrow” and “vilified [the cattle 

barons] as ‘capitalists.’”21 Seeking the benefits that came with “civilization” in the East, 

Wyoming citizens worked to develop Wyoming so that it would no longer be the rugged 

“last bastion of primitivism in an increasingly modern world.”22 Instead of constructing 

Wyoming as distinct from the East, as Wister and Remington had done, Wyoming 

citizens worked to show their similarity to the East and establish themselves as equals to 

their Eastern counterparts. Marguerite S. Shaffer argues, “Just as Southerners and 

Midwesterners were engaged in inventing a shared public history in the aftermath of the 

Civil War…so Westerners sought to fuse their history and identity with that of the 

modern nation-state.”23 Faced with the economic subordination of the West by the 
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Northeast’s organized capital, railroads, and banks, Westerners struggled against Eastern 

exploitation.24 As they worked for equal social and economic status with those who lived 

in the Northeast, settlers worked to make Wyoming into an ideal home for families and 

businesses in the West.25  

Building on the trail-marking tradition of pioneer reminiscers and the Daughters 

of the American Revolution, Grace Raymond Hebard marked events from Wyoming’s 

past to shape the meaning of the state. In this chapter, I argue that Hebard’s trail-marking 

discourse challenged the dominant narrative of Wyoming as America’s unsettled “Wild 

West” and domesticated the meaning of Wyoming by capitalizing on agrarian mythology, 

establishing Wyoming’s male homebuilders as Western heroes, and depicting Wyoming 

as a civilized and ideal home. Further taming Wyoming’s image, Hebard naturalized 

Wyoming’s history of violence towards American Indians and celebrated symbols of 

Wyoming’s domestication like Christianity, technology, and women. Hebard also 

asserted Wyoming’s progress by celebrating its exceptional status as the first woman 

suffrage state and home of Sacagawea’s burial site. As Hebard held events to honor 

women in Wyoming’s history, she depicted Wyoming suffragists according to traditional 

gender norms and drew on Wyoming woman suffrage to position Wyoming as a leader in 

progressive reform. Hebard’s commemoration’s of Sacagawea’s role in establishing 

civilization in the West featured Sacagawea as similar to the traditionally masculine, 

Western hero.   

Focusing on the cross-state trail-marking trips Hebard took in the 1910s, this 

analysis examines thirteen statements Hebard made to commemorate historic sites in 

Wyoming. All of these texts are located in Hebard’s personal papers at the American 
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Heritage Center in Laramie, Wyoming, and a majority of them were also published in 

Wyoming newspapers. I examine four speeches Hebard gave at ceremonies on 

Wyoming’s Western trails: “Marking the Overland Trail” (1911),26 “Significance of Fort 

Laramie on the Oregon Trail” (1915),27 “Pioneer Mothers on the Oregon Trail” (1926),28 

and “The Trails in Wyoming” (no date).29 I analyze two newspaper articles Hebard wrote 

on the Oregon Trail: “Marking the Old Oregon Trail” (1913)30 and “Oregon Trail Links 

Present with the Past” (1922).31 I examine three speeches Hebard prepared to 

commemorate Wyoming woman suffrage: she spoke on “Liberty, Freedom, and 

Equality” (1917) when she unveiled the woman suffrage tablet in Cheyenne,32 she gave a 

speech titled “Fifty Years Ago” (1919) when she placed a stone to remember Esther 

Morris,33 and she also prepared a speech titled “Woman Suffrage” (no date).34 I also 

analyze four newspaper articles Hebard wrote about Sacagawea; the articles on 

Sacagawea were printed between 1907 and 1933 and are in her personal papers.35  

Western Trail Marking and Pioneer Reminiscences 

 Wyoming citizens contested and defined the meaning of Wyoming by marking 

trails and historic spots around the state. The trail-marking trend swept the American 

West in the early twentieth century as trail commissions, historical societies, volunteer 

organizations, good roads committees, and pioneer associations joined efforts to mark the 

trails the American settlers took on their journey westward. Two organizations, the 

Wyoming Oregon Trail Commission and the Wyoming Chapter of Daughters of the 

American Revolution, led the tradition of Western trail marking in Wyoming, but these 

groups marked the trails in a variety of ways and for a variety of purposes. While the 

Oregon Trail Commission was made up of pioneer reminiscers who marked trails to 
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recall their own pioneer experiences and establish status for Westerners, the D.A.R.’s 

trail markings practiced an Eastern tradition of celebrating nation building.  

 In the Wyoming Oregon Trail Commission, Wyoming settlers marked trails to 

remember their pioneer pasts together. These markings were a form of “pioneer 

reminiscing” in which Western settlers recounted memories of their “dangerous and 

demanding frontier experience of journeying to and settling there” in books, articles, 

journals, and “the nostalgic annual proceedings of pioneer and old settler societies.”36 

Pioneer societies only bestowed their coveted memberships on Westerners who had 

arrived in the West prior to specific admission dates. The societies chose dates that 

symbolized the time their region became less “frontier-like” and more settled. In 

Wyoming, the first pioneer association decided that new Wyoming citizens qualified as 

legitimate pioneers if they arrived prior to July 1, 1884.37 By reminiscing together about 

their journeys west, pioneers constructed a sense of place in the West, reasserted their 

own status in a quickly changing society, and taught younger generations about the 

significant role they had played in Western expansion.38  

 During the same time period, the D.A.R. began marking the Western trails.39 In 

1890, this lineage-based organization was founded in Washington, D.C. to promote 

patriotic living by remembering Revolutionary-era Americans. To be a member, women 

had to prove their direct lineage to someone who had served in some way for the 

American cause of the American Revolution.40 As “America’s Fan Club,” the D.A.R. 

viewed the promotion of patriotism and America’s memory as a responsibility of 

American women and “the Daughters set themselves up as the most appropriate 

custodians of America’s meaning and memory.”41 Hebard explained that the D.A.R.’s 
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primary purposes were patriotic, historical, and educational. By “protecting historic spots 

and erecting monuments…[they] attempt[ed] to perpetuate the memory and spirit of the 

men and women who achieved American independence” with the end goal of “foster[ing] 

true patriotism and love of country.”42 They believed that their work marking historic 

spots “inculcate[d] love of country [and] respect for its laws and institutions established 

by our Revolutionary ancestors.”43 They developed a number of national committees, 

such as the Historic Spots Committee, to promote “the identification and marking of 

locations where significant historical events occurred, and raised funds for tablets and 

other commemorative markers.”44 Building on Eastern chapters’ practices of 

commemorating Revolutionary sites, the D.A.R. chapters across the West began 

commemorating Western expansion by marking the trails the pioneers used for their 

journeys.45 Members of the D.A.R. in Kansas, Missouri, Colorado, and New Mexico 

focused on the Old Santa Fe Trail and began using small stone markers to trace the route 

through their states that were used for the journey west.  

 Hebard drew on both of these traditions as she led the movement to mark historic 

spots in Wyoming. Hebard was well qualified to lead Wyoming’s trail marking because 

she was the State Historian of the Wyoming D.A.R., the Secretary of the Wyoming 

Oregon Trail Commission, the State Historian of the Wyoming Colonial Dames, and a 

historian at the University of Wyoming. Born in Iowa, Hebard moved with her family to 

Cheyenne, Wyoming in 1882 after graduating from the State University of Iowa. While 

in Wyoming, she earned her Ph.D. in Political Science through correspondence courses at 

Illinois Wesleyan University, and, in 1906, she became a professor at the University of 

Wyoming. In Laramie she lived with fellow academic, Agnes Wergeland, until 
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Wergeland’s death in 1914.46 Among her many accomplishments, Hebard was the first 

woman appointed to the Wyoming bar and grew to be a renowned Western and Wyoming 

scholar, especially for her work on Sacagewea.47 In addition to her academic scholarship, 

she traveled the state and country giving speeches on women’s rights, Americanization, 

historic preservation, and patriotism. Her interests in Wyoming boosterism, Western 

history, and patriotism merged as she became active in the effort to mark historic spots in 

Wyoming. 

 Hebard’s commemorations united the pioneer reminiscers’ and the D.A.R.’s trail-

marking traditions. Having arrived in Wyoming prior to 1884, Hebard was considered a 

“legitimate” pioneer according to the first Wyoming pioneer association’s membership 

dates, and could have led reminiscences of her own pioneer experience.48 Unlike most 

reminiscences, however, Hebard’s were not autobiographical. Instead, Hebard 

commemorated the journeys others took to and through Wyoming. As the Western 

chapters of the D.A.R. brought the D.A.R.’s traditions to the West, they celebrated the 

West according to its role in building the nation. Just like the D.A.R. events, Hebard’s 

dedication ceremonies were marked as patriotic events and used American flags either to 

cover the new markers until their moment of unveiling or decorate the monuments for 

their dedications.49 Hebard explained that by “protecting historic spots and erecting 

monuments” the D.A.R. “foster[ed] true patriotism and love of country.”50 Thus, Hebard 

wielded both commemorative traditions to celebrate Wyoming’s pioneers and 

domesticate Wyoming’s image. 
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Celebrating Wyoming’s Domestication by Marking Western Trails  

By commemorating a partial and preferred state history, Hebard and her fellow 

trail markers domesticated the meaning of Wyoming as settled, civilized, and modern.51 

Domesticating is a process that “entails conquering and taming the wild, the natural, and 

the alien.”52 Paul Achter defines domestication as “a rhetoric of control that tames and 

softens.”53 For nineteenth-century settlers, the West “represented an untamed place that 

threatened civilization and needed to be domesticated.”54 Making the landscape more 

familiar assisted in white settlement because it allowed settlers to inhabit land that was 

not theirs and underscore their right to occupy it.55 Amy Kaplan refers to the 

domesticating discourse of the nineteenth century as “manifest domesticity” because it 

turned the Western landscape into a home by “rendering prior inhabitants alien and 

undomesticated and by implicitly nativizing newcomers.”56 In this sense, domesticity is 

“related to the imperial project of civilizing.”57 In nineteenth-century novels about 

Western life, private letters, diaries, captivity narratives, and travel accounts, women 

writers commonly rendered Western landscapes “home-like” and habitable by depicting 

the land in domestic turns.58 Annette Kolodny argues that in their private and public 

discourse, many white women depicted the West as a setting for a glorified domesticity 

and imagined the West as a wilderness to be transformed and domesticated. Western 

women writers described the West with domestic and familiar metaphors such as the 

“Garden of the World” and set themselves as the Eve in the “Garden of Eden.”59 As 

white women drew on a rhetoric of “manifest domesticity,” they depicted the Western 

land as a place to be settled and discussed Western people of other races and classes as 

subjects to be dominated.”60 
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By the turn of the century, much of Wyoming’s land had already been taken from 

American Indians, and Hebard and other Wyoming citizens sought to domesticate the 

land for other purposes: to encourage settlement and present itself as similar to the East in 

its progress and civilization. Motivating Wyoming citizens’ physical efforts of farming 

the land and building communities, Western discourse like Hebard’s imagined a narrative 

of Wyoming citizens transforming the West from “nature” to cultivated “civilization.”61 

In the process of domesticating Wyoming, Hebard legitimated the pioneers’ presence in 

the West, encouraged settlement, and proved Wyoming’s progress. Thus, Hebard’s trail-

marking discourse domesticated Wyoming in three ways: Hebard drew on the American 

agrarian myth to elevate the settler over the cowboy, she domesticated Wyoming’s 

history of race-based violence, and she marked signs of Wyoming’s civilization.   

Hebard’s Myth of the Male Agrarian Hero 

 Hebard domesticated Wyoming by resisting its “Wild West” image and 

challenging the heroic status Remington and Wister gave to the cowboy. Hebard 

celebrated a different Western hero—the agrarian farmer. The agrarian myth and the acts 

of settling and land-owning were, according to Nicholas, “simply incompatible with” 

Remington and Wister’s “Western vision of open, wild un-cultivated space.”62 As Hebard 

commemorated events throughout Wyoming’s history, she celebrated all kinds of 

Western heroes—except for cowboys—who proved their heroic status: explorers, 

trappers, traders, miners, pony express deliverers, missionaries, homeseekers, and 

farmers. Thus, at times, Hebard drew on both the frontier myth and the agrarian myth to 

commemorate Wyoming’s past. This chapter, however, examines how Hebard’s agrarian 
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myth contested Wyoming’s image as cowboy country and instead celebrated the farmer 

for settling and civilizing the Wyoming landscape. 

 The agrarian myth idealizes independent farmers, virtuous small landholders, and 

egalitarian yeomanship. According to Western mythology, after the heroic explorers 

charted the path to the West, the mythic agrarian farmer followed by plowing the 

“empty” land, creating a new community, and transforming the land into “the garden of 

the world.”63 The agrarian myth casts the white yeoman farmer as the ideal citizen and 

foundation of a democratic society.64 The yeoman farmer had inherent status and dignity 

by owning his own land, working it happily, reliably, and independently, and consistently 

being in nature.65 Living simply and honestly, he was believed to possess a 

wholesomeness and integrity that was not possible for residents of cities.66 As he worked 

hard to embody these traits, he offered American society an example to follow. The 

agrarian myth taught that nature would reward the farmer for his hard work and the 

government would support and protect him.67 According to the agrarian myth, farms were 

civilizing mechanisms, and individual land ownership had civilizing power.68  

 Although the agrarian myth grew out of European attitudes that idealized farming, 

political leaders of the American Revolution mythologized it as distinctly American by 

maintaining that the United States was the fulfillment of Europe’s “utopian dream.”69 

Benjamin Franklin, John de Crevecoeur, and Thomas Jefferson all articulated this 

“agrarian social theory” by explaining that before an urban society could grow, a long 

period of agricultural development was necessary.70 Crevecouer envisioned westward 

expansion as creating three divisions of society. The least desirable of the divisions 

would be the “backwoods settlements” on the frontier and the wealthy and stratified cities 
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in the East, but the most desirable and virtuous division would be the “central region of 

comfortable farms.”71 Jefferson also depicted the “empty land” in the West as a “safety 

valve” that would prevent the social and economic conflicts associated with the 

overcrowded populations in the American East and in Europe.72  

Jefferson instructed that the landowning farmer was “the most precious part of the state” 

and American democracy depended on agriculture and free land for small independent 

farmers.73 In 1787, Jefferson wrote, “Those who labour in the earth are the chosen people 

of God, if ever he had a chosen people, whose breasts he has made his peculiar deposit 

for substantial and genuine virtue.”74 Jefferson taught that farmers were more moral and 

independent than urban citizens because farmers did not have to rely on others for 

industry.75  

Jefferson tied the agrarian myth to Western expansion as he argued that the “free 

land” of the frontier would allow an unlimited amount of citizens to be yeoman farmers.76 

Since the health of the nation depended on free yeoman farmers, Western expansion was 

necessary to provide land for its ideal population. In 1785, Thomas Jefferson wrote John 

Jay:  

We have now lands enough to employ an infinite number of people in their 

 cultivation. Cultivators of the earth are the most valuable citizens. They are the 

 most vigorous, the most independent, the most virtuous, and they are tied to their 

 country, and wedded to its liberty and interests, by the most lasting bond.77  

Thus, Hofstadter explains that the Jeffersonians “made the agrarian myth the basis of a 

strategy of continental development” as they taught that the “empty land” of the interior 

secured the success of the yeoman farmers and the nation.78 In his first inaugural address, 
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Jefferson referred to the United States as “a chosen country, with room enough for our 

descendants to the thousandth and thousandth generation.”79 Half a century later, the 

Homestead Act was supposed to help complete the process of settling the West as it was 

supposed to provide land for small homeowners.  

 Premised on the concept of the American West as the “garden of the world” the 

agrarian myth motivated many settlers to move West.80 Pioneers often left their homes in 

the East because of the promise that westward migration meant freedom, economic 

independence, and opportunities to own and farm their own land. Frederick Jackson 

Turner taught that the agrarian farmer played an important role in the nation for the 

farmer was “a survival of the pioneer” who was striving to maintain the frontier traditions 

and ideals.81 To Turner, the agrarian farmer was the producer of “what has been 

distinctive and valuable in America’s contributions to the history of the human spirit.”82 

In the agrarian myth, the heroes were always male landowners.83 Jefferson’s 

agrarian vision required that the farmer labored on his own land as a means to being 

independent and free from work as another’s subordinate.84 The term “yeoman” signifies 

class as it only applied to farmers who “owned the means of production and participated 

in commodity markets in order to sustain familial autonomy.”85 Because the agrarian 

myth defines the yeoman farmer as male, it also “implies dominance of…the 

household…by domestic patriarchs” and “points to power relations of a male-dominated 

household.”86 Lynn Harter argues that the primary discourse of American agrarianism is 

of “a masculinity defined in large part by rugged individualism and independence.”87 The 

wives of the yeoman heroes “were precisely that, wives, without separate political or 

social identities.”88 The traditional agrarian myth imagined the farm woman “as the 
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helpmate of the mythical American yeoman farmer”89 because “marriage was a virtual 

prerequisite for women’s participation” in farm life.”90 The farm woman’s most 

important responsibilities were “to produce future farmers and, as a corollary, to nurture a 

love for rural life.”91 Like her husband, the mythic agrarian woman was “socially and 

economically stable” through marriage since she was the white wife of a landowner.92 

Jefferson’s ideal of a United States citizenry made up of landowning yeoman farmers 

who participated in public life required women who were responsible for private and 

domestic affairs.93 This organizational structure allowed the citizen farmer, but not 

usually his wife, to participate in civic involvements beyond the family farm.94 The ideal 

agrarian hero’s wife accepted her subordinate and peripheral role in the farming 

household, and was often idealized as “uniquely blessed because here she was useful; she 

could love and serve in a special way,” as opposed to the “idleness and selfishness that 

were the lot of city women.”95  

Sometimes the agrarian ideal also included a belief that the farmer’s wife was a 

separate but equal partner on the farm who had more power than other women due to her 

involvement in the farm and sharing her husband’s world. Western scholars clarify that 

this was much more of a conception of the ideal agrarian vision rather than a description 

of farmwomen’s experiences.96 The agrarian ideal of an individual farmer working the 

land independently and self-sufficiently often aided in keeping agrarian women’s work 

“invisible and uncounted” because farming could not be completed by a single person 

working on his own, but is a collective endeavor that required the labor of men, women, 

and children.97 Jefferson’s ideal citizen had a farm family that helped him work his land 

and the agrarian myth assumed that the farmer’s family would provide much of the farm 
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labor.98 After the Homestead Act of 1862 was passed, some single women acquired their 

own land as heads of family. Fink argues, however, that when women succeeded in 

homesteading, the women farmers “almost invariably” sold the farms, “often to make 

money that would improve their prospects for marriage.” She explains that although cash 

from a sold farm was helpful it was rarely enough to provide a woman a lifetime of 

economic security.99 

Hebard employed the agrarian myth to shape the meaning of Wyoming. The 

heroes of Hebard’s Western mythology were the Wyoming settlers who helped to civilize 

and transform the land. When Wyoming trail markers placed a monument at Fort 

Laramie, Hebard gave a speech titled “The Significance of Fort Laramie on the Oregon 

Trail” in which she honored the: 

 frontiersmen in their efforts to tame this western country and conquer an arid and 

 uninhabited portion of our nation, transforming our prairies that have fostered for 

 half a century our great cattle industry into fields of waving grain, placing homes, 

 churches, and  schoolhouses where had been campfires, and Indian warfare first 

 played the drama of the West.100  

Hebard honored the Western men who domesticated the land by “taming” and 

“transforming” it from the cattle land treasured by Wister and Remington into farm land 

that produced “waving grain” marked with evidence of domestication such as “homes, 

churches, and schoolhouses.”101  

 Hebard marked the Oregon Trail to celebrate the “wonderful history of pioneer 

struggle,” not cowboy struggle, for “the mountains and streams had to be subdued while 

the trackless prairies and treacherous mountain passes were turned into trails and home 
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seekers’ roads.”102 In her speech on “The Trails in Wyoming,” she declared the 

importance of “subduing” the land to make it suitable for “home seekers.”103 In her 1915 

speech on the Oregon Trail at Fort Laramie, Hebard stated that the real heroes of the 

West were “those frontiersmen who unhitched their ox teams and said, ‘Here I rest and 

give my life if may be’; those who have remained in this sacred locality.”104 Rather than 

continuing to roam the land like cowboys, Hebard celebrated those who settled in 

Wyoming, stopped traveling, and began building a home and farming the land. Hebard 

commemorated the arrival of “the homeseeker [with his] family” as a symbol of progress 

and echoed Turner when she asserted that those who “pioneered the Oregon 

Trail...open[ed] a path that was to lead to a greater civilization for these United States.”105 

Hebard’s heroic pioneers had something that cowboys did not. In her 1926 tribute to a 

pioneer mother’s life in Fort Laramie, Hebard told of how the Wyoming pioneers “boldly 

marched out into the wild and unknown regions toward the West, actuated by a motive 

higher and more lasting than that of a great desire, a new adventure. It was the spirit of 

home making, the hope of empire building.”106 Hebard’s heroes were more than 

wandering and travelling adventurers, they were taming the land through their “spirit of 

home making, the hope of empire building” (emphasis added). Demonstrating the 

superiority of pioneers over cowboys, she honored the pioneers who not only “dared the 

hardships of a frontier life,” as the cowboy did, but who also “left an influence on the 

next generation, physical, mental and moral that future years have not destroyed and 

which cannot be obliterated.”107 Thus, Hebard’s commemorations marked the physical 

changes the pioneers had made to the land, such as trails, forts, and homes, and in the 
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process celebrated the “mental and moral” influence they had made on Wyoming 

citizens. 

 Of all of the Wyoming heroes that Hebard commemorated, she specifically 

honored the Wyoming farmers as agrarian heroes. For example, in her 1922 speech on 

the Oregon Trail, Hebard celebrated the “little fellow…the homebuilder…[and] the man 

who tilled the soil and paid the taxes for a country and increased the nation’s wealth.”108 

She pointed to how these Wyoming farmers had contributed to the nation and fulfilled 

their part of the agrarian myth. Hebard explained, “They were men who reaped where 

they had sown.”109 Hebard depicted these Wyoming men according to the characteristic 

of the agrarian hero who reliably worked the land and therefore deserved the rewards of 

his hard work. In “The Significance of Fort Laramie on the Oregon Trail,” Hebard traced 

the symbol of progress and the heroic “spirit that impelled Alexander the Great to sigh 

for more worlds to conquer,” to Napoleon, Christopher Columbus, the “Pilgrim Fathers,” 

and finally, to those who “migrated farther toward the setting sun, to the fertile 

lands…where…the plow prepared the soil for seed time and harvest.”110 Thus, she 

compared Wyoming’s farmers to some of history’s most famous heroes to show that their 

agrarian work was equally as important and admirable.  

 Hebard established that the settlers had true heroic status for accomplishing 

impressive feats, surviving numerous struggles, and bringing about “civilization.” In 

1913, Hebard’s commemoration of the “Old Oregon Trail” honored the pioneers of the 

Trail “who endured hardships and privations, encountered dangers and peril, [and] gave 

up their lives to make possible the civilization of the great West.”111 In her 1926 speech 

at Fort Laramie, Hebard described in detail the 2,000-mile trek:  
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 Over sterile prairies, barren deserts, seemingly impassable mountain ranges. It 

 crossed dangerous rivers; it made necessary the fording and the re-fording of 

 numerous streams. On its route the emigrants encountered hostile Indians, 

 waterless days, scorching heat, driving storms and drizzling rain.112  

Hebard emphasized the difficulties they had endured and illustrated the proportions of 

their valor to establish Wyoming’s male pioneers as “epoch-making men.”113 In Hebard’s 

commemorative address of the Overland Trail that she gave in 1911 and 1914, she 

recognized Wyoming men for “brav[ing] dangerous and hazardous undertakings to 

hasten this new civilization” and “building our nation [by]….facing the fire of combat in 

the struggle with the savage natives from the Atlantic coast to the Mississippi river.”114 

As Hebard constructed Wyoming’s past, she demonstrated that Wyoming’s pioneers had 

endured the struggles of the frontiering process and proved their heroism.115  

 Just like the traditional agrarian myth, Hebard’s agrarian heroes were often men. 

When she remembered those who took “the road to Oregon” in her 1922 speech on the 

Oregon Trail, she gave attention to the “business man; and the home builder; of the man 

who tilled the soil and paid the taxes for a country and increased the nation’s wealth. 

They were men who reaped where they had sown” (emphasis added).116 When she 

honored the heroes of Fort Laramie in 1915 in “The Significance of Fort Laramie,” she 

spent time detailing the work of the “the trained horsemen of the Pony Express,” “the 

man in search of furs; the one who had with him those possessions dearer than life, those 

who were to make the new generation in the beckoning country to the West; the fleeting 

daring young man on his pony taking the mail both East and West; the freighter carrying 

provisions to the army men” (emphasis added).117 When Hebard mentioned pioneer 
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women, she often referred to them in relation to an agrarian hero, reinforcing the idea that 

women and children were the agrarian hero’s “appendages.”118 For example, Hebard 

described those who had immigrated to set up life in Wyoming as “the homeseeker, the 

man with the family, who held the Indian back, and who made the ‘Great American 

Desert’ give up her treasures in gold, minerals, and agriculture.” In speeches on the 

Oregon Trail, she recounted the experiences of the “immigrant and his family”119 and 

“the miner [and] his wife and children.”120 Although she mentioned the presence of 

women in Wyoming’s history, Hebard’s descriptions of Wyoming pioneers maintained 

the maleness of the agrarian hero and the nation’s ideal citizen.  

Domesticating Wyoming’s Race-Based Violence as Natural 

 Hebard also remembered Wyoming’s agrarian heroes for their role in subjugating 

American Indians. Hebard’s agrarian myth and celebration of American settlers tamed 

the image of Wyoming by domesticating Wyoming’s history of racial violence. Justifying 

the conquest of American Indians, Hebard’s commemorations of the Wyoming settlers 

naturalized colonization, presented American Indians as needful of domestication, and 

celebrated violence toward Americans as a sign of progress. Hebard repeatedly illustrated 

the progress achieved with the Oregon Trail by chronicling the “natural development” of 

the trail in stages from “nature” and “savagery” to modernization and civilization. In her 

1926 speech at Fort Laramie, Hebard defined the Oregon Trail as “a path made by 

nature” and in 1922 she referred to it as a “natural road of opportunity.”121 Indeed, when 

Hebard marked the Overland Trail in 1911 and 1914, she taught that the “buffaloes were 

the original engineers as they followed the lay of the land and the run of the water.”122 In 

1926, Hebard clarified that as a natural road, “our government never contributed a penny 
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to be used for the construction of the Oregon Trail,” and “no engineer placed his transit, 

rod or chain on the trail; on it no grade was established: over the streams crossing its path 

were constructed no bridges; no concrete fill-ins of culverts were made; no tunnels 

blasted out of granite rocks; no mountain passes were surveyed.”123 By depicting the trail 

as a natural development, it appeared inevitable and ordained. It further legitimized the 

colonization as unstoppable and as natural as an animal getting water.  

When Hebard naturalized Wyoming’s violent past, she depicted racial conflict as 

unavoidable and American Indians as in need of domestication. According to Hebard’s 

speech on the Overland Trail, after the animals created the trail, their successors steadily 

grew more “civilized”: “These buffalo paths became the Indian trails, which always 

pointed out the easiest way across the mountain barriers. The white man followed in 

these footpaths. The iron trail finished the road.”124 In her 1915 descriptions of the 

Oregon Trail’s “early stages” of development, Hebard equated American Indians with 

animals as she taught that “in their migrations from one locality to another, animal and 

red men took the path of least resistance” [sic].125 By associating American Indians with 

nature, she constructed American Indians as “the antithesis of modern civilization” and in 

need of domestication.126 As Rosalyn C. Eves suggests, associating American Indians 

with nature implies their “lack of appropriate civilization” and need for 

domestication.”127 In 1926, Hebard accounted for racial conflict as “the Indian frequently 

came into conflict with the white man as he drifted back and forth with the seasons, on 

either side of the trail,” and concluded that the violence “was an inevitable consequence 

of frontier conflict for the control of the land.”128 Again, by depicting American Indians 

as governed by nature, Hebard projected “an inevitable future progression of Anglo-
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American expansion and domination” that left no place for American Indians.129 

Narrating the transition from “nature” to “civilization,” Hebard suggested that the change 

was not only inescapable, but also progressive.  

Hebard depicted the violence toward American Indians in a positive light by 

celebrating it as a sign of progress, which is consistent with Western mythology.130 A key 

tenet of America’s Western mythology, as Mary E. Stuckey explains, was that “the 

triumph of [U.S. American] civilization” required the “erasure of indigenous people” by 

violently wresting the “free land” from American Indians.131 Therefore, Hebard 

positioned wars with American Indians as events to be remembered proudly and revered. 

For example, Hebard reported that in 1916, the Wyoming D.A.R. chapter commemorated 

“the site of the marvelous and spectacular Wagon Box Fight,…one of the great battles of 

the world where 32 men in a Wagon Box Corral, for 7 hours, withstood the onslaught of 

redmen headed by Chief Red Cloud.”132 Hebard’s narrative of the Oregon Trail reified 

beliefs that Western expansion was indeed a sign of advancement and equated racial 

conflict as a necessary stage in the path to civilization. Furthermore, these 

commemorations offered evidence that white men had conquered the American Indians 

and domesticated the land. 

Marking Symbols of Wyoming’s Civilization 

Finally, Hebard domesticated the meaning of Wyoming by marking the ways 

white Wyoming citizens had transformed the Wyoming land into a settled civilization. 

Hebard’s trail-marking events commemorated “conditions of domesticity,” such as 

homes, churches, and white families, which Kaplan explains were symbols that 

“distinguished civilization from savagery.”133 Hebard highlighted the entrance and 
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presence of three key markers of Wyoming’s civilization: Christianity, the railroad, and 

women.  

First, Hebard domesticated Wyoming by highlighting the presence of Christianity, 

a key symbol of white settlement. As Westward expansion, according to Eves, was so 

often “justified because it would enable men and women to settle new regions and bring 

with them civilized and Christianized values,” Christianity was associated with 

civilization and settlement.134 Hebard marked these signs of civilization by celebrating 

the arrival of Christian missionaries and priests in Wyoming. In her 1913 speech on the 

Oregon Trail, Hebard honored “the pious Father De Smet, the first ‘Black Robe’ to help 

make the trail,” the missionaries who met “the pleas of the Indians in the far west who 

were anxious to have the ‘White Man’s Book’ brought to them, “ and “the Presbyterian 

and Congregational missionaries, Rev. Samuel Parker and Dr. Marcus Whitman.”135 

Hebard also narrated the arrival of the Methodist missionaries, Janson and Daniel Lee, 

who “help[ed] make the Oregon Trail more indelible” in 1834.136 In each case, Hebard 

marked the landscape with proof that Christianity and its civilizing influence had come to 

Wyoming.  

Second, Hebard domesticated Wyoming by chronicling the arrival of the railroad 

in the West. Alan Trachtenberg explains that at the turn of the century, Americans 

referred to machines as “instruments of a distinctively American progress.”137 Modern 

technology was humanity’s “civilizing force” and “the railroad was the age’s symbol of 

mechanization and of economic and political change.”138 The railroad symbolized the 

pinnacle of human progress at the turn of the century. Thus, in her commemorations of 

the Overland Trail in 1911 and 1914, Hebard told of how the “road of iron came into this 
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country in 1868 to supplant the road made by weary feet and wagon wheels.”139 In 1913, 

Hebard’s speech on the Oregon Trail celebrated “the surveyor [who] came to the west to 

blaze a way for a railroad,” narrated how “the first transcontinental road passed to the 

south of the old trail” in Wyoming, and noted that “wagon roads are now usurped by the 

iron trail and its locomotive.”140 According to Hebard, the railroad’s presence signified 

the end of Wyoming’s frontier past. Hebard taught that once the railroad was “completed, 

the day of the trapper, the explorer, the Pony Express, the emigrant wagon and the stage 

coach was no more,” and as the final step in the progression of stages, “the railroads 

pushed into, and made, a New West.”141 As a modern day tool, Shaffer argues that the 

railroad “revealed the power and triumph of man over nature.”142 Hebard encouraged 

Wyoming citizens to believe that they had reached the final stage of progress and their 

state had succeeded in transforming the natural path through the wilderness into a modern 

and quick railroad ride. As Hebard commemorated the railroad’s role in advancing 

Wyoming, she reminded her audience, “Practically over the entire length of the Oregon 

Trail, railroads have been constructed using the old highway for the modern railroad 

bed.”143 As Hebard commemorated the railroad as a symbol of Wyoming’s progress, she 

constructed Wyoming as civilized, progressive, and possessing the same luxuries 

provided by technology as Easterners.  

Third, Hebard domesticated Wyoming by celebrating the entrance of women and 

children. Because Americans associated white women with superior morals, a mission to 

domesticate, and a unique civilizing influence, their presence in the West signified that 

settlers had achieved progress and brought about civilization.144 Americans often asserted 

that white women’s presence civilized Native Americans and provided the necessary 
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“domesticating influence” to prevent white men from “slip[ping] into barbarianism and 

becom[ing] uncivilized.”145 Thus, Hebard chronicled the arrival of the first white women 

in Wyoming: when Dr. Marcus Whitman and Reverend Spaulding brought their “brides” 

on the Oregon Trail.146 In her 1917 speech on woman suffrage and her 1926 tribute to a 

pioneer mother in Fort Laramie, Hebard recognized “these wives,” Narcissa Prentiss 

Whitman and Eliza Hart Spaulding, as the “first white women to go over the Oregon 

Trail in Wyoming.” Hebard honored Whitman and Spaulding for their civilizing 

influence in 1836, when they “took possession” of the Wyoming land “with [the] Bible in 

one hand and the American flag in the other,” and made it “the home of American 

mothers and the church of Christ.”147 In the process, Hebard marked women’s 

participation in Western expansion and highlighted Wyoming’s domestication. In 1926, 

when she placed a memorial for “all of the mothers who died on the long route into the 

northwest,” Hebard placed a marker that recognized Mary Homsley as “a Pioneer Mother 

who gave her life in an attempt to push the line of civilization further West along the 

Oregon Trail.”148 Thus, Hebard honored the sacrifices women had made to bring 

civilization to the West and marked women’s presence—their lives and deaths—in 

Wyoming. 

Celebrating Wyoming’s Exceptionalism by Marking Wyoming Women 

 Although most of Hebard’s commemorations marked trails and domesticated the 

meaning of Wyoming, Hebard also held events that marked Wyoming as exceptional by 

honoring select Wyoming women—woman suffragists and Sacagawea. In these events, 

which were set apart from the trail-marking events, Hebard “invented” Wyoming 

heroines that symbolized Wyoming’s progress and functioned as proof of Wyoming’s 
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unparalleled qualities.149 Thus, although Hebard did not celebrate women as agrarian 

heroes in her trail-marking events, Hebard appropriated the tradition of marking 

Wyoming’s historic sites to celebrate Wyoming suffragists and Sacagawea.150 Hebard’s 

commemorations of suffragists and Sacagawea portrayed the women in different ways: 

Hebard’s commemorations feminized woman suffragists according to traditional ideals of 

femininity and domesticity and celebrated Sacagawea for her enactment of the masculine 

frontier hero’s qualities: expertise, leadership, and self-sufficiency on the frontier.  

Celebrating and Feminizing Wyoming Woman Suffrage  

 Hebard held events to mark Wyoming as exceptional for its distinction as the 

birthplace of woman suffrage. Hebard depicted Wyoming’s status as the first woman 

suffrage state as a sign of Wyoming’s progress, modernity, and leadership. As the 

campaign for the federal amendment for woman suffrage gained more national attention 

in 1917, Hebard led a ceremony to unveil an inscribed bronze tablet placed on the wall of 

the building in Cheyenne where Wyoming’s Territorial legislature approved full suffrage 

for Wyoming women.151 Hebard also held a celebration of Wyoming suffragist, Esther 

Morris, and commemorated “that eventful day of December tenth, 1869” that the 

legislature signed the suffrage bill that “was destined indeed to become a Modern Magna 

Charta.”152 By using the tradition of commemorating the West’s historical spots to honor 

Wyoming woman suffrage, Hebard legitimized women’s rights as important to the 

meaning of Wyoming and worthy of being remembered. 

 Hebard’s commemorations of Wyoming woman suffrage positioned Wyoming as 

a national and international leader in progressive reform. When Hebard unveiled the 

suffrage tablet in Cheyenne, Hebard portrayed Wyoming’s suffrage act as “the embryo of 
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a great democracy, from which more democracy was to spring and spread to the lands 

East of us and to our South, North, and West.”153 Since Wyoming had passed woman 

suffrage in 1869, Hebard told of how it had spread to “Washington, Montana, Utah, 

Arizona, and Oregon,” and “demonstrate[d] that the waves of light and liberty are being 

extended over these United States.”154 In her speech notes titled “Woman Suffrage,” 

Hebard equated woman suffrage to modernity and ventured, “and to Wyoming belongs 

the proud privilege of pioneership in this grand modern reform.”155 Hebard demonstrated 

the significance of Wyoming to the progress of the nation and held that because this 

symbol of progress had begun in Wyoming, “Let the older states take knowledge of us, 

and know that we are their leaders.”156 Thus, Hebard held up Wyoming woman suffrage 

as a progressive model for the nation to follow. As Virginia Scharff has argued, Hebard 

depicted woman suffrage as a “Wyoming export.”157 Hebard noted that in addition to 

leading the nation, Wyoming had also led the world, for “this freedom” Wyoming 

women enjoyed had “come, not for the United States, not for a few nations, but for the 

world.”158 Hebard stated, “The extension of suffrage for women has during the past five 

years grown by leaps and bounds radiating with the sun on its journey around the 

world.”159 She pointed specifically to the success of woman suffrage in Australia, New 

Zealand, Canada, England, Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. Hebard urged them to “ponder 

over it, think of it, of these millions of women of many lands who have been liberated, 

the seed of life starting right here on this sacred spot on which we are congregated.”160  

 Although Wyoming had instituted woman suffrage, many citizens in Wyoming 

and other states disapproved of women voting and considered voting a masculine act that 

“unsexed” women. Therefore, these anti-suffragists disparaged women voters as 
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“mannish,” “unsexed,” and neglectful mothers.161 Challenging these beliefs, Hebard 

created an account of Wyoming woman suffrage that depicted Wyoming women voters 

as traditionally feminine. Although there were a number of active political women in 

Wyoming who could have been commemorated such as suffrage leader Theresa Jenkins, 

an activist for the Woman’s Party, or Amalia Post, one of the first woman jurors in 

Wyoming, Hebard picked Esther Morris, who Victoria Lamont argues was the “most 

politically reticent of the likely candidates.”162 Esther Morris was the most traditionally 

feminine Wyoming suffragist and was not “too political.” When Hebard placed 

Wyoming’s woman suffrage tablet in 1917, Hebard fashioned an account of the 

beginning of Wyoming woman suffrage that depicted Morris as “responsible for this 

suffrage victory.”163  

 Hebard particularly domesticated her account of Wyoming woman suffrage by 

portraying Morris in domestic terms and metaphors. In addition to building a cairn in 

South Pass at the place of Morris’s home to honor Morris as the “mother of woman 

suffrage,” Hebard honored Morris for rocking “the cradle of universal liberty” (emphasis 

added).164 According to Hebard’s 1919 narrative of Wyoming woman suffrage, even 

Morris’s advocacy for woman suffrage largely entailed playing “a womanly role in the 

advent of suffrage” by using her personal influence to persuade her family friend, 

William H. Bright, to introduce the first woman suffrage bill.165 Hebard fabricated the 

idea that Morris persuaded Bright by being a “brilliant leader of the conversation” and 

hosting a tea party in her home in which she asked him to “public[ly] pledge that 

whomsoever is elected will introduce and work for the passage of…suffrage.”166 

Hebard’s fictionalized tea party depicted Wyoming woman suffragists as participating in 
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politics by exerting their personal influence in the home and celebrated women’s creative 

use of the private realm to influence public action. Furthermore, the tea party narrative 

highlighted their “civilized” social events and underlined their similarity to the East by 

associating the historic nature of woman suffrage with the connotations of the American 

Revolution, and once again connected Hebard’s Western heroes to the D.A.R.’s 

Revolutionary heroes.  

 Hebard’s account of the beginning of Wyoming woman suffrage, however 

embellished or “inaccurate” it may have been, allowed her to celebrate women’s rights 

and insert them into Wyoming history without challenging the gender ideologies of her 

time. Her fictional narrative helped feminize Wyoming women’s rights to be more 

palatable, fit Eastern ideals of gender roles, and depict Wyoming as civilized. By 

choosing Morris, rather than Wyoming’s most politically active women, as the symbol of 

Wyoming woman suffrage, Hebard suggested that woman suffrage in Wyoming did not 

make women political, selfish, or masculine. Hebard fit woman suffrage within 

traditional gender norms by personifying Wyoming women’s political rights with a 

traditionally feminine, apolitical mother. As Hebard celebrated Wyoming’s suffragists, 

Hebard’s depictions made Wyoming’s politically active women more palatable by 

feminizing them and maintaining traditional gender roles.  

Celebrating Sacagawea (and Associating Her with Wyoming) 

 Another way Hebard depicted Wyoming as progressive was by holding events 

and writing articles to commemorate Sacagawea. Hebard associated Wyoming with the 

popularity Sacagawea’s memory enjoyed in the early twentieth century and celebrated 

Sacagawea as evidence of Wyoming’s modernity.167 At the time, around the centennial of 
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the Lewis and Clark Expedition, Americans were fascinated by what Hebard described as 

the “glorious, epoch making expedition as that of Lewis and Clark.”168 Although few 

existing histories of the expedition mentioned Sacagawea, Hebard and other suffragists 

credited Lewis and Clark’s feat to “the intelligence, faithfulness and untiring devotion of 

Princess Sacajawea.”169 Eva Emery Dye published her popular book, The Conquest: The 

True Story of Lewis and Clark, in 1902 and made Sacagawea’s role in the expedition well 

known.170 Sacagawea’s popularity grew and she became a “historical trophy” that many 

states—including Montana, Virginia, South Dakota, and Missouri—attempted to claim 

with statues and plaques as a symbol of historical significance.171 

 Hebard also competed for this distinction and went to great lengths to show 

Wyoming’s connection to Sacagawea. With the support of Eva Emery Dye, Hebard 

announced in 1907 that although Western scholars believed Sacagawea had died at the 

age of 21, Sacagawea had actually lived a long life in Wyoming and was buried within 

the state’s borders.172 Hebard noted that “The newly developed facts” that Sacagawea had 

lived, died, and reposed in Wyoming were “the good fortune of the people of 

Wyoming.”173 For Hebard, connecting Sacagawea to Wyoming was so important that in 

addition to marking Sacagawea’s supposed grave, Hebard also placed memorial markers 

on Sacagawea’s son’s grave and published a scholarly article and book on Sacagawea’s 

life in Wyoming.174 Although subsequent historians have demonstrated that Sacagawea 

was not buried in Wyoming, Hebard claimed in 1907 that the “proof is conclusive” and in 

1922 that she had “established beyond a question of doubt” that Sacagawea was indeed 

buried in the state.175 Commenting on her “discovery” of Sacagawea’s grave in 

Wyoming, Hebard remarked, “The state of Wyoming has just added another triumph to 
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its extended chain of progressive strides (Wyoming moves too rapidly for steps) by 

taking initiatory measures toward the recognition of the services rendered by this princess 

of the west.”176 Thus, Wyoming’s association with Sacagawea symbolized Wyoming’s 

rapid progress. 

 Like Dye and other suffragists at the centenary of Lewis and Clark’s expedition, 

Hebard used the public interest in Lewis and Clark’s explorations as an “opportunity to 

reassert women’s historical role on the western frontier.”177 In her writing and speaking, 

Hebard depicted Sacagawea as a hero whose “heroism is equal and paralleled by the 

supreme sacrifices made by those noble soldiers whose last resting places are decorated 

on this memorial day.”178 Hebard’s commemorations of Sacagawea incorporated an 

American Indian woman into Wyoming history and gave Sacagawea credit for the 

triumphal expedition. Hebard wrote in a 1907 newspaper article: “Sacajawea rendered a 

continual valuable service to the expedition. Her knowledge of the native herbs and 

plants was of extreme worth in times of sickness, and her native ability to render aid in 

time of accident justified Lewis and Clark in permitting her to be one of the 

expedition.”179 Although Hebard once again associated Sacagawea to nature, Hebard’s 

celebration of Sacagawea’s life’s work connected an American Indian woman’s 

capabilities with progress and valued her role in building the nation.180 Hebard’s 

recognition of an American Indian woman’s life seems to have been meaningful to 

American Indians in Wyoming, since Hebard’s commemoration to unveil the monuments 

for Sacagawea’s son and grandson drew an audience “of six hundred Shoshone Indians 

and several hundred whites.”181 
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 Similar to Hebard’s commemorations of agrarian heroes, pioneer mothers, and 

suffrage heroines, Hebard also celebrated Sacagawea for her role in bringing civilization 

to the West. In her 1907 article in the Wyoming Tribune, Hebard reminded Wyoming 

citizens that Sacagawea “played a great part in opening up the northwest to American 

civilization.”182 Hebard honored Sacagawea for “never hesitat[ing] in her choice to 

continue with the white man’s party rather than be reunited with her tribe…even though 

she had to testify to the treachery of her own brother and his people.”183 Sacagawea was 

celebrated for prioritizing the white explorers and civilization over the lives of her family. 

In Hebard’s 1932 address, titled “Sacajawea Meeting Her People,” she honored 

Sacagawea’s “sense of values in understanding the importance of the expedition. Above 

all gleamed forth her loyalty even tho it looked that she would lose the regard of her own 

family as her brother.”184 Thus, glorifying Sacagawea celebrated Western expansion and 

suggested, like Richards argues, that the story of Western expansion was not one of 

“brutal conquest,” but of American Indians and European Americans working “together 

to ‘civilize’ the wilderness.”185  

 In some ways, Hebard feminized Sacagawea like she had feminized Wyoming’s 

pioneer mothers and suffragists. Hebard praised Sacagewea as the “princess of the west, 

this Pocahontas of the nineteenth century,” who completed the whole journey to the 

Pacific Coast with “her two months old son…cuddled close to his mother’s back.”186 

Hebard, however, also emphasized Sacagawea’s difference from Wyoming’s white 

heroines. In contrast to the way Hebard commemorated Esther Morris’ “conversational 

speech,” “abundant store of genuine wit,” and the way Morris was “always cheerful and 

happy,” Hebard described Sacagawea as “a stoic Indian woman with the papoose 
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strapped to her back.”187 Furthermore, Hebard also praised Sacagawea for qualities that 

were often only granted to men—her intelligence, knowledge, and leadership of men. 

Hebard asserted that “when the conditions became almost hopeless it was [Sacajawea] 

who guided [Lewis and Clark] successfully through the pass in the mountains, for she 

recognized familiar landmarks.”188 Hebard praised Sacagawea for her “knowledge,” 

“bravery, [and] skill in finding the trail” and heralded Sacagawea’s expertise and work 

outside of any kind of domestic realm.189 Hebard recounted that “no one of the expedition 

knew where he was or the direction to pursue,” so they “depend[ed] entirely upon the 

instincts and guidance of the Indian woman.”190 Thus, Hebard’s commemorations of 

Sacagawea actually sounded much more like her commemorations of the male agrarian 

heroes than like her commemorations of Wyoming’s women. 

Conclusion and Implications 

 As she appropriated the traditions of pioneer reminiscers and the D.A.R., Hebard 

commemorated events from the past and constructed the meaning of Wyoming.  I have 

argued that Hebard’s commemorative discourse resisted the image of Wyoming’s “Wild 

West” image by drawing on the agrarian myth, honoring male homebuilders and farmers 

as heroes of the West, and constructing Wyoming as settled and home-like. Hebard 

domesticated the meaning of Wyoming even more by depicting the violent conquest of 

American Indians as natural and inevitable and marking signs of Wyoming’s civilization 

including Christianity, technology, and women. Finally, Hebard proclaimed Wyoming’s 

progress by celebrating Wyoming’s distinction as the birthplace of woman suffrage and 

the final resting site of Sacagawea. Throughout her commemorative discourse, Hebard 

maintained the masculine and male agrarian hero and subordinated women to minor roles 
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on Wyoming’s farms. Hebard’s celebrations of Wyoming women highlighted the role of 

white women and one American Indian woman in frontier history. As she remembered 

women’s role in bringing civilization to the frontier West, Hebard feminized and de-

politicized woman suffragists and assigned to Sacagawea the traditionally masculine 

characteristics of the frontier hero: expertise, leadership, and self-reliance.  

 Like the suffrage advocacy of Duniway and the Mountaineers, Hebard’s discourse 

drew on the masculine and mythic discourse of the West. But Hebard’s trail-marking 

discourse differed from the discourse of Duniway and the Mountaineers in her depictions 

of women in the myth and her speech topics. First, Hebard’s treatment of Western 

women within the mythic West differed from Duniway and the Mountaineers. Instead of 

incorporating Wyoming women into the mythic West, as Duniway had done, Hebard’s 

agrarian myth featured male heroic farmers and only included women in peripheral roles. 

Other female reformers and authors in the early twentieth century, however, challenged 

the maleness of the agrarian myth. For example, women writers wrote novels, such as 

Willa Cather’s O Pioneers and Ellen Glasgow’s Barren Ground, which featured 

successful female farmers and challenged the idea that all farmers in the early twentieth 

century were men.191 Similarly, Charlotte Perkins Gilman criticized Theodore 

Roosevelt’s for failing to appoint any women to his Country Life Commission, which 

sought to improve the lives of farmers and their families. Gilman argued that this 

commission fed “the idea that only men are farmers, leaving farm women to be lumped 

together as mere feminine connections of men” and to be “studied into and recommended 

about as if they were part of the livestock.”192 Although women of her time, like Cather, 

Glasgow, and Gilman, were highlighting and celebrating agrarian women’s work, 
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Hebard’s agrarian mythology hid Western women’s role in the farming of the land. 

Instead of giving women a heroic role in the agrarian myth, Hebard made heroes of other 

Western women, primarily suffragists and Sacagawea. Hebard’s inclusion of these select 

women in her commemorations was significant, since even today Wyoming history is 

shaped by Hebard’s constructions of Wyoming’s past. But Hebard’s Wyoming women 

did not gain their heroic status from working the land—they gained their heroic status for 

mothering children on the Oregon Trail, bringing civilization to the West, and femininely 

asking for woman suffrage at tea parties. Thus, by featuring women as civilizers, 

missionaries, mothers, and hostesses, Hebard feminized heroic Western women and 

suffragists much more than Duniway or the Mountaineers did.  

 Hebard’s commemorations of Sacagawea were, in some ways, similar to Hebard’s 

commemorations of white women in that Hebard featured Sacagawea as a mother and a 

wife who helped bring civilization to the West. Thus, Hebard did not completely deny 

Sacagawea femininity—but she denied her the traditional, white, upper-class femininity 

that Hebard had assigned to Morris. Sacagawea was not a gracious hostess in her home, 

making polite conversation and rocking a cradle, like Hebard’s depictions of Morris. 

Rather, Hebard emphasized distinctions between white and American Indian women and 

did not grant Sacagawea the role of the civilized and feminine domestic mother. Yet 

Hebard did challenge the gendered and raced boundaries of the mythic Western hero by 

featuring Sacagawea as a frontier heroine. Hebard’s commemorations of Sacagawea’s 

expertise, leadership, and survival skills were all similar to the heroic portrayals of the 

white, male frontier hero. Thus, when Hebard commemorated an American Indian 

woman, she portrayed her according to these characteristics of a masculine Western hero, 
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much like Duniway’s portrayals of white, Western heroines. Thus, Duniway’s suffragists 

and Hebard’s Sacagawea are the only women discussed in this study who gained access 

to the role of the masculine, frontier hero. Yet even these women were deemed frontier 

heroines for different reasons: Duniway’s suffragists earned their status as frontier 

heroines with their use of violence and willingness to fight American Indians to save their 

families, whereas Hebard depicted Sacagawea as a frontier heroine for her expertise, 

leadership, and self-sufficiency.  

 Second, rather than advocating for woman suffrage, Hebard’s discourse attended 

primarily to commemorating Wyoming’s past through trail marking and pioneer 

reminiscing. Instead of drawing on the meanings of the West to advocate for woman 

suffrage, like Duniway and the Mountaineer suffragists had done, Hebard drew on 

Wyoming woman suffrage to shape the meaning of her state. When Hebard discussed 

woman suffrage, in contrast to Duniway and the Mountaineers, Hebard did not offer an 

“earned rights” rationale for woman suffrage. Even though Hebard was not advocating 

for Wyoming women to get woman suffrage, since they already had it, Hebard was still 

working to construct the meaning of woman suffrage and fit it within cultural ideals of 

her time and place. In Hebard’s commemorations, however, woman suffrage was not 

something for anyone to earn—for all Wyoming women had to do was politely ask for it 

at home. Instead, woman suffrage functioned more as proof of their state’s 

exceptionalism—as a marker of civilized and modern places like Wyoming. By using her 

commemorative discourse to celebrate Wyoming woman suffrage, Hebard capitalized on 

woman suffrage to depict Wyoming as an (inter)national leader and legitimized suffrage 
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as important to Wyoming and to the nation. In the process, she also further tethered 

woman suffrage to the concepts of modernity and progress.  
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Chapter 4: Jeannette Rankin’s Feminine Introduction to the Nation: Boosting 
Montana, Performing Political Expertise, and Encouraging Eastern Suffragists 

 In November 1916, Montanans elected Jeannette Rankin (1880-1973) to the office 

of U.S. Representative and made her the first female member of Congress in the United 

States. Entering political office at a time when women in the Eastern states could not yet 

vote made her a novelty and object of media attention. As Hannah Josephson, Rankin’s 

biographer noted, “The whole world wanted to know all about her.”1 Feature articles on 

the representative-elect ran “week after week” as newspapers across the country fixated 

on her.2 In addition to a parade of reporters seeking information and pictures of the 

newest American curiosity, Rankin was flooded with marriage proposals, requests for 

advertising endorsements, and movie deals.3 In response to the excessive attention, 

Rankin went into “hiding.”4 After making a few brief statements in her hometown of 

Missoula, she announced that she would remain in her home with locked doors until the 

press left her alone.5 She banned all photographers until the end of the calendar year and 

stationed her brother, Wellington Rankin, at the entrance of her house to greet and turn 

away any visitors.6  

 Throughout the winter, however, Rankin began publishing newspaper articles for 

national outlets that introduced herself to the nation, accounted for her election, explained 

her political platforms, and advocated for the federal amendment for woman suffrage. 

After several months of relative seclusion, Rankin came out of hiding to take a lecture 

tour through twenty Northeastern cities on her way to begin her term in Washington.7 In 

March of 1917, Rankin commenced her lecture tour in New York City with an opening 

address at Carnegie Hall.8 Gathered in “the big auditorium” was an audience of more 

than 3,000 people, including suffragists and “numerous men…who seemed to be 
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somewhat elderly and prepared to be critical,” reported the New York City Herald.9 But 

“when the slender young member of Congress from Montana walked across the stage and 

dropped her white satin evening coat on the chair, [the elderly men] nodded approvingly” 

and the audience “applauded vigorously and at length until [Rankin] had to pause several 

times between attempts to start.”10 Mrs. Carrie Chapman Catt, President of the National 

American Woman Suffrage Association, presided over the evening. The New York 

Tribune described “a beaming and delighted Mrs. Catt, who looked at the Honorable 

Jeannette as a teacher looks at her prized pupil.”11 Catt proudly introduced Rankin: 

“Ladies and gentleman, the Honorable Jeannette Rankin, suffrage woman from 

Montana!”12 The crowd at Carnegie Hall applauded her so enthusiastically and for so 

long that Catt had to calm them by reading a letter sent from Theodore Roosevelt, 

expressing his regret for his absence at Rankin’s opening lecture and praising the 

Republican party, upon whose ticket Rankin was elected.13  

 As Rankin introduced herself, she addressed an audience that knew little about her 

or how she had won her campaign. Many people in New York came to Carnegie Hall 

“out of curiosity” to see the unheard of phenomenon of a woman in Congress.14 The 

media coverage of Rankin’s election also suggested that the American public was uneasy 

about having a woman in Congress as newspapers focused primarily on whether or not 

Rankin was masculinized by politics. The masculine associations of political life had 

traditionally precluded women’s participation, so Rankin’s election to office threatened 

long-standing gender norms.15 News coverage of Rankin across the country indicated 

national anxiety over Rankin’s “Upset [of] Congressional Traditions [that could] Change 

the Personal Habits of the Trouser-Wearing Majority.”16 A reporter for the San Francisco 
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Chronicle commented on whether Rankin would be a “wild and woolly feminist” that 

“packs a 44 six-shooter and trims her skirts with chaps and fur.”17  

 Answering the public’s worries, newspapers assured the American population that 

their first female member of Congress was a “very ‘feminine woman’” and a “womanly 

woman” who could dance, sew, cook, and care for children.18 The Independent promised 

“Miss Jeannette Rankin is no Amazon. She is a little woman—a girl.”19 The Los Angeles 

Times’ feature story also clarified that Rankin was:  

 not an old-school ‘woman’s rights’ agitator of the comic cartoons of a generation 

 ago—with hair whacked tight over her ears and done in a French pea behind her 

 ears. Instead she is a dainty bit of femininity who is quite as popular in a ballroom 

 as at a political meeting.20  

Presenting her as “an excellent cook” and “Good Bread Maker,” the newspapers claimed 

that Rankin could make a “wonderful lemon meringue pie” and “can cook for a fifty man 

logging crew without mussing up her hair.”21 The New York Times, Seattle Times, 

Chicago Daily Tribune, and Los Angeles Times all reported on Rankin’s sewing abilities: 

“She makes her own hats, often builds her own gowns.”22 Most importantly, almost all 

the reports of Rankin put the public’s mind at ease as they promised that Rankin “is 

interested in children more than anything else in the world” and “Her Principal Object 

Will Be to Work for Better Conditions for Babies and Children of U.S.”23 It seemed the 

nation was most interested in whether Rankin would fit the traditional ideals of 

femininity or if she had been masculinized by her political activity. 

 Rankin’s newfound fame also positioned her as “women’s national representative 

in Congress” and “spokesman of all the women in the world.”24 Suffragists claimed 
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Rankin’s election was a significant “victory for the women of the country” and looked to 

her to advance their cause and represent them well during a critical point in the campaign 

for a federal amendment for woman suffrage.25 Anna Howard Shaw and Carrie Chapman 

Catt “saw her as the savior of suffrage” and depicted Rankin’s election as a sign of the 

suffrage movement’s nearing success.26 Soon after her election, Rankin announced, “I am 

deeply conscious of my responsibility as the first woman to sit in Congress. I will 

represent not only the women of Montana but also the women of the country.”27 Lee 

Keedick of New York, who “signed” and managed Rankin’s speaking tour reported that 

he: 

 received so many requests from women in the eastern states asking that he use his 

 good offices to iduce [sic] Miss Rankin to lecture in Carnegie hall that he made a 

 special trip to Montana to deliver in person the invitation. ‘The women of America 

 consider Miss Rankin as their national representative in congress,’ said Mr. 

 Keedick. ‘They are anxious to see and hear this woman who has reflected so much 

 honor on their sex and whose opportunities for the promotion of the cause of 

 woman’s suffrage and the advancement of legislation relating to the problems that 

 vitally concern women are unsurpassed.28 

Rankin agreed years later that she was “a symbol and a representative, not only of women 

in Montana or in the United States, but of women in all nations and ages.”29 As Eleanor 

Flexner argues, Rankin was “a visible embodiment on the House floor of the growing 

pressure on that body for political legitimacy for her sex.”30 Therefore, Rankin’s 

performance would reflect positively or negatively on the suffrage movement and 

women’s political activity.  
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 Rankin needed to account for her remarkable political election, justify her presence 

in office, and introduce herself to the nation as a capable politician. Surprising many of 

her spectators, Rankin spent much of her Carnegie Hall speech boasting about her home 

state of Montana. The New York Tribune reported, “like every other real Westerner 

you’ve ever met, or ever will, she launched straight into a eulogy of the Golden West.”31 

The Manhattan listeners “gasp[ed],” “look[ed] dazed,” and “exchang[ed] bewildered 

glances” as Rankin boasted the many merits of Western life.32 Although her Eastern 

audience may not have understood her rationale, Rankin explained her political success 

according to Montana’s exceptionalism.  

 I argue that in her post-election writing and speeches, Rankin addressed the 

public’s discomfort with having a woman in Congress by performing a traditional 

femininity that curbed her threat to dominant gender norms. Simultaneously, Rankin 

enacted her political intelligence and preparedness for office by speaking on her areas of 

expertise—Montana, direct democracy, and Western woman suffrage—in ways that 

positively portrayed the image of her home state, her political power, and the likelihood 

of woman suffrage in the East. I argue, first, that Rankin enacted her femininity and 

justified women’s political activity according to their difference from men and their 

maternal capabilities. Second, I contend that Rankin drew on the familiar discourse of 

Western boosterism, like other Montana politicians had done, which provided an 

explanation for her unlikely election, performed her governmental role, depicted Montana 

as desirous to potential settlers, and shaped the meaning of Montana as “civilized.” Third, 

I argue that Rankin asserted her political competence by highlighting her political 

experience, enacting the role of the practiced politician, and performing her legislative 
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intelligence. Fourth, I argue that Rankin accounted for Western woman suffrage 

according to the frontier myth. Unlike other suffrage leaders in the West, however, 

Rankin’s frontier myth did not suggest that suffrage was bound by region but instead 

insisted that suffrage was also possible for Eastern women. Rankin constructed a 

discovery of women’s natural rights in the West’s “state of nature” that would inevitably 

and imminently be implemented in the East.  

 This analysis examines the statements Rankin made between her successful 

election to Congress in November 1916 and her entrance into office in March 1917. 

These texts include five newspaper articles published under Rankin’s name,33 statements 

made by Rankin in five newspaper interviews,34 and the “Democracy and Government” 

speech Rankin gave in Carnegie Hall and throughout the Northeast on her lecture tour in 

March of 1917.35 I also analyze descriptions of Rankin’s Carnegie Hall performance that 

were included in eight newspaper reports.36  

Jeannette Rankin: The Lady from Montana 

 Born in 1880, Jeannette Rankin grew up in her family’s ranch house on the 

Montana Territory.37 She was the first daughter of John Rankin, a prosperous and 

powerful ranch owner from Ontario, Canada, and Olive Pickering, a schoolteacher from 

New Hampshire.38 She lived near Missoula, Montana with five younger sisters and her 

younger brother, Wellington.39 After graduating from Montana State University in 1902 

with a degree in biology, Rankin took a number of different jobs before getting involved 

in politics. After trying teaching and dressmaking in Missoula, living in a settlement 

house in San Francisco, and studying social work at the New York School of 

Philanthropy, she worked at an orphanage in Seattle and took classes at the University of 
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Washington.40 While living in Seattle, Rankin began working with the Washington 

woman suffrage movement and she impressed the Pacific Northwest suffrage leaders 

with her campaigning skills.41 Following the Washington State win in 1910, she returned 

home to campaign for suffrage in Montana.42 Upon hearing that Representative D. J. 

Donohue of Glendive was going to introduce a suffrage amendment in the Montana State 

legislature, she decided to address that body herself.43 Wellington helped her prepare her 

speech and she spoke as the third suffragist in the state’s history to address the Montana 

legislature.44 Although the amendment failed, Rankin’s speech made her name known 

across the state and gave woman suffrage more publicity.45 With her new experience in 

the suffrage movement, Rankin took a job working for woman suffrage in New York 

City. She spent her days speaking from sidewalk soapboxes, and in the process, she made 

lifelong friendships with other educated and politically radical women of New York’s 

bohemian Greenwich Village.46 She continued to work for suffrage in California, Ohio, 

and Wisconsin before being appointed as NAWSA’s field secretary in 1912 and 

travelling nationally for her new position.47  

 Her experience with the national suffrage movement prepared her to direct 

Montana’s 1914 suffrage campaign. She moved home, took charge of the Montana Equal 

Suffrage Association, got a suffrage amendment on the ballot, and traveled over 1,300 

miles around the state to campaign for the woman suffrage referendum.48 Rankin found 

that Montana homesteaders were the most likely to support woman suffrage and the 

citizens of older mining areas were the least supportive.49 Wellington also led a Montana 

chapter of the Men’s League for Women’s Suffrage and aided in the suffrage campaign.50 

The campaign was a success and the woman suffrage amendment narrowly passed in 
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Montana by a vote of 41,302 to 37,588.51 Montana women used their momentum to 

organize the predecessor of the Montana League of Women Voters, the Montana Good 

Government Association, and elected May Trumper to the position of superintendent of 

public instruction and three women to Montana’s state legislature: Emma Ingalls, Maggie 

Smith Hathaway, and Gwen Burla.52 

 Two years after the Montana suffrage win, Rankin told influential Montanans her 

idea of running for U.S. Congress. In general, everyone discouraged her from running, 

including prominent Montana women and Republican Party professionals.53 Even 

NAWSA leaders disapproved of her run until she won. Anna Howard Shaw thought a 

congressional campaign was too rash and Carrie Chapman Catt did not think Rankin was 

“sufficiently ‘intellectual.’”54 The odds of Rankin getting elected seemed especially slim 

since there had never been a woman in Congress before, and Montana had a reputation 

for its “flagrantly corrupt political practices.”55 Pointing to her unparalleled fame in 

Montana, however, an initially-reluctant Wellington became convinced that she could 

win and decided to support her campaign.56 In July of 1916, Rankin announced her 

candidacy by filing a petition to run for a seat in the House of Representatives in the 

Republican primaries.57 Rankin campaigned on a platform of woman suffrage, protection 

of children, greater publicity for Montana in congressional affairs, and prohibition.58  

 Just like her suffrage advocacy, Rankin’s run for office displayed her dedication, 

enthusiasm, and mastery of the campaigning process.59 Rankin spoke everywhere from 

street corners to lumbering camps; “she went into homes to speak to women in their 

kitchens, and met men at the gates of the mines and smelters when they changed shifts.”60 

She traveled around the state by “train, car, and, in some cases, horse-drawn carriage.”61 
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James J. Lopach and Jean A. Luckowski argue that Rankin’s historic win “can be 

attributed to her aggressive campaigning; the at-large congressional district that allowed 

‘multiple winners,’ especially an outsider like a woman; the support of newly 

enfranchised women; and Wellington Rankin’s money, political savvy, and, it is 

rumored, chicanery.”62 Her remarkable win drew national attention and the public looked 

to Rankin to account for her victorious election, speak to the nation’s raging controversy 

over woman suffrage, and indicate whether political life masculinized women. 

Alleviating Gender Anxieties by Enacting  

Femininity and Affirming Gender Difference 

 Especially in the early twentieth century, politics were characterized as masculine 

and unfit for women. Since women were expected to be pious and pure, their 

participation in the “crooked” and “corrupt” political life was “considered unnatural and 

degrading to the ‘fairer sex.’”63 Furthermore, the “inherently egotistical act” of running 

for office countered women’s purported altruistic nature.64 Many Americans believed that 

women’s political activity would masculinize women and feminize men, so woman 

suffragists were often represented as “old maids” and “mannish.”65 Thus, Rankin’s 

election to Congress disrupted traditional gender norms. Rankin’s discourse, however, 

addressed any unease by assuring the public that although she was elected to political 

office, she was still feminine and domestic. Through her words and her performance, 

Rankin reaffirmed gender difference and justified women’s political activity according 

their motherly expertise. In the process, Rankin repositioned herself as less threatening to 

traditional gender norms and articulated the possibility for woman suffragists and 
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politicians to protest, vote, and enter office while also maintaining traditional ideals of 

femininity.66  

 As Rankin introduced herself to the nation and justified her political activity, she 

underlined women’s femininity and difference from men. In her Carnegie Hall address, 

Rankin argued that women should have the vote “because they are women and have a 

different viewpoint to express.”67 Rankin told The Evening Telegram “There Would Be 

No Food Gambling if Women Were in Congress” and that the “Nation Needs Feminine 

Minds to Solve Home Problems.”68 Rankin drew on expediency arguments as she 

appealed to the popular belief that women’s minds were different from men’s minds and 

were especially suited for solving problems related to the home.69 Rankin implied that 

women’s difference from men gave them something unique to contribute to political life. 

Rankin explained: 

 It would not take long for food and other problems relating to the home to be 

 solved if women were in a position everywhere to make their influence felt with 

 their votes for it is in the homes that their chief interest lies, and these would 

 receive their first protection.70 

Echoing other women reformers of her time like Frances Willard and Jane Addams, 

Rankin argued that political activity would allow women to better protect their home.71  

 Similar to the arguments Rankin made in the Montana woman suffrage campaign, 

Rankin drew on domestic ideology to argue that women should have the vote so they 

would be better equipped to care for their homes and children.72 Rankin wrote in The 

Boston Traveller: 
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 In the past women have been told to go to their homes to care for their children. 

 Today, however, we realize that caring for children means more than washing their 

 faces and feeding them and sending them to school. We realize that it means more 

 than caring for each woman’s individual child; that it involves assuming 

 responsibility for the children of the nation and looking ahead to the time when 

 they will become integral factors in the life of the nation.73  

Rankin depicted American women as responsible for caring both for their own children 

in their homes and for the nation’s children through their political activity. Thus, Rankin 

feminized the act of voting as a motherly and domestic act to care for children.  

 Rankin expanded the popular arguments suffragists and reformers had made for 

woman suffrage as home protection to call for women in Congress. Rankin’s Carnegie 

Hall speech emphasized the importance of children “be[ing] represented not only at the 

polls…but in legislative halls and in our national government and international 

conferences.”74 In particular, Rankin argued that there were some legislative issues that 

could only be solved by women. In an interview with the New York Sunday American 

shortly after her election, Rankin reasoned: 

 There is certain needful social and economic legislation which will come only 

 through the demands of our women I believe, too, that these demands will not 

 receive the attention they merit until they are pressed by women who are members 

 of our State and National Legislatures—not merely members of committees who 

 appear at hearings.75 

Rankin held up women’s difference to show “that the whole country desperately needed” 

their presence in Congress because women were uniquely suited to address issues related 
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to women and children.76 Rankin told the New York Sunday American, “that there is 

needed legislation which can best be handled by women.”77  

 Rankin’s justification for women in government rested on the belief that women 

were better at caring for children and that caring for children was women’s responsibility. 

According to Rankin’s statement in the New York Sunday American, women were best 

equipped for issues related to children because “subjects like the welfare of our children 

and the welfare of our homes” are “subjects to which thinking women have for years 

devoted their energies.”78 As Rankin claimed women’s expertise on children, she also 

charged women with the responsibility of childcare. Rankin clarified in her Carnegie Hall 

speech:  

 When we asked for a direct part in the government that controls in many instances 

 the very lives of the children we are not complaining of what the men have done in 

 the past but we are asking to be permitted to do our work. It is not fair to ask the 

 men to do their  work and women’s work too and it is certainly women’s work to 

 care for the children.79  

Thus, Rankin appealed to the belief that it was women’s responsibility to care for 

children and used this domestic ideology as a rationale for women’s political activity.  

 Rankin also justified women’s presence in Congress according to the impact 

Congress had on children and the lack of attention children were receiving from the 

national legislature. In the Boston Traveller, Rankin pointed to the national legislature’s 

“direct bearing upon the home and upon the child…It is easy to see that every law that is 

passed in the United States deals directly or indirectly with the environment of the 

child.”80 Establishing the effect of congressional decisions on the nation’s children, 
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Rankin underlined the need for experts on children in Congress with the following 

narrative in the New York Sunday American: 

 Several years ago during a session of Congress $300,000 was appropriated for the 

 study of fodder for hogs. At the same session $30,000 was appropriated for a study 

 of the needs of the nation’s children….It would seem that in the eyes of Congress 

 the hogs of the nation are then times more important than [children]…We have 

 plenty of men in Congress who devote their attention to the tariff, the hogs, 

 irrigation projects, rivers and harbor labor, the farmer, etc, etc. But, until now, we 

 haven’t had a woman in our National Legislature to do for the nation’s precious 

 asset, its children, what the men have been doing for the hogs.81 

Comparing children to “hogs,” Rankin pointed to the importance of children to the nation 

and the lack of congressional attention to or funding for the children. Thus, Rankin 

carved out a niche for women members of Congress and transformed the act of serving in 

Congress from a masculine and political act into a position of caring for children and 

domestic matters. Rankin’s characterization of woman’s congressional responsibilities 

reduced the threat of female politicians to traditional gender ideals. 

 Rankin also used the rationale of women’s distinctive expertise on children to 

assert her own readiness for political office. Although Rankin was not a mother herself, 

she emphasized her experience caring for children. Rankin told the Seattle Times: 

 My work and study in the Children’s Home Society gave me a good insight into 

 the needs of babies, children and young adults, and it is for them that I shall work 

 especially. My experience in politics ought to help me to do this with a goodly 

 measure of success.82 
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Thus, Rankin drew on her experience with both politics and children to defend her 

qualifications for office. When she told the Chicago Daily Tribune why she was “Entitled 

to the Floor,” Rankin pointed to her experience with children as she explained “I had 

something to do with a children’s home society in Washington and I know the needs of 

the youngsters.”83 Rankin maintained that she was best able to represent the children of 

the nation since she was a woman, had a “feminine mind,” and had experience caring for 

children.  

 Furthermore, Rankin reinforced traditional gender norms through her appearance. 

At her Carnegie Hall address, Rankin performed the Eastern ideals of traditional, upper-

class femininity through her wardrobe. Before Rankin travelled to New York, Wellington 

paid to have a New York clothing store prepare dresses for Rankin’s lecture tour.84 At 

Carnegie Hall she wore a $200 dress of white satin and pink chiffon that Rankin later 

described as “very elegant.”85 Rankin’s dress was “cut rather short to show her ankles 

and trim little feet…The sleeves were long, but her slim, white throat was bare and her 

hair was dressed in a soft and becoming fashion.”86 Rankin also had “Her white satin 

cloak lay over the back of the chair, and her white satin pumpers were small and 

dainty.”87 Dressing in “the latest feminine modes and in taste,” Rankin appeared to be 

“the last person who would be picked out as one of the nation’s leading exponents of the 

cause of equal rights.”88 Rankin’s fashionable and feminine performance in Carnegie Hall 

countered the perception that women were masculinized by political activity.  

 Therefore, while Rankin’s entrance into political office had subversively 

challenged gender norms, her feminine performance and depiction of women in politics 

suggested that her presence in office maintained traditional gender roles. By justifying 
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women’s political activity according to women’s difference, responsibility for children, 

and expertise on matters of the home, Rankin enacted and reaffirmed traditional gender 

roles. But she also shaped the meaning of a female member of Congress from a 

challenging position of a woman in a masculine role, to a less challenging position of a 

woman in a feminine role.89 Thus, Rankin stretched the gendered meanings of politics as 

she articulated a relationship between femininity and politics so that her own political 

power was no longer as much of a gender transgression.  

Rankin’s Western Boosterism 

 Given the novelty of a woman in Congress, Rankin’s familiar discourse of Western 

boosterism introduced her to the nation with a rhetoric with which Americans were 

already well acquainted. In Rankin’s writings and speeches in the Northeast, she drew on 

the traditional rhetoric of Western boosterism to promote Montana. Her Montana 

exceptionalism functioned as an account of her historic election and a fulfillment of her 

role as Montana representative. Rankin’s boosterism mimicked other Western politicians’ 

speeches in the East and participated in the state’s effort to draw potential homesteaders 

and re-shape its image from cowboy country to a civilized and agricultural community.  

 Between the 1870s and the 1930s, promotional literature on the American West 

proliferated as Western promoters used a rhetoric of boosterism to draw populations to 

the West. Each Western state, territory, and sub-region had numerous boosters: 

newspaper and journal editors, commercial club members, chambers of commerce, 

boards of agriculture, real estate agents, railroad companies, landowners, speculators, and 

immigration societies.90 Each year, millions of promotional materials on the American 

West—in the forms of books, newspaper and magazine articles, pamphlets, posters, 
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maps, cartoons, and promotional guides—circulated across the United States, Canada, 

and Europe.91 David M. Wrobel explains that these promotional books and pamphlets 

“were such a common sight in people’s homes and in public spaces that we can assume 

most literate Americans and Europeans had some exposure to the promoters’ visions of 

Western lands.”92  

 Through their “embellished and effusive” accounts of life in the West, boosters 

“imagined” the West into being.93 As the promotional literature on the West constructed 

perceptions of the West for Eastern Americans, Western boosters also shaped the “sense 

of place for Western residents.”94 Boosterism was not solely a Western phenomenon, 

since people have promoted numerous places around the world, but Western boosterism 

was noteworthy as it was produced during “the much discussed age of anxious transition 

from pre-modern to modern.”95 While small and agrarian towns were still evolving into 

industrial cities, Western promoters often publicized a new and modern American West 

“before it had actually arrived.”96 Wrobel speculates that Western boosters depicted their 

frontier homes as “promised lands” because they longed for their own dreams to be 

fulfilled.97 Their very survival and wellbeing relied on potential populations believing 

that their town or state was worth inhabiting.98 Other boosters had economic interests and 

sold the ideas of the West for money and increased commerce. Greater populations on the 

frontier guaranteed an expansion of trade, industry, transportation, and culture, which 

would raise the values of the property and maintain the growth of their communities.99 

Although some boosters were “boldfaced liars selling promises for financial profit and 

nothing more,” many of the boosters’ exaggerations were merely the tall tales that 

marked the rhetorical style of the American frontier that “confused fact and fiction in 
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interestingly uncertain proportions.”100 While the boosters were anticipating the future, 

they often “assert[ed] what could not yet be disproved” and “confused present and 

future.”101 

 To draw more settlers to the West, boosters often portrayed uninhabited and 

unsettled Western land as settled land possessing economic and agricultural opportunities 

as well as cultured and safe communities. Boosters depicted the West as composed of 

“settled regions, rich in culture and infrastructure, blessed with commercial and 

agricultural advantages.”102 Promotional material described the frontier land as 

“agricultural havens” and as the “garden of the world.”103 At the turn of the century, 

many Americans discussed gardens as “one of the highest forms of civilization and 

Americanization” because “gardens represent[ed] nature (with its redemptive potential) 

tamed and made productive.”104 As boosters depicted Western land as a tamed and 

civilized garden of the world, they drew on the agrarian myth to prove that manifest 

destiny had successfully been achieved and to emphasize the importance of the West to 

the nation.105 American booster discourse rested on a view of “the natural world in terms 

of its commodity potential with the objective of turning that natural abundance to 

advantage in distant markets.”106 Capitalists in the American East and around the world 

“viewed the Northern American West as the magnificent investment opportunity, a 

promoter’s paradise.”107 The railroad’s arrival in the West was the most significant factor 

in transforming the region into the industrial world, for as Alan Trachtenberg explains, 

trains and vehicles “re-created American nature into natural resources for commodity 

production.”108 Industrialism in the West “linked the natural abundance of place with an 

increasing technical ability to manipulate that world to personal advantage.”109 It focused 
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on “transforming nature’s abundance,” like Montana’s forests, minerals, mountains, and 

waterways, “into commodities to be trafficked” for wealth.110 

  Western boosters navigated popular concerns about the closing of the frontier. 

Promoters sought to show the many financial opportunities in Western agriculture while 

downplaying any pioneer-like conditions.111 Western boosters portrayed the Western 

frontiers as closing, but not yet “closed up,” which required delicately balancing their 

depictions of the West as a “wellspring of opportunity fast running out but not yet dried 

up.”112 Promoters used the final frontier to lure populations, while also asserting the 

“post-frontier qualities” of the West. Although they placed the end of frontier opportunity 

in the future, the end of frontier struggles and peril were always placed in the past.113 

Promoters assured potential settlers that the dangerous and demanding work of 

pioneering was completed and the present held “opportunity without hardship and with 

all the cultural amenities that accompany the development of civilization, all without the 

crime and claustrophobia that mark its overdevelopment.”114  

 States, territories, and sub-regions in the United States and Canada competed with 

each other for potential settlers.115 Booster publications often featured direct comparisons 

with other regions of the West and “contrasted their own (often imagined) cultural 

advances with the absence of ‘civilization’ in other states and territories.”116 The 

promoters described the West “in confident opposition to ‘the East’” and relied on 

negative ideas about life “out East.”117 In the early twentieth century, many Westerners 

“explain[ed] their chosen place of residence as an effort to escape from an older, less 

promising, more troubled region.”118 As Easterners became cynical about the honesty of 

Westerners’ claims about the West, boosters strove to prove their accuracy and 
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believability.119 Promoters worked to counter skepticism with an abundance of statistics 

to prove that their claims were not exaggerations.120 Their efforts to appear fact-based 

and trustworthy often entailed “tedi[ous] recitations about soil and climate and [train] 

track-laying.”121  

 Although population growth in the West and promotional literature decreased 

during the economic depression of the 1890s, a second period of frontier settlement 

promotion began at the end of the decade and made the first two decades of the twentieth 

century the “‘heyday’ of homesteading.” Between the turn of the century and America’s 

entry into World War I in 1917, more homesteads were filed than in the 38-year time 

between the Homestead Act of 1862 and the end of the nineteenth century.122 Due to the 

difficulty of farming Eastern Montana’s semiarid region, most early settlers who 

emigrated westward passed through the “Great American Desert” in favor of land farther 

west that was easier to cultivate. But in the first decades of the 1900s, new farming 

methods, machines, and dry-land farming propaganda brought “floods” of homesteaders 

to Eastern Montana to settle and farm the land in the second decade of the twentieth 

century.123 These twentieth-century settlers “created great excitement” as a new wave of 

homesteaders promised Montana “a once-given opportunity to build a good rural 

community for the well-being not just of the state but perhaps of the nation as well.”124  

 Montanans were determined to discard the “mistaken image of the West…of 

brigandage, horse thievery, wild and woolly west rot,” and ensure the “building of farm 

communities in eastern Montana.”125 Like Wyoming and other Western states, Montana 

had long struggled with its disadvantaged economic, social, and political status relative to 

the East. The East’s powerful corporations, railroads, and banks had dominated the 
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West’s economy and left Western states with little economic or political leverage.126 To 

grow their economic and civic structures, Montana needed a larger population and greater 

national representation—Rankin had even campaigned for office on a platform of 

“greater publicity [for Montana] in congressional affairs.” Rankin was elected in the 

midst of Montana’s homestead boom, therefore, Rankin joined the effort to re-shape the 

image of Montana for an Eastern audience. With the nation’s eyes on her, Rankin used 

her access to national publicity to place-make Montana. Her Western boosterism 

accounted for her unusual election, fulfilled her governmental role and campaign 

promises to her constituents, depicted Montana as attractive to potential settlers, and 

asserted Montana’s civilized image. 

Montana as Rankin’s Home State  

 Rankin’s Montana boosterism explained Rankin’s successful election to Congress. 

Rather than portraying herself as responsible for her political success, Rankin put the 

onus for her presence in Congress on Montana. Rankin began her Carnegie Hall speech 

by saying: 

 Perhaps some of you came here tonight hoping to learn something of the state that 

 would send a woman to Congress; you may have the impression that there is 

 something rather unusual about a state that will select a woman to be its 

 representative in national affairs. I will put you at ease at once by assuring you that 

 Montana is unusual.127 

Instead of accounting for her achievement according to her own qualities or political 

savvy, she explained it according to the character of Montana and used this opportunity 

to present Montana’s numerous assets. The New York Tribune reported that Rankin began 
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her speech by declaring “Montana is an unusual state—that’s why it elected a woman to 

Congress.”128 She redirected the preoccupation with her status as the first woman in 

Congress and focused it on the state that elected her. Her emphasis on Montana as the 

scene and main controlling factor, rather than herself as the agent, suggested that it was 

Montana that had put her in office, not herself. Therefore, she downplayed her own 

agency in attaining political power, which “absolved [Rankin] of any wrong doing” since 

her entrance into political office was “determined for [her] by the scene itself.”129 

Rankin’s emphasis on Montana excused her from any hint of the un-feminine ego, 

ambition, or corruption associated with politics since Rankin was not responsible for her 

election. Similarly, Rankin explained in an interview with New York’s Evening 

Telegram, “Understand, I do not believe that I was elected as a Representative from 

Montana because I am myself. I was elected because I represented an idea [and] ideal.”130 

Once again, Rankin de-emphasized her own responsibility for her success and explained 

her election as the consequences of living in Montana.  

 Rankin’s Western boosterism also fulfilled her governmental role as representative 

of her Montana constituents. Although Rankin symbolized the woman suffrage 

movement to the nation, she also needed to balance the expectations of a suffrage leader 

with the expectations of a political office holder. Because there was so much emphasis on 

Rankin as a representative of women and woman suffrage, others worried that Rankin 

would not fulfill her responsibilities as representative of Montana. Rankin faced criticism 

from her “opponents for representing women more than the full electorate which had sent 

her to Congress.”131 Reporters suggested that Rankin would be “disposed to be much 

more interested in the United States than in her own state.”132 Thus, in an interview with 
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New York’s Evening Telegram, Rankin altered the focus of the conversation from 

woman suffrage and child welfare to Montana: 

 But, first, last and all the time, I am a representative from Montana, and my State 

 has the first claim upon my services. I don’t know yet exactly what I will be able 

 to do for the people back home, but perhaps I can assist in further developing our 

 wonderful resources.  Today we have 30,000,000 acres of land for 

 cultivation…there would be no ‘war prices’ for food if the supplies of the Far West 

 were brought East.133 

By boasting of Montana, Rankin defended against critiques that she was merely women’s 

representative and fulfilled her duties of representing Montana. Indeed, in her Carnegie 

Hall speech, “For the first fifteen or twenty minutes the audience decided that what the 

people should know must be the advantages, natural and cultivated, of Miss Rankin’s 

native state.”134 Rankin exclaimed to her New York audience, “I am still thrilled by the 

consciousness that I live in Montana, that Montana belongs to me and I to Montana.”135 

Her Eastern audience may not have been as interested in Montana as Rankin, but her 

Carnegie Hall speech left no doubt that Rankin was representing Montana citizens.  

 Finally, Western boosterism was a rhetorical strategy other Western politicians had 

used when speaking in the East. Just the year before Rankin’s Carnegie Hall address, 

Montana Senator Thomas J. Walsh had spoken at the Jefferson Day Banquet in 

Washington, D.C., referred to as “‘the biggest political banquet’ ever held in the 

capital.”136 Walsh began his address by speaking about his home state of Montana. As a 

“featured speaker” at the event and guest of honor seated next to President Wilson, Walsh 

spoke “as a western man” and as a representative of the Western region and Western 
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people.137 Walsh opened his “eloquent speech” by featuring Montana as one of the 

nation’s largest and most significant commonwealths of the nation and as the site of 

Lewis and Clark’s adventurous expedition.138 Then he discussed the superiority of the 

Western states’ “political principles,” “popular government,” and “prompt action” to 

address the corruption of government by corporations.139 Thus, Rankin followed in the 

tradition of other Western politicians before her by introducing herself to the nation with 

the well-known discourse of Western boosterism and enacting the role of Western 

politician.  

Montana as the Garden of the World  

 Rankin’s Montana boosterism also shaped the meaning of Montana as an attractive 

option for potential settlers. Rankin drew on the mythic concept of the West as the 

“Garden of the World” and portrayed Montana as an agricultural haven for homesteaders. 

Before her audience in Carnegie Hall, Rankin’s boosterism lauded Montana as a land of 

plenty with numerous resources for food and financial growth. Rankin featured 

Montana’s agricultural bounty and depicted Montana as the “garden of the nation.” She 

boasted, “Last year Montana produced enough wheat to make 18 loaves of bread for 

every man, woman and child in the United States—33 million eight hundred thousand 

bushels.”140 Assuring her audience that Montana’s produce was abundant in both quantity 

and quality, Rankin added, “Montana has won the world’s prize for the quality of her 

flax” and “We win world prizes for our apples, we raise small fruits and vegetables.”141 

According to Rankin, Montana produced enough food for its population to easily survive 

and Montanans were overflowing with food of exceptional quality. Rankin directly 

compared Montana’s resources to other Western states’ to prove the superiority of 
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Montana to her New York audience. She claimed, “We have as much agricultural land as 

the state of Iowa or as Illinois. You are familiar with these states as agricultural states. 

Some day you will have to readjust your attitude toward Montana.”142 Rankin’s 

comparisons shaped Easterners’ understanding of the most fertile Western states as she 

reported, “Our per acre value of wheat is equal to that of Minnesota and South Dakota 

put together.”143 Rankin demonstrated that among agricultural states, Montana was 

beating the competition. She boasted, “Recent government reports show that Montana 

farmers grow almost one and a half times as many bushels of potatoes to the acre as the 

average farmer in the United States.”144 Thus, Rankin elevated Montana’s agricultural 

opportunities over other states competing for pioneers.  

 Further promoting Montana as a wonderland, Rankin attested to Montana’s 

numerous resources for financial profit: 

 At first one thinks of Montana as a mineral state perhaps because the first settlers 

 came in with the discovery of gold or it may be because we are surpassed by only 

 one state in the production of silver and by another in the production of copper. 

 We produce lead and zinc and have an abundance of coal. We have precious gems, 

 sapphires and rubies.145  

Rankin’s Montana was full of valuable commodities. Rankin’s speech praised the 

Montana waterfalls that produced enough electrical horsepower to “turn the wheels of 

machinery and light the passages of mines thousands of feet underground in one of the 

biggest mining camps in the world.”146 Of all of Montana’s resources, Rankin claimed, 

“the most wonderful natural resource is the land, just the common land formerly used for 

grazing. We have 30 million acres.”147 Rankin’s boosterism emphasized the vastness of 
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Montana’s terrain that overflowed with resources, produced abundant crops, and offered 

numerous opportunities for gaining wealth. Thus, Rankin defined Montana as worthy of 

amazement and admiration, as well as a serious contender for potential settlers. 

  Like other boosters, Rankin carefully depicted the Montana frontier as closing, but 

not yet closed. Rankin explained to her Carnegie Hall audience, “Our public lands are 

about gone and with their enclosure the last of the free land of the nation is gone.”148 The 

land in the Montana frontier had not yet been completely claimed, but its official closure 

was imminent. Rankin created urgency for any potential populations—if they were going 

to move to Montana, now was the time. She recalled what Montana had been like in the 

past, when “The land was free, each one had the opportunity to wrest from nature his 

economic needs.”149 Her comparison of the present with the open frontier of the past 

reminded her audience that space on the frontier was not as available as it was in the past 

and suggested that the frontier was quickly closing. Rankin positioned Montana as the 

final frontier of opportunity, implying that it was best for potential populations to come 

soon, even as she affirmed the progress that had been made by earlier settlers.  

Montana as Civilized 

 Rankin positioned Montana not only as an agricultural state overflowing with 

natural resources, but she also featured Montana as modern, cultured, and civilized. To 

that end, Rankin boosted Montana’s technological advancements. Rankin noted that 

“Some of the reports of my election in the eastern papers said that I campaigned on 

horseback.”150 Rankin clarified for New Yorkers, however, that “as a matter of fact, I 

traveled on trains and automobiles. I took one trip of 400 miles across the Rockies on an 

electrified train.”151 Proving that Montana had made more technological progress than 
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Easterners may have expected, Rankin praised Montana’s new kinds of travel, “We are 

amazed and delighted that we can reach almost every point by train or automobile…The 

last Saturday night in the Primary I spoke at Roundup, then went to bed in a comfortable 

sleeper and arrived at my home 380 miles distant in time for Sunday dinner.”152 Rankin’s 

stories of her train travel portrayed life in Montana as a modern life of ease. Rankin also 

reported other aspects of Montana’s modernity, “Many women have electrified kitchens. 

It is the unusual small town which does not boast of electricity…We have water power 

enough in our state to cook every meal that is eaten, to do the hard work and heat every 

home.”153 Here, Rankin depicted their life in Montana as just as comfortable and 

advanced as New York City. Due to their great resources of natural gas, even in their 

most severe winter, “the inhabitants in the progressive town of Havre in the northern part 

of the state suffered no inconvenience for they simply lit the gas. No one had to get up in 

the cold to shovel coal, not even the janitor.”154 In stark contrast to Montana’s pioneer 

past, Rankin held up Montana’s developments that allowed them to live in relative 

luxury.  

 Although most of Rankin’s boosterism focused on Montana’s resources and 

economic opportunities, she also positioned the average Montana citizen as civilized. Her 

speech told of the “educated, refined young women” who had moved to the West.155 She 

impressed upon her audience the worldliness of Montana citizens who had come “from 

every state in the Union from every country in the world.”156 According to Rankin, 

Montana residents were educated, had come from diverse places, and had experience 

with cultures and ideas from around the globe. Thus, Rankin asserted the value in paying 

attention to Montana’s well-informed and world-wise residents.  
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 Perhaps Rankin’s most persuasive argument for Montana’s civilization was 

herself. Most Western boosters were men, so having a well-dressed, upper-class woman 

make these booster claims made a stronger argument for Montana’s civilization.157 

Presenting herself according to traditional ideals of white femininity, Rankin’s very 

presence at Carnegie Hall asserted that Montana had a civilized population. Gail 

Bederman argues that Americans in the early twentieth century believed that civilized 

cultures were marked by sexual differentiation.158 Therefore, women’s femininity and 

differences from men functioned as markers of civilized communities. Rankin’s 

enactment of femininity, fashion, and class were proof that Western women were 

feminine and civilized. Furthermore, Rankin’s arguments about women’s distinctive 

nature fit the feminine ideals of the East Coast and other industrial cities. Before meeting 

her, reporters had questioned Rankin’s femininity, not only because she was political, but 

also because she was from Montana. The reporter from New York’s Evening Telegram 

noted his surprise that Rankin was feminine given “the fact that she comes from 

Missoula, a place of about 18,000 inhabitants, of which probably not a corporal’s guard 

of persons hereabout ever have heard, but which is located in the western part of 

Montana. In the entire State there are 177,000 voters.”159 Therefore, Rankin’s feminine 

performance proved she was not a gun shooting, horse-riding Western woman—an image 

that many Montana boosters attempted to shed in favor of a civilized image. Instead, 

Rankin performed the epitome of East Coast femininity by presenting herself as fit for an 

elite East Coast society event. Rankin’s fashionable femininity bolstered and enacted her 

claims that Montana was civilized. Rankin’s performance implied that if such a feminine 
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and sophisticated woman was raised in Montana, and represented Montana, then future 

settlers could also move West and enjoy lives of culture and civilization.160 

Enacting Political Preparedness Through the Rhetoric of Direct Democracy 

 Despite Rankin’s celebrity status, she still had little initial credibility after her 

election. As she entered her first term in office as a woman representative from a sparsely 

populated state that most Easterners knew little about, Rankin did not have seniority, 

political allies, or the “solid career and credible credentials of most male politicians.”161 

“As a social worker [and] political neophyte,” Linda Witt, Karen Paget, and Glenna 

Matthew argue, Rankin was “utterly lacking in power.”162 No one knew whether she was 

a capable politician, “not that the all-male Congress of 1917 was likely to take her 

seriously in any event.”163 Rankin’s efforts to perform femininity and difference from 

men may have calmed gender anxieties and justified women’s political activity, but 

setting herself up as an expert on women and children, “guaranteed that she would not be 

taken seriously” in office and that she “would wield no power whatsoever.”164 Although 

Rankin had justified woman suffrage and her election according to what she would do for 

women and children, Rankin also needed to assert her ability to exert political power in 

office.165 Rankin demonstrated her political capabilities by highlighting her political 

experience, performing the role of confident and practiced politician, and highlighting her 

legislative intelligence by speaking on her political expertise of direct democracy.  

 Rankin performed her political savvy and confidence in her interviews and lecture 

tour. In response to questions about her political confidence, Rankin told the Chicago 

Daily Tribune:  
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 No, I’m not nervous about going to congress. I’ve been working with politicians 

 and for political matters for so long that I feel that I’m a veteran in the game. I 

 think that I shall be able to take my part in Washington and do my part.166 

Rankin addressed the gendered questions by playing the role of confident and seasoned 

politician. Rankin told the Seattle Times:  

 Because I shall be the only woman there as a member, is no reason why I should 

 hesitate or falter in the performance of my duty there…Of course I shall make 

 speeches. I’ve been making them for the last eight years, for suffrage, for 

 prohibition and for myself…My experience in politics ought to help me to do this 

 with a goodly measure of success.167 

Rankin discounted reporters’ suggestions that she lacked political experience and 

highlighted her advocacy background and qualifications. Rankin also asserted her 

national experience as she stated to the New York Sunday American, “I am familiar with 

more than the needs of my own State because as secretary of the National Suffrage 

Association I travelled widely. I have had charge of suffrage bills in New York, New 

Hampshire, Delaware, Florida, and North Dakota.”168 Rankin enacted her ready 

leadership through her self-assured style as she “expressed the forcefulness of her 

character in her replies and her earnestness in the manner in which she explain[ed] the 

reasons which have prompted her to support this or that cause.”169 In Carnegie Hall, 

Rankin spoke “easily [and] without notes…with the ease of an old-time politician” and 

delivered the speech “in the same forceful and determined way that led her to ford rivers 

and speak at roundups in her horseback campaign in Montana before the election…There 

was certainly nothing half-hearted about the way she looked issues in the face.”170 
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 Rankin also proved her political intelligence by schooling her Carnegie Hall 

audience on the benefits of direct legislation. Direct democracy was a turn-of-the-century 

movement to resist the increasing power of corporations and monopolies and limit their 

influence on government.171 Direct democracy reforms, largely fueled by antimonopoly 

sentiment and distrust of politics, were meant to oppose corrupt government officials that 

acted in the interests of corporations rather than “the people.”172 Progressives around the 

country argued that the “the nation’s number one problem [was] the emergence of the 

new supercorporations” [sic] and the solution was to “deprive legislatures of the authority 

to enact laws benefitting special interests and restore the power to the people 

themselves.”173 All of the direct democracy reforms “had as their common denominator 

the delegation of political decisions to the ordinary voter” as a means of making the 

government “more responsive to the popular will.”174 Of all of these reforms, the 

referendum, initiative, and recall “were perhaps the most emblematic” of direct 

democracy because they gave voters the ability to pass and repeal laws and remove 

public officials from office through the ballot and petitions.175 The referendum allows 

citizens to “accept or reject specific legislation that was enacted by a legislature” and the 

initiative gave “citizens the power to place a proposition on the ballot subject to popular 

vote.”176 The recall, one of the most controversial pieces of direct legislature, allowed 

“the people” to hold an election to discharge elected officials from office. The Australian 

ballot ensured citizens the right to cast their votes secretly; the direct primary limited 

political bosses’ and copper barons’ influence on party nominating conventions by 

allowing voters to secretly nominate candidates for the primary; and the direct election of 
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United States senators allowed citizens to vote for their senators rather than leaving the 

decision to state legislators, who could be bribed by corporations.177  

 Speaking about direct democracy allowed Rankin to perform her political 

expertise. Due to the popularity and success of direct democracy in the West, and 

specifically in Montana, Rankin arrived in the Northeast ready to teach her audience 

about a subject she knew well. Although reformers across the country publicized and 

advocated direct legislation, direct democracy reforms were “overwhelmingly…a 

phenomenon of the American West.”178 The majority of states in the West adopted a 

variety of these reforms, while very few states in the East and South did so.179 Direct 

legislation was especially significant in Montana, as the first state in the region and third 

in the nation to enact the initiative and referendum.180 Montana citizens valued direct 

legislation as a means to resist the control of the Amalgamated Copper Company over 

Montana’s economic and political life in the early twentieth century.181 By 1910, 

Montana had become a “one company state,” “locked in the grip of a corporation” that 

used its wealth to influence Montana legislators and control state government.182 Thus, 

progressives like Rankin and Montana’s Senator Joseph Dixon had worked to “Put the 

Amalgamated Out of Montana Politics” through direct legislation.183 Due to the 

popularity of direct legislation in Montana, Rankin had run for Congress using a premise 

of direct democracy reform as her campaign slogan: “Let the People Know.” The slogan 

referred to the need for citizens to know about the corruption of their state legislature. As 

an advocate of direct legislation, Rankin used her expertise to demonstrate her legislative 

knowledge and understanding of politics’ corruption.  
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 Rankin’s lessons on direct democracy instructed her national audience on the ways 

corporations had corrupted political parties. According to Rankin’s Carnegie Hall speech, 

the nation suffered from “these problems…because many of our laws are made for the 

protection and special privilege of a few.”184 For example, Rankin argued that 

“undesirable” men “might win an election if they had the undivided support of a party 

organization and if the people felt that they had no choice.”185 Rankin proved to her 

audience her legislative mastery and offered a solution to the power the elite had over the 

rest of the population: “putting political machinery in the hands of everyone who is 

interested enough in the government.”186 Rankin argued that “the people” could address 

the corruption of politics if only they had “more direct participation in the affairs of 

[public] life.”187 As more and more people had a “direct voice in their government,” 

Rankin reasoned, “the more the general public would benefit.” To Rankin “the people, all 

of the people working together, constitute our only hope.”188 Thus, Rankin taught her 

audience about the crookedness of politics and presented herself as a politician who knew 

enough about legislation to fix the government. 

 Rankin’s instructions on democracy and government were built on the premise that 

“the fundamental device by which we enter directly into political affairs [was] the 

vote.”189 But she warned her audience, “Just having a vote is not all that is required if we 

are to have a voice in government. We must have the political machinery [like direct 

legislation] by which the votes may be cast.”190 According to Rankin, direct legislation 

made “legislatures more sensitive to the demands of the people.”191 The goal of direct 

legislation was “proportional representation,” so that “each party shall be represented in 

the ratio of its proportion to the entire electorate.”192 One example of direct legislation 
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included the direct primary, which she explained was “a choice in the selection of the 

officers,” because “The more direct that selection is the nearer we will come to hearing 

the voice of the people.”193 Rankin argued that the direct primary limited political bosses’ 

and copper barons’ influence on party nominating conventions by allowing voters to 

secretly nominate candidates for the primary and required political candidates to collect 

signatures (indicating support by “the people”) before getting his name on the ballot.194  

 Lecturing on direct democracy also allowed Rankin to boost another positive 

aspect of Montana: its political progress. As evidence to support her claims about the 

merits of direct democracy, Rankin pointed to Montana’s direct legislation as an 

example. Montana had successfully enacted direct legislation including the Australian 

ballot, the direct primaries, the presidential primary law, the initiative, the referendum, 

woman suffrage, the absent voters law, the corrupt practices act, and the preferential vote 

for U.S. Senators.195 For every reform she advocated in her speech, Rankin boasted of 

how well it worked in Montana. She told of Montana’s corrupt practices act that had 

“been of great assistance to the people on election day” because “it prevent[ed] the 

soliciting of votes in any manner.”196 She informed her audience that Montana had 

enacted a direct primary law, and the only people “who opposed” it were “self-appointed 

political bosses or…the henchmen of some special privilege.”197 Montana’s progressive 

politics were further evidence of Rankin’s experience with legislative reform and of 

Montana’s culture and civilization. Thus, Rankin appropriated the traditional rhetoric of 

Western boosterism to promote Montana’s direct democracy. While Western boosters 

commonly promoted everything from the Western land, resources, opportunities, and 

climate to their civic and cultural developments like education and hotels, Rankin’s 
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booster discourse differed from most promotional materials as she featured Montana’s 

progressive reforms. Rankin boasted that in Montana, these direct democratic policies 

had “brought about a closer, more direct relationship between the voter and the 

government. Better laws have resulted; civic spirit has been stimulated. And in the hearts 

of the people there is steadily growing a recognition of their sovereignty and an impulse 

to work out their ideals.”198 Rankin’s performance positioned herself as knowledgeable 

and experienced on legislative issues like direct democracy and asserted her political 

preparedness for office. 

Rankin’s Myth of the West for Eastern Suffragists 

 As Rankin promoted Montana’s progressive legislation, she particularly boosted 

Montana women’s right to vote. But Rankin spoke about Montana woman suffrage in a 

way that positively featured Montana and simultaneously encouraged the Eastern 

suffragists at this critical juncture in their campaign. The federal amendment for woman 

suffrage was a “live issue” as Catt had recently outlined NAWSA’s “Winning Plan” to 

“put maximum political pressure on Congress to pass a suffrage amendment” and 

suffragists in the Congressional Union had just started picketing the White House 

gates.199 Furthermore, New York was in the midst of another campaign for a suffrage 

referendum that would be voted on later that year.200 New York was significant for the 

suffrage movement because it had the largest “population of any state in the Union” and 

“the largest number of representatives in Congress.”201 Catt had predicted that “If New 

York wins in 1917 the backbone of the opposition will be largely bent if not broken.”202 

Rankin’s sudden fame and political success gave her a platform to wield in support of the 

suffrage campaigns for both New York and the federal amendment. To account for 
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Montana’s success with woman suffrage, Rankin drew on the myth of the West and 

featured heroic depictions of Montana women surviving on the frontier.203 Although 

other Western suffragists, like Duniway, had used the frontier myth to depict woman 

suffrage as region-specific and unavailable to Eastern women, Rankin drew on the myth 

of the West to depict suffrage as a natural right that had been revealed in the West, but 

would soon spread to the East. Thus, Rankin used the frontier myth differently than 

Duniway as she decentered the frontier myth from its emphasis on the American West 

specifically and refocused it on the general experience of any pioneering life in the “state 

of nature.” 

Rankin’s Myth of the West for Woman Suffrage 

 In an article titled “Why the West leads the East in Recognition of Women” [sic], 

which was published in multiple national newspapers, Rankin addressed the question of 

why  

 the women of the young western communities have achieved the political prestige 

 they now enjoy, in the face of the fact that their fight for the ballot has been neither 

 so prolonged nor so strenuous as the fight that has been waged for half a century 

 by suffragists throughout the eastern and southern parts of the United States. 

 Seemingly the women of the West had but to ask for the franchise and it was given 

 them. Why, then, was  this generous response on the part of the men confined to 

 the western territory?204  

Rankin posited, “The answer lies…in the character of the western country and its effect 

upon the lives of the men and women.”205 Rankin accounted for Western woman suffrage 

according to Western women’s heroic survival on the frontier. In her Carnegie Hall 
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speech, Rankin celebrated Western women who had “ventured” to the West as possessing 

superior qualities such as “an abundance of life and adventurous spirit,” a “long[ing] for 

more personal freedom that they might express themselves,” and “a splendid courage to 

face the hardships and the privations that are incident to pioneer life.”206 She also 

celebrated women homesteaders as agrarian heroines who had set records for their 

farming abilities.207 Rankin’s mythic narrative of Western woman suffrage in the Boston 

Traveller featured Western women who “Battl[ed] Side by Side With [their husbands] in 

Hewing Out Their Homes in the Rugged Mountains” and had “toiled side by side with 

husband or brother, building the new home in the wilderness” and “prov[ing] to them her 

right to political equality.”208 Her article described pioneer women “toiling day by 

day…holding down their desolate claims, living in solitude for months at a time in crude 

little claim shacks, [and] improving their land.”209 Rankin’s depictions of Montana 

citizens featured sacrificial pioneer women who proved their equality to men on the 

frontier. 

 Rankin claimed that Montana women had borne the difficulties of life on the 

frontier and, in exchange, Montana men supported woman suffrage. In her Carnegie Hall 

speech, Rankin illustrated her point with a story of a “young man” in Montana who 

supported woman suffrage because of what his mother had endured on the frontier for his 

sake. To give birth to him years ago, his mother had  

 left her cabin early one morning to go to the nearest man and to a doctor. She went 

 up the canyon and through the gulch, over the mountain, down the other side. She 

 forded the river and crossed the plain, on to the town mining camps arriving late. 

 She had traveled 60 miles on horse back alone. 
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Therefore, when the young man “heard [Montana women] were working for the vote, 

[he] thought [he] would come up and tell [them] ‘I am for you.’” Rankin concluded that 

Montana “men who have been reared by such mothers couldn’t help but believe in 

women. And there is no hardship [Montana] women will not go through to rear such 

men.”210 As Western women had endured the difficulties of the frontier with the male 

pioneers, Western men had seen the way Western women worked just as hard as the men 

and the men grew to respect Western women.  

 Thus, Rankin’s frontier myth, like Duniway’s, reasoned that Western women had 

the right to vote because of their feats on the frontier. Rankin celebrated the hard work 

Western women had accomplished in the West and featured it primarily as a natural 

consequence of living on the Western land. It was the actual process of going West that 

enabled men to recognize the logic of equal rights. Rankin explained in Carnegie Hall, “It 

has been this pioneer life that has brought the men and woman so close together in 

working out of a better world.”211  

The West as a State of Nature 

 Rankin’s account of Western woman suffrage, however, also rested in the West’s 

“state of nature,” which allowed Westerners to discover natural rights. Rankin’s reason 

for why the Western country had this “effect upon the lives of the men and women” was 

that “the men and women who have come into this new land [did] battle with the great 

primal forces of nature, and c[a]me, through contact with these forces, to a larger 

understanding of the fundamental principles of life.”212 Rankin’s rationale was similar to 

the concept from social contract theory and natural rights philosophy of the “state of 

nature.” Thomas Hobbes and John Locke argued that in a “state of nature,” outside of any 
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government or organized political community, individuals enjoyed natural rights.213 

Locke contended that God laid down natural laws that guaranteed natural rights and these 

rights were natural because they were not “artificial” or “man made.”214 Similarly, 

Rankin depicted the West as a similar “state of nature”—an undeveloped land and “virgin 

country” that was outside the customs, traditions, and government of the East’s social and 

political community. Rankin taught that by experiencing life in the West’s “state of 

nature,” Westerners had come to understand the rights and equality that existed in nature. 

In the West, the “conventions” of the East had “not yet obscured the fundamental 

principles of nature.”215 Rankin contended that the West’s “natural forces” revealed the 

fundamental truths of natural rights to Westerners so that “the men and women of the 

West come to a realization of the logic and wisdom of political equality through their 

common battle with the elemental forces of a new country.”216  

 Experiencing and recognizing “these forces” of nature, Rankin reasoned, “led 

logically to the enfranchisement of western women.” Rankin explained in her Boston 

Traveller article that in the West: 

 The men see the women facing the same problems as they face and meeting them 

 in the same buoyant way as they meet them. Like the men, they have waged their 

 battle against nature and have now to contend with man-made conditions. And 

 when they are ready to  revolt against the restraints of political injustice the men are 

 ready to stand by them.217 

After Western men had seen the natural equality of men and women in their struggle for 

survival in nature, Western men understood the logic of political equality and were 

“ready to respond to her claim for political equality.”218 Rankin contended: 
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 Side by side the men and women have wrought their homes from this virgin 

 country, struggling first with nature, and then with the man-made laws which 

 control the results of their struggle with nature. And in their common 

 battle…[Westerners] have come to recognize that just as men and women need the 

 same weapons to combat nature conditions, so do they need the same weapons to 

 combat man-made conditions. Thus is the psychology which prompts Montana 

 men and women to demand political equality based on their mutual understanding 

 of the development of economic forces.219  

Thus, the West’s natural state had provided the conditions for men to see women’s 

natural rights more clearly. In the West, Rankin explained, “it has been easier for men 

and women to come to a mutual understanding; it has been logical for them to transfer 

their equality in the struggle for existence to the formal control of civic affairs.”220  

 Although the East’s culture and civilization obscured women’s natural rights, 

Rankin declared that the natural forces that revealed women’s natural rights to Western 

men were “not peculiar to Montana or to the West. They are universal forces.” Even 

though the East’s man-made laws clouded the “principles of nature” and Eastern men 

were “Shackled by Conventions,” these “conventions” were artificial and they would not 

last forever.221 The circumstances of the pioneer life in the West allowed for Western 

men to discover women’s natural rights, but Rankin declared that those rights would soon 

come East. Thus, unlike Duniway, Rankin did not depict Western women as better than 

Eastern women or insinuate that Eastern women needed to “earn” their suffrage too. 

Rather, Rankin drew on the frontier myth for woman suffrage differently than Duniway 

as she untethered woman suffrage from the American West, and instead depicted woman 
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suffrage as a natural right that had been discovered in the West’s “state of nature,” but 

that was soon spreading to the East. 

Woman Suffrage as an Inevitable and Imminent Certainty in the East 

 Rankin constructed a chronology of the Western states’ success with suffrage that 

generated a sense of the movement’s momentum and the inevitability of its success in the 

East. Rankin pointed to the progress that the woman suffrage movement had already 

made as “The crystallized sentiment and persistent effort back of the amendment ha[d] 

grown to amazing proportions.”222 Rankin also noted the progress that had been achieved 

by contrasting the present support with suffrage with the past:  

 The attitude of American men and women toward the question of enfranchisement 

 seems wholly to have changed since the early part of the twentieth century, and 

 while ten years  ago the average woman who believed in equal suffrage was apt to 

 confess her beliefs timidly and with apologies, today it is the woman who is 

 opposed to suffrage who apologizes for her attitude and explains that she is old 

 fashioned.223 

Rankin’s claim depicted attitudes towards women’s equality as steadily improving, which 

made the movement’s future success seem certain.224  

 Rankin’s depiction of the woman suffrage movement’s progress constructed it as a 

force that had already begun and could not be stopped. Rankin proclaimed that the 

West’s freedom “can no longer be localized. It is calmly unaware of racial and national 

lines.”225 Therefore, Rankin showed that woman suffrage was not naturally connected to 

the Western land—it was no longer bound by geography. Given the gains women had 

made in the Western states, Rankin concluded that “the result must be universally what it 
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has been in the West.”226 Rankin asserted that “men and women will penetrate the 

confused web of convention and will see clearly the same forces which led to the 

enfranchisement of the western women.”227 Rankin claimed that woman suffrage was 

inevitable because “Woman suffrage is coming all over the world. Nothing can stop its 

progress.”228  

 Finally, as Rankin appropriated the chronology of the Western suffrage 

movement’s success, Rankin suggested that the triumph of suffrage in the East was fast 

approaching. As evidence, Rankin pointed to “the rapidly increasing number of women 

actually voting the world over” and “the advance of democracy pressing on all sides.”229 

In Rankin’s narrative of the movement’s progress, it was “merely a matter of time” 

before Eastern women would be enfranchised like Western women.230 Rankin even noted 

that the protests conservatives made against suffrage were growing “more and more 

weakly all the time” [sic].231 Rankin told the Evening Telegram that “I trust that [the 

federal amendment for woman suffrage] will be in the near future” and wrote in the San 

Francisco Chronicle that suffragists “confidently anticipate [success] within the present 

decade.”232 After women attained the federal amendment for suffrage, Rankin predicted, 

“It will not be a great while when women as candidates will [invite] no comment, and the 

voters in making their choice, will not decide between the candidates as men or women, 

but only as their fitness for the position to which they aspire.”233 Rankin predicted that 

“the time cannot be distant when men and women in all the thinking countries of the 

world will participate equally in the political government of their common affairs.”234 

Rankin’s manipulation of time constructed the success of woman suffrage as imminent. 
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In the meantime, Rankin insisted that “there is nothing else for the women [of New York] 

to talk about, to think about or to work for except their own enfranchisement.”235  

Conclusion and Implications 

 In this essay, I argue that as Rankin introduced herself to the nation after her 

election, she performed traditional ideals of femininity in response to the nation’s anxiety 

about having a female member of Congress. At the same time, Rankin asserted her 

political capabilities by speaking on issues about which she was an expert: she boosted 

Montana, advocated for direct legislation, and accounted for Western woman suffrage. 

First, Rankin defended women’s participation in politics according to their feminine 

minds and expertise on domestic matters. Second, Rankin drew on the well-known 

rhetoric of Western boosterism as she shaped the meaning of Montana for the nation. 

Third, Rankin demonstrated her political prowess through her political experience, 

confident style, and direct democracy advocacy. Finally, Rankin accounted for Western 

women’s success with suffrage according to a frontier myth that revealed the truth of 

natural rights for women in the West and East and implied that woman suffrage would 

soon be realized in the Eastern states. 

 As Rankin closed her Carnegie Hall speech, she was recalled for “as many curtain 

calls as a prima donna.”236 Although the responses of the press indicate that the Eastern 

audience was not interested in Rankin’s promotion of Montana, she seemed to have 

succeeded in establishing her femininity. Rankin’s fashionable appearance was not lost 

on her New York audience as almost every newspaper reporter commented on her 

feminine and stylish attire. The New York City Herald predicted, “The House of 

Representatives is going to enjoy something of a sartorial treat when Miss Rankin 
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arrives.”237 The New York Tribune described Rankin as “a debutante on her way to the 

coming-out party of women into the class of real people.”238 While this description 

infantilized this 35-year old adult politician as a “young woman,” and compared her to a 

teenage “debutante” at her coming out party, it also noted that Rankin was correctly 

presenting herself to the “polite society” of the East in socially acceptable ways.  

 As the newspaper reporters commented on Rankin’s clothing and womanliness, 

they often contrasted her appearance to other woman suffragists. The New York City 

Herald emphasized Rankin’s fashion sense and attractiveness before comparing her to 

other reformers in Carnegie Hall that night: “In striking contrast to the young woman 

who has arrived, politically, were seen groups of matriarchal looking suffragists seated in 

boxes draped with their suffrage colors.”239 And the Evening Telegram noted that: 

 what is most noticeable about her is that she does not ape the mannish airs of many 

 of her sister co-workers, and instead of wearing a vest, high collar and a Windsor 

 tie she dresses in the latest feminine modes and in taste, and in any crowd would 

 be about the last person who would be picked out as one of the nation’s leading 

 exponents of the cause of equal rights.240  

Rankin’s performance articulated the possibility that women could hold political office 

without being masculinized.  

 In addition to her femininity, Rankin also seemed to have succeeded in portraying 

her political competence. Although the New York Tribune spent a significant amount of 

ink describing Rankin’s appearance and white-chiffon dress, it clarified that “there was 

nothing white-chiffony about the Hon. Jeannette’s opinions, as she laid them before the 

crowd last night.”241 Rather, “Her white chiffon dress fluttered in the breeze of her own 
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eloquence.”242 Thus, Rankin’s performance seemed to display femininity as well as 

expertise and implied that a woman’s femininity did not take away from her political 

capability. Indeed, one reporter commented that “The new Congresswoman, who, dressed 

in a fur-trimmed chiffon gown, showed that fashions and office-holding were not 

incompatible.”243 Based on the newspaper reports of Rankin’s Carnegie Hall speech, 

Rankin effectively demonstrated her legislative knowledge and political expertise. 

Newspapers reported that Rankin spoke on “Many Subjects,”244 “Discusse[d] Advanced 

Legislation,”245 and gave “Her Views on Government.”246 The N.Y.C. Mail announced 

after her Carnegie Hall speech that the “Lady Congressman Knows Everything”247 and 

listed the many subjects Rankin discussed:  

 Besides suffrage, Montana’s wheat production, water power, mining resources and 

 other supreme and statistical advantages, which seemed to be as easily at her 

 command as the prices of potatoes is to most women. She also discussed various 

 forms of progressive legislation which she advocates. A more direct vote for 

 President, direct primaries, the recall, initiative and referendum, and advanced 

 systems of proportional representation she praised enthusiastically and lucidly.248 

These responses by the media indicate that Rankin’s audience left Carnegie Hall knowing 

that Rankin could speak to many issues other than woman suffrage and her own election.  

 Within a month of her Carnegie Hall address, Rankin arrived in Washington to 

take her seat in the House on the opening day of session. That morning, suffragists held a 

breakfast for Rankin in which “Mrs. Catt sat on her right hand and Miss Alice Paul sat on 

her left.”249 After her breakfast, “her entrance to the house was signalized by uproarious 

cheering and applause.”250 Rankin received another round of applause when her name 
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was called on the roll. The papers reported that “she replied: ‘Present,’ blushing 

furiously. The ovation continued until she rose from her seat and bowed.”251 Within the 

week, Rankin told the New York Times that she would “put in as [her] first bill the Susan 

B. Anthony nationwide woman suffrage amendment.”252 Although she would not speak 

on woman suffrage in the House until January of the following year, within her first week 

she cast her vote in opposition to the United States’ entrance into World War I.253 As the 

United States entered World War I and the progressive movements came to a halt, the 

direct democracy movement also lost its momentum and in the end, became a 

“regionalized phenomenon tied to the specific political cultures of the American 

West.”254 

 Rankin’s speech, however, offers a number of implications for women’s political 

rhetoric and the place-making of the West. Rankin’s discourse differed from the other 

case studies in this project as Rankin balanced the divergent expectations of a social 

movement leader and a politician. Rankin was the only rhetor in this project who needed 

to prove that she was capable of being “inside” the political system and fit to be a part of 

the “establishment.”255 So Rankin’s rhetoric simultaneously justified her presence in 

political power while also seeking to change the political system. Since Montana and 

most Western states already had woman suffrage, Rankin did not advocate Western 

woman suffrage, as Duniway and the Mountaineers had done. Rankin instead used 

Western woman suffrage to place-make the West and to encourage Eastern suffragists. 

Rather than using ideas of the West to enter politics and get suffrage, Rankin explained 

her political success and woman suffrage according to Western exceptionalism and the 

myth of the West. In her effort to shape the meaning of the West, Rankin’s discourse 
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sounded most similar to Hebard’s. Both Hebard and Rankin attempted to make the West 

look settled, civilized, and progressive, so they both highlighted their states’ woman 

suffrage and women in politics. Even though Montana women had suffrage, Rankin still 

made an argument for woman suffrage, whereas, Hebard’s place-making discourse never 

justified why women should be able to vote, even when she commemorated Wyoming 

suffragists.  

 Rankin’s post-election discourse also had similarities to the Mountaineers’ 

suffrage advocacy. Both the Mountaineers and Rankin appropriated a popular discourse 

of the West: the Mountaineers appropriated mountaineering and the wilderness and 

Rankin appropriated Western boosterism. Furthermore, both cases actively participated in 

boosting the West. While Rankin’s boosterism was more blatant, the Mountaineers’ 

Rainier ascent was part of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition, which was in itself a 

booster event. Even the Rainier ascent was planned by the AYPE as a means of 

generating attention for the exposition and highlighting Seattle’s many merits. 

Furthermore, both the Mountaineers and Rankin drew on the frontier myth as a 

justification for woman suffrage. 

 Thus, like all of the case studies in this project, Rankin drew on the mythic West to 

justify women’s rights and place-make the West. Like Hebard, Rankin used concepts 

from both the frontier myth and the agrarian myth. As she boosted Montana, Rankin 

exploited aspects of the agrarian myth to depict Montana as the “garden of the world” 

and when she accounted for Western woman suffrage she utilized the frontier myth and 

agrarian myth to feature Montana women as Western heroines. Although both Rankin 

and Hebard drew on the agrarian myth, they used different aspects of it: Hebard primarily 
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featured the male farmer as the hero of the myth and Rankin focused most on Montana as 

the “Garden of the World” and Montana women as agrarian heroines.  

 Rankin constructed a relationship between femininity and politics that was more 

similar to Hebard’s construction of political women than Duniway’s. Duniway had 

belittled traditionally feminine women and instead celebrated Western women who 

enacted the masculine and violent frontier myth. Duniway’s celebration of Western 

women’s performance of masculinity challenged the cult of true womanhood, but it also 

discredited “true women” as unfit for political participation. Thus, Duniway reinforced 

the relationship between politics and masculinity. In contrast to Duniway, Rankin 

articulated a relationship between politics and femininity. Like Hebard, Rankin’s 

performance expanded the gendered notions of political participation to articulate the 

possibility of being both feminine and politically active.  

 These distinct gender performances can also be understood according to the 

differences in gender ideals across regions.256 Although citizens of industrialized cities in 

the East idealized traditional true womanhood, in the West, there also existed the 

feminine ideal of the sun-bonneted pioneer woman who served as helpmate for the 

Western man. The ideal female helpmate in the West was physically and emotionally 

strong, brave, enduring, and nonsexual. The helpmate figure was idealized for her ability 

to take initiative and handle the challenges of the frontier.257 The image of the lauded 

Western helpmate contrasted with the image of the “refined lady” who fit the ideals of 

femininity in the East.258 Both Duniway and Rankin’s frontier myth for woman suffrage 

celebrated the ideal female helpmate in the West who earned her rights through her 

frontier labor. But Rankin’s own enactment of femininity was most similar to the “refined 
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lady” ideal in the East. Therefore, Duniway performed the ideal of the Western helpmate, 

which indicated through her style and discourse that she was distinct from Eastern 

women, whereas Rankin’s performance of Eastern gender ideals enacted a similarity with 

the East.  
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Conclusion 

 This project has examined how women negotiated the mythic and gendered 

meanings of the West.  Focusing on turn-of-the-century women in the Pacific Northwest 

and Rocky Mountain states, these analyses have illustrated how the myths of the West 

shaped the woman suffrage movement and how Western women simultaneously 

contributed to the meanings of the West. The first two case studies examine the discourse 

of women who lived in the Pacific Northwest prior to gaining the right to vote. As 

Abigail Scott Duniway and The Mountaineer suffragists advocated for woman suffrage, 

they drew on the mythic meanings, discourses, and images of the West. The last two case 

studies examine the discourse of Western women who lived in Rocky Mountain states 

that had already passed suffrage policies and drew on Western women’s rights to shape 

the meaning of their states. Both Grace Raymond Hebard and Jeannette Rankin 

celebrated their states’ woman suffrage policies and depicted Wyoming and Montana as 

places of progress and reform. Together, the place-based arguments for woman suffrage, 

the success of woman suffrage in the West, and the boosting of Western woman suffrage 

shaped the meaning of the West as a place of gender equality in the early twentieth 

century.  

  Whether they were advocating for woman suffrage, constructing an identity for 

their state, or boosting their states’ merits to the rest of the nation, all of these Western 

woman suffragists, politicians, and public leaders drew on the mythic meanings, 

discourses, and images of the American West in their public discourse. Duniway 

exploited the power of the traditional frontier myth to shape Americans’ beliefs about 

woman suffrage. The suffragist Mountaineers participated in Western boosterism and 

appropriated the turn-of-the-century meanings of mountaineering to publicly appeal for 
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woman suffrage. Hebard participated in the popular Western discourse of pioneer 

reminiscing and employed the agrarian myth to shape the meaning of Wyoming as settled 

and civilized. Rankin used the discourses of Western boosterism and direct democracy to 

present herself to the nation as the first female member of Congress. Rankin also drew on 

the myths of the West to explain Western women’s success with woman suffrage. 

 Simultaneously, these women also participated in place-making the American 

West. Duniway characterized the Pacific Northwest as a naturally free space, abundant 

not only in natural resources and beauty, but also in liberty, democracy, and appreciation 

of women’s rights. The Mountaineer suffragists also highlighted Seattle’s proximity to 

the natural beauty and wilderness of the Pacific Northwest and depicted the West as a 

place of social freedom where men and women did not need to conform to constraining 

gender norms. Hebard domesticated Wyoming’s “Wild West” image by marking 

Wyoming as a settled community of agrarian farmers and permanent homesteaders. 

Featuring Wyoming as an ideal home, Hebard asserted that Wyoming was not too 

different from the East as it possessed the many modern aspects of civilization, including 

railroads, women, families, and Christianity. Hebard also highlighted Wyoming as an 

exceptional and significant leader for the nation to follow in progress, reform, and 

woman suffrage. Finally, Rankin boosted Montana to her Eastern audiences as “the 

garden of the world” and as a desirable destination for potential homesteaders due to its 

bountiful natural resources, numerous agricultural and financial opportunities, and 

civilized culture with all the technological advancements of modern life. Rankin also 

positioned Montana as exceptionally progressive in its political reform, direct legislation, 

and woman suffrage.  
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 Furthermore, the discourse of these Western women constructed the West in 

distinctly gendered ways as they articulated a number of possibilities for femininity and 

masculinity. As Duniway celebrated Western women as frontier heroines, she reaffirmed 

the masculine premises of the frontier myth and U.S. citizenship by encouraging women 

desiring suffrage to enact the masculine performances of violence and Western conquest 

to prepare them for citizenship. Thus, Duniway resisted the dominant ideals of “true 

womanhood” and articulated alternative gender ideals for American women, but she also, 

at times, ridiculed Eastern women who enacted “true womanhood” as lazy, selfish, and 

unfit for woman suffrage. Duniway, therefore, celebrated traditionally masculine 

characteristics, reaffirmed the longstanding cultural association between politics and 

masculinity, and suggested that women must “prove their manhood” to attain political 

equality. The Mountaineer suffragists also appropriated the masculine discourses of 

imperialism, the frontier myth, and sport. But The Mountaineers navigated these 

masculine performances by embodying the early twentieth-century ideal of the New 

Woman and enacting their independence, physical strength, and freedom from traditional 

gender norms. 

 In contrast to Duniway and The Mountaineers, Hebard did not challenge the 

traditional gender ideologies of the white domestic “true woman.” Hebard celebrated 

Wyoming suffragists, not as agrarian heroines or as men’s equal partners in the West, but 

as domestic and apolitical “true women.” Hebard feminized Wyoming’s white suffragists 

according to Eastern ideals of the “refined” and “civilized” woman, yet Hebard denied 

Sacagawea access to the “civilized” ideals of femininity. Instead, Hebard celebrated 

Sacagawea according to the heroic qualities that were usually only granted to the male 
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frontier hero: her expertise, her leadership of men, and her self-sufficiency on the 

frontier. Rankin’s discourse constructed and celebrated Montana women according to the 

ideal female helpmate in the West who was physically and emotionally strong and could 

bravely handle the challenges of the frontier.1 Thus, Rankin’s depictions of Western 

women were most similar to Duniway’s in that her Western women were physically 

strong frontier heroines who were able to survive on the frontier and enact their equality 

to men, but Rankin’s frontier heroines did not enact the same masculine qualities of 

violence and conquest that Duniway’s frontier heroines had portrayed. Although Rankin 

celebrated the Western heroine, Rankin herself enacted Eastern ideals of femininity, at 

least when presenting herself to the East. Rankin transgressed numerous gender norms by 

entering the Congress, so she balanced those violations by performing the urban and 

upper-class “refined lady” ideal of the East through her appearance and clothing.2 

Through her arguments, Rankin affirmed beliefs in men and women’s differences and 

justified women’s political participation according to their differences from men and their 

motherly expertise. Therefore, instead of belittling “true women” as unfit for political 

participation as Duniway had, Rankin articulated the possibility of being both feminine 

and political.  

 These Western women’s discourses also constructed images of Western 

masculinity. Duniway and Hebard particularly praised Western men as mythic Western 

heroes. Duniway’s male frontier heroes were strong, enduring, and fearless on the 

frontier. Hebard’s male agrarian farmers earned their heroic status through their hard 

work farming the arid land, “taming” the Western country, and transforming the land 

from Indian and cowboy country into a land of farms and settled communities.3 But the 
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heroic status of Duniway’s male Western heroes was directly tied to their recognition of 

women’s rights, while Hebard’s were not. Duniway honored Western men for their love 

of freedom and for their support of woman suffrage. Duniway’s myth featured male 

frontier heroes who were tired of sexual inequality, valued Western women, recognized 

Western women’s strength, and believed that Western women should have the right to 

vote. In contrast, the heroic status of Hebard’s Wyoming men was not related to their 

recognition of Wyoming women. In general, Hebard did not depict Wyoming men as 

appreciative of women’s role in creating the West or as expecting women to participate in 

politics, with the exception of the men that granted Wyoming women suffrage when the 

women hosted them for tea and asked politely.  

 The Mountaineers and Rankin did not celebrate Western men as much as 

Duniway and Hebard, but the Mountaineers and Rankin both depicted Western men as 

helpful proponents of Western woman suffrage. As the Mountaineer suffragists summited 

Mount Rainier with men, they depicted Western men as supportive advocates of 

women’s participation in politics and outdoor recreation. The Rainier climb implied that 

Western men were working with Western women for suffrage and were part of the 

process of attaining women’s rights. Rankin spoke of Montana men positively and 

featured them as recognizing Western women’s value. After Rankin’s Montana men 

recognized the hard work Western women had completed and the difficulties women had 

endured in the West, Montana men “couldn’t help but believe” that Montana women 

deserved political equality as a reward for their effort.4  
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Themes and Arguments Across Cases 

 Looking at the four case studies in this project collectively, a number of recurrent 

themes and arguments emerge. As Western women advocated for woman suffrage and 

participated in place-making the West, they made similar arguments and appealed to the 

same images.  Repeatedly, across cases, we see “earned rights” arguments for woman 

suffrage, a focus on the Western land to explain events that happened in the West as 

natural, arguments from enactment, and depictions of American Indians and Eastern 

women.  

Earned Rights Arguments 

 Duniway, The Mountaineer suffragists, and Rankin justified Western woman 

suffrage by making different kinds of “earned rights” arguments. Duniway argued that by 

traveling West and enduring the struggles and violence of the frontier, Western women 

“earned” their liberty and voting rights. Duniway’s merit-based arguments promoted 

regionalized suffrage and rendered voting rights as unavailable to women who stayed in 

the East. Similar to Duniway, the Mountaineer suffragists’ ascent of Mount Rainier 

implied that The Mountaineer suffragists had earned their right to vote through their 

laborious climb and display of physical endurance. The Mountaineers’ exertion and toil 

on Mount Rainier differed from Duniway’s in that it was more symbolic. Rather than 

migrating across the North American continent and transforming the wilderness into 

civilization to gain their suffrage rights, they survived America’s emblematic “last 

frontier” in the mountain wilderness and symbolically enacted their conquest by 

summiting the mountain peak. Importantly, the Mountaineers’ climb included some 

Eastern women on their trip, so they did not exclude Eastern women from these earned 
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rights. Rankin also explained Western woman suffrage as rights Western women earned 

by enduring the difficulties of life on the frontier. Rankin, however, did not depict 

suffrage as a right that all women must earn. Rather, Rankin contended that as Western 

women earned their rights, they “revealed” the truth of women’s natural rights and 

equality to men. Thus, according to Rankin, men’s “discovery” of women’s natural rights 

in the West would soon lead to woman suffrage in the East once the clouds of convention 

were cleared away.  Therefore, while Rankin depicted Western women as having 

“earned” their rights in the West, Rankin did not imply that Eastern women also needed 

to earn them. 

 The earned rights arguments of Duniway, The Mountaineers, and Rankin also 

suggested that women’s right to vote was related to their physical and emotional strength. 

Duniway’s frontier heroines and suffrage-earners trekked across the West, endured the 

physical struggles of the frontier, and were willing to use violence to protect their 

families. The Mountaineers displayed their physical strength by climbing one of the 

highest mountains in the nation and courageously navigating steep slopes and perilous 

positions. Their physical endurance and emotional determination seemingly qualified 

them for suffrage. Rankin’s frontier heroines faced the hardships of pioneer life, 

displayed their adventurous spirit, and “toiled side by side with husband or brother” to 

“prove [their] right to political equality.”5 Therefore, these women’s discourses suggested 

that physical ability and emotional hardiness were qualifications for voting rights.6 As 

these Western women asserted that they were “fit” to vote according to their strength, 

they implied that ability was a standard for U.S. citizenship.7 
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 These Western women’s “earned rights” arguments add insight into the kinds of 

arguments suffragists made for the right to vote. While most suffrage scholarship has 

categorized suffrage arguments according to expediency and natural rights, as I discussed 

in the chapter on Duniway’s discourse, that framework does not capture all of these 

“earned rights” arguments.8 These Western women also drew on natural rights and 

expediency arguments, but their earned rights arguments deviated from these strands of 

suffrage arguments as Western women navigated the mythic West. Furthermore, these 

Western women’s arguments for earned suffrage rights shared similarities with the 

“earned rights” arguments men made for broader male suffrage at times in American 

history.9 Alexander Keyssar argues that in the debates about who would be included in 

the franchise after the American Revolution, advocates of an expanded franchise 

contended that men who had served in the army or militia should have the right to vote 

because their experiences in war had earned them the right to choose their leaders and 

participate in politics.10 In the mid-nineteenth century, reformers depicted suffrage as “a 

right that had to be earned: by paying taxes, serving in the militia, or even laboring on the 

public roads.”11 In 1865, Henry Ward Beecher argued for universal male suffrage by 

asserting that black men had “earned” the franchise through their “heroic military 

service” and “unswerving fidelity to the Union.”12 After the Civil War, in debates about 

the Fifteenth Amendment to the Constitution, Republican legislators often argued that 

black men had earned the right to vote through their military service.”13 Therefore, these 

Western women’s “earned-rights” arguments may have had more in common with the 

arguments men made for male voting rights than the arguments Eastern women made for 

suffrage. 
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Naturalized Western Actions 

 As these women drew on the mythic West to advocate for their rights, justify their 

public participation, and shape the meaning of the West, their discourse focused on the 

Western land to explain actions in the West as natural. By focusing on the frontier, as the 

traditional frontier myth did, Duniway, Hebard, and Rankin relied on arguments rooted in 

nature to account for woman suffrage, racial conquest, and Rankin’s election, 

respectively. As Janice Hocker Rushing and Leroy Dorsey argue, the traditional frontier 

myth’s focus on the scene depicted the Western land as the constraining force to such an 

extent that “heroes were essentially absolved of any wrongdoing; their interaction with 

the frontier was being determined for them by the scene itself.”14 Thus, through their 

focus on the scene, and their depictions of the Western land as naturally free, these 

women repeatedly appealed to the forces of the West to explain the action of Westerners 

as natural. 

 Both Duniway and Rankin focused on the scene of the West to naturalize Western 

woman suffrage. As Duniway drew on the frontier myth for woman suffrage and depicted 

the West as a naturally free place, she suggested that women’s liberty naturally existed in 

the Western land. Duniway emphasized the frontier as the force that transformed women 

into the strong, brave, and free Western women who deserved woman suffrage. This 

description undermined the agency of the Western heroines and naturalized it in the 

physical location instead, but it also seemed to absolve Western men and women from 

initiating gender equality and involving women in the West’s political life. Rankin also 

addressed the question of why Western women had gained woman suffrage prior to 

Eastern women and she argued that “The answer lies…in the character of the western 
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country and its effect upon the lives of the men and women.”15 Rankin claimed that the 

West helped men recognize the logic of equal rights because being in the West’s “nature” 

allowed Westerners to “discover” women’s natural rights. According to Rankin, it was 

the scene of the West that provided the conditions for men to see women’s natural rights 

more clearly.  

 Western women also focused on the frontier to account for other events in the 

West, including Rankin’s historic election and Western expansion. Instead of explaining 

her successful election according to her effective campaigning or political skills, Rankin 

explained it according to the character of Montana. Her emphasis on Montana as the 

determining factor implied that it was Montana’s exceptional qualities that had decided 

her political success, rather than herself. This account helped excuse Rankin from the 

gender norms she transgressed by running for and entering political office. Hebard also 

appealed to nature to justify Wyoming’s history of racial violence. Hebard depicted 

Western expansion as a “natural development” and compared Western settlement to the 

process of an animal getting water. By portraying Western settlement and the conquest of 

American Indians as the natural development of the land as it turned from “nature” and 

“savagery” into “modernization and civilization,” she depicted violence towards 

American Indians and colonization as inevitable, unstoppable, and unavoidable. 

Therefore, these Western women focused on the West to depict woman suffrage, women 

in political office, and Western expansion as natural.  

Arguments from Enactment 

 Duniway, the Mountaineers, and Rankin all enacted their arguments.16 Duniway 

“incarnated” her frontier myth rationale by personifying her argument for woman 
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suffrage. She embodied the epitome of the ideal frontier heroine who had earned her 

voting rights by migrating to the West, going through her rite of passage, traveling 

around the West to work for woman suffrage, and completing the cosmogonic cycle of 

the frontier hero. Duniway’s rhetorical style also implicitly enacted her regionalism and 

indicated her Western autonomy and distinction from Easterners. The Mountaineer 

suffragists also drew on enactment as a rhetorical strategy. As they climbed Mount 

Rainier, a symbolic last frontier for Americans at the time, they enacted the frontier hero 

who survived unexplored territory, conquered the summit, and manifested a frontier spirit 

of discovery and strength.17 Thus, their actions proved their physical strength, their 

Western heroism, and their independence and autonomy. Their enactment also asserted 

their equality to Western men as athletic and social peers. Rankin’s well-dressed, upper-

class, and feminine performance at Carnegie Hall enacted two arguments: that Montana 

was civilized and that women could be both political and feminine. Rankin also enacted 

her preparedness for political office as she performed the governmental role of U.S. 

Representative by boosting her home state and demonstrating her political intelligence 

through her discourse of direct democracy. For each of these women, their very lives, 

presence, performances, and actions underlined their arguments and bolstered their 

depictions of femininity, woman suffrage, and the West.  

Depictions of American Indians 

 Both Duniway and Hebard’s discourse featured American Indians in their 

constructions of the West and of Western women. In Duniway’s speeches that I examined 

in this project, she spoke of American Indians as enemies for frontier heroes and heroines 

to fight. Duniway celebrated white Western women’s ability and willingness to defend 
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their families from American Indians through violence. The traditional frontier myth, as 

well as Duniway’s appropriation of it, defined frontier heroes according to their 

distinction from American Indians. Although heroic white Westerners were expected to 

know American Indians as they lived in the West, they were also expected to feature their 

differences from American Indians, as Duniway did.  

 Hebard also celebrated Wyoming’s agrarian heroes’ roles in conquering 

American Indians, and she commemorated sites of violent battles between American 

Indians and U.S. citizens. Hebard generally depicted violence toward American Indians 

as a symbol of progress and as evidence of their success in civilizing the West. But 

Hebard also naturalized U.S. conquest of American Indians as inevitable and necessary as 

she equated American Indians with nature and depicted American Indians as in need of 

domestication.18 Thus, Hebard remembered American conquest of American Indians as 

progressive as it transitioned “nature” into “civilization.” Hebard, however, also went to 

great lengths to publicly commemorate Sacagawea as a heroine and show her relationship 

to Wyoming. White Americans remembered Sacagawea differently than other American 

Indians who had lived in Wyoming because she reportedly assisted in bringing 

civilization to the West, providing service to U.S. soldiers, offering her knowledge of 

nature to aid their survival, and prioritizing the U.S. soldiers over the lives of her own 

family. Thus, although the discourse of the mythic West primarily depicted American 

Indians as the antithesis of progress and the enemy for frontier heroes to fight, suffragists 

in the early twentieth century began commemorating Sacagawea’s role in bringing 

“civilization” to the East. In this project, I only examine Hebard’s celebrations of 
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Sacagawea, but many Western women in the early twentieth century, including Duniway 

and Rankin, commemorated Sacagawea in their public arguments.19 

Depictions of Eastern Suffragists 

 The Western women studied in this project engaged with Eastern suffragists 

differently. Duniway often drew distinctions between Western and Eastern women. In 

addition to denigrating Eastern women who fit the ideals of “true womanhood” as unfit 

for citizenship, she also regularly featured Eastern suffragists as meddlesome “invaders” 

in Western suffragists’ advocacy, insinuated that Eastern suffragists worked for 

professional glory, and blamed failed state campaigns on Eastern suffragists’ 

interference.20 Thus, Duniway experienced great conflict with Eastern suffragists, except 

for Susan B. Anthony. Not all Western suffragists resisted Eastern women so much, 

however. The Mountaineer suffragists invited suffragists around the country to join them 

for the Mount Rainier ascent by advertising the trip in Progress, NAWSA’s national 

publication.21 Some Eastern suffragists joined, and they were asked to write articles for 

local mountaineering publications and seemingly fit in well on the two-week trip. Hebard 

generally had nothing negative to say about the East or Eastern suffragists as her 

discourse positioned the East as inevitable followers of Wyoming’s progressive example. 

Similarly, Rankin worked to support Eastern women’s suffrage advocacy and drew on 

her success in political office to encourage Eastern suffragists and build excitement for 

their cause. In Rankin’s account of the West’s success with woman suffrage, she depicted 

the “shackles” of Eastern convention and culture as temporary and assured Eastern 

suffragists that success would soon be theirs too. Rankin’s performance of Eastern gender 

ideals also enacted a similarity with the East, through her style, manner, and appearance, 
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rather than underlining differences between Western and Eastern women as Duniway 

had. Therefore, while Duniway’s frontier myth for woman suffrage constructed Western 

and Eastern women as in conflict with each other, some Western suffragists had positive 

working relationships with Eastern agitators.  

 In summary, the discourse of the Western women studied in this project used the 

mythic discourses and meanings of the West to justify their right to vote, participate in 

political life, shape the images of their home states, and boost those meanings to the East. 

As they navigated the mythic and masculine meanings of the frontier, the mythic West 

shaped their suffrage advocacy and the U.S. suffrage movement. Simultaneously, the 

women who participated in the public life of the Pacific Northwest and Rocky Mountain 

also helped place-make the meaning of the American West as a place of women’s liberty, 

gender equality, and political progress. Furthermore, these women’s public discourses 

constructed the West in decidedly gendered ways as they articulated multiple possibilities 

for femininity and masculinity in the American West. 

Henry Mayer’s “The Awakening” 

 Not only did these women participate in the discourses of woman suffrage in the 

West, they also contributed to larger national discourses about suffrage. By looking at 

Henry Mayer’s 1915 political cartoon, “The Awakening,” we can see how these 

discourses of Western woman suffrage emanated outward as the West became 

increasingly associated with woman suffrage. As Mayer’s cartoon commented on the 

success of Western woman suffrage, he managed to depict the U.S. woman suffrage 

movement and the American West in many of the same ways that the women in this 

project did.  Like Duniway and The Mountaineers, Mayer constructed the West as a place 
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where women enjoyed liberty and freedom. Mayer’s cartoon also suggested that Western 

women were stronger and freer than Eastern women, as Duniway had done. Similar to the 

arguments Hebard and Rankin made, Mayer defined woman suffrage as American 

progress and civilization and depicted the West as the leader of the East in progress. And 

just as Rankin had assured her Eastern audiences, “The Awakening” indicated that 

woman suffrage would inevitably spread to the East. Therefore, “The Awakening” 

suggests how prevalent these constructions of woman suffrage and the American West 

had become. 

 On February 20, 1915, Puck Magazine published Henry “Hy” Mayer’s political 

cartoon, “The Awakening,” as the magazine’s two-paged centerfold.22 “The Awakening” 

commented on the state of the American woman suffrage movement with a black and 

white map of the United States that highlighted all of the Western states that had adopted 

woman suffrage in white. Above the map, Mayer’s “Awakening” image featured a 

symbolic female figure striding confidently across the Western states in the direction of 

the East. The woman’s sash was labeled “Votes for Women,” and she held a lit torch high 

above her head with one arm, shining the light of women’s progress brightly. Her other 

hand pointed to the East, in the direction she was walking, which was depicted as a dark 

and state-less region with no identifiers or borders, but was filled with a sea of straining 

women, reaching out towards the symbolic female figure. The title of the image, “The 

Awakening,” suggested that woman suffrage had awakened in the American West.  
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Figure 5.1. Henry “Hy” Mayer, “The Awakening,” Puck, February 20, 1915. 
 
 Included underneath “The Awakening” image was a poem by Alice Duer Miller, 

a columnist for the New York Tribune who was outspoken on the woman suffrage cause 

and frequently used her column to parody opponents of the suffrage cause.23 Miller was 

most famous for her pro-suffrage poems and her book Are Women People?  Miller’s 

poem included with “The Awakening” image read: 

 Look forward, women, always; utterly cast away 
 The memory of hate and struggle and bitterness; 
 Bonds may endure for a night, but freedom comes with the day, 
 And the free must remember nothing less. 
 
 Forget the strife; remember those who strove -- 
 The first defeated women, gallant and few, 
 Who gave us hope, as a mother gives us love, 
 Forget them not, and this remember too: 
 
 How at the later call to come forth and unite, 
 Women untaught, uncounselled, alone and apart, 
 Rank upon rank came forth in unguessed might, 
 Each one answering the call of her own wise heart. 
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 They came from toil and want, from leisure and ease, 
 Those who knew only life, and learned women of fame, 
 Girls and mothers of girls, and the mothers of these, 
 No one knew whence or how, but they came, they came. 
 
 The faces of some were stern, and some were gay, 
 And some were pale with the terror of unreal dangers; 
 But their hearts knew this: that hereafter come what may, 
 Women to women would never again be strangers. 
 
 Puck magazine, in which the “The Awakening” cartoon was published, regularly 

featured commentary on politics, current events, economics, and social issues, and was 

well known for its “lively” art and satire.24 Based in New York City between 1877 and 

1917, the magazine “never tired of poking fun at the woman-suffragist” and was 

prominently pro-Wilson in the 1912 and 1916 presidential campaigns.25 The “outstanding 

feature of [Puck] magazine,” according to Frank L. Mott, was the political and social 

cartoons, which were included on the front cover, back cover, and double-spread in the 

middle of each magazine.26 The most prominent cartoon of the magazine was featured on 

the two-page double-spread in the middle, which was where Mayer’s “Awakening” 

image appeared. Henry Mayer was a renowned caricaturist in New York who drew 

original cartoons for papers in the United States, England, Germany, and France and 

served as Puck’s contributing editor and “prized” “Current Events” cartoonist.27 The 

Strand Magazine featured Mayer as one of America’s leading humorous artists at the turn 

of the century and the New Era Illustrated magazine claimed that Mayer held 

“undisputed the title of cosmopolite among American artists.”28 Mayer’s cartoons offered 

commentary, usually humorous, on politics, contemporary events, and cultural topics as 

diverse as militarism, fashion, Coney Island, movie technology, war, human memory, 

and political campaigns. 
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 As Mayer’s image highlighted the states that had adopted woman suffrage, it 

symbolically depicted the freedom and light of woman suffrage moving across the 

continent from the West to the East. The image appropriated ideas of continental 

expansion, articulated the relationship between Western women and Eastern women, and 

reflected on the U.S. suffrage movement. By drawing on popular images of the time, 

Mayer constructed the American West as a place of freedom and liberty for women, he 

portrayed the West as settled, civilized, and progressive, he depicted Eastern women as 

weaker than Western women and desperate for the vote, and he implied that woman 

suffrage was undoubtedly moving across the continent and would reach the East. “The 

Awakening” resembled a number of images and symbols that were commonly featured in 

U.S. public discourse of the time and would have informed how Americans read and 

understood Mayer’s cartoon: suffrage success maps, nineteenth-century maps of the U.S., 

John Gast’s painting entitled American Progress, and the Libertas figure.  

Woman Suffrage Success Maps 

 Mayer’s “Awakening” image resembled the popular image of the “Suffrage 

Success” maps that were “iconic” during the state suffrage campaigns.29 National 

publications, such as Harper’s Weekly, published these maps, like the one below, to 

summarize information on the status of the woman suffrage movement.30 Suffragists also 

published suffrage success maps as evidence for their claims, like the NAWSA 

publication below that claimed “Votes for Women a Success: The Map Proves It” and the 

1915 U.S. suffrage map stamp that claimed “Votes for Women: The Map Proves It A 

Success.”31 Once it became common for suffrage maps to mark suffrage states in white, 

state campaigns appealed to the maps by asking voters to make their state a new “bright 
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spot” or “white” state on the suffrage map, which also suggested that woman suffrage 

would ensure white supremacy.32 The Woman’s Journal published a series of suffrage 

maps in 1917 to show the progression and spread of woman suffrage’s success across the 

nation.  

 
Figure 5.2. “Votes for Women: An Object-Lesson.” Published in Harpers Weekly in 
1908.  
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Figure 5.3. “Votes for Women a Success” Map. Published by National American Woman 
Suffrage Association, 1914.  
 

 
Figure 5.4. “Votes for Women” Map Stamp, 1915.  
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Figure 5.5. “Two More Bright Spots on the Map.” Printed in Maryland Suffrage News, 
November 14, 1914.  
 

 
Figure 5.6. “Votes for Women a Success” Map. Distributed by the Austin Woman 
Suffrage Association, 1913.   
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Figure 5.7. Suffrage success maps printed on the front page of The Woman’s Journal, 
March 10, 1917. 
 

 Suffragists in the Congressional Union used the suffrage maps when appealing to 

congressmen to illustrate how many women voters there were in the West. When Crystal 

Eastman Benedict of New York City spoke before the House Judiciary Committee’s 

Hearing on Woman Suffrage on March 3, 1914, Benedict brought suffrage maps with her 

to share with the committee. She told them: 

 To make myself quite clear I have brought along a few little maps which I am 

 going to ask you to look at as I talk. If you will each take one of these little maps 

 and have it before you for a few minutes, I shall be grateful. We call this the 

 woman-suffrage map. The white States are those in which women have the full 

 suffrage now… Our plea is simply that you look at the little map again. That 

 triumphant, threatening army of white States crowding rapidly eastward toward 

 the center of population is the sum and substance of our argument to you. It 

 represents 4,000,000 women voters. I ask you, then, to look at the maps and 

 consider whether you want to put yourselves in the very delicate position of going 
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 to those 4,000,000 women voters next fall for endorsement and reelection out of 

 committee for discussion on the floor of the House.33 

Thus, as suffrage maps became a common method of advocacy, readers of Puck 

magazine would have been familiar with the image that Mayer appropriated. 

Nineteenth-Century Maps of the United States 

 Mayer’s “Awakening” image also resembled maps of the U.S. in the early 

nineteenth century, which depicted the United States prior to its continental expansion. 

As these maps from 1830 and 1850 included below illustrate, each existing state was 

marked by clear borders and state names.34 In contrast, the Western land was depicted as 

blank, nebulous, and empty. Similarly, “The Awakening’s” map clearly marked the 

borders and names of each suffrage state. And in the place of the Eastern states, “The 

Awakening” depicted the Midwestern and Eastern land as a blank and formless mass, 

lacking any kind of official government, order, or “civilization.”  Thus, Mayer’s 

awakening image, and some of the “suffrage success” maps distributed by suffragists, 

transposed the earlier U.S. maps that represented the Eastern states as established and the 

Western land as formless and lacking in civilization. Just as Hebard and Rankin argued, 

Mayer’s suffrage map implied that the Western suffrage states were “civilized,” and the 

Eastern states needed the West’s progress and civilization. 
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Figure 5.8. 1830 Map of the United States.  
 

 
Figure 5.9. 1850 Tallis Map of United States.  
 

John Gast’s American Progress 

 Mayer’s “Awakening” cartoon also resembled John Gast’s popular painting, 

American Progress (1872), which represented the mythic West in image form.35 Turn-of-

the-century readers of Puck magazine would have been familiar with this “pre-eminent 
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artistic vision of westward expansion” as Gast’s painting was widely distributed across 

the nation in popular Western guidebooks and “countless prints.”36 Gast’s mythic 

representation of Western expansion is “the best-known image of the nineteenth-century 

American concept of Manifest Destiny,” which was the belief that the U.S. was destined 

by God to expand across the continent, from Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean.37 

Gast’s painting featured an “allegorical female representation of ‘American Progress’” 

who led the frontier heroes across the West with a “star of empire” on her forehead, a 

school book in one hand, and the nation’s telegraph lines in the other.38 The goddess-like 

female drove Native Americans and bison away as they saw her coming from the East 

and fled into the darkened corners of the West. Just like the traditional frontier myth, the 

painting celebrated Western expansion and the frontier heroes who “left civilization to 

establish communities in a barbaric wilderness.”39 As the frontiersmen explored the 

frontier, conquered American Indians, and transformed the Western wilderness into 

civilization, they became symbols of American progress.40 The painting depicted the 

various “stages of progress” in the West, much like Hebard had described in her 

Overland Trail commemorations, with buffalo and Indians in the darkened West on the 

left being chased by the successive stages of westward expansion: the “guide, hunter, 

trapper, prospector, pony-express rider, covered wagon followed by stagecoach,…a 

farmer in a field already under plow and oxen,”41 and the railroads.  The American 

Progress image was often accompanied by text that explained the image as “the grand 

drama of Progress in the civilization, settlement and history of our happy land.”42  
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Figure 5.10. John Gast, American Progress, 1872. 
 
 “The Awakening” suffrage cartoon resembled Gast’s painting as both images 

depicted cross-continental movement led by large, allegorical female figures bringing 

light to darkness. But rather than leading the light of America’s progress and civilization 

to the darkened West, as in Gast’s painting, the symbolic female figure in “The 

Awakening” led the light of woman suffrage to the dark and formless East. Instead of 

defining American Progress, according to the frontier myth, as Western expansion and 

the violent subjugation of American Indians, the Awakening equated America’s progress 

with woman suffrage.43 As Gast’s painting shone the East’s industries, schools and 

churches in the light of civilization, “The Awakening” painted the West as the bright 

place of civilization. Instead of representing the frontier myth’s mission to turn the 

wilderness into civilization, the symbolic suffrage figure of “The Awakening” was 
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turning non-suffrage states into suffrage states. And rather than bringing schools and 

technology to the West, the bright female figure was bringing freedom, progress, and 

suffrage to the East. Therefore, similar to Hebard and Rankin’s depictions of woman 

suffrage as progress, “The Awakening’s” inversion of American Progress asserted that 

woman suffrage was progress, that the West was leading the way in progress and 

civilization, and that the East would soon follow the West’s example. Furthermore, “The 

Awakening’s” reversal of American Progress implied that woman suffrage was moving 

progressively to the East and would certainly reach the Atlantic, just as the U.S. had 

successfully expanded to the Pacific. Not only would suffrage reach the East, “The 

Awakening’s” similarity to the Manifest Destiny image also suggested that the 

continental expansion of woman suffrage was destined to succeed, much like Manifest 

Destiny had asserted that the U.S. was ordained by God to spread from the Atlantic to the 

Pacific. Both implications asserted, as Rankin had, that suffrage was inevitably coming to 

the East.  

 In both American Progress and “The Awakening,” continental expansion was led 

and symbolized by a white, allegorical female figure. In Gast’s painting, “Progress” was 

represented as a “scantily clad,” domestic, feminine figure, who, Amy Greenberg argues, 

represented the violent civilizing project of Western expansion as domesticated and 

benign.44 Gast’s floating female resembled the Columbia figure, a common 

personification of the U.S. in the nineteenth century, much like Britain’s Britannia and 

France’s Marianne. Columbia (sometimes called “Lady Columbia” or “Miss Columbia”), 

was a poetic name for the U.S. and was often depicted as a woman wearing a sash and 

classically draped garments. In the nineteenth century, she was commonly featured on 
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monuments, sailing ships, storefronts, and public building, including the top of the U.S. 

capitol building.45 But in “The Awakening,” Mayer’s symbolic female figure crossing the 

continent resembled Libertas, the Roman goddess of freedom and the embodiment of 

liberty.46 By the turn of the century, it was increasingly common for the U.S. to be 

personified in the form of Libertas, instead of Columbia, and the female Liberty figure 

was on most American coins and had inspired the Statue of Liberty, which was dedicated 

in 1886.47 Libertas was often depicted, as she was in “The Awakening,” as holding a 

torch, which symbolized progress, and wearing open-toed sandals and a stola, the 

neoclassical garment inspired by clothing in ancient Greece and worn by Roman women. 

  Therefore, Mayer’s “Awakening” image drew on the personification of liberty to 

depict woman suffrage. This depiction of woman suffrage as liberty made two assertions. 

First, symbolizing “Votes for Woman” with the goddess of freedom and the embodiment 

of liberty equated woman suffrage with liberty and freedom, just as suffragists had 

argued for years. Second, the Libertas figure in “The Awakening’s” West constructed the 

West as a free place, just as Duniway had claimed that liberty resided in the Western land 

and the Mountaineers had depicted the West as a free space. The Libertas symbol for 

woman suffrage, holding her symbolic torch of progress, also underlined Hebard and 

Rankin’s claims about the progressiveness of the West. 

 Mayer’s Liberty figure appears to have been updated for the early twentieth 

century with a different style, stature, and feminine ideal than Gast’s Columbia figure. As 

Gast’s female symbol of “Progress” was a soft and domestic woman floating passively in 

the air, Mayer’s Liberty figure was a strong and confident woman with her shoulders 

back, one arm raised high and the other pointing forward with certainty as she actively 
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strode across the Western states. The posture and form of Mayer’s Libertas embodied the 

“brash spirit” and “independent attitude” of the “New Woman” gender ideal, which was 

popular among suffragists and career women in the early twentieth century who 

participated in public affairs.48 The “New Woman” often defied the submissiveness of the 

“true woman” ideal by inviting and celebrating attention, which the Libertas figure 

seemed to do in the Awakening. The “New Woman’s” freedom from the conventions of 

nineteenth-century domesticity was often symbolized through active and outdoor 

activities.49 Thus, Mayer’s Libertas figure embodied the “New Woman” gender ideal and 

enacted her freedom and self-sufficiency by “walking across the West,” just as the 

Mountaineer suffragists had walked in the Western wilderness of Washington.  

 “The Awakening” image also included images of women in the Eastern portion of 

the map. These Eastern women were represented en masse in the darkened, unmarked, 

and “uncivilized” East and were portrayed as seemingly desperate for the light of 

progress from the “Votes for Women” Libertas figure. The crowded Eastern women were 

pictured as small and positioned “beneath” the Libertas figure. Similar to Duniway’s 

constructions of Eastern women, “The Awakening” depicted Eastern women as weaker 

than Western women and lacking in liberty. One year after “The Awakening” was 

published in Puck, The Suffragist, a publication of the Congressional Union for Woman 

Suffrage based in Washington, D.C. used Mayer’s image as the front cover of their 

publication. But the Eastern women must have also considered “The Awakening’s” 

characterization of them as negative because The Suffragist altered Mayer’s image by 

removing the sea of Eastern women looking longingly towards the West for the right to 

vote. In place of those women, was merely a black and empty region where the Eastern, 
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Southern, and Midwestern states would normally appear. The Suffragist cover narrated 

Mayer’s image with the following caption: “Ever farther and farther West men have 

migrated seeking freedom; it has been left for woman to turn back to the East bringing 

the gift of freedom.”50 The Suffragist’s caption reflected the belief that Western 

expansion was a project completed by men and insinuated that since Western women had 

won the right to vote, it was Western women’s responsibility to bring it to the East.  

Thus, The Suffragist put the onus for Eastern women’s suffrage on Western women.  

 
Figure 5.11. Front Cover of The Suffragist, January 8, 1916. 
 

 In sum, the “Awakening’s” characterization of the U.S. woman suffrage 

movement and the American West shared similarities with the discourse of the Western 

women studied in this project. “The Awakening” constructed the West as a place of 

freedom and liberty for women, just as Duniway and The Mountaineer suffragists had 
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done. Like Duniway, “The Awakening” portrayed Eastern women who did not have the 

right to vote as weaker and less free than Western women. “The Awakening” also 

symbolized woman suffrage with a female figure that embodied the early twentieth-

century “New Woman” gender ideal and enacted her freedom and independence by 

walking in the West, as the Mountaineer suffragists had done on Mount Rainier. Mayer’s 

image equated woman suffrage with progress and civilization, constructed the West as 

settled and civilized, and asserted that the West was leading the East in progress, just as 

Hebard and Rankin had argued.  Finally, “The Awakening” implied that woman suffrage 

would undoubtedly spread to the East as certainly as the U.S. had expanded to the Pacific 

Ocean, just like Rankin had promised Eastern suffragists in her post-election discourse.  

 Mayer’s “Awakening” image suggests that in the early twentieth century, 

American public discourse associated the meanings of the American West and the U.S. 

woman suffrage movement. If “The Awakening” reflects the arguments made in Western 

women’s public discourse, however, it is not because Mayer was trying to visually 

represent the arguments of Duniway, The Mountaineers, Hebard, or Rankin. At the time 

of “The Awakening’s” publishing, Rankin had not yet begun campaigning for office and 

Mayer probably never heard of the other suffragists in his lifetime. Rather, the 

similarities between these various depictions of Western women’s rights suggest that in 

the early twentieth century, the American public’s perceptions of woman suffrage and the 

Western states mutually informed each other. The cultural projects of constructing the 

meaning of the American West and advocating for woman suffrage were both so 

ubiquitous in American public life that they began to influence each other.  
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Appendix:  Critical Edition of Jeannette Rankin’s “Democracy and Government” 
Address Delivered on March 2, 1917, Carnegie Hall, New York 

[1] Perhaps some of you came here tonight hoping to learn something of the state that 
would send a woman to Congress; you may have the impression that there is something 
rather unusual about a state that will select a woman to be its representative in national 
affairs. 
 
[2] I will put you at ease at once by assuring you that Montana is unusual. 
 
[3] I am very proud of my native state.  I remember when I was a small child going into 
town from the ranch with my mother.  When we went into the store; the storekeeper 
greeted my mother with the news that Montana had been admitted into the Union.  I 
remember being quite impressed with the idea that we then lived in a state.  I am still 
thrilled by the consciousness that I live in Montana, that Montana belongs to me and I to 
Montana. 
 
[4] However I hope my pride is not such that will blind me to its many shortcomings, but 
I trust that it is the kind of pride that will enable me to see its imperfections and spur me 
on to lend my services toward developing a civilization that is worthy of the great 
advantage given us in our natural resources, in our vastness and in our people. 
 
[5] At first one thinks of Montana as a mineral state perhaps because the first settlers 
came in with the discovery of gold or it may be because we are surpassed by only one 
state in the production of silver and by another in the production of copper.  We produce 
lead and zinc and have an abundance of coal.  We have precious gems, sapphires and 
rubies.  The development of the mining industries have been so rapid and so startling that 
we were quite dazzled by it and forgot that the other more modest resources were even 
more valuable. 
 
[6] Our forests of Douglas fir, western yellow pine and western larch are as beautiful as 
they are valuable.  We have a stand of living timber of merchantable size estimated at 33 
billion board feet.   
 
[7] When Lewis and Clark journeyed up the Missouri river on their way to the coast as 
the explorers of the Northwest Territory they encountered unsurmountable obstacles in 
what the Indians call The Great Falls.  They were forced to carry their boats twenty miles 
over land.  One of these falls they named the Black Eagle Falls in memory of the Black 
Eagle they saw hovering over the water.  I often wonder what Lewis and Clark would 
think if they could see the waters of these falls being used to produce thousands of 
electrical horse power and could know it was carried over the mountains starting 3200 
feet above sea level going up 5000 feet higher and then down 2000 feet traveling 152 
miles to the destination where it turns the wheels of machinery and lighting the passages 
of mines thousands of feet underground in one of the biggest mining camps in the world. 
 
[8] Some of the reports of my election in the eastern papers said that I campaigned on 
horseback.  To us campaigning on horseback is very commonplace.  We are amazed and 
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delighted that we can reach almost every point by train or automobile.  I traveled 6000 
miles by train and over 1500 miles by automobile but I wonder if any candidate in any 
other state could ride 500 miles through the mountains on an electrified train.  The last 
Saturday night in the Primary I spoke at Roundup, then went to bed in a comfortable 
sleeper and arrived at my home 380 miles distant in time for Sunday dinner. 
 
[9] Not only do we have electrified railroads but many women have electrified kitchens.  
It is the unusual small town which does not boast of electricity.  While we have the water 
power developed to the extent of two hundred thousand electrical horse power we have 
made only a beginning.  We have water power enough in our state to cook every meal 
that is eaten, to do the hard work and heat every home if it were developed and used for 
the people, besides using it for the industrial purpose we generally associate with 
electricity. 
 
[10] But just as we are beginning to appreciate the possibilities of our water power and 
electricity we are discovering that we have natural gas in great quantities.  Last winter 
was one of the severest winters we have had for many years and the inhabitants in the 
progressive town of Havre in the northern part of the state suffered no inconvenience for 
they simply lit the gas.  No one had to get up in the cold to shovel coal, not even the 
janitor.  The big smelting companies are planning on piping the gas several hundred 
miles in order to use it in their plants.  It is such a new discovery and has been found at 
such far distant points that one cannot even conjecture as to the possibilities of future 
development. 
 
[11] But with all these amazing facts the most wonderful natural resource is the land, just 
the common land formerly used for grazing.  We have 30 million acres.  We have as 
much agricultural land as the state of Iowa or as Illinois.  You are familiar with these 
states as agricultural states.  Some day you will have to readjust your attitude toward 
Montana. 
 
[12] Within the last ten years the rancher to whom so much dramatic interest has attracted 
has passed and the farmer is the one who is producing the food that helps to feed the 
world.  Last year Montana produced enough wheat to make 18 loaves of bread for every 
man, woman and child in the United States-33 million eight hundred thousand bushels.  
Our per acre value of wheat is equal to that of Minnesota and South Dakota put together.  
The per acre value of corn, oats, rye and barley easily leads in the United States and 
Montana has won the world’s prize for the quality of her flax. 
 
[13] Pat Carney at Sappington furnished the Northern Pacific Railway with the Big 
Baked Potato idea and also with the big potato.  Recent government reports show that 
Montana farmers grow almost one and a half times as many bushels of potatoes to the 
acre as the average farmer in the United States. 
 
[14] Our land responds to the work of women as well as men.  The record yield on the 
“dry land bench” in Yellowstone County is held by a young woman homesteader who 
raised Turkey Red wheat on 17 acres of her 320 acre plot and threshed almost 59 bushels 
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of No. 1 grain to the acre.  We win world prizes for our apples, we raise small fruits and 
vegetables.  What I have said of the water power is true of agricultural resources we have 
only made a beginning. 
 
[15] Added to all of this seriousness we have two big national play grounds.  The 
Yellowstone National park where we step across the border into Nature’s Vaudeville.  
And Glacier National Park a resting place filled with radiant beauty. 
 
[16] In spite of all this Montana is most interesting because of the people.  They come 
from everywhere, from every state in the Union from every country in the world.  I was 
in Butte the first few months of the European war.  In front of the newspaper bulletin 
were men from every belligerent nation eager for news and men have left that city for 
every trench along the firing line.  In talking to informal gatherings of women I have 
found in commenting on conditions in other states invariably there has been a woman 
present ready to defend her native state.  Every many estimable virtues under such 
circumstances, so there is little danger of one thinking one part of the world contains all 
the good and another all the bad. 
 
[17] The west has constantly drawn the forces of discontent.  Some misfits came who 
were discouraged.  Some women are there because their families came and they could not 
be left behind but most of them ventured out because they had an abundance of life and 
adventurous spirit and could see the opportunities in a new undeveloped country.  
Because they had ideas that could not be worked out in an old and more fixed society and 
longed for more personal freedom that they might express themselves.  They came with 
their ideas and with a splendid courage to face the hardships and the privations that are 
incident to pioneer life.  It has been this pioneer life that has brought the men and woman 
so close together in working out of a better world. 
 
[18] The men still have a very clear picture of the part which women have taken.  Some 
can remember the women crossing the plains, others see them in the mining camps or on 
the lonely ranches, in the home, and in the business world.  They have found the women 
willing to share the burdens and the men are willing to share the privileges. 
 
[19] One of our splendid women doctors told this story at a suffrage meeting.  She said 
that that day a young man came into her office and said, “I suppose you don’t remember 
me.”  She looked at him and said, “I am afraid I do not.”  Then he recalled to her memory 
a woman who years ago left her cabin early one morning to go to the nearest man and to 
a doctor.  She went up the canyon and through the gulch, over the mountain, down the 
other side.  She forded the river and crossed the plain, on to the town mining camps 
arriving late.  She had traveled 60 miles on horse back alone.  That night her son was 
born.  The woman doctor remembered the incident.  The young man said, “Well, I am her 
son, I heard you were working for the vote and so I though I would come up and tell you 
I am for you.”  Men who have been reared by such mothers couldn’t help but believe in 
women.  And there is no hardship women will not go through to rear such men. 
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[20] Now 60 miles may not seem very far to us today but it was a long way then.  After 
one of my meetings in the last campaign a woman came up to me to say that she had 
ridden 45 miles to the meeting and going back that night.  A woman who heard her said, 
“Well I came 16 miles in a lumber wagon, and 16 miles in a lumber wagon is a lot farther 
than 45 miles in an automobile and I am going back tonight.” 
 
[21] I could relate many stories of the pioneer women on our dry land farms.  Of the 
educated, refined young women who came out to develop their land and who incidentally 
developed character.   
 
[22] We are all so near the beginning of things.  We have seen so many changes in rapid 
succession that suggesting something new fills us with hope and despair.  We are eager 
for variety, changes in living conditions, innovations in methods of production, variation 
in work, improvements in government.  We don’t mind being the first.  When I went to 
Delaware and suggested that it would be an honor to be the first state in that part of the 
country to give woman suffrage one legislator informed me that they were the first state 
to sign the Constitution and they refused to be first in anything else.  One finds very little 
of that spirit in the west. 
 
[23] Underlying this naturalness, comradeship and freedom has been a big economic 
principle responsible for its existence.  The land was free; each one had the opportunity to 
wrest from nature his economic needs.  The chances for success were about equal for the 
government was not yet enough of a factor in the real life of the people to create special 
privileges.  As a result there was social equality more social democracy. 
 
[24] I have told you of some of our advantages I will try to be fair and tell you also of our 
problems. 
 
[25] Our public lands are about gone and with their enclosure the last of the free land of 
the nation is gone.  We have suddenly realized that our other natural resources are 
concentrated in the hands of a few--our mines, our water power, and our timber.  Of the 
privately owned timber more than 80 percent is owned by two companies and four 
relatively small owners.  We look in other states and find that the same is true of their 
resources and continuing the inquiry we find that the few that own the resources of our 
state are the same who own the resources of the other states.  In fact they own the 
resources of the nation and they are reaching out into other countries. 
 
[26] We have our difficulties with public utilities; those owned by individuals in the state 
and those owned by foreign corporations.  We have given away our franchises, almost 
forced them on those who asked for them.  Montana has always had before her the 
example of the Federal government, which gave hundreds of thousands of acres of land 
to the Northern Pacific Railway.  These problems exist not because of the perversity of 
human nature but because many of our laws are made for the protection and special 
privilege of a few.   
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[27] We had no labor problems when the workers could pick out a mine for him self 
when he became dissatisfied with his working conditions.  The same was true when the 
cowboy could go over to the next section or across the range and pick out a ranch for his 
own.  But from the skilled cowboy on the ranch we have passed to the traveling thrashing 
crew on the farm. 
 
[28] With these changes in conditions we now hear the employer talk of the 
“unreasonableness of labor.”  We hear of long discussions in Commercial Clubs and 
Chambers of Commerce of the industries that are kept out of the state because we cannot 
use cheap labor.  While the wages are high in dollars and cents they are very low in food 
and shelter.  Two years ago there were literally thousands of men out of work.  The life of 
the laborer is not considered of much value.  Injury and violent death are very frequent.  
We are beginning to have occupational disease.  So now we have real labor problems. 
 
[29] We have incipient cases of all your social problems.  Perhaps not our full share of 
dependence but they are gradually increasing.  We have our delinquents our vagrants-the 
Lumberjack who gets drunk, is hauled into court, fined the amount of money he has left 
and is then told to leave town.  In the next town he is arrested for stealing a ride on the 
train and so on.  Our penitentiary is full of offenders against property.  Our laws were 
copied from the older states where it was considered a greater crime to offend against 
property than to destroy human happiness. 
 
[30] Then we have the defective.  When all our problems in government and industry are 
solved we will still have these unfortunate men and women who are destined to always 
be children and who should be cared for as such.  When we have once provided for these 
the solution of all other social problems will be much clearer. 
 
[31] In groping around for some way out of our difficulties we are conscious of a new 
spirit in the world.  We are beginning to tell that the people, all of the people working 
together, constitute our only hope.  We can remember the free democracy, which we saw 
demonstrated with our free hold inheritance of land.  And perhaps underneath the surface, 
the great movements of democracy – Political, Industrial and social—have been formed 
by the free land and a sense of freedom which it awakens in all.  But the rise of 
Democracy can no longer be localized.  It is calmly unaware of racial and national lines. 
 
[32] Each day we feel the question asked why, with our improved means of production 
resulting in such splendid material products, have we failed to increase the products of 
human happiness?  Is it necessary to have so much poverty, misery and crime?  With 
these questions the demands of the people for a controlling voice in their destiny will be 
impervious.  This means we must have democracy in government, in industry, in social 
life if we are to have social growth. 
 
[33] The first steps must be taken through education.  “Let the people know.”  Then they 
can care for themselves.  It is easy to say, “let the people know”; but it is not so easily 
done. 
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[34] The press is the great educator of the masses.  We all appreciate that the wealthy 
minority can control the press.  While there is little to fear from an open and candid 
advocacy, a subtle and anonymous campaign of suppression and misrepresentation may 
deceive the most discriminating for a time.  However, we learn by our mistakes.  The 
lessons learned from activity in public affairs are deeply impressed.  Every step that leads 
to a more direct participation in the affairs of life helps to widen the channels of 
education.   
 
[35] The vote is the fundamental device by which we enter directly into political affairs, 
and its education I value has been its most significant feature.  Within the short time that 
the men of this country have been enfranchised we have developed the public school 
system that extends from the kindergarten to the university; and the greatest factor in 
securing these greater educational facilities has been the extension of suffrage.  The 
ascendant class vaguely realized after giving the illiterate man the vote, they must 
educate him or he would endanger their institution.  With the ballot the new voter was 
given the power to make effective his demands for education, for himself and his 
children.  And to this must be added the education he receives from exercising his 
judgment in deciding questions of general welfare for the vast majority of people their 
work is monotonous and self-centered, and the vote is a socializing factor in bringing 
them into contact with the problems of the outside world.  Considering the short time 
men have had the vote their progress has been remarkable. 
 
[36] In working for woman suffrage I have found it difficult to be patient with men who 
failed to appreciate how recently they have been enfranchised.  Not only the foreign born 
citizens many of whom never had a vote until a few years after their arrival here, but the 
mass of native born Americans can boast of the franchise only within a few generations.  
Undoubtedly I would have more patience now since I find how very easy it is to accept 
the new position of voter.  I was made conscious of this when an old fashioned 
Republican in speaking of my campaign to one of my friends said, “and to think she has 
never even voted the Republican ticket.”  When I did vote the Republican ticket I was 
accused of voting for myself but in political life one is accused of so many things it is 
hardly worthwhile to deny them. 
 
[37] The women of New York are still trying to convince their husbands, fathers, brothers 
and sons that they have intelligence to vote.  It is hard to talk about such a self-evident 
truth with the advance of democracy pressing on all sides.  Still there is nothing else for 
the women to talk about, to think about or to work for except their own enfranchisement.  
For until they have the opportunity, the power and the self respect that go with the ballot 
they have nothing.   
 
[38] The women of Canada have the privilege of saying whether or not they were willing 
to give their men for war.  That is, they had this privilege during times of peace but when 
war was declared it was taken away.  However, since then the men of Western Canada 
have given their women full enfranchisement and this will not be taken away. 
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[39] The women have the vote for exactly the same reasons that men should directly 
participate in government.  And then they should have it because they are women and 
have a different viewpoint to express.  They should have it because they are closely 
related to a special interest in society – the children.  Thus children should be represented 
not only at the polls by, both men and women, but in legislative halls and in our national 
government and international conferences.  For unless the children of this generation are 
protected the next generation will be unable to cope with the increasingly difficult 
problems of our complex civilization. 
 
[40] When we asked for a direct part in the government that controls in many instances 
the very lives of the children we are not complaining of what the men have done in the 
past but we are asking to be permitted to do our work.  It is not fair to ask the men to do 
their work and women’s work too and it is certainly women’s work to care for the 
children.  We talk a great deal about motherhood but are we sincere?  Do we demand all 
that we should of motherhood?  Do we provide the various means through which the 
fulfillment of the demands are made possible?  In other words, have we the right and 
proper respect for motherhood? 
 
[41] It seems to me that one of the most wonderful expressions of our civilization is 
fatherhood.  When we realize that it is only within history that we have recognized 
paternity and today we see fathers toiling, slaving and sacrificing, that the opportunities 
of their children may be greater than theirs.  Considering the unknown time the human 
race has been conscious of maternity we should expect to have the involved a still greater 
motherhood, but without freedom there can be little development.  Motherhood today is 
an expression of the freedom of yesterday.  If we would have ideal mothers we must open 
the channels of expression.  Parenthood is the expression of the highest social function 
we must secure to the child an acknowledged parenthood. 
 
[42] One step may be taken in developing a higher standard of motherhood by creating a 
broader, and more universal interest in children through the ballot.  Women will form 
opinions when they have been officially asked to express them.  The vote is merely an 
expression of opinion and each year the elections are required to decide the question, in 
selecting officials in supporting on rejecting issues which have to do with the children.  
Women are going to be interested in officials when they know these officials are 
answerable to them.  They will soon see that every bill that passes in the City Council, in 
the State Legislature or in the National Congress has to do directly or indirectly with the 
child’s well being.  They will demand greater help for the children when they fully 
appreciate that the government is an instrument in their hands which may be adjusted to 
their needs. 
 
[43] Woman suffrage is coming all over the world.  Nothing can stop its progress, not 
even the Democratic Party.  A congressman in the sixty-third congress expressed very 
neatly what appears to be the sentiments of the Democrats.  When I went into his office 
he was very much amused that I wished to talk about woman suffrage but he warned but 
at first that he was opposed – in the city, in the state and in the nation.  I inquired if he 
were a Democrat; he assured me he was, I said, “Then you believe that all governments 
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derive their just powers from the consent of the government.”  He said, “I most certainly 
do.”  I asked, “How about the women?  You haven’t asked their consent.”  He said, “The 
government doesn’t govern the women.”  I was very much surprised and said, “Who 
does?”  He answered, “The government governs the men and the men govern the 
women.” 
 
[44] If this is the attitude of the Democrats the Republicans seem to have adopted their 
platform excepting perhaps the fact that equal suffrage will be established in our national 
Congress when a woman suffrage movement can be measured not only by the rapidly 
increasing number of women actually voting the world over by the tremendous number 
of women demanding enfranchisement and by the equally large number of men who are 
demanding that the justice of our cause be recognized. 
 
[45] I want to repeat that there is nothing for the women to think about, to talk about or to 
work for until they have gained their enfranchisement for until they have the opportunity, 
the power and the self respect that go with the ballot they have nothing. 
 
[46] No state has the right to claim for itself Democratic government where a large half 
of the people, the women, do not vote.   
 
[47] Just having a vote is not all that is required if we are to have a voice in government.  
We must have the political machinery by which the votes may be cast.  One of the 
simplest and most obvious practical laws that we have in Montana is the absent voters 
law by which a voter may cast his ballot regardless of where he is on election day.  While 
Montana is a large state this does not prevent us from traveling around.  The last two 
weeks before election I met men and women in very town who had already cast their 
ballots in other places.  A few weeks after election I received a paper from a small town 
in Florida which told of a parade to celebrate the Democratic victory.  A young woman 
on a white horse lead the parade, she carried a banner which read, “I voted for Wilson, 
for Jeannette Rankin for Congress and to put Montana dry.”  Her home is in Montana.  
She was spending the winter in Florida but this did not interfere with her using an absent 
voter ballot.  For the first time every railroad worker and every other worker who was 
forced to be away on election day had the same privilege as those at home. 
 
[48] We have a corrupt practices act that has been of great assistance to the people on 
election day.  It prevents the soliciting of votes in any manner; even the conveying of 
voters to the polls is prohibited and any activity on election day jeopardizes the election 
of the candidate for whom it is carried on.   
 
[49] The corrupt practices act is aiding in the education of the people by requiring that all 
printed matter contain the names of all persons or organizations who paid for and 
circulated the information; also the names of the printers and they are all liable for false 
statements.  Under the provisions of this act all advertising in news papers must be so 
labeled.  However, only a beginning has been made towards a corrupt practices act.  One 
that will protect the voter and be fair to the honest candidate while it checks the dishonest 
candidate.  One that will prevent a campaign of misrepresentations and aid an honest 
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campaign of education.  Each year our sense of political morality is higher.  That which 
was countenanced this year will be punished next.  An educated public opinion is the best 
kind of a corrupt practices act.   
 
[50] If the vote is to be really affective the political machinery must be such that each 
voter will have a choice in the selection of the officers.  The more direct that selection is 
the nearer we will come to hearing the voice of the people.   
 
[51] Montana had a direct preferential vote for United States Senators before the Federal 
Constitution was amended to provide for their direct election.  The People of Montana 
are perfectly confident that they are capable of choosing their Senators.  We know we 
would have a much greater influence in presidential elections if we had a direct vote for 
president. 
 
[52] In the last election, for instance, we cast One Hundred and Seventy-seven Thousand 
votes and had only four electoral votes, while Vermont with only sixty-three thousand 
voters also had four electoral votes, so one vote cast in Vermont had over twice the value 
of a vote in Montana.  This is even more conspicuous in the southern states.  Louisiana 
has just the number of voters and has just two and one-half times the number of electoral 
votes so a vote in Louisiana has five times the value of a vote in Montana.  This cannot 
be accounted for simply on the ground of the enfranchised woman for South Carolina 
from the same number of voters as Vermont has nine electoral votes instead of four, and 
Delaware with three in the electoral college cast fifty thousand votes while Nevada a 
suffrage state with the same number of electoral votes cast only thirty thousand at the 
general election.  Direct election of presidents would increase the possibility of each vote 
having the same value.  True democracy demands that each man has a vote and one-man 
one vote. 
 
[53] Montana has a direct primary law, which marks a forward step in direct democracy 
in government.  I cannot say that the sentiment in favor of the direct primary is 
unanimous but can say that those who oppose it are generally flowers of self-appointed 
political bosses or are the henchmen of some special privilege. 
 
[54] By direct primary I do not mean direct primaries for nominating conventions but 
direct nominating primaries. 
 
[55] Our law provides that any one may file with the Secretary of State or County Clerk 
his declaration of intention to run for any office on any party ticket.  With this declaration 
the candidate may file a copy of the platform on which he wishes to be elected and a ten-
work statement to be placed on the ballots.  Then the candidate must circulate or have 
circulated petitions in a certain percentage of the counties and obtain the signatures equal 
to a certain percentage of the votes cast in the last election.  The percentages vary with 
the office.  The petitions must be filed before a certain date.  A campaign book is 
published by the state and mailed to every registered voter.  Candidates may buy space in 
this book in which to set forth their qualifications and platforms.  Then the candidate 
must conduct his own campaign for the votes, for the party organization cannot properly 
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take part in the nominating primary.  This individual campaign is objected to by those 
who formerly manipulated the politics of the State.  They say that it is expensive.  That 
insufficient interest is taken by the voters, that the best men do not come out for office. 
 
[56] While the primary system is expensive for the candidate who fails, all the work done 
in the primary by the successful candidate counts in the final election.  This expense may 
tend to discourage candidates who are unqualified.  The expense to the state of holding 
practically two elections is greater from a monetary standpoint than the old nominating 
conventions.  However, there are several ways of viewing expense.  It seems to me that 
any expense incurred, no matter how slight, which does not increase the facilities for 
obtaining a true expression of public opinion is too costly for any government to indulge 
in.  On the other side any device which will cause the individual to feel a greater 
responsibility to the government will bring clear profit in general welfare. 
 
[57] The number of persons who take some interest in the selection of candidates by the 
direct nominating primary is many thousand times greater than it was with the old 
nominating convention.  Each year the number interested is bound to increase for the 
direct primary has this great advantage that it puts the burden of arousing the interest of 
the electorate on the candidate.  Since there is no way to limit the number of candidates 
the competitions for votes will always be keen.  The electorate will learn by its mistakes 
and it will gradually learn to judge the candidates more and more accurately.   
 
[58] We have never felt that the best material in our state hesitated to come out for office 
on account of the primary law.  There are some men in every state who might win an 
election if they had the undivided support of a party organization and if the people felt 
that they had no choice the candidate on each party being equally undesirable, these men 
could not win by an individual campaign.  Yet these are the same men who talk a great 
deal about the best material not rushing into the scramble for votes.  Temporary 
organizations will spring into existence to give their support to the best material 
whenever it fails to come out voluntarily.   
 
[59] Our primary law provides that the names of the candidates should be placed 
alphabetically on the ballot.  There was great fear expressed that the electors would vote 
for the first two names, there being two Congressman at large.  My name came last.   
 
[60] I feel that I should apologize to the electorate of Montana every time I think of how I 
feared they would vote for the first two names on the ballot and forget mine.  The vote 
for Congressman shows how discriminating our electors can be.  The first two names 
each received about six thousand votes, the third received the lowest number, the fourth 
received fifteen thousand votes, and the fifth name thirteen thousand votes, the next two 
were low and the eighth received twenty-two thousand votes.  The fourth and the last 
names were chosen with the fifth a close third, showing that the position on the ballot is 
of small importance.  Some states rotate the names in printing so that each name will 
appear an equal number of times at the top but this seems unnecessary where the 
electorate can read. 
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[61] One feature of our primary law that is an improvement over the laws in some states 
is that it does not require the voter to tell his party affiliation.  Each voter is given the 
ballot of all the parties.  At our last primary election there were three tickets in the field.  
In the booth in perfect secrecy each voter selected the party ticket he wished to vote; then 
he was obliged to cast one ballot in the ballot box and two in the waste box.   
 
[62] The possibility of there being a concerted effort on the part of one party to select a 
weak candidate in the opposite party is negligible for there would seldom be a time when 
there would be no contest either on the state or county ticket.  For instance, there was 
little contest in the Democratic party for the state ticket this year, yet nearly everywhere 
on the county tickets the contest was keen, so that personal friendships which are stronger 
for county than for state candidates, kept them within their own party.  In Butte, Silver 
Bow County, there were 135 Democrats running for 15 county offices. 
 
[63] Another great advantage in the primary law is the possibility of new ideas being 
placed in the party platform, ideas that are virtually selected by the people.   
 
[64] If I may, I will illustrate again by our last primary.  While Montana has been justly 
labeled “The wettest state in the Union” the sentiment for prohibition grew very rapidly 
in the last few years.  Yet there were only two candidates in all the parties who came out 
sparely for prohibition, - Mr. Ford the Republican candidate for Attorney General and 
myself.  Mr. Ford’s opponent was a man equally able and a good campaigner.  He went 
to the women and said he was a teetotaler but refused to stand for prohibition.  Mr. Ford 
came out in his first statement filled with the Secretary of State, for prohibition and a 
strict enforcement of the prohibition law.  He won by an overwhelming majority.  I came 
out unequivocally for state and national prohibition and talked for it from the platform.  I 
received twenty-two thousand votes and the next candidate for Congress had fifteen 
thousand.  Under the primary laws the candidates write the party platform so when we 
met for this purpose the Republicans were unanimously in favor of a prohibition plank.  
This forced the Democrats to put a prohibition plank in their platform the next week.  
Those who are familiar with Montana’s past political history will realize that this was 
rather a new departure.  It was the unmistakable approval of the people that made them 
adopt such a plant.  It took the primary to demonstrate that the people wanted to elect to 
office candidates who were of a progressive turn of mind and who were willing to make 
their movements a success. 
 
[65] Since there is no limit to the candidates for a nomination there will always be 
competition, for votes; this will make the candidates eager to select issues advocated by 
the men and women and they will want to do it first.  This will have a tendency to keep 
the platform more nearly the reflection of the ideas of the people, contemporary people.   
 
[66] After the people have accepted the responsibility of the government to the extent of 
voting for the candidates of their choice, obviously the next step would be to adopt some 
device, by which they might maintain control over their officers whether they be 
legislative, executive or judicial. 
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[67] The recall is the instrument which the people of Oregon have effectively used to 
secure this control.  Oregon adopted the recall in 1911.  Within the next four years eight 
other western states profited by Oregon’s example.  While Montana has been unable so 
far to secure such a law, we feel the need of it very much. 
 
[68] The recall provides a system by which the constituents can remove the officer they 
have elected when he has proved himself incompetent or unfaithful.  It is based on the 
idea that an officer is a mere agent and can be dismissed at any time.  The practice of the 
recall is nothing more than the application of good business principles to governmental 
affairs.  Every wise employer reserves the right to discharge an employee whenever the 
service rendered is unsatisfactory.  A government by the people should reserve the same 
power.  A public officer can resign his position at any time so his employer should have 
the right to discharge him.  In the case of a public official the people are the employers 
and the recall is simply a vote to remove a man from office.  
 
[69] The machinery of the recall is very simple.  Whenever the constituents of a public 
officer are dissatisfied with his actions they can by signing and filing a petition for his 
recall suspend him from office.  A new election is held and at this election the old officer 
is a candidate unless he resigns and others are nominated in the regular way.   
 
[70] The recall has been in effect in the west long enough to prove its value to a popular 
government.  None of the disasters predicted by its opponents are substantiated.  It is a 
precautionary measure the very existence of which prevents the necessity of its use.  In 
only very few instances has it been used.  The people never recall one who serves the 
general welfare.  It protects the officer from responsibility to a boss or special privilege, 
in that it puts him in the power of the people.  In other words it prevents the officer from 
discriminating in favor of the individual class against the general welfare. 
 
[71] It prevents a small group of constituents from harboring discontent and harassing an 
officer when he is carrying out the wishes of the majority.  I knew of an incidence where 
a mayor of the town was opposed by a group of influential people.  They tried to stir up 
dissention in order to destroy his work.  The friends of the mayor refused to be disturbed.  
They said, “You have the recall; if you don’t like the mayor recall him.”  The influential 
few did not dare go to the whole people with their case for they knew it was against the 
general welfare. 
 
[72] Popular government requires the recall as an extension of the franchise. 
 
[73] In our battle for popular government the initiative and referendum have proved 
indispensible weapons.  The recall has had a very chastening effect on all officers, 
whether legislative, executive, or judiciary.  Yet the legislation promoted or obstructed by 
a legislator is not in any way affected by the recall of the legislator himself, but it may be 
very materially affected through the initiative and referendum.  Thus has the initiative 
and referendum filled a long-felt want by establishing a direct method of enacting 
legislation.  It has infused new life in the worn-out right of petition, and provided a 
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system whereby bills may be proposed under the initiative or disapproved under the 
referendum.   
 
[74] In other words, the initiative is a device whereby any person or group of persons 
may draft a proposal for a law, and when they have secured the signatures of a certain 
number of voters, they may have it submitted to the voters at large for their approval or 
disapproval.  In the same way, laws passed by the legislatures may be carried back to the 
voters for their approval before going into effect.  The Referendum gives the people the 
veto power over bad laws. 
 
[75] The beneficial effects of such direct legislation cannot be measured by the mere 
enactment or removal of laws from the statute books.  For quite aside from the great 
legislative value of this directness, it is impossible to estimate the educational value it has 
in arousing the people to a realization of their sovereignty. 
 
[76] Through this means of direct legislation, questions of public welfare are brought to 
the people, and the responsibility of evolving a solution is placed directly on them.  This 
tends naturally to create among the mass of people a realization of the opportunity for 
self-expression through government.  It promotes a community spirit and a common 
interest by distributing equally the responsibility for community government; and thus an 
unlimited field for individual and community development is opened up.   
 
[77] One interesting effect of the initiative and referendum has been that of making 
legislatures more sensitive to the demands of the people.  When it is known that laws 
passed by the legislature can be annulled by the people in a referendum, or that certain 
desirable legislation can be initiated if the legislature refuses to pass it, the people watch 
the legislators more carefully and with much keener interest than they would if they felt 
there was no recourse from the decrees of the legislators.  Our lawmakers are held 
accountable to the people.  They study their desires, and strive to anticipate the demands 
of the people so that their actions will not be discredited later through the employment of 
initiative and referendum. 
 
[78] The simple machinery by which the initiative is handled step by step illustrates some 
of the far-reaching advantages of popular government.  The initiated bill is generally 
drawn by a volunteer committee of voters who are especially interested in its promotion.  
This self-appointed committee – usually larger than the committee which would consider 
the bill in the legislature – approaches the work with a singleness of purpose which 
assures a thorough consideration of all points involved, and results in a well-drawn bill.  
For since an initiated bill fortunately cannot be mutilated by amendments, the framers 
always work with a consciousness of the fact that if the bill is to receive the approval of 
the voters, it must be designed to promote the general well-being.  For the individual 
voters may be relied upon not to vote for a change in government unless he is satisfied 
that that change will benefit him individually or will bring improved conditions generally 
to the community.   
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[79] The first step after the bill is framed, is to secure the signatures of a certain number 
of voters, to show that there is in truth a demand for the submission of such a proposal as 
is contained in the bill.  This implies a fair amount of publicity, for as the bill passes 
among the voters for signatures, it is carefully considered and discussed.  In many of the 
western states the general discussion is aided by a pamphlet published by the state and 
sent to every registered voter not less than fifty-five days before election day.  This 
pamphlet contains the text of the proposed law and the title as it will appear on the 
ballots, together with arguments setting forth the merits and defects of the proposal as 
viewed by the proponents and opponents of the bill.  Thus each voter has an opportunity 
to study the proposition carefully; and this general scrutiny not only precludes the 
possibility of having a “joker” slipped into the bill, but it insures a fairly intelligent vote. 
 
[80] Through these avenues of popular education an active thinking minority is enabled 
to enlighten the masses, and an opportunity is opened for the development of intellectual 
leaders – men and women who are earnestly concerned with public welfare rather than 
with political preferment, and who are willing to devote their energies to the common 
good. 
 
[81] That every individual leader has a chance to promote such legislation as he believes 
to be best for the community, and that the people will respond to a call for action when it 
is issued by a real leader, is illustrated by the case of our corrupt practices act in 
Montana.  The bill proposing a law to establish direct primaries in Montana was being 
framed by a committee of voters, one member of which was in favor of accompanying 
the direct primaries bill with a corrupt practices bill.  The other members of the 
committee were inclined to feel that they hadn’t the time to give it consideration.  The 
young man was given charge of the printing and circulating of the petitions.  He decided 
he would initiate a corrupt practices act himself, and so on his own responsibility and at 
his own expense, he framed and printed a corrupt practices act and circulated it along 
with the proposed primary bill.  It is now a part of the Montana statutes and has saved 
more than one election for the people, and is now considered indispensable.  It would be 
difficult to imagine practical politicians, in a legislature unguarded by the initiative and 
referendum, advocating a really effective act.   
 
[82] Thus, by putting political machinery in the hands of everyone who is interested 
enough in the government to take the land in promoting public welfare, has the initiative 
and referendum not only stimulated a more active interest in the voter with regard to his 
government, but it has brought about a closer, more direct relationship between the voter 
and the government.  Better laws have resulted; civic spirit has been stimulated.  And in 
the hearts of the people there is steadily growing a recognition of their sovereignty and an 
impulse to work out their ideals. 
 
[83] It is the ambition of Montana, and to a greater or less degree the ambition of every 
state, to work out a system of government by which the sovereign power is vested in the 
people as a whole, and is exercised directly by them or by representatives chosen by 
them. 
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[84] I have tried to point out some steps which tend to give the people more direct power 
in selecting and controlling legislative bodies, even to the extent of enabling the people to 
perform directly the service which has been delegated to the legislator.  However, the 
great bulk of legislative work must be done by legislative bodies, and we have found that 
even with the initiative and referendum as a safeguard, our legislatures are still not truly 
representative of the people’s ideas.  We are forced, then, to the conclusion that the 
trouble no longer lies in any limitation of the people’s power (for that limitation has been 
largely removed), but it lies rather in the limitations of the people’s method of selecting 
persons to represent them in their legislative halls. 
 
[85] John Stuart Mill said:  “The true idea of democracy, according to its definition, is the 
government of the whole people by the whole people represented.”  When we examine 
our legislative bodies we find in many instances examples of government of the whole 
people by a mere majority of the people, exclusively represented.  This means a 
government of privilege in favor of the numerical majority to the complete 
disfranchisement of the minority. 
 
[86] Take, for instance, the Oregon legislature.  The lower house consists of 60 
representatives.  In the election of June, 1906, the Republicans cast approximately 54,000 
votes; the Democrats 30,000; the Socialists 7,000; and the Prohibitions 5,000.  If the 
ideas of the people had been actually represented in the legislature as a result of that vote, 
each party would have sent representatives to the legislature, and the members of the 
house would have numbered 34 Republicans, 19 Democrats, 4 Socialists, and 3 
Prohibitionists.  Yet under the present system of selecting representatives, the 
Republicans sent 59 members to the house, the Democrats sent one representative, and 
the Socialists and the Prohibitionists sent none. 
 
[87] Mr. Garfield, while still a member of Congress in 1870, took occasion to speak of 
the injustice of lack of proportion in representation which has always been conspicuous 
in our government.  “In my judgment,” he said, “it is the weak point in the theory of 
representative government, as now organized and administered, that a large portion of the 
voting people are permanently disfranchised……..  Take my own district as an example; 
I have never been elected by less than 9,000 majority.  Sometimes the majority has 
exceeded 12,000.  There are about 10,000 Democratic voters in my district, and they have 
been voting there for the last forty years without any more hope of having a 
representative on the floor of Congress than of having one in the Commons of Great 
Britain.” 
 
[88] This discrepancy in representation has been aggravated by the practice of 
manipulating the boundary lines of electoral districts, so that every district in the state 
may include a majority of Republican votes or Democratic votes, as the case may be.  
The result is that the state is represented nationally in Congress by men from each district 
representing the same political party or the same interests, while the substantial minority 
in each district is left entirely without representation.  This, however, would be the case 
even where electoral districts are not dishonestly created; for our present subjection are 
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not dishonestly created; for our present subjection to majority rule, regardless of the ideas 
of the minority, is bound to lead always to the same difficulty. 
 
[89] In order to avoid this unfairness in representation, a system of proportional 
representation has been devised which provides that each party shall be represented in the 
ratio of its proportion to the entire electorate.  Under this method, in a state which casts 
say 50,000 votes for five representatives, one-fifth of that number of votes, or 10,000 
would be sufficient to elect one representative.  Thus every candidate who obtains 10,000 
votes is sure of election, and every party is entitled to one representative for each 10,000 
votes.  In this way, a party having three-fifths of all the votes would be entitled to three 
representatives, instead of to all five, as under the present system. 
 
[90] This plan, with more or less simple modification, has been in use for some years in 
Japan, Switzerland, Belgium, Denmark, Tasmania and Finland.  The success of the plan 
in these countries has been the cause of campaigns for the adoption of a similar method in 
Sweden, France, England, Australia, and the United States.  The city of Ashtabula, Ohio, 
is working out an adaptation of this idea in municipal affairs, and is meeting with 
remarkable success.  It is being found logical and simple, and readily commands itself as 
an indispensable instrument of a truly representative government. 
 
[91] The fundamental changes in social growth are unobtrusive.  The increase of wealth 
and intelligence, the rise of corporations, the organization of labor, the spread of 
democracy, and the unfolding of new ideals and ambitions are all fundamental processes 
essential to progress.  The machinery and devices whereby the people work out their 
ideals must constantly change if they are to be made adaptable to social growth. 
 
[92] I have discussed some of the changes designed to aid the people in adjusting the 
government to their ideals of a new democracy.  But democracy in government is not 
enough.  We must have democracy in industry as well. 
 
[93] Mr. Henry Lloyd says, “It is by the people who do the work, that the hours of labor, 
the conditions of employment, and division of the produce is to be determined.  It is by 
them that the captains of industry are to be chosen, and chosen to be servants, not 
masters….  Industry, like government, exists only by the co-operation of all, and like 
government, it must guarantee equal protection to all…The Declaration of Independence 
yesterday meant self-government; today it means self-employment, which is but another 
kind of government.   
 
[94] This, however, is a subject we cannot go into tonight.  I mention it simply as a 
suggestion of what is necessary that we may have democracy in social life.  The more 
nearly we reach equality in social life the more rapidly will we approach the time when 
we will evolve a race provided with the instrumentalities for enjoying life and with the 
capacity for happiness. 
 
---- 
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[95] A striking example of the direct primary and its relation to popular government was 
shown in North Dakota last summer, when 40,000 farmers, organized into a non-partisan 
league, went to the polls at the primary election and defied the old republican machine 
which had been entrenched on the wrong side of the economic situation of North Dakota 
for many years, by nominating (and later electing) an entire ticket of their own, from 
governor down to constable.  Their dramatic victory was one for the most significant 
political achievements of the year in this country, and was a handsome contribution to the 
nationwide struggle of the agricultural population for a more fair and more efficient 
method of marketing their products.  It was a distinct forward step in the development of 
popular government.   
 
[96] A striking example of the power of the direct primary and its relation to popular 
government was shown last summer in North Dakota when 40,000 farmers, banded 
together in what they termed a non-partisan league, decided to put an end to the 
unwholesome political and economic conditions which had abounded in their state for 
many years.  Dissatisfaction among the farmers had been brewing for ten years.  Their 
grievances were many.  Their wheat, on leaving the state, had always been run into 
unfriendly elevators, and was, they believed, subjected to manipulation at the hands of 
the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce and the Chicago Board of Trade.  It was charged 
that their fine No. 1 and No. 2 grades of grain were mixed with inferior grains from other 
states, and arbitrarily “standardized” by Minnesota political inspectors who forced down 
the fair and just price of North Dakota grain.  The weighing of the grain was another 
cause of disturbance, for it was always weighted at the top of the elevator after the 
valuable byproducts of the wheat had been “fanned” away.  They were indignant at the 
high cost of hall insurance. 
 
[97] To put it as the Non-Partisan Leader, the official organ of the league put it:   
 “The gophers eat the famers’ wheat. 
 The bees, they eat his honey; 
 The loan sharks haunt him in his sleep, 
 And the grafters get his money.” 
 
[98] As a result of these disturbing factors, a few years ago the farmers of North Dakota 
decided to build their own terminal elevators, to have their own hail insurance, and to 
control the marketing of their own grain.  Through the aid of the initiative and 
referendum they asked the legislature to tax them to build a state owned elevator.  The 
legislature (alleged to be under the influence of “foreign” grain interests) refused.  And 
revolution resulted. 
 
[99] One day, shortly after the legislature adjourned, a group of farmers gathered together 
and each one contributed $6 toward the purchase of a Ford automobile.  In that car a 
committee went out to collect more money for another car.  Within a few weeks 100 Ford 
cars were speeding silently through the state organizing the farmers against the legislature 
and the entrenched “foreign” interests. 
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[100] The nominating primaries took place in June of the following year.  The Non-
Partisan league had decided to nominate an entire ticket of their own from governor down 
to constable.  It was the flood-line of the year in North Dakota.  Streams were swollen 
and bridges were down.  Some of the farmers tied their clothes to their backs and swam 
across streams, and others drove as many as twenty-four miles around the streams, in 
order to get to their polling places to help nominate their candidates. 
 
[101] The result was one of the most significant political achievements of the year, in this 
country.  Governor Frazier, who has been a farmer all his life, was not only nominated, 
but was elected by an overwhelming vote, after one of the most dramatic campaigns that 
North Dakota has ever witnessed.  Picturesque incidents abounded throughout.  There 
was tremendous opposition.  There was a dramatic court trial in Fargo of the Equity Co-
operative Exchange, a competition of the Minneapolis Chamber of Commerce, during 
which 500 farmers paraded the streets before the courthouse with bands and with banners 
demanding an open market.  There were dark threats with respect to having members of 
the faculty of the North Dakota Agricultural College and the State University of North 
Dakota removed for enlightening the farmers with regard to political and economic 
possibilities in their state.  It was a battle of the people against the special interests, and in 
winning it, the Non-Partisan league of North Dakota contributed one more significant 
victory to the nationwide struggle of the agricultural population for a more fair and more 
efficient method of marketing their products.  It was a distinct forward step in the 
development of popular government. 
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Text Specification 
 
 This text represents Jeannette Rankin’s speech performance at Carnegie Hall in 
New York, on March 2, 1917.  Titled “Democracy and Government,” this speech was 
one of Rankin’s first public appearances after her successful campaign for 
congresswoman of Montana.  Due to the overwhelming amount of attention she received 
from the press for becoming the nation’s first congresswoman, she had spent the majority 
of her time after her election and before this speech in hiding.1  Her Carnegie Hall 
address was the first of a twenty-city lecture tour she took on her way to Washington to 
enter office.2  Carrie Chapman Catt, president of the National American Woman Suffrage 
Association, introduced Rankin to the crowd of 3,000 at Carnegie Hall that night.  As part 
of her introduction, Catt also read aloud a letter from Theodore Roosevelt apologizing for 
his absence at her address and praising the Republican Party.3   
 At the time of her election and this speech, Rankin and many other western 
women had the right to vote, while the women in eastern states were still without 
suffrage.  During her first days in office following this address, she made one of her 
infamous anti-war decisions by voting against the United States’ entrance into World 
War I.  She was later remembered as the only congressperson to vote against both World 
Wars. 
 
Source Materials 
 
Jeannette Rankin, “Democracy and Government,” Pre-Delivery Speech Draft, Wellington 
Rankin Papers, Montana Historical Society, MC 288, Box 4, Folder 17:  Jeannette 
Rankin [= A] 
 
“Miss Rankin Addresses 3000,” The Woman’s Journal, March 10, 1917.  [= B]  
 
“Jeannette Rankin Cheered by 3,000 For Speech Here,” New York Tribune, March 3, 
1917.  [= C] 
 
“‘Lady from Montana’ Talks,” New York Times, March 3, 1917.  [= D] 
 
“First Woman M.C. Makes Her Bow to New York,” Irish World, March 3, 1917.  
 
“Lady from Montana Makes Her Bow Here,” no publication title, no date, Jeannette 
Rankin Papers, Schlesinger Library, Folder 203.  [= F] 
 
“Lady Congressman Knows Everything,” N.Y.C. Mail, March 3, 1917.  [= G] 
 
“Miss Rankin Urges Direct Vote to Elect President,” New York American, March 3, 
1917.  [= H] 
 
“Woman Member of Congress Has Rousing Welcome,” New York City Herald, March 3, 
1917.  [= I] 
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Authentication Procedures 
 This text offers an authentication of Rankin’s speech performance at Carnegie 
Hall according to Robert N. Gaines’s method of text authentication.4  During the process 
of authenticating this text, I consulted every source that mentioned this performance 
available in books, newspapers, and Jeannette Rankin’s papers at the Schlesinger Library 
and Montana Historical Society.   
 Rationale for Composition-Text Selection:  The composition-text is a pre-delivery 
draft of the speech (= A) written by Jeannette Rankin’s brother, Wellington Rankin.5  It 
was selected because it is our only extant text of the speech.  Jeannette Rankin’s 
biographers note that the style of the speech exemplified Wellington Rankin’s usual style 
in that it had a moderate tone, balanced structure, and was written out.6  Following the 
Carnegie Hall address, Wellington Rankin mailed the pre-delivery draft (= A) to 
Jeannette Rankin and suggested that she use it for her upcoming address at the national 
meeting of the Nonpartisan League.7  Although contemporary newspaper accounts report 
that Jeannette Rankin did not use any notes during her Carnegie Hall address,8 a telegram 
from Wellington sent to their mother, Mrs. John Rankin, the day of the speech, reported 
that Jeannette was “well prepared” for her speech.9   
 Eight newspaper accounts of Rankin’s speech also include over forty excerpts 
from her speech.  The quotes, summaries, and descriptions of Rankin’s speech in 
newspaper articles corroborated many of the ideas in the copy text of the speech.  
Although very few of the excerpts match the speech draft (= A) verbatim, the majority of 
quotes have close parallels.  Furthermore, although each article only included a few 
excerpts of the speech, each author summarized main points of the speech and listed 
topics that she discussed.  They mentioned nearly twenty topics that are also evident in 
the copy-text: labor problems, industrial conditions, child welfare, woman suffrage, direct 
primaries, the recall, initiative and referendum, proportional representation, advantages of 
Montana, problems facing Montana, Montana’s electricity, natural water power, natural 
gas, free land, wheat, and mining resources.  Including direct quotes and topics 
mentioned in the articles, 96 of the 101 paragraphs of the speech are corroborated 
through news sources.   
 The newspaper accounts describe only three statements of Rankin’s that are not 
included in the speech draft (= A) or the text printed here.  First, the Woman’s Journal (= 
B) and New York Tribune (= C) reported that she commented on Colorado’s labor 
problems.  Although the speech draft does not include the word Colorado, it does discuss 
labor problems.    Second, the NYC Herald (= I) reported that she began her address by 
stating, “In Helena they address an audience ‘Ladies and candidates for Sheriff.’”  
However, the Woman’s Tribune’s (= B) description of the beginning of her address 
matches the opening paragraphs of the speech draft (= A).  Third, both the Woman’s 
Journal (= B) and New York Tribune (= C) include a direct quote that is not instantiated 
in the speech draft:  “I’m in favor of the initiative, referendum, the recall, the direct 
primary, state and national prohibition, a popular vote for President and a system of 
proportional representation in state legislatures.  These are steps toward democracy” (= 
BC).  Although this statement is not in the speech draft verbatim, these ideas are all 
throughout the speech.   
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 Establishment of Surface Features:  Except where specified in notes, the speech 
draft (= A) is followed for paragraphing, spelling, and punctuation.  Consistent with 
paragraphing in A, paragraph numbers have been introduced in the text within square 
brackets.   
 Departures from the Composition-Text:  Other than spelling, punctuation, and 
grammatical errors, the text presented here does not depart from the composition text (= 
A).  Although the wording of Rankin’s speech included in the newspaper reports often 
differ in small ways from the composition text (= A), there is no reason to believe that the 
newspaper reports are any more accurate than Rankin’s draft.  Because there are also 
small differences in the wording of Rankin quotes between the different newspaper 
sources, they do not indicate that the reports had word for word accuracy of Rankin’s 
performance.  The only newspaper excerpts of the speech that are identical to each other 
are several quotes included in The Woman’s Journal (= B) and the New York Tribune (= 
C).  However, the article in The Woman’s Journal (= C) explicitly states that it includes 
information gathered from the New York Tribune (= C) article on Rankin’s speech.     
 
 
Notes 
 
 1-2 You may have the impression that there is something rather unusual about a 
state that will select a woman to be its representative in national affairs. I will put you at 
ease at once by assuring you that Montana is unusual A: Montana is an unusual state—
that’s why it elected a woman to Congress BC 
 
 3 I am very proud of my native state A: I am proud of the West.  I’m glad that it 
belongs to me.  B C   
 
 3 I remember when I was a small child Lewis: I remember when a small child A 
 
 3 the store Lewis: the storn A 
 
 8 Some of the reports of my election in the eastern papers said that I campaigned 
on horseback.  To us campaigning on horseback is very commonplace. A: Some reports 
have had it that I campaigned the State on horseback.  D 
 
 8 I traveled 6000 miles by train and over 1500 miles by automobile but I wonder 
if any candidate in any other state could ride 500 miles through the mountains on an 
electrified train. A: As a matter of fact, I traveled on trains and automobiles.  I took one 
trip of 400 miles across the Rockies on an electrified train.  D 
 
 10 No one had to get up in the cold to shovel coal, not even the janitor. A: Not 
even the poor janitor need get out of bed into the cold in the morning B, not even the poor 
janitor need get out of bed into the cold of mornings C 
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 12 Montana produced enough wheat to make 18 loaves of bread for every man, 
woman and child in the United States A: Montana produced flour enough to make 
eighteen loaves of bread for every man, woman and child in the United States BC 
 
 12 food Lewis: foof A 
 
 13 Big Baked Potato ABC 
 
 14 59 bushels of No. 1 grain to the acre A: 58 bushels of No. 1 wheat to the acre 
BC 
 
 14 world Lewis: worled A 
 
 19 60 miles on horse back AC 
 
 19 me.” Lewis: me”. 
 
 20 16 miles in a lumber wagon ABC 
 
 20 is a lot farther than 45 miles in an automobile ABC 
 
 23 freedom Lewis: freedome  
 
 25 suddenly realized Lewis: suddently realized A 
 
 26 example Lewis: exampel A 
 
 28 While the wages are high in dollars and cents they are very low in food and 
shelter.  Two years ago there were literally thousands of men out of work. A: Wages are 
high in dollars and cents, but low in terms of food.  Two years ago thousands of our men 
were out of work. BC 
 
 28 Injury and violent death are very frequent. A: Injury and violent death are 
frequent among our workers. C 
 
 31 tell Lewis: fell A 
 
 32 This means we must have democracy in government, in industry, in social life 
if we are to have social growth. A: We must have political democracy, business 
democracy, social democracy. BC, democracy in industry, government and social life G 
 
 33 know.” Lewis: know”. A 
 
 35 the short time that the men of this country have been enfranchised A: what a 
short time men had had the ballot C 
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 36 In working for woman suffrage I have found it difficult to be patient with men 
who failed to appreciate how recently they have been enfranchised. A:  Men fail to 
realize how recently they have been enfranchised.  Considering the time they have had 
the vote they have done wonders with it. EF 
 
 37 The women of New York are still trying to convince their husbands, fathers, 
brothers and sons that they have intelligence to vote.  It is hard to talk about such a self-
evident truth with the advance of democracy pressing on all sides.  Still there is nothing 
else for the women to talk about, to think about or to work for except their own 
enfranchisement.  For until they have the opportunity, the power and the self respect that 
go with the ballot they have nothing. A: You women of New York are trying to convince 
your husbands and brothers that you have intelligence enough to use the ballot.  But until 
you have the power and the self-respect that go with the ballot you have nothing. E 
 
 38 The women of Canada have the privilege of saying whether or not they were 
willing to give their men for war. A: Women ought to have a right to way whether their 
men shall go to war. BC 
 
 39 The women have the vote for exactly the same reasons that men should 
directly participate in government.  And then they should have it because they are women 
and have a different viewpoint to express.  They should have it because they are closely 
related to a special interest in society – the children.  Thus children should be represented 
not only at the polls by, both men and women, but in legislative halls and in our national 
government and international conferences. A: Women should vote for the same reasons 
men did, because the nation needs their point of view and because children must have 
representation in the affairs of the country. BC 
 
 40 It is not fair to ask the men to do their work and women’s work too and it is 
certainly women’s work to care for the children. A: But it is not fair to ask the men to do 
their work and the women’s work too. EF 
 
 41 an acknowledged parenthood Lewis: an acknowledge parenthood A 
 
 41 involved Lewis:  envolved A 
 
 42 every bill that passes Lewis: every bill passes A 
 
 43 Woman suffrage is coming all over the world.  Nothing can stop its progress, 
not even the Democratic Party. A: Women’s suffrage is coming—it is coming all over the 
world.  Nothing, not even the Democratic Party can stop it. FG, Woman suffrage is 
coming—it is coming all over the world.  Nothing can stop it, not even the Democratic 
Party. I, Nothing, not even the Democratic Party, can stop Woman Suffrage. E, Woman 
suffrage is coming—and in spite of the Democratic Party. C 
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 43 A congressman… answered, “The government governs the men and the men 
govern the women.” A: A Southern Congressman who declared that the Government 
should govern the men and the men the women F 
 
 45 I want to repeat that there is nothing for the women to think about, to talk 
about or to work for until they have gained their enfranchisement for until they have the 
opportunity, the power and the self respect that go with the ballot they have nothing. A, 
Until women have the opportunity, power and self-respect that go with the ballot, they 
have not the first step toward freedom. EF, There’s nothing else for the women of New 
York to think about, nothing else for them to talk about, nothing else for them to work 
for, until they get the vote.  Until then they haven’t taken the first step in freedom. BC 
 
 46 half Lewis: hald A 
 
 47 read, “I voted Lewis: read” I voted 
 
 48 for whom it is carried Lewis: for whom is is carried on A 
 
 49 it checks the dishonest candidate Lewis: it shecks the dishonest candidate A 
 
 51 We know we would have a much greater influence in presidential elections if 
we had a direct vote for president. A: I am in favor of a direct vote for President.  Each 
voter has a right to his vote, and the vote for President should be recorded. H 
 
 51 influence in presidential elections Lewis: influence is presidential elections A 
 
 52 thirty thousand Lewis: thrity thousand A 
 
 55 voters, that the best men do Lewis: voters that the best man do A  
 
 56 While the primary system is expensive for the candidate who fails, all the work 
done in the primary by the successful candidate counts in the final election. A:  I am also 
in favor of direct primaries, irrespective as to whether they are more expensive to the 
State than convention nominations. H  
 
 58 individual campaign Lewis: undividual campaign A 
 
 58 votes Lewis: botes A 
 
 60 would Lewis: woulf A 
 
 64 I came out unequivocally for state and national prohibition and talked for it 
from the platform. A:  I am also in favor of State and national prohibition. H 
 
 68 The recall provides a system by which the constituents can remove the officer 
they have elected when he has proved himself incompetent or unfaithful. A: We must 
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have a way to make our officials responsible to the whole people after election, as before, 
so that they may be recalled at any time they are not living up to the principles on which 
they were elected. BC  
 
 70 individual class Lewis: individual calss A 
 
 73 long-felt Lewis: long=felt A 
 
 92 But democracy in government is not enough.  We must have democracy in 
industry as well. A: Industrial democracy is more important than political democracy. BC 
 
 93 The Declaration of Independence yesterday meant self-government; today it 
means self-employment, which is but another kind of government. ABC   
 
 94 life Lewis: like A 
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